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ABOUT THE BOOK
VAMPIRES, WOLFEN, and TALKING TREES
The Baylor are a carnivorous race who, although advanced
enough to launch orbital craft, were kept planet-bound due to constant
tribal warfare and Family blood feuds. They were discovered,
befriended, and given advanced technology by a well-meaning race
who are now known as the Lost Race. The Baylor rewarded their
benefactors with genocide then conquered and enslaved the other
member races of the Lost Race's budding space Alliance. Renewing
their traditional governmental form of 'the rule of the strongest', the
new Baylorian Empire then begins to expand its boundaries star by star.
Years later, one of the survivors of a half plant, half animal
race whose world is destroyed by kinetic and nuclear bombardment
uses his race's nanotech based abilities to leave his clan's refuge
beneath the crust of their destroyed world to study the expanding
Baylorian Empire. After four Terran centuries of study, Sy’Byt arrives
on Earth where he befriends the human native Draco Moon and
presents him with a nanotech based, cyberneural implant.
With the help of his alien mentor, Draco constructs duplicates
of his nanobotic implant and presents one to every member of his
family and a few close friends who wish to join him. In this way he
builds an army of cyberhumans whose goal is twofold.
Covertly feed advanced technology into the data systems and
research notes of Earth's scientists to 'push' the pace of advancement
into space. The second major goal of the Cyber Warlocks and Witches
is to remove a large number of human refugees, plants, and animals of
Earth in case the Baylor openly invade before humans can advance
enough to defend their world.
Both of these goals must be done in complete secrecy for if
the Baylor suspect that nanotechnology (which they do not possess and
fear greatly) exists on Earth, the planet will suffer the same fate as
Sy’Byt’s world.
Complete surface destruction by kinetic and nuclear
bombardment from orbit.

CYBERNEURAL SYMBIOTE

* ONE *
Etteerrmmoohh Taallnnoorr slid from the grasp of his
opponent, twisting around to avoid Goorrbbooss' recovery attempt.
Taallnnoorr reversed direction as his opponent lunged, then wrapped
his arms and legs around Goorrbbooss from behind as that one's
momentum took him past. He gripped tighter when his opponent
increased his own struggles in an attempt to dislodge Taallnnoorr.
When he was sure of his deathgrip, Taallnnoorr tipped his
head back, extending his feeding ring of teeth and let out his victory
scream, then slowly lowered his head to his victim's neck. He relished
the warm lifeblood that flowed down his extended feeding tube tongue
and after a few moments he relaxed his deathbite, raising his head
enough to whisper into Goorrbbooss's hearing tuft. "Do you yield your
will to me?"
"Never!!" Came the scream from Plliittoobbuu Goorrbbooss.
That one then renewed his struggles in Taallnnoorr's deathgrip and
Etteerrmmoohh Taallnnoorr gave his defeated adversary the honorable
deathbite. As he drank his prey's lifeblood, Taallnnoorr kept a firm grip
on Goorrbbooss's twitching body. It would not do to embarrass himself
or his Family by allowing the prey to break his hold with the
involuntary thrashings of death.
With the blood of his kill coursing down his throat he knew
that after many sixes of days of planning he had finally set himself
above any other for control of this new Empire he hoped to create. As
the conqueror in this final battle to the top of his people's government
he must give his vanquished adversary every honor that was his due. To
do otherwise was to give Family Blood Insult, the Baylorian version of
Family Feud, and conceivably jeopardize his bid to be Emperor.
After a few minutes his victim's blood took on the taste that
identified imminent death, but Taallnnoorr continued to feed. When
Goorrbbooss's heart ceased pumping, Taallnnoorr extended the
Plliittoobbuu Family Head the final Honor by continuing to maintain
the Deathgrip until the body ceased twitching and lay death still.
When he was sure an obscenely twitching corpse would not
embarrass the Plliittoobbuu Family, Taallnnoorr rose from the body
and spoke in a loud voice as he gestured towards the still form. "My
friend has given all he possessed to help me prove the battle worthiness
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of my claim! Are there any who dispute this gift or its meaning in our
recently lost traditions?"
His words fired resentment for his people's recent concessions
to a Prey species of grasseaters who just happened to have a much
higher level of technology than the Baylor. When no one of those
present spoke, Taallnnoorr completed the ritual phrasing. "I am now the
First Baylorian!!"
After finishing the new wording that had replaced what had
been millennia long tradition until the coming of offworld aliens, he
added that old tradition ritual phrasing. "I have disputed my opinions
with all who have the means to enforce their own opinion over mine.
After proper discussion and battle won rights of conquest, I now claim
myself Star Emperor, Taallnnoorr the First of the Etteerrmmoohh
Family."
The ritual was many twelves of twelves of years old, but the
phrasing was different from any in Baylorian history. No other had ever
claimed more than Emperor of the homeworld, and since the arrival of
their alien 'benefactors' his people had been ruled by an Alliance of
Families, led by the First Family since the death of the last Emperor.
When he declared himself not just Emperor, but Star Emperor,
he was met with silent surprise as the members of the Assembly
absorbed the implications of the revived phrasing and its far reaching
changes.
Taallnnoorr gazed at the faces of the assembled
Family representatives, watching their expressions change as each
realized the implications of the renewal to the ways of the old days. If
he had his way, no longer would any Baylorian Hunter be required to
explain his Hunt Lust to a higher authority that was not also Baylorian.
The Baylorian Hunt Lust had been held at bay for too long. Now the
beast was loose and those who had tried to change thousands of years
of tradition would pay for their meddling.
He would rather have had Goorrbbooss's slave yield, which
would have given him control of the Plliittoobbuu Family for a full
year, but the Death Match win gave him a single Favor for the future
from the Family. If that were the best that he could gain from this
individual victory, then he would have to be satisfied with that little bit.
He would much rather have had the Slave Yield, which would also
have included loyalty from all Plliittoobbuu Family alliances for an
entire year.
But for now he must bring together his former adversaries, as
well as his former allies, in another way. It would have been much
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easier to unite the worlds of his new Empire if Goorrbbooss had not
been so proud. As the Family Head of the Second Family, he would
have been more powerful than any single Baylorian in history, save
one.
Now he was no more than meat for hunting prey and his
Family was still Second, but with a new Family Head, which they
would choose in the old way, not the bloodless competition encouraged
by the aliens who exacted a price for their gift of offworld technology.
"It is now time to plan our race's future. We have spent too
long as the hired muscle of a race of grasseaters." His words were no
different than those of many others but his manner and those few vocal
followers that responded to his words were enough to get him the
attention that would help cement his claim. The members of the
Alliance of Baylor, even the name was copied from those who had
come from the stars to his homeworld, comprised the most powerful of
Baylor's Baron Families. If they, as a group, endorsed Taallnnoorr, few
would oppose him.
"True! Our Masters," This was said with derision, "say that we
will be equal to them in all ways as soon as we have matured." He
looked at the Lords who had witnessed his victory over Goorrbbooss,
and continued. "For too many years have we and our children had to
suffer a hunting restraint that did not allow us to find a place for each of
us! Before they came to our world we could prove our superiority to
anyone through ritual combat. Who are they to tell us our way is
wrong?"
The forty-seven Lords who had just watched him defeat the
First Lord of their Alliance, solemnly nodded their heads. Most of
those present remembered the old days when physical strength and
fighting skill determined who led their people. Not the POLITICS that
had been encouraged by the righteous aliens ever since the first of their
kind had been killed in the Hunt led by Etteerrmmoohh Emmrraiairr,
Grandsire to the new self proclaimed Star Emperor, Etteerrmmoohh
Taallnnoorr the First!
"We show them today that we are not their Equals," he looked
about at his audience, "but their new Masters!!" He screamed with a
raised fist. He wore his Victory Smile, the blood of his vanquished foe
still wet on his ring of teeth.
The screams of those that agreed were loudest from those
nearest the new Emperor. But even while everyone professed complete
loyalty, each would not hesitate to make backup deals with whatever
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Family they could come out on top of, after the shakeup that would
follow the Etteerrmmoohh Family's rise above all others. The Families
of the Alliance Lords had come through the change of power with no
honor or status lost, and it would be in their best interests to honor the
new Emperor's claim, made in the old way. His claim of Emperor was
more than his legitimate title of First Family of the Baylorian Alliance.
The heads of some of the less enthusiastic Families were not
exactly sure how to react to the unexpected turn of events and were
each hesitant to be the first to object and by their silence, gave tacit
approval that would be harder to reverse the longer they waited.
Other Families would not be so lucky. Someone would have to
pay for the Plliittoobbuu Family's loss, just as their former alien
benefactors would be hunted until the death of every one of their kind
stopped the Hunt. The scramble for power that was to come would
become legends for the survivors.
He would also deal with those who warned the prey that a
Hunt was on. His allies had taken control of almost all of the prey's
space capacity, which had been the signal for him to make his
Challenge, but there had been a surprising number of missing ships.
The biggest blow to his new Empire was the thought that any Baylorian
would protect prey from another Baylorian.
*

*

*

The ship came through the last jump point that its fuel would
allow and began to drift starward. It was not long before scouts had
explored the system and when the main fleet came through the jump
point, the lead ship transmitted all of its accumulated data in a
compressed burst. There were no indications of technological sources
on the habitable planet of the system so the lead ship's techs suggested
the large moon of that planet as a recreational and study base. At the
same time, the main fleet based itself at the fourth world and the
tankers refueled at the inner gas planet.
Those in charge of the fleet were in no mood, at that time, to
contradict any suggestion and before long ships were landing on a spot
on the planet's tidally locked moon. Their recent failure in revealing
themselves to lower tech species caused them to locate their base just
over the horizon so that surface lights would be out of sight to the low
tech natives of the third world. Tunnels were dug into the walls of the
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chosen crater and the sand within the crater was mined along with
tunnel debris to add to the fleet's re-supply effort.
While this was going on, the main fleet took up orbits, which
congregated around both of the fourth world's two small moons. Soon
both moons were the cores of a mass of tethered ships that exchanged
supplies and personnel at a steady pace.
TalksToTheWind hovered in the webbing of her command
center on the lead ship of the fleet. She was totally engrossed in the
relays from the main base on the fourth planet, but she also kept ocular
attention on the re-supplying efforts at the inner gas giant. The few fuel
transports in the fleet, "Some fleet." she was heard to mutter at times,
were a long way from being full but they were already fuller than they
had been when the fleet had been formed just after the Baylor had
begun their takeover.
She had warned many times in private meetings that the
Security of the Alliance was too full of the only carnivorous race in the
Alliance and that imbalance could result in their downfall. All those
who had laughed at her were now dead, as probably were three entire
star systems full of her people.
She still could see the video reports of the last to remain
before transmissions ceased. Young and old alike were swarmed by any
Baylorian who crossed their path in what the Baylorians blithely called
The Hunt. Any of her race that were caught were totally drained of
blood by their former Alliance partners. The quantity of dead in those
last reports from the homeworld left no doubt that there would be no
survivors.
TalksToTheWind scanned the reports of the progress of the
refueling and directed the larger of the tankers to transfer their fuel into
the smallest two. Those two would then transfer that fuel to the rest of
the fleet docked at the two moons of the fourth planet and the moon of
the third planet, before returning to be filled yet again at the orbital
refueling station at the inner gas giant.
Her attention then returned to the two bases. Using the two
moons of the fourth planet as anchors, the main fleet was being put
through a thorough inspection while personnel and refugees were
interviewed for future ship assignments.
They may have escaped with hundreds of ships carrying
thousands of her people but they may also very well be the last of their
race. She learned the lesson well. Never again would her people be able
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to trust another race. Thoughts of retaking the Homeworld would have
to wait until the survivors were safe.
The escape had only been possible because of the message
sent to her office a full three days prior to the battle between the two
highest-ranking Baylorians.
It was listed as from the Baylorian Security Office and had
directed her to take her fleet of trainees to the remote outer gravity
vortex jump point for the first of three seemingly random jumps along
untraveled star lanes. Her fleet had just completed their refueling for
the run in system to the graduation ceremony at the homeworld when
the message came. The fleet had not had time to wait for the Baylorian
Security Unit that was scheduled to accompany them on the in system
run and TalksToTheWind now realized why the Baylorians had been so
mad about the schedule change.
The reason became apparent three days later when the
takeover began with the entire Alliance communication network going
down with the exception of a single video band. The screen’s field of
view was filled with a regally dressed Baylorian urging all of His
people to Hunt the oppressors who would deny His people Their
Rightful Place!!
TalksToTheWind thought again of the videos of the piles of
dead and the swarming of several Baylorian children over a couple of
children of her own race. At that point her carriers full of training ships
had left the Home System on the course given by her unknown
benefactor. If the orders had not come when they did, her ships would
have been crammed full of murderous aliens who repaid her race's
sharing of star travel with total annihilation. Food takes on another
meaning when a sentient being can look at YOU as his next meal.
TalksToTheWind then thought of the rendezvous that had
occurred three jumps away from the Home System. Waiting for them
had been an even larger surprise than the Baylorian Takeover! A single
small starship of Baylorian design had been waiting when her training
fleet made the last of the stargate jumps. A message had been sent to
each ship coming through the jump point informing each ship's crew of
their status and options.
When the Baylorian ships left through their respective jump
gates, the fleet in orbit around the brown dwarf star contained the
largest number of refugees from the former Alliance. It contained ten
fuel tankers, three of which contain gas giant atmosphere tapping
hoses, the others relying on asteroidal and cometary sources only for
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fuel mass. Most of these also contained large farming tracts with
individually powered sections for each separate, farming 'room'.
In addition were hundreds of small, medium and large ships of
all designs. There were cargo ships of all kinds, passenger ships for
recreation and transport, and combination passenger and cargo ships.
Some had left after TalksToTheWind's mobile pilot's and
maintenance crew's training academy, and some had left days or tens of
days earlier on some isolated jump route that was routed and paid for
through the same mysterious source as her own orders had come. All
had arrived here, most of the private vessels without enough fuel to
return to the Home System even had they wanted to.
TalksToTheWind's training fleet was the first to arrive with
the knowledge of the Takeover, and almost all of those that followed
would have fired on the small courier at the end of the gravity vortex
jump point, had they been armed. The occupants of each courier
stationed at each jump point into that isolated brown dwarf had
described him or herself as a member of a Baylorian Religious Order
which forbade the use of sentient blood as a food source.
Although they did believe in enslaving inferior races as only
natural, they did not agree with the plan to eliminate the entire race of
their former benefactors. They revealed their own secret plan to save as
many of their Alliance partners as they could without revealing
themselves. The ships had been told to orbit the only gas giant orbiting
the small brown dwarf.
Last to arrive was the fleet of fuel tankers and accompanying
military escort that made up a deep space exploration fleet. By this time
the Baylorians had taken their fully fueled couriers elsewhere, leaving
TalksToTheWind in charge of the mass of fuel starved refugee ships.
The commander of the exploration fleet had refueled his
military vessels and headed for the Home System to rescue as many as
he could while placing the tankers and their resources under her
command. She wondered if she would ever see any of his ships again.
She also wondered if she should give the stars to the race of
the third world of this system and direct them toward the Baylorians
but immediately discarded the idea. Her race had been nearly destroyed
by sharing with another. She would do all in her power to ensure that
her people never again let another race do them harm. They would have
to learn the habits of the predatory races that seemed to be the most
hostile and make a new home compact and rich enough to allow them
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to rebuild to a level strong enough to take back their Homeworld and
their initial colony worlds.
Besides, if the natives of this world did defeat the Baylorians,
would they then become worse than those they replace? Her people had
suffered too much to ever take that chance again. If she had her way,
her people would never again trust another alien!
With that she returned her thoughts back to her fleet and the
tasks at hand. The ships that were visiting the third world were bringing
back many specimens of edible plants that would be tested for addition
to the gardens in the farm tankers. As she worked, she occasionally
glanced at the screen at the beautiful world pictured there, thinking of
her own world. Would she ever see it again? Were these few thousands
all that remained of her people, or were there other groups of ships or
lone ships fleeing the blood sucking beasts her race had tried to share
the stars with?
They would have to be stopped or they would continue to
destroy all in their path. But before her people could fight to regain
their world, they would have to find a place far enough away to give
them a chance to regain their strength. There they would build a fleet
with the size and power to crush the Baylorians and fling them back to
the world where they were spawned. Let them continue to hunt each
other as they did before they were invited to join the Alliance.
After a few octons of days, TalksToTheWind started losing
scout ships on their information runs through, what was now, Baylorian
occupied space. They had completely restocked and refueled all of their
ships from the gas giant gases and lunar and asteroid mining of this
system, so when the scout loses became too much of a risk she ordered
the fleet to prepare for deep space travel. The slowly recovering fleet
then set off for gravity vortex jump points in a direction away from
Baylorian space and the world of her birth.
TalksToTheWind was determined to find an unoccupied world
where her people could live while rebuilding for the future. She would
live for many years more and may even see the first attacks on her
races ultimate enemy, but for now, she must ensure the survival of her
species.
*

*

*

Due to the disappearance of a large number of commercial
starships, Baylorian Intelligence suspected that some of the Lost Race
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had escaped as scattered refugee groups. There was also an entire deep
space fleet with military escort that was still unaccounted for.
But with the three worlds of the Lost Race, another world
whose native race was easily enslaved, and their own Homeworld, the
Baylorians now had an Empire five times larger than they had ever
imagined little more than three generations earlier. With this new
power base to work from, the thought of a few isolated refugees didn't
scare the mighty Baylorians.
After only a short shakedown period, Etteerrmmoohh
Taallnnoorr emerged as the sole leader of the entire Baylorian Race. As
Star Emperor, he and his Family soon developed a policy that
encouraged a steady rate of expansion that maintained the Empire in a
more easily defended spherical shape. The Imperial Family started this
by rewarding each star within the sphere of systems contained by their
Homeworld and the Homeworld and colonies of the Lost Race, to an
entire Family. In this way the Emperor could show his Favor or
Disfavor for an entire Family, while at the same time eliminating
potential unfavorable conspiracies through the isolation of rebellious
Families by awarding them jump points or planets in useless red and
brown dwarf star systems.
Being a long evolved, carnivorous species their social
structure quickly resettled into the traditional competitive pyramid of
winners over losers not only within each Family for status level within
Family, but also Family against Family for status in the Emperor's
Favor. Smaller, less powerful Families, and those out of favor with the
Royal Family, could only hope to share the least useful systems.
On the other Favor extreme, a Family could be given an entire
star system containing a habitable planet as well as control over one or
more gravity vortex jump points leading into that system. Most of the
medium sized Families could only aspire to stewardship of a large tract
of land on a habitable planet, control of a commercially busy jump
point station, or ownership of a small fleet of FTL jump capable
starships.
As his ship orbited his Family's beautiful new planet,
Brraakkeenn Seettiillaabb pondered his dilemma. The first few days
had been full of joy when it was discovered that the atmosphere of this
new world that the Emperor had given to his Family was perfectly able
to support Baylorian life and that quite a few of the native animals had
palatable fluids. There was even a race of half-plant, half-animal
natives at a Stone Age level of technology. Their body fluids were
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slightly toxic and foul tasting, but they were harmless creatures whose
only concern was tending gardens. Besides! What could there be to fear
from plants!
He had been extremely pleased with the start of the Estates of
his Family and those to be leased to those lesser Families which rely on
his Family for protection, and was busy transporting prey animals and
their food supplies to his new world when the first mysterious death
occurred.
It was with shock that he had learned that a native of his new
world had killed one of his Family. He had the guilty native executed
and dismissed the incident from his mind. Not even fearing for its own
life, the creature had continually whined about the forest that
Seettiillaabb's dead nephew had cleared to make way for the prey that
he had decided to stock his estate with.
That lesson had not been effective, and soon another native
had been found guilty of murdering his master. To show the natives
that they would have to obey their new Masters completely,
Seettiillaabb had made several other natives watch as the second
murderer as well as eleven others had been executed.
Being as much plant as animal, the natives didn't contain a
body fluid that the Baylorian race found palatable, so the natives were
simply sprayed with rapid fire from the execution squad's slug and dart
throwing hand weapons. The shredded bodies were then left for the
observers to do with as they pleased. Seettiillaabb had been surprised
and disgusted when the observers had simply returned to their own
garden plots, leaving the bodies of their own kind for the scavengers.
His thoughts returned to those bodies again. If only he had had
the natives executed in a less destructive manner and the bodies
dissected and studied, he would not be in the position he was in now.
"The fleet reports all in readiness My Lord." Came the report
from his chief aid.
"Proceed with acceleration of missiles." He ordered.
On his screen, he watched as the twelve small asteroids began
to move from their former paths. Gradually, the twelve rocks would
gain speed as the gravity wave coils that were anchored to them pulled
on the target planet. Slowly at first, they picked up speed, bit by bit
adding momentum until they were moving at a velocity that had each
locked into the gravity well of their target.
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The acceleration continued to mount as they passed the orbital
monitoring satellites, the influence of the gravity wave coils becoming
stronger the closer they came to the planet.
Faster and faster they moved and just before they made
contact with the target's atmosphere, charges planted deep inside of
each exploded to break them apart. The pieces were each as large as a
mountain and when they hit the planet's atmosphere, they burned
brightly in the sky for the few seconds they took to reach the surface,
where they exploded with terrific force.
"First target destroyed." Came the report from his aid,
followed after short pauses by. "Second target destroyed. Third target
destroyed."
The aid continued to report each asteroid's impact as it
happened while Seettiillaabb watched the main six-split view screen.
The alternating views showed the surface of the planet rapidly
becoming obscured by the masses of debris being thrown up by the
continuous bombardment.
He already knew the Emperor was displeased with him and by
association, his Family. They had been given the task of watchers.
From now until the Emperor released them from their post, they would
have to watch the planet below for any sign of the deceptive natives.
He allowed a little fear to seep into his thoughts. The natives
had fooled his survey teams into thinking that they were simple stone
age level gardeners, when in fact they were far more advanced than
even the Lost Race which had given Baylor its star traveling
technology.
After the first and second Baylorian deaths, and the executions
that had followed, Seettiillaabb had been pleased to see things settle
down. Then imported prey stock had begun to die en masse and when
investigators went in, more deaths had occurred, but they had appeared
to be accidental. When these accidents had become too numerous
Seettiillaabb had sent in a number of armed troops to patrol each of the
areas where deaths had occurred.
Soon squads of troops began to endure accidental deaths out
of proportion to that expected by even battle casualties and
Seettiillaabb began to take the deaths out on any native encountered. It
was not long before the Baylorians were hard pressed to evacuate fast
enough to save even half of those on the surface of the planet.
Subsequent attempts to retake the surface only added to the
number of dead.
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The natives did not follow the Baylor into space and the
decision was made to let them follow the Lost Race into oblivion. As
the last of the asteroids impacted the planet's surface, Seettiillaabb
spoke again. "Scan for any signs of life and target each area with
kinetic missiles." These were metal sheathed, bullet shaped masses of
molded slag rock with targeting sensors in the nose and controlled
steering jets. They were designed for pinpoint accuracy and ranged in
size from as small as a large Baylorian up to as large as a medium sized
ship.
The technicians continued to scan the readouts from the orbital
satellites, slowly piercing the veil of dust and debris that shrouded the
world below. After a few hours, their instruments began to be able to
see through the thick layers of debris thrown up by the asteroidal
impacts and the few places on the surface that showed undamaged
areas were soon targeted and destroyed. In a couple of days, there were
no more signs of life on the planet's surface.
The Brraakkeenn Family then began its long vigil. The
Emperor had allowed the Family to keep all of its other holdings, but
Seettiillaabb knew that his Family would be financially drained by the
order to ensure that the natives of this former colony never threatened
the Empire.
It was years before all of the dust and debris settled from the
atmosphere and during that time the Brraakkeenn family continued to
target any sign of life with smaller, specially designed kinetic missiles
as well as tactical nuclear missiles.
The skills they learned in the process made them the best in
the Baylorian Empire at orbit to surface warfare and aided them in
regaining Imperial Favor. Even though they still had to remain at their
vigilant post watching the planet below, they soon became the
Emperor's first choice whenever a technologically strong race's
Homeworld needed to be added to the Empire.
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* TWO *
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*SyeByt continued to throb
the tympanic membranes between his tentacles in the proper
frequencies of the ritual song for accepting his implant, while he moved
along the Path Of Knowledge between the double lines of crechemates,
oldsters, and lost ones. He had practiced the song too many times to
forget the intricate tonal formulae, but he found himself not knowing
the next note until it had passed his tymp's surface.
He hoped that none of those in attendance noticed the
bungling that was obvious to him, and continued along the Path with
those others of his group.
As he walked, he thought back on the path that had led him
here. The days of peering at a genetic sample to do nothing more than
explain every observation in real time as he observed it, to another,
who was, at the same time, explaining to him a genetic sample of a
different kind. At the end of the several days long exercise, both
'students' must know both samples' test results. This double focus
attention would be needed to retain control of the implant over the
internal Artificial Intelligence Program.
He noticed that the family ranks also contained some of those
with less than sufficient self-control after their own walk down this
Path.
There was CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*PaeRah who
could only be talked to by two at a time or the Host and AI would argue
aloud.
And
there
was
his
budlingmate
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*LieBar whose personality had
deserted his body from the shock of the implant.
The implant’s AI, unable to reconcile the reaction of its host,
had been only able to control the body enough to be led from place to
place with constant encouragement and to eat unaided. With the body
assured of life, the Artificial Intelligence program within the implant
would use its vast data storage 'memories' to answer any question asked
but would respond in no other way. His budlingmate’s particular
symbiotic shock made Li’Bar nothing more than a living data storage
device that would live for many octons of years.
Sy’Byt could still remember the time when he and Li’Bar had
talked of what ancient plant or animal each was going to revive when
they became Gardeners. Li’Bar had wanted to bring back an ancient
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fruit tree from over an octon to the octon power of years ago. Li’Bar
had a love for fruit that all knew of and this goal was seen as only right
for his first project as a Gardener.
Sy’Byt, on the other tentacle had surprised all by continuing to
declare his intention to not become just a Gardener, but also to become
a Researcher. He had told no one of his further ambition to become one
of the few Voyagers. To use his nanobots to coat his body in a
protective shell and travel above his homeworld to meet with these tall,
four limbed newcomers from another star.
Imagine!
A
race
that
towered
above
the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm and walked on only two of its four
limbs! But bad things were told of these newcomers.
They destroyed forests to make grasslands, while in other
places they planted forests where grasslands had been previously, with
no regard to local weather conditions or the gardens of those of
Sy’Byt's people who tended the land.
The sole purpose of these changes was to make room for
animals that they brought from other worlds, which they would then
chase for long periods of time at a very rapid speed. Being a
carnivorous species, they would then bite the captured animal,
consuming a portion of the creature's body fluids.
The only living creatures that Sy’Byt consumed were those
that didn't leave whatever plant material he put into his 'mouth'. These
beings were so interesting that his greatest desire was to talk to one of
the newcomers. What was it like to move so fast all of the time? And
how did the fast moving aliens balance on alternating lower limbs to
keep from falling over? As an experiment, he had tried to lift all but
one tentacle, but had soon realized that two was the best he could do
and that only after many embarrassing falls onto his side.
What were other worlds like?
There were tales of his people's far distant past when their
mastery of nanotechnology was new and travel to the other planets of
his world's star, and even to other stars, was commonplace. But that
was many hundreds of generations in the past, before his people had
grown out of their earlier wanderlust and became satisfied with their
simple stewardship of the ecology of their Homeworld.
He had heard stories that several of his own kind who had not
hosted an implant had DIED when one of the newcomers had been
punished by one family's Gardeners when the aliens had destroyed a
favored Garden of one-of-a-kind plants. There had to have been a
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mistake somewhere or the newcomers would not have turned their
weapons on such a large group of his people for trying to protect their
Garden.
The aliens could not have known that not all of those in the
group they had herded together hosted an implant. Why kill so many
when only one of their own had died and that one for ecological crimes
of such magnitude that even one of Sy’Byt's own kind would have
forfeited his or her life.
After a period of mourning for the true dead, other Gardeners
in infected areas had started destroying the imported animals and
reversing the ecological destruction done by the invaders. When the
Baylor sent in troops, his people had gone to great lengths to make sure
only the most aggressive of the troops had any accidents with deadly,
native plants or animals. It was easy for those who no longer inhabited
their biological birth body to control the native flora and fauna through
direct inhabitation with their nanotech based bodies. Sy’Byt continued
to ponder the changes that had come to his world as he approached the
end of the Path.
Toward the end of the Path, he saw his bud parent flanked by
his two gene parents. Li’Bar’s gene parent in common glanced to the
side where his other gene partner stood, then back at Sy’Byt as he
approached his bud parent.
She held an ivy leaf in her tentacles and on the leaf lay an
object that shimmered with all the colors that Sy’Byt had ever seen.
Stopping in front of his gene parent, he turned his lower,
motive tentacles into the rightward turning, northern hemispherical
circle of life. With his trunk representing the Great Gardener in the
center of the circle of life, he extended the two nearest of his
manipulative, upper tentacles toward the shimmering object and lifted
it from its resting place.
"e I gratefully accept the e honor of the possession e of this
implant with e the hope that I e will prove worthy of e the Gift and
my e advancement to the position e of Gardenere."
With the singing of the ritual acceptance, he placed the object
against the surface of his body closest to his neural knot and waited.
The Artificial Intelligence Program within the Implant recognized the
proximity to his neural knot and began to morph the Implant.
Flowing like fluid, the entire implant sought the pores in
Sy’Byt’s bark-like skin and then flowed through minute gaps in the
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cartilaginous body shell beneath the skin surface to seek out its place
within his neural knot.
He lost all connection with his surroundings as the implant
acquainted itself with his mental pattern and achieved contact with his
mind. Several minutes later, he was able to again notice his
surroundings and was dismayed to see that all but one other in his
group were experiencing some form of trouble with their own implants.
As he himself found his own implant to be perfectly attuned to
his mind and its task of integrating itself into his body, he watched as
several attendants restrained another of his group who was in violent
convulsions. Another was sprawled upon the ground either dead or
unconscious, with the ends of his motive and manipulative tentacles
twitching.
He now knew what all of his instructors had meant when they
had said, "I don't know. Each implant integration is different." to so
many of his and his friend's questions about what would happen during
the integration with their implant.
He began to fear a delayed reaction of his own when the
implant's AI spoke to him in his mind. Within moments he had not only
calmed himself, but had begun to converse with his implant's AI with
more and more confidence. His silent wondering about his ease of
integration as compared to that of his fellow recipients elicited the
speculative response from his AI that his constant practicing at
balancing on two motive tentacles may had given him a strengthened
mental focus.
Over the next few cycles of days he was engrossed in the
learning of his implant's abilities and when the first of the Baylorian
asteroids impacted his world, he was past the point of transferring his
'self' into the storage area of the implant. Now, even the destruction of
his birth body could not kill him. As long as the implant itself survived,
he would live.
Many octons of days later, he was inspecting the stockpiles of
captured Baylorian technology when his body was finally destroyed by
debris from one of the last of the kinetic missiles. After a short period
of disorientation that lasted the next cycles of days, he was able to
regain his mental focus and from his new 'home' within the confines of
his implant, he used his internal nanobot factory to create a mechanical
body. Using a combination of his race's and Baylorian technology, he
slowly morphed himself into a nanobot based mechanical duplicate of
his former self.
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The CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm had not had
aw
ar or even
major crime for octons of octons of years and were not prepared for the
Baylorian reaction. Billions died a true death before they started to seek
shelter in the depths of their world's crust. After a few decades
Baylorian paranoia had diminished to the point where some of the
braver members of the survivors began to return to the surface.
Using nanite technology to manipulate the atomic structure of
matter, the CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm began to produce copies of
certain Baylorian tech equipment.
After a short period of experimentation several individuals
created the means to leave their world to find the answers to the
questions about why they'd been attacked.
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*SyeByt was one of the ones
who collected Baylorian technology to add to what was known about
the aliens. Sy’Byt traded data with others of his kind who studied the
aliens and decided that he would use this data to leave his planet to
study the Baylor to find out why they had destroyed his world.
"What will you do? Where will you go?" Asked the oldest
living
member
of
his
Family,
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*MneTorr.
Sy’Byt replied. "I must find out all that can be found out about
those who destroyed our world. They ruined our world for some reason,
but we will never know that reason if we continue to cower below the
surface."
"Many of our people have been able to construct gardens
within tunnels below the range of our attacker's sensors. Eventually
they will tire of punishing our planet and we will be able to return to
the surface to begin the repair of our world." Mn’Torr pleaded with
Sy’Byt. "Stay and help us restore our world!"
"I am sorry that I have to leave, but every bit of knowledge
that can be gained may be of use in the future. How do we know that
they will stop their attacks soon or continue for years or even octons of
years? What if they NEVER stop until they have blasted our world to
rubble the size of the same rocks they bombard us with." He asked the
head of his Family. "What good then will our Tunnel Gardens be? How
long must we cower in fear of the unknown when the solutions to our
problems, and the answers to our questions may only be a short
distance away?"
Mn’Torr signaled his reluctant agreement to Sy’Byt's logic for
it did seem that the Baylor would indeed continue until their world split
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beneath them. He wished the young one good fortune in his quest,
making Sy’Byt promise to return one day to help with driving off their
attackers so that the rebuilding of the Gardens could be started. He
would like to have done something more than just cower beneath the
rock of his world and not dare to strike a blow in defense. For the time
being the actions of this young one would have to substitute for his
revenge for the rape of his world by the Baylorians. He was old enough
to know the benefits of patience, but he also recognized the need for
information as a basis for his decisions.
It had been so many octons of years since he had felt anger or
animosity that he would not even have recognized the emotions he now
felt, before the Baylor came. Now his people lived in fear as they
tended their gardens in tunnels below the surface, using technology
copied from their enemy to create artificial light and their own
nanotech abilities to convert matter at an atomic level to supply each of
their Tunnel Gardens. It had taken a combination of the knowledge and
technology of both races for his people to survive this long.
A few others had left, but none had returned as yet and
because of the lack of any word from them, Mn’Torr feared the worst.
This young one insisted that the distances that one needed to travel
were so vast that considerable time was needed to travel between stars.
Sy’Byt had also insisted that it could very well be many years before
any of those who did leave would be able to gain enough information to
make the journey home worth the effort.
"Do you intend to stay away for a set period of time?" He
asked Sy’Byt. "Or are you going to become lost to us like the others?"
Sy’Byt raised a tentacle of his nanobot-based mechanoid body
to the raised tentacle of the old one, who was one of the oldest
members of their race to still have his birth body. "I vow that I will
return with whatever knowledge I can gain to aid our cause." He
paused before adding. "I also vow to continue my search among the
stars until I am certain of a method, or an ally, that will give us a
favorable end to our dispute with the Baylor.
He then said his farewells to those few others of his Family
who shared this tunnel refuge and then entered the shaft that led to the
surface. The shaft was on a gentle upgrade for a long distance then
began to slowly grow smaller. After a while Sy’Byt had to morph his
mechanoid body into a smaller size to pass through the smaller shaft.
The incline became steeper as he traveled farther, and continued to
grow gradually smaller at the same time.
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By the time he neared the surface several days later he was a
long way from his family's underground refuge, and his shape had
changed to a long slender, upward flowing tendril of nanobot based
material. When the forward tip of his mechanoid body's tentacle shape
reached the end of the existing tunnel, he changed his shape just
enough to burrow upwards the last few hundred feet through the upper
layers of dirt to the surface. He stopped as soon as his tentacle tip broke
the surface and changed the shape of the protruding tip to be able to
watch and listen to his immediate vicinity.
When he arrived it was daylight but there was a grayish pall to
the light that shone on his homeworld that made it seem like night. He
remained just below the surface for many days observing the moving
lights orbiting above his world while he sent tiny remote insect mechs
flying around the surrounding area to gather information. When the
mechs returned from their explorations of the nearby area, he integrated
the stored info. Remaining where he was for a while watching the
watchers through the fog of dust thrown up by the rain of asteroidal
material the Baylor had used to destroy his world.
While he watched the sky, he also sent a number of tentacles
in all directions from his central position. In this way he was able to
make a hundreds of strides wide sensor array with which he scanned
the frequencies outside the range of the single optical orb and tympanic
ring that topped the tentacle connected to his submerged body.
Several days later he was confident of his knowledge of the
orbits of the overhead monitoring satellites as well as the frequencies
each monitored. With his little more than body sized mass being the
best natural aid to camouflage, he used his study of captured Baylorian
technology to change his mech body into a compact gravity
neutralizing device. Covered by various stealth tech devices, which
combined to make him totally invisible to the orbital watchers, he lifted
upwards and away from the planet of his birth. When he achieved orbit,
he sought out one of the ships orbiting there and approached it slowly
using all the stealth he could muster.
After making contact with the hull, he waited for a while to
make sure he hadn't been detected then used the morphic properties of
his nanotech based mechanoid body to allow him to flow undetected
across the hull till he came to the communication array. He found the
point where a cable connected to the array, then entered the hull
through a sealant packed hole. He extruded another tentacle and
dissolved a path through the sealant and morphed his body through the
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hole and down the cable, refilling the hole with newly made sealant
after he passed through the hole and into the ship.
Sy’Byt followed the cable into a large data panel, which he
entered with the intention of tapping into the data flow, but because he
filled the empty spaces in the data panel with his morphically fluid
body, the panel began to overheat and run slow. This caused him to
take a much longer time to complete making a duplicate of the ship's
memory and almost got him caught.
When the panel that he occupied began to overheat, caution
lights on the bridge alerted the watch to a potential problem. A
maintenance tech had been sent to inspect the panel, but alerted by the
intership Comm message, Sy’Byt had vacated the panel moments
before the tech arrived.
He flowed out of the panel through the cables that entered
through the bottom and along a cable that led to a junction box within
the hull. From there he chose a direction shown by the ship's blueprints,
which he now contained in his own memory. When he arrived at the
main core memory module, within the hull of the combination
Bridge/lifeboat, he incorporated his morphic body within the largest
concentration of connections. From there he waited while he studied
the entire ship and crew at leisure, discovering data records that showed
him the method the Baylor had used to destroy his Home World.
It was nearly a Baylorian solar half-cycle before a supply ship
arrived and by the time the supply ship broke orbit to leave the system,
Sy’Byt had relocated his body into the ship's data system. There he
began studying the new data that was contained in this new host ship’s
data net.
This new perspective gave Sy’Byt a feeling of exhilaration
that was repeated every time he encountered a new data system in his
journeys through the Baylorian Empire.
Over the next six, octons of octons of years Sy’Byt traveled
from star to star in the Baylorian Empire studying the race that had
destroyed his world and all of the races that they had conquered. Being
a member of a herbivorous species, Sy’Byt could never understand the
motives of the Baylorians, but the results of their particular mindset
could be seen wherever he journeyed.
With his nanobot work crews to convert matter at an atomic
level, Sy’Byt was able to disguise himself as almost anything to hide
from detection while traveling on Baylorian starships. Between starship
journeys he would accumulate nanomass and morph his nanotech based
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body into copies of native creatures while on a planet's surface. In this
way he could secretly observe the Baylor race as they continued to
spread throughout space.
Before the Baylorian invasion, Sy’Byt race had not used their
internal nanite factories for anything more than the maintenance of
their biologic or artificial selves and the plants and animals of their
Family Gardens. For those who left their world after its destruction, it
was not long before they had begun to create new and unique devices
as they explored space and studied the Baylorian race. Since the
Voyagers had left their world, every time one of them crossed paths
with another of their kind, the two would exchange information.
In this way they were each able to build a file on the Baylorian
Empire as it grew. These files contain a very thorough study of the race
as a whole as well as a very large list of family histories of some of the
more powerful Baylorian Families and some smaller files on notable
individuals and smaller Families.
Although Sy’Byt had never gone back to his homeworld
himself, he had shared 'memories' with several others over the
centuries. To preserve that knowledge he had used his nanobots to
build a larger than body sized mechanoid body to hold the accumulated
knowledge and supply enough nanobot mass to travel between the stars
independent of Baylorian ships when he chose. This larger nanobot
body also allowed him to perform dangerous, but necessary
investigations by using remotely operated mechanoids to keep his 'self'
at a safe distance from what he was investigating.
It was during one of the chance meetings with another of his
race, where both parties pass on genuinely new information that Sy’Byt
learned of the Renegade Family. Feeling that their Imperially approved
holdings were too small and insignificant, this Baylorian family's
ancestors had gone against the wishes of the Emperor of the time.
Without Imperial approval they had conquered a double star system
several stargate jumps and many eights of light years farther out from
the steadily increasing border approved by the Emperor.
The Renegade Family had taken the two habitable worlds and
enslaved the native canine race that had just attained star travel and
colonized the habitable planet orbiting their sun's sister star. Because
of the combined strength of their political allies, the Baylorian Emperor
of the time had allowed the Renegade Family to keep possession of the
double system. But as punishment for going against his wishes the
Emperor had forbidden them, upon Family Execution, to own or
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operate any space vessels of any kind, even to travel the short distance
to the sister star's gravity vortex jump point.
Allowed only orbit-to-surface-to-orbit shuttles, all other space
travel within their double system is dependant on what they can
purchase from Families allowed to own and operate interplanetary and
star ships.
The children of those first renegades have prospered within
the restrictions put on them by the Emperor and have turned their two
worlds into immense hunting estates that would be the envy of any of
the most powerful Families of their kind. The natives of the system
have the controllable ability to put themselves into months long states
of hibernation and the Renegade Family becomes even more influential
by selling the natives for starship slave labor. Many Baylorian Lords
travel to the Renegade Worlds for slave trade as well as for the variety
of challenging Hunts the Renegades provide. Sy’Byt decided that he
would be very interested in learning more about this Renegade Family.
*

*

*

Glrren Harrgn ran across the sandy beach as he had never run
in his life. His tongue lolled in his mouth, dropping saliva as much as
heat, from his overexerted body. He wore two Baylorian weapon belts,
with two holsters, but only one contained a handgun. That one would
have been in his free hand but it was empty, so Glrren had holstered it.
The other was dangerously low on ammo, and Glrren was ready to use
it to most effectiveness, as he had every shot previously.
Behind him came his lifemate and two others. He was glad
that the two were unattached and young enough to bear young. If they
succeeded in escaping, they would need the wider gene pool in the
years to come. His gaze went to those ahead and as he ran he watched
those few ahead enter the skimmer.
It was one of those built by his people just before the Baylor
had invaded this new colony as well as the Homeworld of Argnng.
Panting raggedly, he finally reached his goal, stumbling and lurching
against the side of the skimmer as the combination of the sand and the
twin child carriers he wore caused him to lose his balance momentarily.
"Hurry!" Came an impatient voice from inside the aircraft.
He was in before anyone else could complain, followed almost
immediately by his lifemate, then the young couple behind her.
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The skimmer rose from the sand before the door could be shut,
and sped across the beach toward the bay. Those inside were gasping
for breath and the smell of their wet fur and their fear was
overpowering.
With their tongues lolling to shed heat from their exertions,
they were looking at one another with questions in their eyes when they
heard a voice from the front of the skimmer. "There are baskets below
each seat. One seat, one basket. Make the food in there last the entire
trip. That's all you get."
Glrren looked at those around him as he clutched the twin
child carriers with one hand and his lifemate with the hand that also
still clutched the weapon. At any moment he expected the Baylor to set
one of their security flyers after the fugitives and to watch helpless as
lasers and slugs tore the skimmer and themselves to pieces.
"Let it be quick." He muttered.
"What?" Asked his lifemate.
"The journey!" He said too loud. "I said, let the journey be
quick!"
His lifemate smiled and fussed with the two young strapped to
his chest. The male was their own child but the other was the daughter
of friends who had been caught stealing food. The young female was in
the care of his lifemate at the time and had been silently adopted when
her parents had been reported as killed during a Lord's Hunt.
Still gasping from his run, Glrren listened to the hum of the
gravity wave coils that kept the craft above the spray of the waves
below and noted the imbalance in the right front, as well as the middle
right coil. He was good with gravity wave coils and had been a tech on
a starship until the Baylor had come. He and his new lifemate had been
on the planet's surface taking their life vows when the Baylor had gone
from new friends to conquerors with the takeover or destruction of
almost all of his race's space ships, stations, and bases.
When the last of the defenders retreated to the second moon
and proved impossible to extricate easily, the Baylor had blasted the
moon to rubble, continuing even when it was obvious all defenders and
their ships were destroyed. All that remained to this day was a ring of
debris that was shepherded by the first and third moons.
The sudden attack had destroyed the Argnngian space force in
the sister system first, then had slowly forced his people back to the
Homeworld, where they had defeated and enslaved his race. He and his
Lifemate had been able to lose themselves among the colonists and
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when the cub had been born, had started to plan their escape to an area
as far away from the Baylor as they could get.
He had heard of a group that was taking refugees West and
had contacted them and made the rendezvous. Now his life as well as
that of his family was in the hands of these strangers. He looked again
at his lifemate and smiled his reassurance.
The imbalance in the gravity wave coils gradually increased as
they crossed the water toward the islands to the west. Then without
warning a squeal came from the floor and the skimmer dipped toward
the water as one of the two unbalanced gravity wave coils lost
cohesion.
Amidst the screams of fright from his fellow passengers,
Glrren could hear the two in the front seats arguing.
"I thought I told you to adjust those coils?" Came from the
driver.
“I didn't have time.” Came the angry retort. "You always
expect me to do all the dirty work while you deal with the planning. I
want to be in more with the planning from now on!"
"Hah!! You wouldn't last to the end of the meeting! Lord
Kiilliimmeedd would smell your fear and drain you of blood in front of
everybody!"
"If you can face him so can I!" The passenger sounded less
sure of himself as he argued with the driver. "I bet I would be able to
smell YOUR fear if I were there when you grovel for Lord
Kiilliimmeedd!"
Glrren was about to ask them what they were talking about
when the skimmer dipped even lower and another coil started to squeal.
The front of the skimmer hit a wave and the entire vehicle shook.
"Watch what you're doing!!" The one on the right yelled at the
driver. "If any of the cargo is damaged Lord Kiilliimmeedd will use US
for his Hunt!"
"Shut up!" The driver yelled.
The other one glanced
back at the passengers and noticed Glrren watching him.
"So you know where you're going. Don't start anything."
Glrren now noticed the slug thrower in the other's grasp. "There's no
place to escape to unless you can walk on water for two days, so just
relax. Who knows, you may be able to outrun the Hunt. If you do, I'm
sure the Lord will let you live as a slave." His smile was evil. "But he'll
probably drain the two cubs for a snack before he chases you and your
slut."
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The taunting broke Glrren's paralysis. The taunter could not
have known that Glrren and his lifemate had been in the Space Force or
that they had both had intensive training in hand to hand combat.
Glrren's kick took him by surprise and when he fired the weapon, it was
aimed directly at the driver’s head. He had time only to look surprised
at his blunder before a blow to his windpipe sent him to his own death,
choking and thrashing unsuccessfully around in his seat until lack of
oxygen robbed him of strength and he finally collapsed, tongue and
eyes bulging.
The skimmer dove as the driver slumped over the controls and
Glrren was thrown to the side. The cub harnesses had slowed him but
his lifemate had been as quick as he and fought the controls of the
floundering vehicle while he regained his balance over the seat and
body of the dead driver.
Seeing her in control of the skimmer, he made sure of the
safety of the two cubs before looking to his fellow passengers.
"Quiet!!" He yelled.
The screams and frantic questioning stopped immediately.
"That's better."
"What have you done? We'll all be killed!" The young female
sobbed.
"No. I saw what happened." Her companion said, eyes wide.
"They were going to deliver us to a Baylorian to be Hunted. He saved
us!"
"We're not safe yet." Said Glrren. He could only watch as his
lifemate fought the controls, landing them on the choppy water's
surface.
"Now what do we do?" Asked the eldest of their group.
"Should we turn back?"
Glrren smiled reassuringly. "I'll look at the coils. Maybe I can
get them back into alignment and we can go on ourselves."
"But what about the Baylorians?" Came from more than one
of those present.
"Well....," Glrren thought furiously as he looked at the fear
filled expectant faces. "We were going west. We'll just have to go east
when I get the coils working."
"But that's back the way we came! We can't go back!"
"We'll go north first, then east across the ocean. We should be
able to find land in four to six days." Glrren continued to speak
soothingly.
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"But no one lives there!" Sobbed the young female. "We'll be
all alone!"
Her companion put an arm around her heaving shoulders. "I'll
be with you." He said softly. He looked at Glrren and said. "You were
so quick! It was over before I could think what to do about that one
pulling a weapon." He looked at the young female next to him. "I think
I would have attacked eventually, but I probably would have died in the
attempt." He looked now at Glrren. "You've saved my life twice over
by your skill, from now on I will do whatever you tell me."
They dumped the two dead bodies into the water after
stripping them of anything useful, then Glrren pulled open the floor
panels that gave access to the gravity wave coils in the skimmer's deck.
By the time the sun rose, he had finished his repairs and dumped the
skimmer's location transponder into the ocean, and the skimmer was on
its way. They stayed on the water, heading north until they passed
through the straits that separated the two main continents. Turning east,
they spent the next few days crossing the ocean.
They knew they were near land when they saw the six limbed
native flying predators in the sky. The Baylor were already in the
process of hunting the largest of those on the main continents to
extinction as well as introducing other predators that preyed on the
flyer's young. Few of the larger species were found on the two main
continents when his people had first colonized Grrlar, and they had
congregated on the coasts.
The alien blood feeders had begun to kill the largest of the
avian species off almost from the first day of their occupation. Because
of their immense size, the native flying predators posed too much
danger to the predators the Baylorians imported from other worlds and
were killed whenever found.
"We will be safe here." His lifemate said aloud.
"For how long?" The eldest said.
They all looked toward the horizon where their Home Star
could be seen as a bright spot, the only daystar in the sky at this time of
year. They wondered what was happening on their Homeworld. Were
any of their families still alive? What would become of their
Homeworld? Would the Baylor destroy his people as some had said
they had done to two other races?
Glrren knew that only time would tell what the future held. He
knew only that he would do his best to ensure his family's safety as
much as he was able in the face of the alien invasion. He remembered a
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time gone by when he still argued with his shipmates about the number
of spacefaring races in the universe. The natives of the only other star
his people had visited would probably feel the weight of Baylorian
oppression next.
He hoped they could someday unite to overthrow the beasts
that had destroyed all that his people had built on the Homeworld and
this colony world that was now his home.
Or would they be bred and culled until the slaves that
remained became unrecognizable to Glrren.
*

*

*

Sy’Byt was alerted by the message his host received and paid
closer attention. He had sought information about the Renegade Family
for a long time, but this was the first time he had gotten an opportunity
to visit the Renegade Family's twin star. He congratulated himself on
his decision several years earlier to inhabit a Baylorian body as a silent
symbiotic parasite. He had learned to morph his body into a spread-out
mass within the body of a living sentient and read the thoughts as well
as experience the host's senses from his symbiotic vantage point.
To do this he had had to shed a lot of the nanomass that made
up his native form mechanoid body, but he still retained sufficient mass
to contain his 'self' and his implant's integrity. This far from his
Homeworld, he felt confident that he wouldn't be discovered, and if he
was that his true nature and more importantly, his origin, would remain
secret.
Most Baylorians were too aggressive and territorial for
Sy’Byt's taste, but starship captains were usually of a more restrained
personality. This particular host was even more unique than most.
Pssiiffoosstt Vggaattrrnn was secretly a member of the religious group
of Baylorians who forbade the consuming of the blood of sentients.
Sy’Byt had heard many stories of the suspected role this group
had played in the saving of some of the Lost Race, the race that had
been the ones to give the Baylor the gift of star travel. They had paid
for their friendship with the annihilation of their entire race, but there
were still stories that some of the Lost Race was being hidden on
Grasseater's Island, the home of the religious order. The name of the
island was an insult made by the First Emperor, but had become a
badge of honor to those who lived there.
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Sy’Byt knew from Vggaattrrnn's mind that there were none of
the Lost Race hidden on the religious order's island refuge. Whispers
and rumors hinted that there was some truth to the fact that the order
had in some way saved some of the Lost Race, but there was no clue as
to where those refugees might be.
Sy’Byt was alerted by the message his host received and paid
closer attention. He had sought information about the Renegade Family
for a long time, but this was the first time he had gotten an opportunity
to visit the Renegade Family's twin star. He congratulated himself on
his decision several years earlier to inhabit a Baylorian body as a silent
symbiotic parasite.
As Sy’Byt 'looked over the shoulder' of Vggaattrrnn's mind,
the Baylorian captain read the screen. Upon seeing the message,
Sy’Byt‘s excitement burst into an inner jubilation that leaked through
to his host. Regaining his composure, Sy’Byt strengthened his PSIonic
shield.
*

*

*

Vggaattrrnn of the Pssiiffoosstt Family glanced around the
bridge towards the others at their consoles. ‘Who's watching me?’ He
thought to himself, as he reflexively clenched, then relaxed his feeding
teeth.
Aloud, he said. "Prepare for undocking!" He sat back into his
couch, touching those buttons on his armrests that put pre-selected data
systems on security lockout.
He looked around the bridge at his crew of mixed slaves and
Baylor, watching them as they expertly completed their undocking
procedures. He was one of the few Baylorians who allowed slaves on
the bridge of a starship, and three of the six others on the bridge were
slaves. He regretted the problems the decision he was about to initiate
would cause, but until he knew more, the Star Hunter would have to be
put under more security than he had ever placed on her since he'd won
her in a Blood Duel decades ago.
He watched his console as the crew went through the process
of sealing the airlock and disconnecting umbilicals that had allowed
them to use station power and resources while docked. After all the
umbilicals were released, the crew released the airlock clamps and fired
the maneuvering jets to push the ship away from the station.
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"Slaves will remove themselves from the bridge at this time."
He spoke calmly and let the shocked silence last for only a second
before flexing his feeding teeth and yelling.
"NOW!"
The three bridge slaves were as good at their jobs as their
Baylorian crewmates, but they were still slaves. Vggaattrrnn was
Baylorian and believed in his right to enslave those weaker. He may not
believe in the rightness of consuming the blood of a sentient but he
would not tolerate disobedience in his slaves, and he knew from
experience that hesitation inevitably led to refusal. They would soon
forget their anger at being banished from the bridge.
When the hatch closed behind the slaves he entered the
destination into the Navigation console himself while the three
remaining crewmembers monitored their own panels plus the
information usually sent to the slave crewmember's consoles. While the
ship moved to the demands of the Navigation program, he called up the
Inventory program and went over the updated files that represented the
now full cargo holds.
This contract for his ship's services gave proof that the great
grandson of the First Emperor did not have the hate that the First
Emperor had for the Renegade Family. He wondered if the love affair
between the son of the Kiilliimmeedd Family and the Emperor's
daughter had anything to do with the recent lessening of Imperial
disfavor.
If he was one of the first to be given access to this newly
expanded trade route, he may be able to gain information that was sure
to be restricted in the future. Information that was not only good for his
ship but, better yet, good for his order.
If he could ensure the success of this first trade mission he
would be able to gain time on his competition in trade contacts. Trade
contacts that could allow them to travel in space lanes beyond the
constant monitoring of the ships traveling those lanes. It would be easy
to set up supply drops at unmonitored gateways off the main routes for
use in making secret explorations outside the view of Imperial sensor
nets.
He did everything his order asked and there was very little that
he disagreed with, but sometimes he felt what a slave must feel when
his complete obedience was expected with no idea why he was doing
what he was doing. Days later when his ship finally entered the twin
star system of the Renegade Family, Vggaattrrnn entered the security
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codes into the recognition Comm signal with as much care as he could.
It would not do to have his ship blown to pieces before he could even
meet one new alien.
*

*

*

Sy’Byt 'rode' the back of his host's mind as Vggaattrrnn strode
along the street of the planet the natives called Grrlar. He 'watched' as
Vggaattrrnn approached a building set apart from those around it. The
heavily armed door slaves, both of them the furred canines native to the
twin to Grrlar's sun, came to attention when he touched the bottom step
and the twin doors opened just as he reached the top step. The doors
were closed behind him by two more of the furred slaves, who then
stood silently to each side. Both were also heavily armed. At the
crossing hallway ahead stood another slave, who stood with that
impatient look that bureaucrats have when they want to look put upon.
As Vggaattrrnn approached, the slave turned with a practiced,
subtle baring of the neck as he also made a gesture for Vggaattrrnn to
follow him. A short way down the branching hallway, the slave stopped
at a door, which he opened, gesturing Vggaattrrnn inside.
Sy’Byt could feel his host hesitate as the scent of the occupant
within became unhindered by the closed door. They were both about to
meet a new alien race for the first time, and Sy’Byt felt as much
excitement as his host as that one stepped through the door. Through
the eyes of his many hosts he had seen the races that the Baylor had
enslaved over the years that the Empire had expanded, but this was a
race that before now had not been seen anywhere else in the Empire.
Supposedly, none but immediate Kiilliimmeedd Family members had
ever seen this new species, and now Vggaattrrnn was being given an
audience.
Sy’Byt knew Baylorian ideas concerning business and was not
sure what to expect. When his host first entered the building, Sy’Byt
knew from his host's carnivorous heritage that those inside were
grasseaters. Having Vggttaarrnn deal with slaves only was a subtle
insult from the Renegade Family Head. If only the Renegade Family
knew of Vggaattrrnn's secret loyalty a Baylorian representative would
have accompanied him.
Sy’Byt could read his host's pleasure in the meeting even
before the aliens came into view. As his host was led by a slave toward
the source of the grasseater smell Sy’Byt detected a strong PSIonic
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signal. He did his best to mask his own signal as his host entered the
room that held the aliens.
*

*

*

Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr shook his head as he read the
report on his youngest son. The fool had killed another slave for some
minor infraction. At this rate Taagghhaarr would have to make another
trip to the market soon.
This waste would have to stop! It was one thing to teach the
slaves their place, but another thing entirely to kill every slave in the
household.
It was dangerous to inflict too much fear in slaves. If there was
not a further extent to the level of pain that a slave could be threatened
with, they had a tendency to lose all fear and turn on their masters. One
must be alert to all threats to the Family, and that included the
unthinkable, such as slave revolt.
Taagghhaarr would have to find a way to slow his son's
excesses. Touching a control on his desktop, he spoke in the direction
of the audio pickup. "Send for my youngest son." By not speaking
Maakkaavvll's name aloud, his personal aide knew the level that
Maakkaavvll had angered the Head of the Family. His attitude toward
Maakkaavvll would let that one know that the meeting would not be
pleasant.
He read through some of the other reports as he waited the
arrival of his youngest son. The starship captain who had brought the
most recent shipment from the Homeworld had been successful in
setting up a rendezvous site for trading with the grasseater aliens and he
was eager to get the coming unpleasantness out of the way so he could
concentrate on important matters.
His brother's oldest son had discovered the grasseater alien
ship in a system two star jumps away from the Kiilliimmeedd system
after he had made a supply delivery to the jump gate leading to the
secret star base. The exploration mission had been an award for the
defeating of a member of an old Family rival in a Death Duel.
Taagghhaarr was doubly glad that his own youngest son had not been
aboard when the first contact had been made.
Maakkaavvll would have used his higher Family rank to order
the alien ship taken by force or destroyed for the Honor of the kill. That
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action would have deprived Taagghhaarr of this new avenue in his
grand plan to achieve independence from the Empire.
Instead, the Kiilliimmeedd Family now had another trade ally
and if the Emperor found about them, he could blame Starship Captain
Vggttaarrnn of the Pssiiffoosstt Family. If he could trade for higher
tech level equipment than what he could get from Terran sources, the
plan that he had convinced the Family Elders to follow would be within
reach. All that was needed was a source of high tech components and
the samples the RukAna had supplied had been easily adapted to the
best he had been able to get from the Empire or make in secret on
Terra.
The alien starship captain had even assured Captain
Vggttaarrnn of the availability of the manufacturing support equipment
for making similar components of their own. This successful trade
contract added one more vital piece to the foundation of his plan.
There was a signal from his aide and moments later his
youngest son entered his office. He looked rebellious for only a
moment after seeing the expression on Taagghhaarr's face, then
dropped his gaze to the floor.
*

*

*

Maakkaavvll sat in his cabin and fumed. How dare his father
exile him to another world where he couldn't travel in open view. And
all because of a few dead slaves! They were SLAVES! What did it
matter that he drained a few of blood? If they would follow orders, they
would live longer!
He still remembered the final incident after that meeting in his
father's office. He had done good for almost a half year when his father
had rewarded him with his first trip to the northern continent on a
Family Hunt. He had been as proud of himself as his father in his
accomplishment. Even his great aunt Poorrttnn had complimented him
on his restraint, but then she had ruined the compliment by saying that
next he should work on his surliness.
He had selected a household slave as his prey, the one he felt
had taken the most advantage of his obviously enforced pacifism. Even
his father had smiled in approval when he had announced his choice.
Then everything had gone wrong. The cursed prey had eluded
him, reaching Sanctuary within his sight! By law the prey was released
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from prey status and protected from retribution for a half year from any
Baylorian and to HIM forever!!
The IDEA that any prey could be forbidden to him was
unthinkable!
Maakkaavvll had lost his hold on his anger at that point and
not only killed the prey, but also three other slave witnesses in the
Sanctuary compound in an attempt to cover his act. He was discovered
by his father's most powerful opponent in Council, the Emperor's
Ambassador, before he could leave the room of death.
Maakkaavvll remembered his fear, for one of the slaves had
been a favorite of the Ambassador, who just also happened to be a
favored cousin to the Emperor, and he had almost drained
Maakkaavvll's blood. It was only when he found out who had angered
him that he had spared the Death Bite. Maakkaavvll could still taste his
fear at that moment, but he had transformed it into fuel for his hate for
those responsible for the humiliation of not being worthy of the Death
Bite from an Imperial Ambassador.
SLAVES!! CURSE them All!
They would pay for this insult to his Honor!
His father had actually put him on house arrest until he could
be transferred to this cabin. He had not been allowed to leave the cabin
either. To be recognized would put the lie to his father's story to the
Ambassador that Maakkaavvll had been executed without Honor.
His Family had kept secret enclaves on the third planet of the
neighboring star system for several generations as had his father's
cousin's branch of their Family, and he was to be banished there for the
remainder of his life.
Surrounded by slaves that he would have to trust his LIFE to!
There were times when he wished that his father had given
him the Honorable Death Bite. He had even lifted his head to expose
his throat in the Honorable Way, but his father had refused. He would
live, but what kind of life would he lead?
Banished to a world of slaves who were ignorant of the fact of
their even being slaves!
He would be subject to the protection of his own slaves while
on the planet's surface. If he were to revert to his habit of draining
slaves of their Lifeblood, he would not live long. The worst part would
be in his less than honorable Death by Slave.
Curse all slaves!
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*

*

*

Sy’Byt faced a decision for his next actions. From his vantage
point as a symbiotic observer within the body of the Captain of this
ship, he had been able to gain a massive amount of knowledge of the
RukAna race. He couldn't wait to take this new knowledge back to his
people.
But soon he would have the chance to investigate another
technologically advanced species. One with no knowledge of anything
outside their own world and star system. Or he could stay with his
current host and have access to a star traveling race completely outside
of the influence of the Baylor. He knew that if he chose to accompany
the lone passenger to the surface, it would be many years before he
could hope to find a ride back onto a starship and out of this system.
If he stayed with Pssiiffoosstt, he would be in a position to
contact the RukAna when they rendezvoused with Pssiiffoosstt's ship,
and they would be in a better position to help his people. If they could
not help, at least he would be able to give them his version of the past
to complement or counteract many of the Baylor's interpretations of
history.
It had been over six octons of octons of years since he'd left
his home world and lately he'd thought many times on his promise to
Mn’Torr to return with help for his people. He'd shared memories with
four of his co-Voyagers over the octons of years of his travels. Some of
those had been to the Homeworld so it was conceivable that some of
the others had returned home since his meeting with them and
forwarded his messages to the Blue Rock clan.
The decision was not too difficult when he thought about it.
The RukAna had been trading on the star lanes for longer than the
Baylor had even known of star travel. The Humans were on the verge
of freeing themselves from their world but they would fall under the
rule of Baylor first.
By the time the ship approached the third planet, Sy’Byt had
morphed his body out of the body of his host and used his nanobots to
build a larger mechanoid body. When the ship's lone passenger was
placed in the supply shuttle for his ride to the surface, Sy’Byt was able
to ride his new mechanoid as a parasite on the shuttle's surface until the
it came within range of the planet's gravity well.
Releasing his hold on the shuttle's surface, Sy’Byt achieved a
high orbit with minimal power use to avoid detection by the Baylorian
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sensors. The clutter of active and abandoned satellites helped him hide
in open sight with only minimal stealth. He had decided to remain in
orbit to observe the planet for as long as possible before deciding on his
next step.
The natives had a large number of uncrewed satellites of all
kinds in geostationary as well as lower orbits, while in a lower orbit
was a single crewed satellite. He adjusted his own orbit several times to
be able to not only observe the planet's surface and the single crewed
station, but to tap into the Comm links from the surface to the orbital
station.
In this way he was able to compile a respectable file on the
natives and their level of civilization. He was impressed by what he
learned when he considered that the Baylorians had been interfering
with the native's progress for the past century. He was even more
impressed when he considered the knowledge he had gained in his
reading of the records of the Renegade Family's data banks.
The Baylorians had instigated several wars between the most
advanced regions of the planet's inhabitants, as well as direct
involvement in the assassinations of those leaders whose actions did the
most good for the natives of the planet Terra. Whenever the natives
advanced too far, the Baylorians would again covertly pound them
down with their superior technology, using native agents as the
instruments of their interference.
As he studied the tech level of the human species, Sy’Byt
could not imagine why the Baylor had allowed such advancement into
space. The more humans there were in space, the more likely the
Baylor were to be discovered. It didn't make sense to Sy’Byt.
After a half octon of planetary revolutions, Sy’Byt
maneuvered to a lower orbit in a manner that would allow him to
intercept the crewed station when the majority of the inhabitants were
in their dormant stage. He had spent every moment the past half octon
of planetary revolutions studying the humans by tapping their primitive
satellite linked radio wave communications and planned to enter the
primitive craft to observe the natives close up before deciding his next
move. He morphed his body through the airlock seal of the station,
concealing his main body in the most inaccessible area he could find.
From his hiding place he made several remotes which he
morphed into the bodies of the human crew to use in studying this new
race of beings. After another two octons of days of observation Sy’Byt
retrieved his remotes and recombined his nanomass before exiting the
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station into one of the largest shuttles to dock at the station while he
was there.
He made remotes for each of the shuttle crew and morphed
them into the crew's bodies when they entered their dormant period. By
the time they awakened, Sy’Byt had learned all there was to learn about
each of the crewmembers.
He rationalized his intrusive study as necessary to obtain
genetic study samples in case the Baylor committed another act of
species genocide. One of the crewmembers of the shuttle had a trace of
a mental signature that Sy’Byt had learned of from another of his race
during a sharing of knowledge, and had come across the phenomenon
only a few times. Each of these prior exposures was much more
powerful than that of the human in the shuttle and it was lucky for
Sy’Byt that one of the rare PSIonic minds was in the second group of
humans he encountered. It was a disappointment that the PSIonic level
was so weak and totally untrained and Sy’Byt wondered if he would be
able to awaken the human's abilities, or if he should.
Sy’Byt restrained himself from contacting the human with the
PSIonic abilities, but while he was in contact through his remote mech,
he did examine the human thoroughly and was intrigued by the PSIonic
capabilities that study revealed.
After a few days, the shuttle crew began their preparations for
undocking. A day after separating from the station the shuttle prepared
for reentry while Sy’Byt made his own preparations to ride the craft
down to the surface.
He sent his remote mechanoids to every part of the shuttle to
study its in flight design performance, retrieving them when the shuttle
landed.
He then exited the craft unnoticed and morphed into the shape
of one of the avians that he took sensor readings on close to the shuttle.
If the avians were unafraid of the commotion around the landing strip
then his presence in that shape should go unnoticed.
Over the following months Sy’Byt explored the area around
the Terran spaceport. He accumulated nanomass and soon was
operating more remotes than he ever had in the past. He morphed his
main body into that of a reptilian creature and sent his remotes all
around the space port seeking out those humans who showed PSIonic
capabilities.
He found more of them in the immediate vicinity of the space
port than he had seen on all the other worlds he had visited put
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together. But not one of those many minds was near as strong as the
few trained minds he'd observed on his travels. He soon realized that
they were all inhibited by a lifelong fear of PSIonic powers that seemed
to be self inflicted.
A day after the most recent shuttle launch he was flying a
remote south of the spaceport along the beach, scanning for any sign of
a stronger PSIonic presence than he had yet found. As he neared the
spaceport while taking the inland route on his way back north later that
day, he detected a very strong signal source.
Changing his bearing to intercept that source signal he was
amazed at the distance he had to cover to reach it. No other PSIonic
signal in his memory radiated with such strength as to be detected at
such a distance. The signal grew stronger as he flew closer and soon
surpassed in strength and frequency diversification any example of
PSIonic abilities in any of his data files.
Such a mind would be worth a thorough investigation.
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* THREE *
Draco Moon dropped the large hand bag in his right hand onto
the bed of his motel room and grabbed at the smaller bag tucked under
his left arm, which had begun to slip from his grip. He lowered it and
the two smaller bags in the grip of his left hand to the bed, then the day
pack draped over his shoulder.
"That's done!" He exclaimed as he flexed the cramped fingers
of both hands.
His eyes swept the jumble of travel luggage as he sighed and
muttered. "Not yet I guess." Bursting into another flurry of action, he
completely unpacked every one of his bags. Within moments he had
placed the contents of the bags in the single dresser or hung them in the
open closet of his room. When finished he stood up to stretch his back,
linking his hands behind his head as he twisted back and forth at the
waist. He had been on the road from his home in Ohio for the last 36
hours, sleeping in rest stops when he was tired, and his position and
actions wafted the result to his nostrils.
He stripped, showered, shaved, and performed his other toilet.
When he was finished he dressed in one of his several pairs of
swimming trunks which would probably be his only dress item during
the day for the next week. He had left out the biggest beach towel he
had when unpacking and now grabbed it along with his tiny portable
CD player, lotion and a hand cloth, and his ever-handy water bottle.
Stepping out onto the patio above the pool of his vacation home, he
looked over the motel's interior court and the quiet group of vacationers
circling the pool below.
He had been coming here about two of every three years for
several years now and always felt relaxed in the quiet familiarity of the
friendly place. The late middle aged couple who owned and ran the
place had named their motel for an old television comedy of the first
space hotel from the beginning of the century.
He walked along the upper level patio to the stairway that led
down to ground level and through the gate to the pool, noticing the
unlit open sign on the corner of the Tiki bar to his right as he passed by.
Draco knew from experience that the bar would not open till late
afternoon or early evening.
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He draped his towel over an empty recliner, turned the power
on his CD player, and chose one of the three computer disks he'd put in
the portable disk player earlier.
After adjusting the volume through the pair of tiny speakers
that he'd brought instead of headphones, he asked those around the pool
if the music was too loud. Those close by assured him it was not, while
those on the other side of the pool encouraged him to turn it up. As a
compromise, he put the player at the foot of his poolside chair, facing
outward.
While he spread lotion on his factory tanned body he talked
with those around him, asking names and homes after volunteering his
own as an ice breaker. One couple said hello in English but were lost
from there, making shrugging motions and pointing to a
German/English dictionary. Another group who all looked in their early
and mid twenties had two from England and three from Wales. The last
couple said they were from Orlando on a rare night away from their
kids.
Draco talked with those around him until the first CD he had
chosen ended. When the computer disk player selected the next disk in
sequence, he turned onto his stomach. His position made conversation
more limited, so he listened as those around him talked to each other.
He smiled as he realized he had been the catalyst that had gotten them
talking.
After getting a good start on replacing his factory tan with a
solar one, Draco returned to his room and took a quick shower to rinse
off accumulated sweat and lotion. After a short nap, he wet and combed
his sleep-mussed hair and dressed in tee shirt and cutoff jeans for the
night.
Taking a look in the room's full-length mirror, he saw a man
of light, medium build, at about 180 pounds and 5'10'' tall. The
mustached face was rather plain, not really handsomely symmetrical
nor warped askew by overlarge or undersized features. The blue color
of the laugh line bordered eyes was enhanced by slightly tinted contacts
because he still hadn't managed to save enough for laser correction for
both eyes at the same time. Mainly because he kept taking vacations
like the one he was now on. The smiling face was topped by medium
length brown hair that was streaked with gray at the temples with a
smattering through the back and still thick top.
Turning from the mirror, he upended the contents of his day
pack onto the bed then repacked it with everything he thought he might
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need during his planned evening and swept his eyes across the room.
When his eyes lit on his collapsible umbrella he muttered to himself.
"Better take this. It is the middle of hurricane season."
After making sure the patio side sliding door to his room was
locked he paused at the main door to sweep his eyes across the room
one more time. He then put his hand in his pocket to feel the shape of
the room key before pulling his room door shut behind him. He tested
the locked door then hung the day pack over one shoulder before
walking down the stairs and across the parking lot to the sidewalk.
During the one block walk to the Green Turtle restaurant, he
looked at the sky behind him to the west, noting the clouds piling up
inland. Although the sky above Cocoa looked cloudy, the sun still
shone brightly over Cocoa Beach, encouraging him to take his time.
Halfway there his stomach grumbled a message that made him walk
just a little faster.
He walked around to the beach side entrance, noting the storm
damage in the form of a flooded and closed public parking lot, and
walked across the beach side deck of the restaurant. He had time to
notice the empty restaurant caused by the high tides and frequent rain
storms resulting from this season's hurricanes when he was intercepted
inside the door by an energetic young waitress.
"Hello sir. Will you be eating today?" She asked.
"Yes, but I think I'll go up on the roof." He answered.
Her smile didn't slip as she realized she would be missing one
of the few customers of the day. As well as any possible tip. Motioning
in the direction of the stairs up to the roof patio she smilingly said.
"Someone will take care of you up there."
There were few people on the upper deck and sure to the first
waitress's word, another smiling girl approached him before he had
completely settled in his chosen chair. "May I help you sir?" She asked
politely.
"Could I get a large water without ice while I look at the
menu, please." He said, returning her smile as she placed the menu she
carried on the table in front of him. He took only a few moments to
decide and since he was not going to be driving his car later, late
afternoon was not too early for a first drink. When the waitress returned
he ordered his usual JD and water along with a delicious fresh fish
salad that he ate slowly, enjoying every bite.
When he was finished he ordered another drink which he
sipped slowly while watching the beachgoers below as well as the ships
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passing along the horizon. An hour later he paid the waitress, making
sure to leave a decent tip, knowing from years of travel experience that
wages in a tourist business of this sort were almost nonexistent and that
waitresses’ real earnings were only in tips. With slow business caused
by a parking lot flooded by off shore hurricanes and the resultant high
tides, the restaurant's waitresses would be sure to remember a frequent
customer who tipped, and he would definitely be back for more of the
Green Turtle's excellent cooking.
He rose and tossed his daypack over one shoulder then walked
down to the lower deck and across the dry end of the parking lot to the
walkway across to the beach. After removing his sandals and tee shirt,
he walked down to the highest wet sand line and walked slowly north.
Shifting his day pack from hand to hand and shoulder to shoulder to
keep it from getting wave splashed or to ease the weight, he walked on
the hard packed sand of the waterline while watching the other
beachgoers and the incoming waves alternately. Occasionally he would
stop and turn to look out further at surfers and boaters and further still
at the larger ocean going vessels that could be seen in the distance.
There was hurricane evidence all around even though none of
this Fall's rash of seasonal storms had actually hit locally. The beach
was gouged by the higher than normal, storm pushed tides, and some of
the beachside parking lots were partially or totally flooded. From
coming here on vacation for years, Draco was as used to Florida's early
September weather hazards as were the locals. This was a record year
for hurricanes in the decade and a half since the turn of the century but
luckily, most had taken a northward track with the closest over a
hundred miles east of the coast line.
It was not very far to the Canaveral pier and he soon found
himself passing beneath it, its pylons puncturing the sand and holding
the platform, that was the pier itself, high enough to clear the waves
that normally pounded the shore. With the high number of hurricanes
this year, that pounding had come at an increased rate as each storm
had tracked north, well off shore, but still pushing tides higher than
normal along the hundreds of miles long stormfront.
He continued north for a little way further before settling to
the dryer sand above the high water mark. Pulling a small digital
videocam from his bag, he stood and circling in place took a 360degree video of his surroundings.
Putting the digicam back into the bag, he removed his
binoculars and sat down on the sand to scan the horizon out to sea and
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toward the spaceport to the north. Occasionally he would stop to sip
from his ever-present water bottle.
It felt good to relax and not have to think about his factory job
back in Ohio. It was also nice to not have to hear the curse laced
ranting and raving of his foreman, who was always more concerned
with numbers than the safety of his coworkers and himself or the
quality of the product. The calming effect of the steady sound of the
surf was the perfect balm for his soul. That was why he always made it
a point to spend the week of his birthday in Florida if he possibly could
manage it. Sometimes he spent the whole vacation in Cocoa Beach and
other years it was only a rest stop on his way to the Keys and then
again on his way back north at the end of his vacation.
He sat on the sand for a while, then rose to head further north
for a couple hundred more yards before he noticed the position of the
sun and turned back the way he'd just come. This time when he reached
the pier, instead of passing it by, he went up onto it after cleaning the
sand from his feet and putting his sandals and tee shirt back on. He had
intended to go to the Tiki bar at the end of the pier but found that it was
closed until the pier could be inspected for storm damage. There were
not many people present so it took only a second to find a stool at the
outdoor, south facing mid pier bar. Ordering his normal JD and water
without ice, he took a sip before turning to watch and talk with his
fellow patrons.
Two hours and three drinks later he was listening to a fishing
story being told by a local who had just ordered another round for
himself, Draco, and a vacationing couple, when a bat flew out of the
night to land on the bar in front of him. With enough alcohol in his
system to slow his reactions somewhat, Draco didn't react at first and
when he finally did he simply closed one eye and said to the bat.
"Well, don't just look at me, say something!"
He was amazingly unsurprised when a distinct voice spoke
with musical overtones in his mind.
{eMy name is CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*SyeByt. eeI
greet you in e the name of my e people and the hope e for a friendly
coexistencee.}
"You don't say!" Laughed Draco, still unfazed to be 'talking' to
a singing bat. "And who are your people?"
{CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm} Sang the mental reply.
"I had to ask." Draco muttered. He took another sip of his
drink and asked. "What brings you to Earth?"
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At that moment, the woman sitting to the right side of Draco
saw the bat and freaked. Letting out a blood curdling scream she began
batting at the bat on the bar with her screaming continuing and rising in
pitch at the same time. Some of those wildly flailing swings connected
with Draco from time to time as he laughingly blocked those that came
the closest.
Unnoticed in the commotion the bat flew away into the night.
Draco didn't see the two drunks behind him whom, thinking
he was bothering the woman, were planning to kick his ass to impress
her. He would never know of their intentions because the woman's
husband, who was standing behind her talking to the local fisherman in
their group, turned and seeing what was happening grabbed her and
calmed her down. After she had relaxed and regained her composure
the two apologized to those around the area then the woman's husband
asked her again if she was OK.
"I'm sorry, I saw a mouse and lost it." She looked genuinely
embarrassed.
"It was a bat." Said Draco and took another sip of his drink.
"And you were talking to it!" She exclaimed.
"Well, it was talking back." Draco defended himself.
They all laughed good naturedly, the two drunks lost interest
in kicking Draco's ass, and the rest of the group went back to telling
each other all the stories that they could remember or make up to
impress each other, while taking turns buying rounds.
Draco continued to drink for a while, but when he had to make
two bathroom visits while on the same drink he declined another,
switching instead to his favorite drink, straight water without ice. He
stayed at the pier bar for a while longer and had an order of shrimp and
chips before telling his evening's friends good night. He made one last
trip to the public restroom before exiting the pier and finding his way
back down to the high water line and the hard packed sand.
He walked leisurely back toward his motel room and had
begun to think that his conversation with the bat was a figment of his
alcohol-enhanced imagination when he felt a presence in the night.
Stopping, he looked around at the nearly empty beach, then spoke
aloud. "Who's there?"
{e It is I, CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm*SyeByt.} Came the
singsong reply in Draco's mind. {e I would like to e continue our
conversation if e it is possible to e do so without being e attacked.}
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"Sure." Draco agreed laughingly to the night. "Just land here
on my shoulder and we'll talk. And try to talk normal. All this singing
makes me feel like I’m in some kind of cheesy Hollywood musical"
He couldn't help flinching when the bat flew out of the night
darkness and landed on his shoulder precisely where he'd suggested.
"You're not like any bat I've ever heard of." He said calmly as he
twisted his head down and to the left to look at the bat riding his
shoulder. His heart was racing so hard and fast that he was sure he
could hear it over the sound of the surf.
{Does this shape offend you or frighten you as it did the
female from earlier?} Came the no longer singing voice in his head.
"Not really. Your shape is not particularly offensive. It's just
that the situation is just so out of place that I'm sure I'll either wake up
in a minute or someone will bring me my medicine soon." Draco closed
his eyes then opened them again. The bat was still there. "That woman
at the bar really freaked, didn't she?"
{Freaked?} The single word felt like a question in Draco's
mind. Thinking for a second Draco said. "Uh, unintentionally
overreacted violently due to an irrational fear brought on by your
unexpected appearance." He was sure that if he examined the situation
rationally himself, things would explain themselves soon. "The shape
of a bat is repulsive or fearsome to many. Maybe a different shape
would cause a less violent reaction from those you encounter."
{Would you like for me to change my shape?} Came the
musical reply in his mind.
"That would go a long way toward proving either that I'm not
insane, or that I am." Draco looked suspiciously at the bat riding his
shoulder.
{What shape would you suggest.} The voice in his head asked
as the bat looked at him.
Draco thought for only a second before saying. "How about a
dragon. They're a sort of mythical magical creature and my namesake,
and you're definitely not normal."
{There is a creature native to a habitable planet of the Centauri
'B' system that somewhat resembles most of the shapes representative
of the descriptions of what may be termed a dragon. Would that shape
be more acceptable on this world than my current shape?}
"You mean a living creature that looks just like a dragon?"
Asked Draco.
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{Most of the features of the creature I refer to resemble that of
the features of a dragon, with one major exception.} Came the reply in
Draco's head.
"What is that?" Asked Draco.
{They don't breathe fire.}
Draco gave a small chuckle. "Well I don't know?" He said
with a sarcastic question in his own voice as he hesitated, then nodding
his head he said. "OK I guess. Go ahead and turn into that shape."
The features of the bat shape then melted and flowed into a
shape that Draco would have called a dragon at first glance at any time.
"Wow!" Draco exclaimed. "That's some neat trick!"
{Is this shape less likely to draw attention?} Asked the
musical voice in his mind.
"Not really!" Draco snorted. "But at least most people would
hesitate to tell somebody else they saw me talking to an itty bitty
dragon." He said, holding the fingers of his right hand in such a way as
to measure the size of the shape resting on his shoulder.
The dragon shape on his shoulder then flowed again into the
shape of a white mouse that pointed its nose at him. {Would this shape
draw less attention?}
"Whoa! Stop! Don't keep doing that!" Draco sidestepped to his
right then calmed himself with a deep breath. "I liked the dragon
better." When the mouse changed back into a dragon he went on. "I still
don't know if that proves whether or not I'm insane. By the way, how
are you talking to me? I can hear a voice, but it's in my head without
actually hearing it."
{There are several mental frequencies that are known.} Came
the mental reply. {I just broadcast my message by artificial means over
the frequency at which your mind resonates. When you think a direct
thought or speak aloud, your mind automatically projects those same
thoughts or words on that same frequency and I hear them.}
"So you can read my mind?" Draco asked.
{Not in the way you are inferring. I can receive projected or
very strong thoughts, but your normal thinking processes are too
confusing to follow without intense concentration and close proximity.
To actually seek specific thoughts from your mind is impossible for all
but a few of the most powerful PSIonic minds linked with
technological enhancements. To my knowledge, one or the other
performing this feat by itself has not been verified by recorded and
documented research.} The musical voice explained.
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What Sy’Byt said was true within its own verbal boundaries
but he wasn't actually lying when he didn't say that non telepathic
methods of mind reading were quite easy to perform without the
subject even knowing that his entire life's memory was being studied in
detail.
Draco changed the direction of the conversation. "Is that your
real body or is it a remotely operated mechanical?"
{Both.} Was the reply.
"How can it be both?"
{My biological body has long since died but my transplanted
mind controls the mechanical body you see before you.}
"You transplanted your mind into a machine?"
{Yes. The memories that make up the core of a being's
personality contain mass. This mass can be located, then collected and
contained within special microscopic mechs based on what your
people's scientists call nanite technology. My mind is contained in such
a manner and has been for over four hundred of your years.}
"Contained in this little dragon?" Draco continued to speak
aloud, unaware of the occasional strange look by other beach walkers.
{No. My mind is contained in my main nanotech body, which
is a much larger body than the one you see before you. This unit is a
remotely operated mechanoid with which I maintain a communications
link through other energy frequencies unused and undetected by
humans.}
"So, when's the invasion?" Draco muttered, again changing
the subject unexpectedly.
{How do you know about the invasion?} Came the obviously
surprised reply.
"Just a lucky guess, I guess." Draco said wryly. "How long
before BEM's move into the house next door?"
{BEM's?}
"Bug Eyed Monsters."
{The Baylorians do have larger eyes than Humans, but they
would be better described as BSM's.}
Draco took the bait. Hook, line, and sinker. "BSM's?"
{Blood Sucking Monsters.} Was the singsong reply in his
mind. {The Baylor are carnivorous in nature and their food is the blood
and body fluids of living creature.}
"So these Baylor are going to invade the Earth?"
{They are already here.}
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Draco looked around as if he would see them at any moment.
When he didn't see any, he asked. "What do they look like?"
{The Baylor are mammalian like your own species and are
very similar in body shape and size with six digits on their hands and
feet. They average a little smaller because their homeworld has a
greater gravity field. The males are about the size of human females
while the female Baylorians are slightly smaller. Their skin coloring
ranges from a creamy brown to a tan brown and their skin is relatively
hairless except on the tops of the head and feet.}
{Their faces are distinctly different from humans. Their eyes
are proportionately larger than a human's and are set at an angle. The
eyes are also set wider apart than a human's and are a solid greenish
black to bluish black in color. Their noses are much shorter than a
human's nose with vertical nostrils and their mouths are only about half
the size of a human's.}
{Their ears are quite unlike a human's ears also. Instead of
having a cartilage and skin protrusion that directs sound waves to an
interior canal, the Baylor have several short tendrils with hairlike tufts
on the ends. The hearing tufts are very mobile and extremely sensitive
to many ranges of sound.}
{The mouth has two rings of teeth, one for gripping the prey
and a second ring of narrower, longer feeding teeth. The feeding teeth
are not hollow but have an indentation along the inner surface like that
of the fangs of a rattlesnake.}
"How do you know what a rattlesnake's fangs are like?”
{When I first arrived at your world I occupied one of the
communications satellites that are in geosyncronous orbit. From there I
was able to tap into your planet's data systems through what your
people call the Internet. I spent several days studying everything that I
could access through your Internet and since I have left the
communications satellite I have retained a connection to the Internet
through a commercial datcom link.}
"How did you get one of those?"
{You remember I told you that my body is made up of what
you call nanite technology?} Sy’Byt answered in his mind.
"Yes."
{One of the properties of nanite technology is that the nanites
are, in effect, individual microscopic sized mechanoids that can be as
small as an individual cell. I can control each of these nanomechs. In
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this way I can morph groups of them into any shape and function I
desire. I simply morphed a portion of nanomass into a datcom link.}
"Is that how you made this little bat-dragon-mouse dude here?
From a mass of nanomechs?" Draco asked as he craned his neck at the
three or four-inch long dragon perched on his shoulder.
{Yes.}
"So, Sy’Byt, that's what you said your name is didn't you?" He
pronounced it with the long first ‘y’ and without singing it like the
voice in his head still occasionally did. "What are these Baylor doing
on Earth?"
{The Baylor have always been an aggressive race.} Draco sat
on the beach in the dark as Sy’Byt began explaining the history of the
Baylor. {They live by the philosophy of the rule of the strongest and
conquest of those weaker to gain honor and power.}
Sy’Byt told Draco the story of the Baylorian race and their
continuing conquest of all of the space around their homeworld in an
ever-increasing sphere. He told of the Renegade Family and how they
had broken the Baylorian Emperor's orderly expansion by taking the
two worlds in what humans called the Centauri System.
"That's only four light years away." Interrupted Draco. "If
there is an advanced civilization there wouldn't there be a strong radio
source that scientists would be sure to detect?"
{There are many more efficient methods of communication
than radio frequencies. I am sure that if or when your scientists become
aware of those methods, they will not only detect, but also recognize
the abundant communication sources that point to the more advanced
civilizations within this part of the galaxy.} Came the reply.
Sy’Byt continued the explanation with the Renegade Family's
subsequent fall from Imperial Favor, and the recent romantic link to the
Emperor's family through a nephew of the Family Head, which
threatened to undo that disfavor.
{If the Emperor returns the Renegade Family's Honor, they
may offer the planet Earth to the Emperor as compensation for any loss
of allies their return to Favor may cause.} Sy’Byt added.
"How long before they attack?"
{Some are already here, but if their Emperor finds out before
the alliance with his daughter is approved, the entire Renegade Family
will suffer. When they invaded the Centauri System, the Emperor of the
time almost executed the entire family but because of their political
power decided to humiliate them instead. They were allowed to keep
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possession of their two new planets, but they were not allowed to have
any space capabilities. Any space travel they wished to do and the
profits that would result from that space commerce had to be requested
and approved through another family. Those commerce contracts were
awarded to the Family that would most likely have been given the
Centauri System when the Empire's expansion had reached that far.}
Sy’Byt continued his explanation. {The Empire has steadily
expanded since then and the closest border to the Centauri system is a
little more than seventy seven light years and just three star jumps
away. If the Head of the Centaurian Renegade Family can regain
Imperial Favor through the romance of his nephew to the Emperor's
daughter, open invasion of your world could come in less than ten of
your years. If the Emperor does not approve of the marriage, the
invasion will be delayed by several decades until the time when the
gradual, but steady, natural expansion of the Empire engulfs this part of
space.}
Sy’Byt paused a moment, then added, {Regardless of the
result of the marriage alliance, the invasion of your world will still
happen.}
"If they're not supposed to be here, how do they get away with
it?"
{Only a few of the highest ranking members of the Renegade
Family and their most trusted slaves know of the operations here on
your world and they have only a few small courier class ships of their
own. These ships must travel without the knowledge of any Imperial
ships in the Centauri system, so they are highly stealthed for Imperial
sensors and travel at very restricted times to avoid discovery. Any
Baylorian or their nonhuman slaves based on your world will be here
his or her entire lifetime, with months and on rare occasions, years
between supply ships.}
As Draco continued to slowly walk along the beach line,
Sy’Byt continued his mental explanation. {The Baylorians use the
natural greed for power of some humans and high tech mind control on
others to use humans to perform as field operatives. They themselves
stay hidden on the private estates that they have purchased over the
years, performing their manipulations of the human race from there.}
"What kind of manipulations?" Draco asked.
{They use accumulated wealth to finance a number of
disruptive activities, such as backing terrorist groups, bribing
government officials, and sabotaging high tech advances. The results of
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these actions cause social, financial, and political upheaval, and wars
on local and national levels.} Was the reply.
"How long has this been going on?" Draco asked aloud.
"Several billion years." Came a voice to his side.
Looking towards the voice he saw a couple walking behind
him as he stood looking at the surf where he'd momentarily stopped as
he talked with Sy’Byt.
At Draco's confused look the man added, "You said, ‘How
long has this been going on?’." He pointed towards the ocean as he
spoke. "The surf has been pounding the beach for billions of years. Get
it? Ha!" The two then walked on, holding hands and laughing as they
walked.
Draco watched the two for a moment feeling foolish, then he
whispered. "I must be nuts." Then looking down at his left shoulder at
the tiny shape. "Well little dragon dude?"
{Since the year you call 1897.} Came the reply.
Draco was stunned. "That long!" He exclaimed in a stage
whisper toward his left shoulder as he gazed at the nighttime surf.
"And why are you here?" Draco asked.
Sy’Byt told of his journeys over the past nearly four Terran
centuries and how during one of his few memory sharings with others
of his kind, he had learned of the Renegade Family. He had only visited
the Centauri System out of curiosity and once there had learned of the
planet Earth when he had discovered human slaves on one of the
hunting estates on both the homeworld and the nearby colony world of
the twin star system's now enslaved native canine race.
The knowledge led him to find the homeworld of the human
slaves, and when he knew their source he had found a way to visit
Earth. {And now I am here to learn what I can and to provide some of
your race with the tools they will need to help them endure the time to
come.}
"What kind of tools?"
{My nanotech-based body contains the knowledge of over
four of your centuries of my own life as well as many more times that
of my people's existence. During the nearly four Terran centuries of my
travels away from my world, I have studied the technology that the
Baylorians have amassed. With that knowledge, I could conceivably
filter knowledge into human data banks that would allow humans to
make technological leaps that would allow your people to discover the
presence of the Baylorians.}
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"If your body is so small," Draco asked, "how can you hold
that much knowledge?"
{My body consists of devices that retain data at an atomic
level.} Sy’Byt replied in Draco's mind. {The nanotechnology that I
mentioned earlier is more efficient at storing and protecting the mass of
my mind than my biological neural knot was. The remote mech you see
at this time in dragon form, by itself would be large enough to hold my
entire mind should I wish.}
"Remote mech? So this isn't your whole body?" Draco wasn't
sure whether this was the first time that the alien had mentioned that
particular bit of information or not. Each bit of information sent his
mind in a twirl of possibilities and he was starting to lose track of
things.
{No. The main portion of my current body masses
approximately a hundred fifty times the mass of this remote mech. It is
currently at another location.} The alien's mental voice took on a
patient feel.
Draco waited for a moment to let another group of nighttime
beach walkers pass, then asked aloud. "How again are you able to
change shape?"
{The microscopic nanobots that make up my body are able to
divide into smaller nanobots, or combine in a fluid like manner to
create different shapes. I can then tighten their grip on one another to
create any degree of flexible or rigid shape I desire. This morphic
ability allows me to attain almost any permanent or temporary shape
for whatever function I require to perform.} Sy’Byt replied. {I am also
able to separate nanobot mass from my main body to create remote
mechanoids for other functions, such as the one I am currently using to
converse with you.}
After thinking about what he had learned, Draco changed the
direction of the conversation by asking. "Why did you contact me?
What makes me so special?"
Sy’Byt did not answer for a few moments and Draco began to
wonder if he would like the answer. Before he could recant, the dragon
on his shoulder answered in his mind.
{There are a group of abilities that very few sentient beings
have in a natural form. Your people refer to these mind based functions
as parapsychical abilities. There are many different forms of these
neurally oriented abilities, such as the telepathic frequency in which
you and I are now conversing. Psychokinesis, or PK, and extra sensory
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perception, or ESP are some of the generalizations that your people
have made to explain what you claim is nonexistant and impossible.}
{These same abilities and many more you have only guessed
at not only exist,} Sy’Byt continued, {but have individual frequencies
that can easily be detected and identified by technical means. Using
receivers attuned to these frequencies, I was able to detect a very strong
PSIonic field that I traced to you and using the same level tech base I
was able to easily duplicate the frequency needed to contact you mind
to mind.}
"So you're saying I have this mind talking ability and you
don't, so you made a machine to talk with me mind to mind?"
{Yes.} Came the singsong voice in his head.
"And you detected the frequency of this ability of mine to
track me down?" Was Draco's next question as he toed a clump of
seaweed in passing.
{No.} Draco stopped in his slow walk along the beach.
{No?} He thought fiercely and was not surprised when the
musical reply came.
{I did not detect your telepathic frequency.} Before Draco
could mentally form the next logical question, it was answered. {The
frequency I detected was solely that of your mental shield. A shield that
is both the strongest I have ever encountered in any data search and
surprisingly porous at the same time. The reasons would be obvious if I
could penetrate the shield but its sponginess contains only false
pathways inward. Your shield both shouts with its unrestrained power
and tempts with its deceptive weaknesses. I could not restrain the
compulsion to seek out one who would mentally shout 'stay away' so
loudly.}
"So here you are." Draco made a curt gesture with a hand
wave and said wryly. "Now what?"
{At first I wanted only to observe you for a period, hoping that
there would be some way in which we could help each other. My world
has been almost totally destroyed by the Baylorians and your world will
be invaded eventually.} The alien being who called himself Sy’Byt
replied in Draco's mind. {When I found out about your world and the
Baylorian presence here, I decided to seek out whatever information I
could. If I could find allies not under Baylorian control, that would be
even more desirable.}
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"What could we do? We don't have the technological level to
be of any threat to them!" Draco replied with a note of sarcastic
resignation in his voice.
{Not at this time, but the invasion itself can be as soon as ten,
or as long as one hundred years from now. It mostly depends on the
continuing good will of the current Emperor toward the Renegade
Family. If the Emperor allows his daughter to ally his family with that
of the Renegade Family, your planet will become a gift to the Empire
within a decade and plans must be made with that deadline in mind.}
{If I am to help your world with advanced technology to speed
your advance into space, then I must find someone to act as the leader
of the Human race. That must be you.}
"ME!" It came out as an embarrassing squeak.
{Yes.} Replied Sy’Byt. {Before I leave your world, I must be
certain that I have done all that I can to assist you in organizing some
sort of resistance to the Baylorian presence already here.}
"What do you expect me to do!!? I'm just a towmotor driver in
a factory for Chrisakes!!"
Sy’Byt had been considering his options all during his
conversation with Draco and had not decided on a definite course of
action till this moment, but there was only one way to help the Human
race. {I believe you underestimate your own capabilities. It is true that
the success of such an undertaking depends solely on the desire which
you anchor your learning abilities, but this is all pointless if you will
not accept a cyberneural implant.}
Draco stopped in his tracks. {You want me to accept a what?}
He thought the mental reaction fiercely as he tried to imagine what it
meant and focused intently on the mental reply to his unspoken words.
{A cyberneural implant}
"What exactly is a cyberneural implant?" Draco asked aloud
as it occurred to him to try closing off his mind to any intrusion.
{It is a nanotech-based device that is implanted in the brain of
a host...}
"Whoa. You want to put some kind of machine in my brain to
control me.
{No! With proper training you would have control of the
implant, not the other way around.} Sy’Byt hesitated for only a second,
then continued. {There is one obstacle that I must warn you of before
you agree to this course of action.}
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Draco could only shake his head as he tried to marshal his
thoughts. After only a few seconds he realized he had no clear idea
what was going on and asked with a classical 'hands up and half
extended' questioning gesture. "And what might that be?"
{In my own race, most of those who accept an implant have
little or no permanent side affects from mild symbiotic shock.}
"Symbiotic shock?"
Sy’Byt was able to read Draco's increased heart rate as the
human imagined the worst scenario of the implant's effects just before
the human's remarkably strong personal shield became even more
impenetrable. {The initial reaction to the integration of the artificial
intelligence program within the implant, and your own conscious mind.
You must realize before you accept that the presence of the
consciousness that is the artificial intelligence program that inhabits the
core of the implant will be within your mind for the entire time you
host the implant's presence in your body. Every host experiences some
sort of mental and physical reaction to the implant and that reaction is
called symbiotic shock.}
"Does everybody get this symbiotic shock?" Asked Draco,
then before Sy’Byt could answer. "How bad is it? Can it make you
brain dead? You said as long as I host the implant. Does that mean I
can choose to expel the implant and go back to the way I am now."
The many years of isolation from his own kind while he
watched the Baylorian Empire expand weighed heavily on Sy’Byt's
mind at that moment. He was tired of the few reports from the few
other Voyagers of his own kind that he crossed paths with that told of
continued hiding below the surface of his home world. He new from his
own accumulated data, stolen from Baylorian starships, that the orbital
cordon around his world and the gravity vortex jump points leading in
and out of his homeworld's star had become smaller in size and more
lax in monitoring for signs of his people's presence.
He must persuade this human to join him in putting a stop to
the destruction the Baylor were causing to the ecologies of so many
worlds as well as the slavery the sentient beings on some of those
worlds are subjected to. He marshaled his most persuasive argument
with the aid of his own implant and began to try to convince the human
to accept an implant and join Sy’Byt's race in stopping the Baylor.
{The reactions of the host to the integration of the implant
range from minor shock that could be as little as varying degrees of
temporary disorientation to rare examples of mind death.}
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{I must stress that those occasions are so rare that I have not
heard of a single incident in over four Earth centuries.} Although the
statement was basically true, Sy’Byt hated the deception that the full
truth would convey. He had only crossed paths with four other
Voyagers in the time since he'd left his homeworld and those four, as
well as he himself, had never shared the kind of personal memories that
would include the worst examples of symbiotic shock.
The truth was that one in every three eight’s of implantations
results in some form of major symbiotic shock. It would not help the
human's possible negative reaction to know that almost always, Elders
experienced in such matters successfully treated the symptoms. Quite a
large amount of those particular Elders’ knowledge was restricted. It
was included in only of few eight’s of specific subjects not included in
the data files of normal implants.
He only knew that there was restricted data due to his close
personal relationship with his old teacher. He wondered again what
Mn’Torr would say about his plan, and its possible consequences. The
only comparison he had for the giving of higher technology to an
unprepared species was the source of his own race's near destruction.
Clamping down on his own personal mental shield as hard as
he could, Sy’Byt continued. {For security reasons for my own people
the implant which I have in mind would give you all you need to fight
the Baylor. I will leave in the data files the Baylor have on my world
but I will edit all other files on my people and my homeworld.}
"What will that do?" Draco asked.
{Most of the functions of those files and some others that I
will edit in the core memory of the implant's artificial intelligence
program are the ones that would be most likely to cause symbiotic
shock.}
"How?"
Sy’Byt winced inwardly. He'd hoped to avoid that question.
Just the knowledge that it might be possible could easily cause Draco to
refuse his offer. {The most prevalent forms of symbiotic shock are
caused by the AI trying to take control of the host body. Since I will be
editing all of the programs responsible for that behavior, it will not
exhibit itself.}
"You hope!"
{No. I am reasonably sure of it. In fact, I will install
programming software that will make it impossible for the AI program
to take control of your body unless you allow it. As a further backup to
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that safeguard, I have installed several methods by which you can
regain control under several different scenarios even after giving
control to the AI voluntarily.}
{In fact, I have edited the implant's control program to such an
extent that it can hardly be called an artificial intelligence program.}
As Draco continued to listen, he became aware of a 'feeling' of
sincerity. Several times during the alien's speech of persuasion, he
could feel that certain parts of the explanation of the limits of danger
from the implant process were not entirely true.
He knew that the 'feelings' he was experiencing were a
technological projection to influence him, so he clamped on his shield
by picturing his mind enclosed by a concrete wall. With the empathic
feelings cut off he continued to listen to the alien but there was
something lacking. It was almost like wearing sunglasses indoors. With
the cessation of the empathic feelings he had only begun to feel, he
already felt lessened by their loss.
Slowly, he decided to try to lessen his shield enough to control
what penetrated. He mentally pictured the wall changing into glass with
a small screened hole in line with the dragon shape on his shoulder,
adjusting the size of the imaginary hole to increase or decrease the level
of reception. He soon found himself getting better control with just
these few moments of practice.
There was another moment when he wondered if the mental
images and feelings were entirely false. Nothing more than an elaborate
deception projected by the alien being. But then he figured, if the
images really were nothing more than elaborate deceptions, they were
damn good ones!
Basically, too good to ignore, he chose to believe they were
true feelings.
He knew that the empathic sensations he was feeling were
projected but as he listened to the alien's dragon-shaped familiar, he
was totally convinced that they were just as strong and sincere at the
source.
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* FOUR *
With his mouth pursed in an oval of anger, Kiilliimmeedd
Erriimmaannohh stalked out of the office of his chief slave. The human
had unthinkingly and nonchalantly told him. "Bring me your father's
mail packet."
As if HE were in command!!
Erriimmaannohh would teach the slave the price for forgetting
his status. The human had become too lax in his slave protocol since he
had moved up after the accident that had killed the former chief slave.
It was time that discipline was returned.
With that thought, the anger was replaced by a smile of
anticipation as his teeth flexed out in the feeding position. He was still
smiling the Baylorian smile when he returned to the office of his chief
of operations.
"Here is that mail packet you so politely requested SLAVE!"
The last was a yell that was followed by Erriimmaannohh's lunge that
took the human by surprise. Within a fraction of a second
Erriimmaannohh was draped over the human's back and shoulders,
biting the slave on the neck and drinking the blood from the wound.
At the end of the feeding the human slave was weak but still
alive. He was also very respectful but Erriimmaannohh could tell the
human was silently vowing to himself to get revenge for the feeding.
That was OK. A little anger fed rebelliousness was acceptable.
Erriimmaannohh regretted the fact that it had proven
inefficient to perform mind control techniques on all of his slaves.
Those of his slaves who dealt regularly with normal humans must be
able to do so without arousing undue suspicion. Fear and the
knowledge that retribution was inevitable was all he could use to keep
some slaves in line.
The position of head slave was one of the positions that
required a clear mind. It was a nuisance that the position was not
usually held for very long before natural human rebelliousness required
that the slave become Hunt prey. Erriimmaannohh was oblivious to
the slave's weak glare of hatred as he left the tiny office to return to his
own private rooms. His thoughts turned to his younger brother, who
had arrived on the most recent supply ship from the Kiilliimmeedd
system. He had not seen his brother since Maakkaavvll was an infant,
but regular mail packets from home had kept him informed of all that
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had happened since he had been assigned to this world. His youngest
brother's actions had been an embarrassment to the Family for many
years and it looked like Erriimmaannohh would have to devote
valuable time to bring Maakkaavvll back in line.
His father should have killed Maakkaavvll instead of
banishing the fool to Earth. That decision could very well backfire if
Maakkaavvll allowed his excessive punishment of slaves to expose the
Baylorian presence on this planet. He could not only destroy all that the
Family had accomplished over the years, but also bring the Family to
the notice of the Emperor unfavorably at a crucial time.
That could very easily be the end of the Kiilliimmeedd
Family. Erriimmaannohh could not allow that to happen. If
Maakkaavvll did anything to endanger their father's plans for the
human world, he would not hesitate to take his brother's life. If it came
to that Erriimmaannohh would at least be able to grant his brother an
Honorable death.
Erriimmaannohh seated himself behind his desk and activated
his human data system. He had been working on a virus that he
intended to introduce to the data systems of the NASA control center
for the new space station that the humans had combined their efforts to
make.
He had used his influences in human politics to stall the
advance of humans in space technology for the first three decades but
the past two and a half had been spent relaxing that hindrance. He must
now make the human race more capable of become a valued slave race
to his Family while at the same time not allowing them to advance too
much.
Erriimmaannohh sat at his desk while the human slave Penn
Flowers gave his report on the status of the other enclaves on the
planet. While the human had been giving his report he occasionally
reached up to touch the bandage on his neck. When he finished, he
hesitated a moment and Erriimmaannohh immediately jumped into the
verbal gap. "What else is there?"
"We caught those poachers on your property My Lord." The
report was given in a monotone that didn't fool Erriimmaannohh a bit
"They have been dealt with."
"How?"
The reply was slow in coming. "We posed as pirates, stealing
their boat and equipment and releasing them in a lifeboat. The boat will
be altered and added to your fleet in the normal manner."
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"I have a better idea." Said Erriimmaannohh. "Retake them
and I'll use them as prey for the hunt you are to arrange for my pleasure
tomorrow evening. How many are there?"
"Seven My Lord. Four older and three younger, one female."
Came the resigned reply.
"Excellent!" He exclaimed. "Prepare them for a Hunt for
tomorrow to welcome my brother to this world." Erriimmaannohh was
pleased to see the slave flinch when the choice for tomorrow's meal
was announced.
He could tell the slave wanted to say more but was afraid.
"There is something else?" He prompted.
"Yes Master." The slave kept his gaze steady as
Erriimmaannohh flexed his feeding teeth in impatience, but he could
smell the human's fear. "We always try to get hunting prey farther from
your private estate. This will be the second boat and crew taken in less
than a month within the boundaries of your property."
A little of the slave's sarcastic arrogance seeped through with
his next words. "How can I plan secret hunts with local authorities
snooping around?"
"That is not my problem slave!" He bit out around clenched
gripper teeth, which slowly extended as they formed a Baylorian smile.
"Or is the position of head slave too much responsibility?" He was
pleased to see the color drain from the slave's face as he involuntarily
touched the bandage on his neck. The slave was well aware of
Erriimmaannohh's past practice that the position of head slave could
only be changed with the former head slave's death.
He handed two files to the slave and said. "Have these two
slaves report to the garden. They have disciplinary problems that need
attention. Also tell my brother to meet me in the garden in ten
minutes." When the door closed behind the slave Erriimmaannohh
turned to look out his office window.
He 'owned' several coral islands bordering the area humans
called Everglades, through legal purchases made in the name of Eric
Mann, an American citizen since 1948. He had assumed the position of
head of the Earth base immediately following the crash of the shuttle
that carried the former holder of that position.
With the aid of advanced medical technology he looked only a
little older than when he arrived on this world. He now held the third
incarnation of the name Eric Mann and his nearly seven decades of
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stewardship as the Lord of Earth was more than the other three
stewards combined.
He turned from the window and moved to his desk to catch up
on his paperwork. He would be too busy to watch the day's sunset, but
hopefully the color show after tomorrow's Hunt would be just as good
as it had been the past few days. He was looking forward to the
welcoming Hunt for his brother who was younger by 20 Earth years
than Erriimmaannohh's own youngest. He missed all five of his
children but hadn't wanted them to be forced to grow up isolated from
their own kind and not be able to hunt free. Not in the restricted manner
necessary to maintain their secrecy from the natives of this world.
Due to Maakkaavvll's new status, Erriimmaannohh's father
had left it up to him when, if at all, he told his brother about the secret
base in the neighboring red dwarf system the humans called Barnard's
Star, six light years from the system of Sol. His mate was the only other
permanent Baylorian resident on this planet other than himself, who
knew of the Elders' plan for a separate Kiilliimmeedd Empire.
Maakkaavvll wasn't going anywhere before the Elders
initiated open revolt against the Empire and after that they would all be
too busy to worry about anyone seeing him alive. Erriimmaannohh had
pored over ancient texts in a way to find the right prey to dangle in
front of his brother. He had found one that suited his purposes
perfectly.
The custom originated in ancient times when one Family
sentenced a member of another Family to death. The Medicine
Man/Shaman of the village would then be told that a Life Honor Hunt
was on. If the prey could avoid the hunters for one year, sentence was
deemed served and he and his Family regained all lost Honor.
Of course there were strict rules to the Life Honor Hunt. The
Kiilliimmeedd Family would have to immediately notify the Grasseater
Cult as the ultimate arbiter since the Hunt involved a close branch of
the Emperor's Family. Also the Kiilliimmeedd Family was required to
allow unlimited access to search teams consisting of a Hand of Hunters.
The teams could only consist of members of the Hunter's Family while
no member of the Prey's Family could hinder or injure a Hunter. Only
slaves could defend the Prey.
In the past, many Families challenged this rule.
Those Families who were caught at it do not exist any longer.
Since the Baylor had outgrown their home world a few
additions were made to the ancient custom. It was one of these
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additions in early Alliance texts that had led to his rediscovery of the
ancient custom. Due to the distances between worlds, a Prey's Family
has a year to notify the Arbiter and the Hunting Family has three years
to complete the Life Honor Hunt once the Arbiter notifies the offended
Family.
His official message was already on the way to the Grasseater
Cult.
He hoped his brother would appreciate the added risk that he
had put on the Family without asking. Of course, because of their
status, they had many sixes of sixes of years of experience with
Imperial inspectors and had been able to keep their Family secrets
hidden.
The hand of Hunters would have three Baylorian years to find
and challenge Maakkaavvll, but they would first have to discover that
their prey was now on Earth. The conditions of the Hunt would require
that they either perform their Hunt in complete secrecy from the
humans or announce themselves to human authorities. If they chose the
latter, they would endanger the Empire's chances of an easy victory
when Earth's star came within the reach of their orderly expansion.
Erriimmaannohh sat a moment longer pondering the many
twists and turns in his Family's grand plans until the wall-mounted,
human time piece told him it was time to meet his brother in the garden
behind the main house.
*

*

*

Maakkaavvll sat on the shore of his oldest brother's island
estate watching as the sun set into the sea. His brother, whom he had
not seen since his first Hunt 12 years earlier, had shared a snack of
fresh slave blood with him before telling him a shocking story. His
initial surprise had quickly turned to anger at not being told sooner until
a reminder of his past actions and his current status had aided in
calming him.
The meeting with his brother had lasted for just over an Earth
hour as Erriimmaannohh explained how the isolation of the early years
of his post on Earth had given time to read all of the Family Archives
out of sheer boredom. Those archives had supplied the information that
might give him another Hunting Path in regaining his lost Honor. Since
then he had sat with his back against a palm tree watching the
advancing sunset and thinking more about things past NOW than he
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ever had before. Of course he would become Prey for three Baylorian
years after the Grasseater Cult notified the Imperial Ambassador's
Family, but he had a chance to wipe the tracks clean and regain his
Honor.
He wondered if, when the news reached the Emperor's
daughter, she would still wish to marry into the Kiilliimmeedd Family.
The whisper talk said that she had no love for the tameness of her
Imperial relatives and that the only reason she had sought out a
relationship in the Renegade Family was to provoke her Father. If that
were true, she would be most likely to flaunt her continued intentions to
marry into a more exciting Family.
With her marriage into the Renegade Family and the resultant
return to Imperial Favor, even a Life Honor Hunt could do less damage
than what is gained. Even if he died the return to Imperial Favor would
allow his Family to regain spacefaring trade.
Maakkaavvll's chest swelled with genuine pride in being a
member of the Kiilliimmeedd Family. A Family that would risk so
much for one of their own. Especially who had cost them so much
Honor.
*

*

*

Draco sat cross-legged on the bed in his room with his back
propped against the headboard and the pillows stacked behind him and
to either side. Closing his eyes he said aloud. "OK. I'm ready." His
body was rigid with inner tension as he waited for what he'd agreed to,
to happen.
He hadn't agreed at first out of fear of the unknown, but had
been convinced by the feeling of sincerity coming from the alien. He
wasn't completely comfortable with the PSIonic feelings he was
experiencing, but he trusted what they told him and they told him
Sy’Byt was not lying. Only a few hours of experience with his
awakening abilities had strengthened them considerably. It was this
projected feeling of the truth to the alien's mental words that had made
him agree to allow Sy’Byt to implant an alien device in his body.
He knew the empathic feelings he experienced were a
projection made by the remote that he'd spoken to first. But upon
meeting the alien in 'person' so to speak, Draco knew that every
projected feeling matched that of the alien's cyberneurally stored mind.
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After agreeing to accept an implant, he had allowed the alien
to make a deep probe of his mind for the final adjustments to the basic
model implant Sy’Byt had decided on. In moments he would know if
he had made the right choice. As he performed the relaxation ritual that
Sy’Byt had taught him earlier, Draco continued to worry that he was
about to become the first Zombie From Space.
Sy’Byt had brought his main nanobotic, mechanoid body to
Draco's room and had morphed into his natural shape. The nature of
Sy’Byt's race was a combination of plant and animal and in his natural
shape Sy’Byt looked like a three foot tall uprooted tree with eight
almost body length, thick tentacles ringing the lower trunk. These
provided a slow but untiringly steady motive power. Ringing the top of
the trunk were eight fat, half-meter long tentacles that were very strong
in the withdrawn state and less strong but more dexterous when
extended to their full length of nearly two meters.
As Sy’Byt stood beside Draco's bed, two of those tentacles
cradled a palm leaf on which rested a small iridescently shimmering
object. Sy’Byt extended the two tentacles toward Draco.
Draco repeated the phrasing of the acceptance ritual the alien
had taught him, then lifted the thumb sized shimmering object from its
palm leaf resting place. He cradled the implant and lifted his hands up
and over his head while lowering his head at the same time.
Unconsciously holding his breath, he pressed the thumb sized implant
to the back of his neck at the base of his skull where Sy’Byt had said it
would be closest to his brain stem. Still holding his hands to the back of
his head, Draco took a shuddering breath and sat back upright in the
embrace of the supporting pillows.
When the soft mass in his hands grew warm wriggled, his
heart began to race wildly. He thought it would burst from his chest
when he felt the implant begin to flow from his grasp as it recognized
the proximity to his brain stem. Draco fought an extremely strong urge
to rip the clinging mass from his head but in seconds it had been
absorbed and his impulse was denied a target.
Clutching the back of his head, he almost cried aloud as a last
wave of fear washed across him when he felt the implant flow from
under his skin and into his skull. Pleasure-Pain shivers chased
themselves up and down his spine for an eternal second before he felt a
moment of disorientation as the implant entered his brain and made its
first connections within the brain stem. If not for the pillows supporting
him he may have fallen sideways as his vision blurred.
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His mental focus turned sideways as he saw odor and smelled
colors.
Then the room around him looked as if it was upside down
and took on the appearance of a negative on a roll of film.
The Pleasure-Pain Speedway in his spine turned into a
demolition derby and Draco almost lost control of his bladder.
Sy’Byt had explained that the sensations he was experiencing
were the cross branching of the growing implant data network. The
connecting system would eventually bring his brain up to 100%
efficiency but until all pathways were connected, there would be
sensory misfires. The alien had also explained how to counter the
disorientation that Draco was now feeling, so he concentrated in the
way that Sy’Byt had instructed.
He didn't feel anything at first, but just when he was about to
give up and try a different approach he began to receive fewer assaults
on his five senses from his awakening implant as it flowed through his
brain, seeking out connections in the brain stem.
The sensory roller coaster ride rapidly diminished over a
period of a few seconds then Draco imagined that he was beginning to
feel an itching in his brain as the implant sent filaments through the
neural net surrounding the brain stem as its integration program
progressed. His heart began racing again but this time he was able to
see its beat through the pulsing of the blood through the veins and
arteries in his skull.
He could almost imagine the artificial intelligence program's
analysis of the cause of the adrenaline rush and its patient continuation
of the integration process.
As the nanite sized filaments grew and connected with the
neurons in his brain, Draco's mental contact with his implant grew
clearer. The flashes of light and color had slowed to a steady pulse that
gradually began to take shape. Then, like the parting of a curtain, he
saw the inside of his own brain and knew what he was looking at. He
also became aware of a presence and spoke to his implant.
[Hello Gandalf.] He said to the growing awareness in his
mind.
[Gandalf?] Came the emotionless reply from the implant's
artificial intelligence.
[Yes.] Draco said. [He was the sorcerer in a story I read when
I was younger.] He consciously 'remembered' the story to share the
memory with his implant. [Unless you'd rather have another name?]
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[A name?] The unemotional voice echoed in Draco's head.
[Yes! A name! Don't you want a name?] Without waiting for a
reply, Draco went on. [Since we're going to be sharing this body for a
long time, we're going to have to get along. I can't just say, 'hey you'
every time I want to talk.]
[The name Gandalf will be acceptable.] Came the answer from
the newly awakened artificial intelligence program.
Draco began to relax as he watched through his minds eye
while the implant continued to follow its built in program sending
teams of nanobots along the filaments of his brain from its base
location anchored to the brain stem. The integration procedure
continued and the connections between the expanding mass of
nanofilaments and brain cells continued to grow. He watched in
wonder, as the picture he saw with his mind's eye became clearer
moment by moment.
The AI continued to send work teams of nanobots out from
within the implant to construct its own filaments along the neural
pathways of Draco's brain, connecting itself to those pathways by
building monitoring stations on the surface of the neurons. As these
neuron locations were added to the building network of the implant's
artificial monitoring network, Draco began to experience an immediate
echo effect as the implant sent messages at a slightly different rate than
the signals received naturally.
[Could you please adjust the relay signal Gandalf?] He spoke
in his mind to his implant. [I'm getting an echo.] Almost immediately
the echo effect vanished when Gandalf silently complied with his
request as the artificial intelligence program and the Human host
became more familiar with each other. It was not long before the
integration process itself was nearly completed and the joined pairing
of Human host and implant AI began to direct their attention to
repairing the natural decay and damage done to his body during Draco's
39 years of life.
Draco found that he was able to instantly 'know' the details of
the process while he watched from within his own brain. The final
phases of integration continued as the implant built nanobot work
crews that it sent into the smallest blood vessels of his brain and began
to clean the inside surfaces of those blood vessels. Those feeding
nanobots would grow until they massed enough to split in two. One
would remain to harvest more cholesterol and fat from the interior
lining of the blood vessels within Draco's skull while the other took its
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mass to the main implant location around his brain stem. There they
would make new neural taps and implant links till the brain and implant
were fully integrated.
He became mildly interested, then totally absorbed in the
process as more nanobot work crews were constructed from his body's
waste and sent out of the implant to continue the process of integration.
He expected a long process but with the exponential growth in numbers
of nanobots he soon could feel the increased blood flow to his brain.
After a while he felt the need to be more than an observer and
began to attempt to assert control over some of the nanobot work crews
to get the feel of the process first hand. He 'thought' himself at one of
the cell-sized nanobots and was surprised when he lost all outer body
sensations. He was able to feel only the current of the blood he 'swam'
through and smell the odor of the fat and cholesterol that this particular
nanobot was cleaning from the interior of the blood vessel. When the
nanobot ate the cholesterol from the walls of the blood vessel it was the
most 'rewarding' taste he could remember.
Shocked by the single mindedness he felt while in contact
with the individual nanobot, Draco mentally backed away to monitor
the entire crew passively. His awareness of the room around him
returned with such suddenness that his concentration slipped enough
for him to momentarily lose contact with his control exercise. Gandalf
did not resume control and Draco recovered within a couple seconds.
{Do not become lost in the minutiae of the integration
process.} The thought from Sy’Byt intruded from outside his focus.
{You must remember to keep your main mental focus with the world
around you. Let the implant do the actual work of the integration while
you simply monitor the progress. There will soon be training programs
that will require you to control separate nanobot work crews but if you
attempt them too soon you may not be able to retract your focus and
may become lost within your mind.}
Despite the near tragedy resulting from his impulsive act,
Draco was satisfied that Sy’Byt had kept his promise that Draco could
take control when he so desired. He then relaxed his direct control of
those few nanobot work crews he had taken charge of, allowing
Gandalf to regain control and continue the integration process. With the
elimination of that concentrated focus, Draco was again able to follow
the entire integration process and noticed the additional nanobot
designs that were spreading throughout his brain.
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After the withdrawal of his direct control he was also again
aware of the room around him as he followed the nanobot work crews
with his mind’s eye. Draco quickly became more confident in
monitoring the AI's control of the nanobot work crews as they
continued to connect the implant to all the pathways of his brain and he
began to 'see' more clearly.
Sy’Byt continued to follow Draco's progress in adjusting to
the implant, stepping in to correct his apprentice's mistakes every time
Draco got too absorbed in single functions of the integration. He spent
the next several hours ensuring that Draco's implant had been properly
absorbed and was under his apprentice's control before letting Draco
drift off to sleep. All through the night he continued to keep watch over
the human just as his own mentor had done for him those many
centuries ago.
The next day, Draco sat at the side of the pool drinking water
by the pitchers full as he conversed with the artificial intelligence
program in his implant. With rapidly growing confidence Draco was
able to maintain his focused attention on the world around him as he
performed his training programs.
Gandalf's 'voice' sounded mechanical in Draco's mind but
Sy’Byt assured him that the AI would sound more and more natural in
its speech mannerisms as it aged. The alien repeatedly cautioned Draco
about becoming too relaxed in the mastery over the AI as some
artificial intelligence programs on his own home world had developed
an independence that had caused schizophrenic behavior in some
members of Sy’Byt's race who had originally integrated with little or
no difficulties.
As the day wore on, his symbiote's AI became more and more
natural sounding and several times had grown impatient enough with
Draco's progress to attempt to take control of its host body. Draco had
followed Sy’Byt's advice and had successfully asserted his complete
control by lunchtime. Draco left the pool area and returned to his room
to call the Pizza Hut across the street for delivery, continuing his
training in his room while he ate.
Later that afternoon, Sy’Byt spoke to him over the PSIonic
frequency. {You have done very well in your adjustment to your
implant. Much better than I would have expected. I think that tonight
we will be able to go on to the next phase of your training by initiating
the process of constructing your own nanobot designs. It will take
several hours to complete the training program, but before we begin
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you must eat an exceptionally large meal before returning to your
room.}
"Are you ready Gandalf?" Draco asked his implant's AI aloud.
[More construction mass is necessary before this unit will be
able to perform the requested training program.] Came the reply.
"No problem. Let's eat!" Draco said aloud as he rubbed his
hands together rapidly.
He returned to his room long enough to take
a quick shower and dress in more than swimming trunks, then checked
the contents of his day pack before locking the door on his way out.
The short walk to the restaurant took only a few minutes and
selecting a seat on the rooftop patio overlooking the ocean a couple
more. The waitress arrived as he sat down and said hello as she handed
him a menu. It was late enough for the supper menu and Draco ordered
a steak dinner as well as a fresh fish of the day salad.
{What'll you have Sy’Byt?} He thought at the alien on the PSI
frequency, as a bald eagle flew spirals around the rooftop. Wanting the
freedom of flight, Sy’Byt had naively chosen to morph his mind
carrying mass into the shape of an eagle as the dragon form would have
been a little too conspicuous. He'd split the remainder of his nanomass
into three remotes. One of which he sent into the electronic systems of
Draco's car while the other two assumed the shape of local birds of
small size. One watched over Draco's room while the other flew
surveillance circles around his moving position
{I do not require sustenance in the same biological manner as
you. I will have nothing.} Came the mental reply.
Draco gave a mental laugh. "That should be all for now." He
told the waitress.
The waitress brought his meal but hesitated when she saw the
eagle now perched on the rail beside Draco. "It's all right." He told her
with a smile as he reached over to stroke the side of the eagle's head.
"He's tame."
The young waitress smiled, but kept her eye on the eagle as
she placed his order on the table in front of him. He ate slowly,
enjoying every bite and when he finished his meal Draco was both
mentally and physically ready for the next phase of his training. With
the eagle riding his shoulder he paid his bill and after leaving a tip for
the waitress, left the rooftop restaurant and returned to his room.
After performing his evening toilet and getting into bed, he lay
beneath the covers and refocused his attention by entering the inner
world of his cyberneural implant. With the new source of knowledge
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that his implant contained Draco was able to trace and name the
location of all the extensions of his new implant. From the main
location in the brain stem and the thousands of filaments projecting
from it into the pons and the cerebrum, on to the medulla oblongata,
and the last branches that continued into the cerebellum.
He was able to see through the 'eyes' of the AI and into the
implant's internal nanobot factory. There he began to direct the
assembly of his own nanobot designs from matter supplied by the
harvesting of waste materials collected by the nanobot work crews
cleaning the blood vessels of his brain. After the first nanobot crews
were assembled, they were sent into the brain to examine and map the
structure of his brain and assist the nanobots already within his brain
with the repair of life's natural aging process.
The nanobots continued to consume this waste matter and
convert it atomically and in the process grow and replicate themselves
in the same manner as a biologically based creature. The nanobots
would grow in this way till they were large enough to reproduce by
fission, growing in numbers as they spread throughout his body. As the
nanobots aged, they would return to the nanobot factory in the main
implant within the brain stem for memory transfer and if necessary,
maintenance and repair or reabsorbtion.
In this way Draco would be able to maintain and monitor a
constantly upgraded map of his entire body while keeping a controlled
rotation of freshly constructed nanobots.
Draco was able to see the
atomic structure of the matter that he worked with and to use the
microscopic mechanoids in the factory to manipulate that matter and
convert it into the type of matter that he needed to continue the
implant's integration into his body. This transmutation of matter from
one form to another continued and as the number of nanobots in his
brain grew, so did the map of his brain's structure as well as the extent
of the ever-growing expanse of his implant's connecting filaments.
His skill at consciously directing the nanobots in their tasks
grew with experience at the same rate as the number of nanobots grew.
Soon there was an excess of nanobots necessary for the monitoring and
maintenance of the health of his brain and he redirected some of the
excess out of his brain, along his optic nerves, and into his eyes. Others
he redirected into the veins and arteries down his neck and into his
body where they traveled throughout his body's entire circulatory
system while cleaning the inside surface of waste buildup as they
traveled.
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The numbers of nanobots continued to increase exponentially
at the same time the cleaning of his circulatory system progressed as
they continued to convert waste into nanobots. The nanobotic invasion
continued to travel to all parts of his body by riding through his veins
and arteries and in this way Draco was able to get a growing picture of
the structure of his own body. By the time the sun rose, his entire
circulatory system was swarming with nanobots that had finished
collecting the waste material coating the inside of his veins and arteries
and converted it into more nanobots.
The nanobots also began repairing the damage done to the
interior of his veins and arteries as soon as they uncovered it. His body
was already guaranteed many more decades of life even if he were to
lose the implant now. The thought crossed his mind that the ability to
do the same for others could make him very rich.
His next thought was that becoming rich that way was the
perfect way to draw Baylorian attentions just a little too soon!
When it came time to return to the real world, he had trouble
returning control of his nanobots to Gandalf and after rising from bed
he felt a slight disorientation while he moved around the bathroom. He
adjusted quickly and by the time he had completed performing his
morning toilet, he had stopped running into things and missing
whenever he reached for something.
He dressed in swimming trunks and quickly downed several
glasses of water before going out for breakfast. Afterwards he spent the
rest of the morning by the pool continuing Sy’Byt's training program.
*

*

*

Through their shared PSIonic link Sy’Byt monitored his
apprentice's progress from his eagle mech's perch on the rail above the
pool. As Draco continued his training program Sy’Byt considered
whether he had made the right choice in giving the human a
cyberneural implant.
He had weighed the facts and considered each from many
different angles when he had made the decision, then he had combined
each alternative action with a projected success level and had done
several reruns of the same projection program through his own
implant's data system.
He especially considered the Lost Race's giving of higher
technology to the Baylorians and what the results of that action had
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been. What would happen if his reading of Draco was wrong? What if
Draco became a worse threat to his own people than the Baylor were?
He had considered all of these things in the moments leading up to his
decision to give Draco an implant but had decided to go ahead with his
plan to enlist the Human as an ally against his enemy.
He had thought that he had solved most of his anticipated
problems by making the implant that he presented to the Human with
several modifications from his own. Just in case his reading of his
apprentice's mind was wrong, he had attempted to reduce the chance of
inadvertently helping Draco by deleting all of the data on his own
world and his people from the duplicate implant. He left intact his
extensive files on the Baylorian Empire so Draco would know his
enemy.
As a further precaution, he had made the Artificial Intelligence
Program several degrees lower in nanobotic tech skills and didn't
include the automatic Self-Preservation Program. He would use part of
that program as the final portion of his training program if Draco
passed the tests that he planned to gauge the effect the implant on his
apprentice's psyche.
Sy’Byt had planned for failure and would be able to abort the
symbiotic relationship by a remote fail-safe if Draco failed to adjust
properly. The mind of the Human was unlike his own in makeup, but
enough similar to the Baylorian mind, that of the Baylorian slave races,
and the other race he'd encountered recently, that he was sure he had
read the Human's mind correctly. In any case, it still made sense to plan
for a judgmental mistake. Sy’Byt continued to monitor his apprentice's
progress as Draco continued his training unaware of the result if he
failed to adjust to the power he was granted.
From his perch on the rail outside Draco's room and
overlooking the pool, Sy’Byt continued to monitor his apprentice's
training progress through his link with Draco via the PSIonic frequency
that his own implant duplicated technologically. He was also impressed
with how quickly his apprentice had mastered the control of his newly
emerged PSIonic abilities. Draco had already completed the initial
integration program and was currently advancing to the next stage of
the training process.
Even with the changes he'd made in downgrading the implant
he gave to Draco, the human was already more experienced than
Sy’Byt had ever imagined he could be.
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His Human apprentice learned by the hour what Sy’Byt's race
considered good daily training and Sy’Byt wondered again if it was due
to Draco's own innate ability or if his own deleting of the higher
capabilities of the implant had anything to do with his apprentice's
rapid progress. As he watched over his apprentice his thoughts again
drifted back to his home world and his own people.
He had been gone for too long but now he was sure that he
would leave the planet Earth as soon as Draco was able to master the
Self-Preservation Program. He had learned many things over the past
six octons and now had a desire to return in person and report directly
to his old instructor with this new and vital information.
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* FIVE *
Erriimmaannohh put his head back and let his victory scream
pierce the night. The human in his grasp tried desperately to break
Erriimmaannohh's hold but due to several other bloodings over the
length of the Hunt, the prey had been weakened considerably. It was
with tremendous restraint that he again restricted himself to a minor
blooding of the prey.
The escape of three of the youngest of the prey had spoiled his
brother's welcoming Hunt, and worse, embarrassed him, and it was the
fault of the offspring of this adult male. His revenge would be to break
this slave and use him as bait to recapture the three escapees. He still
had no idea how mere children had eluded his tracking skills, but this
slave would pay for the humiliation of that loss. The human’s blood
would not make up for the insult to his Honor but it would help.
The slave finally collapsed to the ground with a moan of
despair that made Erriimmaannohh's pulse beat faster. It was a familiar
sound of despair that he had experienced many times in his life, and
could never grow tired of. His instinct was to kill the human but he
restrained that impulse and forced himself to break his feeding grip,
saying in the human tongue. "Do you yield as slave, human scum?"
"Never, you bloodsucking vampire!!" Came the hoarse reply.
Erriimmaannohh smiled at the name. "That is exactly what I
am human, and you are my food source for as long as you live. The
more you fight me the more I will feed. But if you yield your freedom
to me I will not feed on your blood as long as you are loyal. Yield!!"
"Never!!" The human screamed and fought with an
unexpectedly renewed vigor, in the process banging Erriimmaannohh's
body against the hard ground with his thrashings.
Erriimmaannohh lost control of his restraint, and screamed
with anger before taking the Death Hold on his victim. He drank deeply
of his prey's lifeblood and within moments the human's desperate
struggles grew increasingly feeble. After only a few moments of
feeding, Erriimmaannohh released his hold when his victim's blood
took on the taste of imminent death. He tried to hide his disappointment
at not being able to defeat the human's will for freedom as he released
the dead body from his grip.
He would have prized such a strong willed slave. For a while.
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"A very good Hunt My Lord." Came a voice in Baylorian
from behind him as he rose.
"Yes. A long Hunt is best finished with a loyal slave..."
"...or a satisfying victory feast." His brother dutifully finished
for him.
As Erriimmaannohh walked away from his meal, he didn't feel
satisfied with this particular victory feast. Nearly all of the humans he'd
hunted in the past had all been easier to subdue and rarely did even the
strongest willed of them need more than two bloodings before they
gave way to him. This human had taken four and fought with fierce
determination to stay free during the fifth, and final, death bite. The
human had given him as Honorable a defeat as could be claimed by
even the best of his own kind. To withstand FIVE bloodings! He had
never had prey fight so hard and last so long and regretted the loss of
such a slave.
He commed the taxidermy team and instructed them to
retrieve the body of the prey. Two more bloodings than his previous
best for non-Baylorian prey, and the human had still fought strongly.
Despite his feeling of anger at the loss of Honor from the escape of the
prey's offspring, this prey deserved to be displayed in his trophy room.
The Honor was duplicated later in the Hunt by this human's
older offspring who had fought furiously and had even drawn
Erriimmaannohh's blood after smilingly revealing that he'd tricked
Erriimmaannohh into following him alone while his younger brother
and sister had gone the other way. He had given the young human the
face to face, Honorable Death Bite before giving the taxidermy team a
second call on his portable Comm unit, then backtracking to follow the
two youngest of the prey.
His brother's welcoming Hunt had been further marred when,
in his zeal to catch the two to regain the Honor he had lost this night, he
had gone to the extent of using technological tracking devices. The illconceived attempt had not been successful, thus adding further Honor
to his prey's Family.
The hint of a smile that the slave Penn Flowers had not hidden
upon reporting the success of the escape had infuriated him, but he was
reluctant to add to this night's loss of Honor and had reluctantly not
blooded the impudent slave.
All of the slaves on his estate and even the few Baylorians
present were extremely courteous for the next few days as his mood
worsened when they failed to locate the escapees.
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*

*

*

On the third morning after receiving his cyberneural implant,
Draco was awakened exactly six hours after he'd put himself into the
sleep period he and Gandalf had determined was the most efficiently
restful for his mind and body. Sy’Byt had monitored these sleep
periods over the three nights and had determined that it was possible
for Draco to remain cognizant of his surroundings while still
maintaining the deep sleep that his mind and body needed.
Sy’Byt had told him of the danger of symbiotic takeover
during the initial training period and had stayed watchfully awake
during these sleep periods to ensure the implant's AI did not attempt to
take over the body and mind of its host.
Draco became instantly aware of the entire room at the
moment he opened his eyes. He lay there for a few minutes absorbing
the sounds and smells around him as he gazed at the ceiling. All of his
senses had been heightened by the presence of the implant and as he
rose from the bed he reveled in the ability to see clearly upon waking
without first having to put on his glasses.
The ability of the implant to adjust the signals passed along his
optic nerve and bring his nearsighted vision into clear focus had been
augmented after the first day. Using Sy’Byt’s datcom link collected
data on human anatomy, he had initiated the program to send nanobots
into his eyeballs to make actual repairs by reshaping the lens, cornea,
and the rest of the eyeballs themselves. After the completion of the
repair program he would have been able to see with near perfect vision
even if the implant had been removed.
The clarity of his vision had been increased by the removal of
the floating black spots and strings within his eyes that were mostly
unnoticed until they were gone.
He remembered the many times he had tried to look at those
'floaters' as he chased them across his line of sight by trying to look
directly at them. Now that they were gone, the increased clarity that
resulted allowed him to see without the minor distraction that they had
at times caused. It was as if he now saw the world as a constantly
moving laser printed picture of the highest quality.
After taking a quick shower and completing his other morning
toilet, Draco walked to the Canaveral pier and ate a large breakfast
while watching, and feeling, a shuttle's launch from the space center to
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the north. He then returned to the Space Towers Motel to relax in the
sun by the pool for the rest of the morning. He had gotten used to
monitoring the progress of the integration of the implant into his body
and could now follow the integration program with no problem as he
continued to interact with the world around him.
Over the past three days he had occasionally been sidetracked
when the nanobots coursing through his body came upon defects that
triggered his interest. These episodes gradually decreased from what
observers could define as daydreaming to a simple drift of attention
similar to glancing at a watch or a passing person during a
conversation.
While he lay on the lounge chair in the sun, he conversed via a
PSIonic frequency with Sy’Byt who remained in eagle form and
perched on the rail above, just outside the door to his room. Sy’Byt had
chosen to morph into an avian form and Draco had had to explain the
laws concerning the ownership of threatened or endangered species.
His alien mentor had solved the problem by entering the Internet
through Draco's laptop's modem to produce computer documentation to
prove the authenticity of the ownership papers that were fabricated
from paper stock Draco had purchased the first day.
{I never imagined how worn out a body could become just
through normal living.} Draco pathed to the alien. {I mean, I knew, but
the extent of the wear and tear is certainly more apparent when you can
actually see the damage from inside. And all this time I imagined
myself as pretty healthy.}
{I have had the opportunity to spend considerable time within
the data system of your world and have been able to find out much
about the human body through medical data. I would say that your
body is in above average health for your species.} Came Sy’Byt's
mental reply.
{It is true that you have caused considerable damage to
yourself through the consumption of toxic chemicals and inhalants in
your younger years. You have also continued to consume moderate
quantities of toxic fluids and foods but you seem to have flushed most
of those from your system with your above average consumption of
water.}
Draco smiled in reply as he lifted his ever-present water bottle
to take a drink. {Straight water is my favorite. No drink tastes better,
but I do like to mix a little Jack Daniel’s with it on occasion.}
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{Most races enjoy the consumption of some form of mood
altering foods, drinks, and chemicals but you will not be able to enjoy
those practices the same now as you have in the past.} Sy’Byt pathed.
{Because of my implant.} Draco stated mentally.
{Yes. The natural response of your implant will be to
neutralize the effect of any ingested or inhaled toxic substances unless
you consciously restrain that process of neutralization. If you desired
the effect, it would be simpler to induce the mood changes by direct
mental alteration, but the implant would automatically repair the
damage as soon as your attention wavered.}
{I've already noticed that Gandalf has been doing something
similar to that to my skin. I've never gotten a tan so quickly.}
[The solar radiation was damaging your skin.] Draco's
implant's artificial intelligence spoke in response to his statement.
[And I thank you, Gandalf.] Draco replied. [But could you
make the tan a little more uneven?]
[Why?]
[Normally, when a person gets a tan, it doesn't extend to the
palms of the hands, the bottom of the feet, or places where the sun is
shaded in normal social activities. A tan looks more natural when there
are lighter patches in places like under the chin or the part of the arms
and sides where the two remain in closer contact.]
[I will adjust the melanin content in those areas accordingly.]
Gandalf replied.
[Thank you.] Draco said, noticing through his intimate contact
with his AI that his implant immediately adjusted his body's chemical
balance in the areas he'd mentioned.
[Why do you keep making that unnecessary reply to my
statements.]
Draco laughed aloud. When a couple close by stopped their
conversation to look at him, he smiled and said. "I was just thinking of
everyone else I work with probably doing overtime right now." The
couple laughed knowingly and went back to their conversation.
In his mind he replied. [Some verbal replies are considered
good social manners by humans. When someone asks another to do a
simple favor, they say, please, and when someone does that or an
unasked social favor, the polite response is, thank you. There are many
other verbal social graces and all of them combined help humans
interact socially with reduced friction. Polite people are better liked by
those around them than those who are socially bossy or demanding and
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once you get in the habit of being polite, it comes naturally and takes
no effort.]
[Thank you for the explanation.] Gandalf said in his mind.
[You're welcome.]
Although Draco had quit wearing his watch as he now had an
internal clock that was far more accurate, he still looked at his naked
wrist on impulse when he wished to know the time. Gandalf and Draco
had adjusted their responses to the point where a simple glance at a
certain spot on his wrist elicited a burst of time and weather
information from the AI.
When lunch time approached he rose from his poolside lounge
chair and went to his room to change into cutoffs, tee shirt, and sandals.
He packed his day pack with his required 'stuff' and made sure his room
was secure then locked the door as he left.
As he walked he was flooded with new and enjoyable
sensations as he felt the wind and sun on his skin with newly
heightened senses. He turned toward every old/new sound and smell
that made the walk more enjoyable than ever. The short distance to the
restaurant that fronted the beach took longer than normal but before
long he was seated at a table on the rooftop deck. The waitresses had
gotten used to the quantities of water he drank and had quit bringing
him a single glass at a time.
The third meal he'd eaten here, the waitress had brought the
pitcher of water he'd asked for and received a larger tip. He always
received his meal exactly as asked for after that and some of them
brought the pitcher with them when they first came to his table. Of
course the extra attention may have been the result of the eagle that had
accompanied him wherever he went after the second day as well as the
large tip he customarily left.
He ordered a combination of several of the finger foods on the
menu and sat back to enjoy the world around him as he continued his
training programs while talking with Sy’Byt. {I was going through the
data files on star travel earlier. Do all star-traveling races use the
gravity vortex method?}
Sy’Byt was again amazed at the rapid progress of his
apprentice. Few other new hosts could explore the data files within
their implant at such an early stage in their training. It was also
interesting how subtly Draco acknowledged the withholding of certain
information. {All of the races that I am aware of use the gravity vortex
gateways but there are mathematical theories that hint at other methods
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of faster than light travel. Most races seem to have attempted slower
methods at the beginning of their space travelling experiences but only
with unmanned probes due to the length of the journey between stars.}
{I just glanced at the files, what exactly are these gravity
vortexes?}
{They are not just gravity vortices.} Sy’Byt replied. {There
are many other physics forces that combine to create the vortices. They
are named thusly because the gateways at the ends of each vortex are
most easily located by their gravitonic signature. They are also only
found in line with large masses such as black holes, stars, and some
larger planets such as gas giants that are spatially close to each other.
For this reason they are called gravity vortices, but that is only a simple
label.}
{And they form around all large masses?} Draco asked.
{Yes. The number of vortex gateways is determined by the
size of the mass as well as its proximity to other masses as well as the
size of those gravitational mass points.}
{So two stars will form a vortex between them if they are big
enough and close enough?}
{Yes. For instance, the Baylorian ship that I traveled to your
planet on sought the end of the vortex between the Centauri system and
the system of your sun, Sol. When the ship entered the area of space
where the Centauri side of the vortex lies, an energy field was created
around the hull of the ship. It is not known how the vortex acts on that
energy field to move the ship, but the field is immediately drained and
the ship disappears from the Centauri System and reappears within the
opening of the vortex on the Sol side of the tunnel. Some of your
people's scientists would call it a wormhole.}
{The trip is instantaneous?} Asked Draco.
{For all practical purposes. Yes. I have detected nanosecond
long journeys with my more sensitive detection abilities, but Baylorian
sensors record no gap in time from one end of a vortex to emergence on
the other end.}
Draco thanked the waitress when she brought his tray of food
and tasted each of the several different items as he continued to monitor
the increasing nanobot production within his body while at the same
time continuing his mental conversation with Sy’Byt. {What does it
feel like?}
{I could not feel any sensation with my nanotech body, but
most biologic entities claim some form of experience from what they
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describe as a simple body twitch to rare forms of mental disorientation
and physical nausea. There have been even rarer cases of mind death,
as if the body was transferred without the mind. In these cases the body
will continue to live on and even develop an entirely new personality
with few or no memories of a life before.}
{How often does that happen?} He asked as he savored the
enhanced taste of his food. Everything tasted so much different with his
improved senses.
{The average seems to vary with race and distance traveled.
The rate of mind death varies from one in a billion on a jump between
stars as close as Sol and the Centauri System, a little over four light
years, to one in four hundred million at the farthest distance between
two stars the same size as Sol, about twenty light years. Larger stars
have longer vortices, but I have no data on the risk factor.}
{How many vortices does a star have?}
{That figure is determined by the number of stars within the
range of a star's mass and how they are placed in spatial relationship
with other stars in the sphere of space.}
{Dewww whaaat?}
{If a star is within the range of another but a second star is
closely placed in line between the two, there will be no vortex between
the two more distant stars, as the nearer one will distort the vortex out
of existence. For the same reason, a nearer star will pull the vortex
entrance away from a direct line between two stars if it is far enough
away to act on but not destroy the vortex. This causes some vortex
entrances to wander as stars move through space.}
{Wouldn't that make them hard to find?}
{This star movement is generally slow enough to allow for
predictable movement after only a few years or sometimes months of
observation. This movement would be easier to observe in the vortices
created between twin stars such as Centauri A and B and their red
dwarf companion Proxima Centauri.}
{How close to a star is the vortex opening?} Was Draco's next
question.
{That depends on the mass of the star and whether the vortex
is in the plane of ecliptic or above or below it and by how much as well
as the influence of any gas giants within the system. For instance, in
this system there are four gas giants and the position of those planets
influence the position of each vortex opening within the Sol system. If
all four of these gas giants were to be in line and on the same side of
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the sun, any vortex within the ecliptic plane and on the opposite side of
the sun will be pulled closer. Conversely, any that they cut across the
path of and on the same side, will be shifted outward and the opening
will be close to the outermost gas giant.}
{By the same method, any vortex opening above or below the
plane of the ecliptic will be pulled sideways as the gas giants revolve
around the sun but they will generally stay the same distance or very
close to the same distance from the sun.}
Draco waited patiently for
Sy’Byt to get around to answering the question as he'd asked it as he
continued to eat the food on his plate and smiled inwardly as the alien
then pathed. {The distance from a star to a vortex opening can be as
close as a few tens of millions of miles if there is no planetary
interference and as far as the outermost orbiting companion of any
considerable mass. Even a planet as small as the Earth or Mars can cut
a vortex if it passes directly between the two suns that are close enough
to each other. Such as Centauri A and B.}
[Gas giants can pull a vortex opening hundreds of millions of
miles away from the direct line to a star that is spatially close.
Conversely, if the star on the other end is at its outer distance limit to
form a vortex, a gas giant would have to be rather close to even affect
the vortex opening by mere millions of miles.}
{You must always use the mathematical formula in navigation
charts to factor in the masses and distances apart of the two suns first,
then you add in the mass and orbital parameters of any insystem gravity
wells.}
{Kind of complicated, isn't it?} Asked Draco as he ate the last
of the finger food on his plate and poured the last of his water into his
glass. After the waitress cleared his table and he paid his bill, he sat
back with his drink and watched the horizon and the beach below his
rooftop seat as he continued his conversation with Sy’Byt.
{The Centauri system lies below the plane of the ecliptic, so
its vortex opening to the Sol system does not move as much as that of
the Barnard's Star or Wolf 359 vortices, which are both very near the
ecliptic plane. The Sol-Centauri jump point is currently ten
astronomical units from Sol.}
Draco used the capabilities and data provided by his implant
and calculated that distance, then said. {A single astronomical unit is
the average distance between the sun and Earth, so that would make it
just inside the distance just outside the orbit of Saturn.}
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{That is correct. The Centauri system is far enough below the
plane of the ecliptic that Jupiter and Saturn only pull the gateway a few
million miles above the direct line of sight as one or the other or both
move in their orbits to that side of the sun. They have little measurable
effect when they lie on the opposite side.}
{So that would make the Sol-Centauri gate's position pretty
stable.} Draco said as he accessed the data files within his implant.
{And when Jupiter is on the side opposite Barnard's Star, that gate
would be pulled in closer to the sun.}
{Yes, and because Barnard's Star is only six light years from
Sol the gate would be pulled inside the orbit of Jupiter if Saturn and
Uranus were on the sun’s other side. If Saturn or Uranus is in line, then
the gate would move to only a few million miles outward from
whichever gas giant is in the most direct line of sight to Sol.}
Draco again accessed his data files, applied the math and said.
{So if all the other planets lined up opposite the sun from Barnard's
Star, the Sol-Barnard's star gate would be pulled inward to 3AU’s or
right in the middle of the asteroid belt? But that’s also only because it
lies so close to the plane of the ecliptic?}
{That is correct.} Sy’Byt was pleased that his apprentice was
able to access his implant's data files with such skill while still at such
an early stage of his training. {But since Barnard’s Star is a red dwarf
the actual volume of space occupied by the gate is still small.}
{I don't seem to have any data on Barnard's Star.} Said Draco.
{There are a couple of reasons for that lack of data. Being a
red dwarf, it is so small that its gateway range is small. Only the closest
two or three large mass stars other than Sol and the Centauri system are
likely to have gateways to it due to that small mass. If it has any other
gateways, they would most likely be hundreds of AU's distant making
inter gate and inter system travel very long. Red dwarfs are also very
unlikely to have habitable planets. Because of these two reasons, they
are usually undesirable places to visit.}
{Doesn't the Baylorian Empire use them?}
{Yes. But the Emperor uses them to show disfavor for those
Families who have lost Honor or in some way angered a powerful
Family. The Families who inhabit the red dwarf systems within the
Empire are, in effect, exiles as very few, if any visit their space.}
Sy’Byt pathed.
{Since they are forbidden space travel, as long as the
Renegade Family has been in the Centauri system there are no records
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of anyone visiting Barnard's Star. There may have been some other
Imperial ships that have visited there but I do not have access to any
data that such a ship may have obtained. That will change when the
Empire expands out to this region of space.}
{Something else I came across in my implant's data files
interests me.} Draco pathed hesitantly. {It seems that most of the
genetic DNA of all of the planets listed is remarkably similar. Just how
is that possible?}
{Your people's scientists discovered the reason for that
decades ago.} Came the alien's reply. {The stars and planets do not
float in empty space. The space in and around the stars systems is filled
by clouds of matter in the form that your scientists call the building
blocks of life. These clouds rain down on gravity wells for their entire
existence. If conditions are just right, life has no other option but to
spring forth.}
{But for life on planets as far away from each other as Earth
and Baylor to have such similar genetic structures is amazing! And
your home star is even farther away and you and I are closer genetically
than some other Earth species and me. These clouds of space stuff must
be enormous!}
{Yes they are.} Came the alien's reply. {Some scientists
estimate that the clouds could be galactically uniform, but most hold
the theory that they are dissimilar within each separate galactic arm. I
have come across no data suggesting anyone has traveled far enough to
detect any basic genetic change. Maybe one day I'll come across an
entity with data from another arm of our galaxy.}
Draco was silent for a while as he thought. After a few
moments he pathed a question that had begun to bother him. {What if I
screw up and the Baylor do the same to Earth that they did to your
world. How can I be sure that we won't do something stupid and draw
increased or unwanted attention.}
{You and whomever you recruit must be careful that you do
not move too fast or do things that will reveal the presence of nanotech
capabilities. You must formulate a plan that ensures a balance between
speed and caution that most avoids Baylorian attention.}
{Me! Aren't you going to help?}
{I will stay for as long as I deem necessary to complete your
apprenticeship. During the time that I am your teacher I will help with
any project you ask of me but I cannot remain here for very long. I
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must return to my own home world after your training is completed.}
Was Sy’Byt's answer.
{But what if I screw up?} Draco repeated.
{It will be up to you to decide how best to perform the task of
raising the tech level of your race. After I leave, you will do many
things that I would not have done in the same manner. When faced with
the enslavement of your race, you and those you give implants to will
have to decide what actions you take. You must also be flexible enough
to adjust to the consequences of your actions.}
{In giving you an implant, I have done something that may
anger my own people but more important, may also put them in danger
but I have already done it and now I must return home to inform them.}
Sy’Byt continued. {I do not know what the results of that decision will
be. Will your race become allies to my people or a more thorough
conqueror than the Baylor? I did what I could to protect my people by
deleting all but the Baylorian data in the implant I gave you. I have also
deleted any genetic technology information that pertains to my world.
This does not make your implant as state of the art as my own, but the
capabilities of your implant will allow you and your people to become
very powerful.}
{The biggest challenge to your short-term success will be the
length of time your presence is kept secret from the Baylor. If they
even suspect the presence of nanotechnology, your planet will be
pounded to rubble by asteroidal bombardment as they did to my home
world. If that happens, will you blame me and seek out my world for
revenge?}
{Never!!} Draco was emphatic.
{It is not possible to predict the future, but as long as you
avoid that outcome, anything you do will most likely be to the good. If
you do not succeed in keeping your nanotechnology secret, and are
destroyed, the burden of guilt will be on me. If you do succeed in
driving the Baylor from your planet and even from your star system,
you must then decide whether to remain in secret or to openly take
credit or even control of your world.}
"Never!" Draco exclaimed aloud this time, drawing the
attention of those at a table nearby.
{You may not feel the same in fifty years.} Was the soft reply.
Draco lapsed into a brooding silence for only a few moments
before promising himself to never attempt to take over his homeworld
or to allow anyone to use nanotech based armies to do so. That thought
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brought implications of its own which would need to be addressed
when the time came for him to manufacture implant gifts of his own.
{So now what do we do?} Draco asked.
{I will stay long enough to help you determine the best way to
secretly increase the number of implant hosts and help you train those
hosts so as not to reveal your presence to your own people as well as
the Baylor.}
"So you're not going to leave right away." Draco said aloud,
with relief in his voice. In his preoccupation, he didn't notice the people
at the table next to him who laughed at his apparent conversation with
his pet eagle.
{No. I will have to stay for several months at least. I have
learned the importance of secrecy from the destruction of my own
world and must do all I can to help you avoid that same result before I
go.} The eagle shook its wings in preparation for flight and Sy’Byt said
in Draco's mind. {That is enough talk for now. Let us return to your
room for the next phase of your training.}
*

*

*

Penn Flowers lay in the ditch and listened to the night sounds.
After a few moments he rose to a crouch and worked his way along the
ditch till he came to a culvert. There was no water in the ditch and the
culvert was dry and free of debris so he slowly and quietly crawled into
the hole and worked his way to the other end. As he crept toward the
other end he heard the muted sound of breathing and slowed his pace to
keep from alerting his quarry. At the other end of the culvert he made a
very quiet, low sound. "Pssst."
A female voice answered. "What is it?"
"That wasn't me." Came a suspicious male voice, then quietly.
"Who's there?"
Penn spoke barely above a whisper. "Not so loud! Do you
want to get caught?"
"Shall we make a run for it?" Came the female voice.
"If you do, you'll run right into a hunting party that is closing
in quickly. You've got one chance to avoid the same death as your
brother and father and the rest of the crew, and that is to follow my
every direction without hesitation." Penn waited only a second before
continuing. "As of now my life is worth no more than yours so
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remember, if you can't keep up I'll leave you and I won't look back
once."
"OK" Came the male voice, followed by the female's "OK".
"Leave your equipment and follow me as quietly and quickly
as possible. When you get to the other end of the culvert, turn right and
stay low in the ditch for about 40 yards then left up the hill to the
railroad tracks. If we get separated you're on your own." He then began
backing at a rapid pace not waiting to see if they were going to follow.
He had made his plans as rapidly as possible and was ready to
escape the situation he was in. Years of experience had taught him the
Baylorian Honor system and he couldn't resist this little tweak at his
former Master's pride. He left the culvert and retraced his path along
the ditch to the point he'd marked, followed by the twin noises of the
young boy and his sister.
When they reached the tracks he turned to the right. "Run on
the tracks to keep from making noise on the gravel. There should be
enough moonlight to jog quietly." He whispered. "At the first bridge I
have a boat waiting."
The two youngsters followed him along the tracks and
moments later the three had entered the small rubber boat and began
quietly paddling downstream.
In a few minutes the two youth's breathing relaxed and the girl
finally spoke. "Who are you? Why are you helping us?"
"Who I am is none of your business and don't get any ideas
about my generosity little girl. I'm only doing this to piss off that
Goddamed Vampire! I don't give a shit about either one of you and as
soon as we get to the next road, we go our separate ways."
Chastised by the man's words and angry tone the two youths
spoke no more and they traveled in silence the rest of the way. When
they reached a low bank beneath the next road bridge, they beached the
little boat and Penn quickly jumped to the riverbank and climbed
upwards, whispering over his shoulder as he climbed. "Follow me!
Quickly!" He led them to a pair of cars parked by the road and opened
the door to one. "That one's yours." He said, pointing to the other car.
"Get going."
"Where will we go? What will we do?" The girl asked
plaintively.
"I really don't care bitch." Penn snarled. "I've scored my coup
points." He then shut his car door, started the engine, and pulled onto
the road in a spray of sand and grit, leaving the two with mouths open.
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*

*

*

The next morning Draco was sitting in a recliner by the pool,
listening to music with his eyes closed and overseeing the everincreasing numbers of nanobots within his body. He was overseeing the
consumption of a mass of pre-cancerous cells in his prostate when he
felt a presence on one of the PSIonic frequencies. Sitting up abruptly,
he glanced at Sy’Byt and saw that his alien friend was well aware of
the presence.
{Not near as powerful an aura as your own, but still more
powerful than the average human that I have come across.} Sy’Byt
pathed the thought to Draco from his perch on the railing between the
pool and the Tiki bar.
The presence came closer as the two looked toward the office.
They couldn't see into the office from their position, but it was evident
that the source of the PSIonic, aural projections was there. Moments
later a female child about seven years old came running out of the
office followed by an older boy.
"Come back here squirt!" The older boy laughed.
The little girl ran along the edge of the pool toward Draco,
squealing as she dodged her brother's attempts to catch her. She came
to an abrupt halt when she saw the eagle by Draco's lounge chair and
her brother stopped just as quickly behind her.
"Wow!" The girl exclaimed. She turned toward her brother.
"Look at the pretty bird Timmy!" Then turning to Draco, she asked. "Is
he yours mister."
{Her ability is not as strong as yours, but it is stronger than
any other reading I have encountered in your people.} Sy’Byt pathed.
{Tragically untrained of course.} The alien added sardonically.
The little girl looked at the bird, then back at Draco. "He's
talking to me in my head!"
{Be careful Sy’Byt.} Draco pathed to his new friend. {She's
not old enough to be able to keep secrets. At that age humans are still
too innocent to be anything but totally open about everything they see
or hear.}
{Is that not how all should be?} Came Sy’Byt's projected
reply.
{Yes it is my friend. But what should be and what is, are two
differed things. If you persist in being open about your conversations to
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her, you must understand that her brother and her parents will begin to
think she is making up lies, or worse yet, that she is mentally unstable.}
The child looked at Draco and said. "You're talking in my
head too. How do you do that?"
{It seems that she can read others thoughts as well as those
projected at her.} Sy’Byt unnecessarily informed him, changing
PSIonic frequencies in an attempt to keep the child from 'hearing' their
conversation.
"Now Missy, don't bother the man." Cautioned her brother.
"She's not bothering me." Said Draco. "Do you like my
eagle?" He asked her to change the subject.
"Yea! He's neat!" She laughed and clapped her hands.
{I need to get closer to make a better reading of her abilities.}
Pathed Sy’Byt.
Although he had never married, Draco had cohabited with a
single mother for several years in his past and had several nephews and
a niece. As a result he had ample experience and had developed a
remarkable tolerance for children. He also remembered vividly his own
childhood observations of adults and authority figures lying to children
'for their own good', when they weren't ignoring them altogether. As a
result he had purposely maintained the habit of treating all children,
and the least 'line pushing' teenagers with the same respectful attention
that he paid any adult.
Draco held his left arm out and Sy’Byt obligingly flew the
short distance to land on it. "Do you want to pet him?" He asked both
of them. When they hesitated he laughed and said. "It's OK, he's the
most tame bird you'll ever see."
"Are you sure it's OK?" Asked the boy. He still hesitated but
his sister wasn't about to wait and reached up to caress Sy’Byt's head.
"What's his name?" she asked.
"Sy’Byt." Draco replied, although he did not sing the name as
Sy’Byt did when saying it in his own tongue.
"That's a funny name." She giggled. "Can I hold him?"
Draco said. "I think we'd better ask your parents about that to
make sure it's OK with them." Before anyone could say or do another
thing, the little girl turned and ran for the office. Draco could hear her
excited voice in the office and seconds later she came back out tugging
on an adult male who seemed slightly surprised at his daughter's
energetic antics.
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When he saw Sy’Byt he tried to slow her down but was
unsuccessful. He looked at his son, who smiled and said as he stroked
Sy’Byt's head. "It's OK dad. He's the best trained bird I've ever seen."
As if he saw many trained eagles.
"I can hold him if you say it's OK! Can I dad? Can I? Oh
PLEASE!!" The little girl was almost frantic with excitement.
"Calm down Melissa." The man looked at Draco, then
extended his hand slowly so as not to startle the eagle perched on
Draco's arm. "Hello, my name is John Lynx." Draco shook hands as the
man continued. "These are my son Tim and daughter Melissa."
"Draco Moon." Draco replied. "And this is Sy’Byt." At the
mention of his name, Sy’Byt gave a small squawk and ruffled his
feathers.
John looked surprised for a second, then said. "Pleased to
meet you Draco, Sy’Byt."
At the mention of his name, Sy’Byt again gave a small
squawk. John laughed and said. "He knows his name, doesn't he?"
"I can hold him if you say it's OK dad. Say it's OK, please."
The man's wisely manipulative daughter looked at him with such
longing that it would have been impossible to deny her request.
Turning to Draco, the children's father asked. "Are you sure
it's OK?"
Draco felt a small twinge of a PSIonic aura around John that
coincided with the question. "He's very well trained and seems to enjoy
the attention of strangers so why don't we ask him. What do you think
Sy’Byt? Do you want to let Melissa hold you?"
The eagle bobbed his head twice in apparent agreement and
squawked, then looked at the little girl with tilted head as if in
anticipation. With his free hand, Draco picked up the towel from beside
his chair and said. "Put this over your arm and hold your arm even with
mine."
The little girl did as she was instructed and Draco supported
her arm from below as Sy’Byt carefully stepped over. "Don't make any
sudden moves or you'll scare him." The gleam in her eyes was
unmistakable as she held the eagle and Sy’Byt gave several small
chirps as if to reassure her everything was OK.
"Look daddy." She whispered, her eyes sparkling. "He's
talking to me."
As her brother and father looked on in envy, Sy’Byt nuzzled
Melissa's hair with his beak, while unobtrusively taking sensor readings
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of her brain to determine her exact PSIonic frequency as well as the
range and power of her untrained abilities. He also left a portion of
nanomass that flowed into the child's skull to monitor the brain close
up.
Her brother glanced at Draco in obvious anticipation of his
own chance at holding the bird. Draco smiled and said. "Why don't you
let Tim hold him for a second Melissa. Put your other hand where mine
is to hold his weight and lift him up to Tim's shoulder."
With her tongue sticking out of the side of her mouth as she
concentrated on her task, the girl carefully did as she was instructed.
Sy’Byt hopped to the her brother's shoulder, spreading his right wing
out and laying it across Tim's head like a friend putting his arm around
another friend's shoulder. Sy’Byt repeated the sensor readings on the
girl’s brother, relaying the results to Draco.
"Get ready to brace yourself Tim." Draco said after the second
remote sensor was in place. "I'm going to give Sy’Byt a signal to fly."
He saw the disappointment on John's face and said. "I'll be here a
couple more days, so maybe you could get a chance to hold him
yourself later." Draco turned his head to watch as Melissa and Tim
petted and said bye to Sy’Byt, then glancing back at John said. "Are
you going to be here long?"
John smiled through his embarrassment at his obvious desire
to hold the eagle and said. "Yea, we'll be here for a few days. I'm sure
the kids will want to swim in the pool when we're not at the beach or
playing tourist."
Draco knew that Sy’Byt would be able to monitor the two
children better if he was in close proximity, and didn't hesitate to
reassure the father of the two children. "I usually spend most of the
morning and evening here at the pool myself so you won't have to
change any of your plans. I have this rubber fish that I use to exercise
Sy’Byt by throwing it in the pool and letting him fetch it."
"He does that?" John asked incredulously. "Yep. Fetches it
just like a dog with a stick, then drops it in my lap from above and we
do it again."
Seeing that Tim was braced for the eagle's launch, Draco made
a motion with his hand and Sy’Byt took off. Flying one lap around the
inner courtyard of the motel, he came to rest on the rail of the balcony
by Draco's room while Draco turned toward John.
John looked impressed then with a laugh he said. "I'd really
like to see that later this evening when we get back from the beach, but
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my wife has our day planned to the minute and I've got more sense than
to try to change that schedule."
At that moment a woman came from the office and yelled to
John and the children. "Let's get the car unpacked and get cleaned up
for lunch. I'm ready for the beach." She then noticed Draco and said.
"Hi."
Draco smiled and said, "Hi" back. He could read a PSIonic
aura that was as weak as her husband's brief flare, but constant.
"Time to go kids." Said John. "It was nice meeting you
Draco." Sy’Byt gave a squawk from his perch above them and John
laughed and added. "Nice to meet you too Sy’Byt."
Draco smiled and said, "Nice to meet you too John, Tim,
Melissa."
When the three disappeared back into the office,
Draco looked up at Sy’Byt and pathed his apology. {Sorry about that
lie Sy’Byt, but I couldn't think of anything else fast enough and we do
need to get some more readings of the kids and that fish fetching story
should keep them around long enough to get that done.}
He then sat back down on his lounge chair and reentered the
inner realm of his mind to resume direct control of his implant's
progress in integrating itself into his body. He followed the progress of
the ever-increasing numbers of nanobots in his body, while at the same
time he thought about what to do about the two Lynx children. It would
be nice if he could figure out a way to nurture both the parent's and two
children's PSIonic abilities without triggering the interest of any aliens
or unwanted human authority figures. Or that of entertainers or worse,
government-backed researchers wishing to extend their grants.
While he thought, he monitored a large number of nanobots in
the process of consuming a mass of cholesterol buildup close to his
heart. As he monitored the task of that nanobot crew, he simultaneously
'watched' two other crews in the major arteries of his legs that were also
in the process of repairing the damage done by the buildup there.
After a little more than an hour of this he began to feel the
increased blood flow throughout his body that resulted from the cleared
passages. As the cholesterol buildups were consumed and the nanobots
grew in size, replicating by division to create more nanobots, Draco's
veins and arteries soon became cleaner than they had ever been since
his birth. This act alone would extend his life considerably but it was
only the beginning.
The increase of nanomass within his body had been going on
24 hours a day since Draco had received his implant. By now his
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circulatory system was teeming with busy nanobots that not only
consumed the fatty buildup on the inner surface of the veins and
arteries, but were also cleaning the blood itself of impurities. When the
number of nanobots in his circulatory system reached the level of most
efficiency, he directed his implant's AI to send the growing excess into
his major organs to start the process of cleaning and repairing those
organs.
With his eyes closed and his mental focus directed inward, he
couldn't look at his wrist but a simple earlier request and Gandalf told
him when noon approached. He quickly withdrew his direct attention
from his training exercise, opened his eyes, and rejoined the real world.
While maintaining the normal relaxed monitoring of his
implant, he rose from his poolside lounge, gathered his things, and
went up to his room. He took a quick shower and dressed for his daily
lunch at the beachside restaurant at the end of the street.
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* SIX *
Erriimmaannohh raged silently as the new chief slave gave the
morning report. The former head slave, Penn Flowers had made off
with a large amount of jewels and cash money as well as several pieces
of hard to replace high tech equipment. Those would allow the Prey to
avoid some of the best of Erriimmaannohh's remaining available
tracking equipment.
Not only had the human escaped with enough money and
equipment to disappear from Erriimmaannohh's wrath, but also he had
helped the two escapees elude Erriimmaannohh's own recapture Hunt,
an obvious coup point in the manner of Baylorian Family Codes.
This insult to his Honor would have been grave enough if
given by a Baylorian Noble of Erriimmaannohh's rank, but when given
by a human slave, was a serious blow to his Honor. The loss of Honor
was enough to make sure the certainty of prolonged torture if he ever
caught the human Penn Flowers.
When his new head slave finished the day's report, the human
exposed his neck to Erriimmaannohh and said. "If anything I have said
or done is not to My Lord's pleasure, I welcome whatever punishment
He deems appropriate and whatever wisdom He favors this slave with."
Erriimmaannohh favored the slave with only a caress of his
extended drinking tube, an action similar to a human's tongue lick. He
was pleased to see the slave's pleasurable grimace as his 'tongue' lightly
touched the slave's bare skin above the unprotected and offered jugular
vein. This slave was not only smart enough to run the basic operations
of the estate itself but also pliant enough to be happy with his status.
The new head slave left the office and Erriimmaannohh
looked down at the data screen that he had been working on when the
slave had entered with the day's report. He had eliminated all of the
slaves who were in positions that gave them knowledge of Penn
Flowers' actions and had decided to replace the head slave with three
slaves who would each have less access to important areas. It was that
extensive range of access that had allowed Flowers to succeed in
humiliating him and he would not let that happen again.
His anger was apparent to all around him and the slaves had
been careful to avoid him if they could and eager to please him if they
couldn't. Penn Flowers may have been able to count coup on
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Erriimmaannohh in the Baylorian way by his actions, but because he
was a slave, his punishment would not require a Baylorian's Honorable
response. He would have a Master's revenge on the human!
Maakkaavvll had found out about the discrepancy in the
quantity of certain high tech items in the hidden supply room, so
Erriimmaannohh would have to come up with a plausible explanation
to explain the discrepancy or take the chance of telling his brother the
truth. He had been bested by a slave.
Erriimmaannohh lifted the phone from its cradle and punched
in the numbers to call his highest ranking human slave's office.
Although his vocal apparatus was different than a human's, he was able
to duplicate enough of the sounds needed to speak several human
languages fluently.
When an answer came to the number he had punched in, he
said in flawless English. "Hello. This is Eric Mann, I am calling to
confirm my appointment with the Senator? Yes, I know the protocol.
Yes, I have my own security but I will have no problem as long as I
may retain one unarmed escort of my own employ. Yes, that is
acceptable. Yes. Yes, I will be there five minutes before the scheduled
time, for your convenience."
After finishing his conversation, and placing the primitive
communications device back in its cradle, Erriimmaannohh activated
the Baylorian Comm unit hidden in the imitation Terran, wrist worn
timepiece. Punching in a preset code sequence, Erriimmaannohh waited
for only a moment before an answering code sequence replaced the
timepiece display. Satisfied, he punched in an order for a mindcontrolled slave as security for his meeting with the Senator.
When he received confirmation, he acknowledged, then
punched in another code to summon the slave in charge of local
terrorism.
A student at MIT had shown signs of getting close to a
scientific breakthrough and an accident was needed to derail progress
on that particular research path.
He also was not satisfied with the progress of the American
and Russian cooperation in space. He had successfully delayed the
International Space Station as long as possible by causing financial
delays on the Russian module. But those delays were long since over.
The humans had even foiled his few attempts to delay their exploration
of other planets as well as their near planet sized satellite.
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He was tired of trying to balance the need to ensure humans
were capable of high tech support of his Family's rebellion against the
Empire, while at the same time keeping them low tech enough to hide
his race's presence on Earth.
Despite his efforts, the humans continued to persist in
cooperating under duress and advancing their efforts to gain access to
space. He would have to see what Senator Simpson could do to derail
this intolerable habit of humans to overcome the adversity he placed in
their way.
*

*

*

Two days later, Draco again lay on a lounge chair beside the
pool monitoring a newly created crew of nanobots that were assigned to
a repair project to the skeletal structure of his right hand. The nanobot
crew was busy consuming the excess calcium that had built up around
the base of the joint of his right thumb where he'd broken, jammed, and
bruised it several times over his three years playing high school
football.
As he monitored the nanobot crew at work on his thumb, he
listened to his surroundings with his improved, nanobotically enhanced
hearing, noting the 'picture' in his mind that the many distinctive
sounds painted. He had been amazed by the enhanced hearing that
resulted from the abilities of the implant but after he had used his
implant's abilities to add microscopic tech devices and safety protection
to the inside of his ears, his hearing became not only better still, but
with variable control. He found that he could now isolate individual
sounds within a jumble of loud noises or neutralize nearby sounds to
focus on a single distant sound with a capability greater than that of the
most sensitive human technology.
Because of the success of the improvements he had made on
his eyes and ears, he had decided to do a complete full body
augmentation as soon as he had the chance. While he performed the
training programs that Sy’Byt assigned him, he pored over the data his
implant now held on the human body. He accessed the designs for high
tech Baylorian devices and designed miniature versions then began
creating an augmentation program that he would incorporate within his
body structure.
He was encouraged by Sy’Byt to perform as many different
functions at one time as he could and Draco had taken that suggestion
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to heart. He tried to increase his skill by adding a new task each day
regardless of how bad he'd done with the previous day's addition. He
was now able to monitor each of the four current special project
nanobot crews as well as working on his new augmentation program,
while at the same time trying to locate and identify each sound he heard
with his 'new' ears.
He performed his training exercises with an ease that grew by
the hour, but his main attention was directed toward the new crews that
he had directed to invade his skeleton. As he worked he was
continuously amazed by the complexity of his own body and more than
once had been reminded by Sy’Byt to let the implant's AI do the work.
At first he had to force himself to pull back from complete immersion
in his task, but repeated experience made even that routine.
By the end of the day, Draco had expanded his nanobot mass
enough that he had explored his entire skeletal structure and had
repaired a lifetime's worth of damage of all degrees. He now would feel
less cold and rainy weather aches and pains in the future as a result.
He had finally gotten used to letting Gandalf do the actual
work while he monitored the progress passively. On two occasions he
shocked Sy’Byt by allowing Gandalf to control his body while he
actively directed the nanobot crews himself then swapping back again
without any disorientation.
While he continued his training he held a telepathic
conversation with Sy’Byt. {You said that the Baylorians have a covert
operation on Earth. What exactly do they do here?} Again, he knew the
information was in his implant's data storage, but the conversation itself
was as important to him as the content of the conversation.
{They use power hungry human slaves to infiltrate
governments and large corporations to cause disruptions of all kinds.
They are responsible for most of the wars in recent decades, as well as
the assassinations of most political leaders who appear to be improving
his or her country too proficiently.}
{They also prowl your country's colleges and murder anyone
who seems to have the best potential for doing great things in their
future, as well as a few others at random to divert attention from the
main target.} The alien softly added. {They use human slaves to
perform most of their other disruptive activities.}
{I know the world is full of masochists, but why would any
sane human submit to being a slave?} Draco asked. {Don't any of them
resist or try to escape?}
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{The Baylorians are very good at mind control through
rewards for total obedience and fear of the consequences of failure.
They also have centuries of experience with what you would call
brainwashing, using technological devices to control the mind.} Draco
could feel the disgust as his alien friend continued. {You know from
the data files in your implant that Baylorians hunt intelligent beings as
well as animals. The few Baylorians who are on your world will most
likely also enjoy hunting humans for sport.}
{What!!}
{The favorite leisure activity of any Baylorian is the Hunt and
they enjoy making other races their prey. They are carnivorous in
nature, consuming the blood and body fluids of their prey and will
chase and capture their prey and only consume a small amount of
blood, then release the victim to chase again and again. They continue
to tease their prey in this manner until the one being hunted either gives
up or is too weak from loss of blood to run any more. At that point the
victim is finally asked to submit as a total slave or be drained of blood
in a ritual killing if they refuse to submit.}
The more Draco learned about the Baylor race, the more
resolute he became about his role in putting a stop to their Empire's
expansion. {Do you know where their base of operations is on Earth?}
{They will not have just one base. The individual Baylorian is
also very territorial, so other than the base in your data files, there will
be an estate maintained by each one assigned to the planet. Each of
these estates will be maintained by trusted slaves and rarely will there
be any more than the slaves and the Baylorian overlord present. They
would use local communications to keep in contact with each other and
would only invite others of their race to their home estate for special
Hunts.}
{What are those?} Draco asked.
{Occasionally they organize a group Hunt with several armed
prey victims. The weapons given to the prey are no more than knives
but the small amount of personal danger to themselves increases the
pleasure of the Hunt for the Baylorians.}
{Do you know where any of these other estates are?} Draco
asked again.
Sy’Byt hesitated before answering. {I was not able to find out
about the location or existence of any other estates other than the island
on the Gulf side of southern Florida.} Sy’Byt knew his apprentice’s
mind and added. {Before you have any impulsive ideas of attacking the
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main base, remember that if the Baylor have even the least suspicions
that there is nanotechnology on Earth, your world will be totally
destroyed as mine was. The only difference will be that your people
will not survive as mine did because only you have an implant at this
time.}
Draco knew that Sy’Byt was right, but that did not ease his
anger and frustration at the closeness of his new enemy and his
inability to do anything about it at this time. {What do you suggest
then?} He asked.
{I would suggest that you concentrate your efforts at
increasing your powers and taking the time to increase the number of
humans with implants. With enough humans working together you may
be able to assist your people in forging into space to be better able to
defend your planet. Until you have a secure presence in space, you are
at the mercy of Baylorian whims.}
{So what it comes down to is, if I move too fast my world will
be totally destroyed, and if I move too slowly, then the Baylor will still
have time to act openly with the might of the rest of the Empire behind
them.} Draco pathed without being able to hide his mounting despair at
the task ahead of him.
Draco knew that he would have to develop considerable
patience and live with the fact that he would have to work in secret for
a long time and he promised himself that sometime in the future he
would organize a Hunt of his own.
In the meantime, he would start his task by finding a way to
develop the mental powers of the Lynx family. Sy’Byt's probe had
determined the levels and types of the PSIonic abilities of each of the
Lynx children and Draco had been working on an idea that he now
mentioned to his alien mentor.
{I think I've figured a way to get some training for the Lynx
kids without anyone becoming suspicious, Sy’Byt.} He didn't wait for a
response, but hurried on. {The idea of telepathy is no different than
magic to a child's mind, so we'll create a magical device!}
{I am aware of no device such as you suggest.} Sy’Byt
replied.
{I've searched through my implant's data files on Baylorian
technology and I think I know how to make a remote PSIonic
frequency amplifier.}
{A what?} A surprised Sy’Byt blurted telepathically.
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{I made up the name. I don't think there's any similar device
listed in the data that you transferred to my implant. What it is,}
explained Draco, {is a nanobot manufactured miniature tech device that
would be tuned to each of the two Lynx children's PSI frequency,
boosting it and creating a stronger link. We'll put the data crystal in a
coating around the tech machinery and call them 'spell crystals'. We'll
give two of these spell crystals to each of the children as gifts before
we leave and tell them that they're magic. They'll just seem like toys to
anybody who sees the kids with them.}
{What about the parents?} Came the alien's question.
{I think they'll gradually become more PSIonically aware just
by association with, and proximity to their children. Melissa and Tim
will be their teachers.}
{What if the Baylorians become suspicious and gain access to
one of the spheres? If they think your world holds nanotechnology,
they will sterilize your planet with asteroids and comets from space.}
{We don't have to give them nanotech based components. I
know it will take nanotech capabilities to make them, but after they are
completed we can remove all nanotech presence and make them in such
a way that they will fuse their interiors if the data crystal covering is
cracked.} Draco explained. {That way they'll look like nothing more
than a crystal covered metallic sphere.} When his mentor didn't try to
dissuade him, Draco pathed the design parameters of his spell crystals
to Sy’Byt.
After studying the design for several minutes, Sy’Byt was
again amazed at the speed with which his human apprentice was
learning to use his implant. In only a couple of days he had taught
himself how to access the Baylorian tech information in the implant's
data storage files, but had also been able to come up with an apparently
workable design for the proposed spell crystals.
{If you are determined to embark on this course of action, I
see no option but to assist you to the utmost. I will help you test and
refine the design and since you do not yet have the capability, I will
perform the construction of these devices. If you will accept my
assistance, that is.}
{It would be a pleasure to work with you my friend.} Draco
pathed. He had known that he would not be able to construct the
spheres himself and had hoped that Sy’Byt would offer to perform that
task. He then continued. {You will notice that the tech core itself is
about a half-centimeter in diameter. That's plenty of room for a
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transceiver amplifier with a frequency lock on the owner, as well as a
miniature power source. Covering the tech core with enough data
crystal to contain the programmed formulae for each PSIonic function
will make each spell crystal a little more than 2cm in diameter.}
Sy’Byt knew what formulae Draco referred to. All of the
examples of PSIonic abilities in his data files have their technological
duplicates that can be explained by mathematical algorithms and
descriptive formulae. These formulae can be programmed into tech
devices to duplicate any PSIonic function or boost natural abilities by
making it less likely for the operator to be distracted by outside events.
{We'll make two blue spheres with the telepathic frequency
formulae, one for each of the children, and one white sphere with the
healing formulae for Melissa, and a green tinted crystal for Tim's
empathic sense.}
Sy’Byt and Draco spent the next few hours assembling
microscopic devices whose design were miniature copies of the devices
listed in their implants' Baylorian files. Sy’Byt assembled those devices
while pathing the entire procedure to his apprentice, who continued to
actively comment on the designs as the construction progressed. The
day passed quickly as the two worked on the spheres, and by evening
they were finished. Draco had kept a portion of his mind on monitoring
the progress of his own nanobot crews and when evening arrived, he
picked up the few things he'd brought with him to the pool and returned
to his room.
After showering and changing his clothes, he left the motel for
a final night out and his customary extravagant last night's dinner of
steak and lobster at the Canaveral Pier restaurant. After finishing, he
returned to his room and prepared for the final stage of his training.
Sy’Byt had not programmed the Self-Preservation Program
into the implant he had given Draco. He had replaced it with an abort
program in case he decided that he had made a mistake in his decision
to share nanotechnology with the human race. The past few days had
convinced him that he was not wrong about his choice and tonight he
would remove the abort program and replace it with the SelfPreservation Program.
If Draco could successfully perform this last program, he
would be able to live beyond the destruction of his own biologic body,
becoming virtually immortal.
As long as the implant itself was not destroyed.
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*

*

*

Robert and Tami Wilson had gotten lost twice after they had
been abandoned by their rescuer. They now fled north along I-95 in
silence. Looking at his increasingly despondent sister, Robert finally
broke the silence. "We're going to need gas soon Tami. We're going to
have to use father's credit cards if we don't want to abandon the car."
"We could just drive till we run out of gas, then just hitch the
rest of the way." His sister suggested. She spoke without any emotion
in her voice or on her face. The experiences of the last few days had
burned all trace of feeling from her.
He knew he would have to bring her out of her depression
soon because he could not care for her and get them both to safety at
the same time. "I think we should be OK. Even if they can track us
through the cards, they won't be able to know which way we're going."
After a second he added. "We'll look for a cash machine and hit it for as
much as we can. Since I've worked with dad on the books, I know how
much is in there and I've had to use the cards before, so I know how to
do it."
Robert had thought about how he could throw off any pursuit
and had decided on a way to accomplish that deception. He waited until
he could turn West on I-10 then left the highway at the second exit. He
then sought out an ATM machine and withdrew as much cash as he
could, then drove back to the highway and used the credit cards to buy
enough canned and fresh food for several days and fill his car's gas
tank. He then spent a few minutes asking both attendants questions
about the road west, naming his mother's hometown several times to
each attendant. He hoped that anyone following them would think they
were headed west along I-10 to the Gulf coast and the home of their
mother's side of the family in Florida's panhandle.
They had not had much contact with that side of their family
since their mother had died of lung cancer two years earlier. He hoped
that anyone chasing them would think that they would run to their
closest relatives, and not imagine that they would flee north to the
home of a restaurant owner who had occasionally bought fish from
their family's fishing boat.
Since they only saw Michael Johnson three to five times a
year during quick business transactions, Robert hoped those following
would not connect them to him or his restaurant on the Ohio River.
Robert hoped those who may or may not be following would not be
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able to track them north to the only one they knew well enough to trust
with their story, yet still unknown to his father's fishing friends or his
mother's family.
He drove West on I-10 till he passed the I-75 junction then
took the first exit and sought another ATM where he withdrew the last
of the money from his father's account and again used the credit card to
top off the gas tank at a roadside gas station. He again talked to the
attendant about their mother's home town and the road West, but when
he returned to the highway, he headed back the way he'd come then
turned North on I-75. He would have to use cash from now on. After
driving for a while he tried again to get his sister out of her depression.
"Why don't you eat something sis? I need your help if we're going to
make it. Just getting to Mike's place is going to take all we can do
together."
He watched the road as he talked, glancing at her occasionally.
"We have to put as much distance between us and them as fast as
possible in case they're close."
His sister looked at him in horror. "You mean that VAMPIRE
could still get us like..." She couldn't finish, but he knew she meant like
their father and brother. This was the most life she'd shown since they'd
made their second escape, with the help of the man who gave them the
car, and he hoped she was getting better.
"Yes." He replied. "We may have to run for a long time before
we can be sure they're not still after us." He said, adding. "Mike's place
may only be our first hiding place. We may not be able to stay there
long, if at all." He felt it only fair to prepare her ahead of time for the
worst.
"But what about the money you got?" She spoke in a listless
whispering monotone, as if the burst of energy in her first sentence had
drained her.
"We've got enough to get to Mike's without using the cards
again." He admitted. "If he doesn't believe us, or can't help us, we'll
have to go somewhere else."
"And we can't tell anybody cause they'd say we're crazy and
lock us up. Then the vampire would get us for sure." She was more
animated, but there was still not much emotion in her voice.
Robert just smiled resignedly and returned his attention to the
highway. He had much more to worry about than getting his sister out
of her withdrawn mood. He still had no idea how he was going to
convince Mr. Johnson that the story he would tell was true.
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*

*

*

Erriimmaannohh sat in the cushioned chair of his office,
gazing at the waters of the Gulf. Across the calm waters came one of
his smaller yachts with the Senator aboard. There was no road from the
mainland to his island and the Senator did not want this visit known, so
he had not used his own sources for transportation or flown from one of
the more public airports nearby. Erriimmaannohh watched as one of his
human slaves assisted the Senator from the boat then led him toward
the main house.
Within moments there was a signal on his desktop, followed
immediately by a knock at the door to his office. He pressed a spot on
his desk's control panel and said, in the human tongue. "Enter."
The human who entered was larger in size than he, about
average height and a little overweight for a human. Erriimmaannohh
knew from first hand experience that the human was no match for his
Baylorian strength. True, he had spent most of the last six plus Terran
decades on Earth, but constant training and a sleep platform set to the
home world's gravity kept his Baylorian bred body in top condition. He
could easily equal the strength of two such as his visitor.
"Good afternoon Senator." Erriimmaannohh greeted his visitor
with a motion to a cushioned chair beside his desk and reseated himself
behind the desk. "What may I do for you?"
"You know damn well what you can do for me!" Senator
Simpson hissed angrily in reply as he paced beside the offered chair.
"You used MY name to enact a statewide, covert search for two
runaway juveniles, and this is not even my state! I don't need to tell you
what it's like trying to keep anything away from the media nowadays."
He paused to wipe sweat from his brow. "I've already had reporters call
my office about wasting taxpayer's money. We'll be lucky if there's not
a Congressional Investigation!"
"Calm yourself!" Erriimmaannohh snapped. He motioned
again to the chair and held the position when the human hesitated,
smiling when Senator Winston Simpson finally sat. "There is nothing
to worry about Senator. I'm sure your story about the link to drug
pirates and the missing boats off your own state's shores, will be good
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enough to sidetrack any lasting attention." Erriimmaannohh quietly
said.
The late middle aged, balding human was caught off guard by
the statement and stared at his alien host, and master, for a moment.
"How did..."
Leaning forward he said. "There is not much I don't know,
Senator, and those things I WILL find out." Erriimmaannohh smiled
inwardly as he saw his highest ranking human slave cringe when he
flexed his feeding teeth as he made that casual comment.
The Senator regained his composure quickly, drawing on his
political experience to cover his reactions to his host's comments and
actions, which he knew were calculated to put him off his complaint.
He also knew that the damn vampire could very easily be doing nothing
more than playing at words just to observe his reactions. Nothing more
than a verbal bluff and he had flinched. The comparisons to his own
interviewing methods were obvious. "Did you find what you were
looking for?" He asked.
Erriimmaannohh sat back in his chair and said. "That is none
of your business." The human's attitude remained belligerent.
Erriimmaannohh admired the Senator's tenacity at giving the
impression of being in control while all the time knowing that he would
be required to forfeit a taste of blood to his master at the end of the
meeting.
Senator Simpson crossed his arms and glared for a moment
then continued his diatribe. "Would you at the very least mind telling
me why you felt that it was necessary to go to such an extreme to find
two missing teenagers?"
"Yes I would." Erriimmaannohh calmly replied.
Senator Simpson's face grew red with anger but he paused as
he recognized the tone of his host. He knew there was a limit to his
alien master's patience and decided to end his visit as quickly as
possible. "I need to caution you on the habit of bypassing me when
using my codes." He knew it was time to grovel but decided to take a
chance and make an attempt to regain at least a measure of his lost
dignity. Rising from his chair, he leaned across Erriimmaannohh's desk
and tilted his head to the side, exposing his neck to his host. "I cannot
be held responsible for the actions of investigative reporters or my
subordinates if you continue to arouse their curiosity with ill conceived
actions."
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Looking Erriimmaannohh directly in the eyes, he added with
defiance in his eyes. "I beg your forgiveness if I have angered you." He
shifted his head further to the side to give Erriimmaannohh easier
access to his jugular.
"You know the power of the media in this country and all it
would take would be one bored journalist even imagining a story to
follow. I have your best interests in mind, but I can't very well serve
you while under a media microscope."
After the fat human was gone Erriimmaannohh stood by the
open window, listening to the sound of the boat's engines revving into
high speed after clearing the coral shallows around the island. He had
admired the courage of his highest ranking American slave, and had
allowed the human to escape with nothing worse than a bloodless bite
to remind the Senator which one was slave, and which the Master.
Anyone who new the Senator's hidden habits would probably
think it was a love bite from one of the Senator's occasional 10 year old
toys. He liked them in pairs. One of each. He was also somewhat fickle,
so he usually needed a new pair quite frequently. The need for his
reputation's protection had made it necessary for him to eliminate all
but a couple of his favorite pairs.
It was Erriimmaannohh's possession of videos of several of
the Senator's 'special dates', as well as his possession of a few now
older survivors of the Senator's special attentions, that kept the Senator
under his control. He couldn't afford to use mind control on one so
highly placed in the public eye because even the best mind control
methods left traces that were obvious with regular contact. Certain
forms of blackmail worked just as good though.
The main reason for his small act of mercy towards the human
at the end of the meeting today, was the simple fact that the Senator
was right. He had let his anger at the theft of his property and the
success of the escape of the two slaves and the help given to them by
the slave Penn Flowers distort his judgment. His attempt to enlist the
aid of law enforcement officials to retrieve his escaped slaves was a
mistake that he would have to guard against repeating in the future.
It did not help his mood to know that the Senator was right,
but there was no way he was going to let a mere slave witness an
admission of failure and live. The Senator was too important to his
plans to throw away needlessly but even the Senator could go too far in
questioning his actions.
Even if he was right.
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Erriimmaannohh would have to be content to wait until the
two escaped prey returned home. He was sure they would return
eventually to their own home or to that of a relative and he would
recapture them then. They were much too young to be able to maintain
their focus for the long Hunt. He would put a watch on the marina
where the Wilson boat usually docked, and another on the family home
as well as that of the nearest relatives, and wait for his prey to become
complacent and lower their guard.
Making a valiant effort, Erriimmaannohh turned his thoughts
away from his immediate problems. His people would solve the
problem soon knowing that failure would result in feeding
punishments.
The anticipation of a punishment hunt would not replace the
bitter taste of escaped slaves, but it would at least have a calming effect
on his temper.
The surviving slaves would appreciate that, at least.
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* SEVEN *
"Thank you Mr. Moon." The Lynx children said in unison as
they accepted the gifts while their parents looked on smiling. Sy’Byt
had made the blue telepathic spheres into necklaces and the green
empathic and white healing spheres into rings for the children, who
proudly showed off their new acquisitions to each other.
"You're welcome." Draco smiled back, then added with a
conspiratorial whisper loud enough for the children’s parents to hear.
"Those are magic crystals, but nobody else is supposed to know."
He rose from his crouch to be level with the children and
smiled as he said to John and Lisa Lynx while he shook their hands. "It
was nice meeting you both. I hope you enjoy the rest of your vacation."
"Thank you." Lisa said, adding. "And thank you for the giving
the kids those toys. How did you know they play magic games?"
"I guess all kids do. I did when I was their age." He said bye
again to them all and made his way into the office to settle his bill.
"Paul went to the store earlier but he said to say 'bye'." Terrie
said as she handed Draco his change and receipt. "Will we see you
again next year?"
"I'm not really sure." He answered. "I never really know where
I'm going or what I'm going to do till a couple of weeks before
vacation, so it's kind of hard to say." He smiled. "But you can be sure
I'll be back eventually. I like it too much here to stay away long."
"We'll be here." Terrie smiled and added. "Drive carefully."
Draco smiled and said. "Thank you. Bye."
He left the office of the Space Towers Motel then walked
around to his car, opened the door and slid in behind the wheel.
Looking at the eagle shape squatting on the passenger seat, he noticed
that Sy’Byt had formed a large cushion with his excess nanomass. The
nest shaped cushion and the bird were actually a single piece that the
alien used to keep the density of his eagle body from pressing too
deeply into the car seat. "I thought you were going to take a German
Shepherd shape for the trip home."
The bird looked at him and spoke in perfect English. "I
thought it would be best to wait until you had driven away from the
motel in case anyone working here saw me. It would most likely seem
odd if you had an eagle one moment and a dog the next."
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"Good point." Draco replied. He then started the car, lowered
the widows, opened the sun roof, and backed out of his parking space
to begin his long drive home. He drove through Cocoa Beach and
across the bridge spanning the Indian River where Sy’Byt morphed into
a German Shepherd when the traffic thinned out. After driving through
Cocoa he stopped at a gas station just before getting on I-95 and
heading North. After merging with traffic, he set the cruise control,
turned on the radio, then relaxed in his seat as he monitored the
beginning stages of his body augmentation program. Even though his
implant now held the Self-Preservation Program, he knew that he did
not have the expertise to attempt to oversee the implementation of the
program. As a further practice exercise he entered the inner world of
his body as he started the body augmentation program he'd designed
over the past few days. He was still monitoring the nearly completed
integration of his implant into his body but had decided to add the body
augmentation now instead of waiting.
*

*

*

Sy’Byt had been intrigued by the design features that Draco
had come up with for his body augmentation and had borrowed some
of the ideas and added those designs to his own internal programs.
Since he no longer had a biologic body, the alien did not need most of
what Draco designed but he could adopt some of the others for his own
use in certain circumstances.
As his alien mentor watched through their PSIonic link, Draco
started by directing the ever increasing number of nanobots swarming
through his hands in the task of weaving fibers of microscopic size in a
mesh around and through the bones and joints of the fingers of both
hands. Woven into the mesh were thousands of miniature tech nodules,
containing multi-frequency receivers and projectors with different
functions and individually controllable settings. Between these tech
nodules, the nanobots attached miniature gravity wave coils, all of
which Draco had found the design for in his implant's data storage file
on Baylorian tech data.
After the nanobot work crews constructed the mesh within the
finger bones they continued into the hand, and from there, on to the
wrist and up both forearms. When they reached his wrists, he redirected
half of the nanobot crews that had been constructing the tech nodules
into weaving another set of fibers into and through the muscles and
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tendons of his hands. These muscle and tendon strengthening fibers
would attach directly to his now strengthened finger and hand bones
and within and around the existing muscles and tendons of his hands.
When the nanobot building crews finished the muscle and
tendon strengthening program in his hands, he continued the progress
of most of them, following behind the nanobot crews that were steadily
working their way up the bones of his arms. He redirected a portion of
them into his skin and back towards his fingertips to begin weaving
another microscopically thin, superstrong layer of mesh dotted with
sensors and other miniaturized tech nodules into his epidermal layers.
When each nanobot work crew finished its task, Draco would
release his direct control and reassign those nanobots to the
maintenance programs controlled mostly by Gandalf. He had finished
with both hands and the arms up to his elbows when a roadsign caused
him to look reflexively at his gas gauge then decide to stop for gas.
He had filled the tank and was returning from paying for the
gas and several other purchases when he noticed Sy’Byt was not in the
front seat. {Sy’Byt?} He pathed questionably.
{I am here. Inside the engine compartment of your vehicle.}
{What's up?} Draco asked.
{I was growing interested in the functions of your vehicle and
decided to investigate its inner workings. Do you mind?}
{No. Go right ahead.} Draco sent a mental chuckle. {What
have you found out?}
{The design is very inefficient and produces an excessive
amount of atmospheric pollution. If you wish, I can improve those
deficiencies with very little alterations to the basic design. May I have
your permission to make those alterations?}
{Be my guest.} Draco replied telepathically. {Just don't make
any major changes that can't be duplicated by normal human designs.
OK?}
{I will make a serious attempt to restrict myself to minor
improvements on the existing designs.} Sy’Byt replied with a dry
sarcasm in his telepathic voice.
Draco pulled the computer disk case from the back seat and
put one in the CD player before pulling off to the side of the parking lot
and eating the sandwiches and other snacks he'd bought. He then
picked up the metallic and plastic items he'd purchased and said to his
implant’s AI. [Here are some building materials that might speed up the
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construction of our augmentation program, Gandalf. Can you absorb
them for me please?]
[I should have no problem, but it may take a few minutes.]
The artificial intelligence said in a voice that had become almost a
duplicate of Draco's own.
Draco watched as nanomass extruded from the palms of his
hands to engulf the items he held. Within a couple of minutes the mass
flowed back into his hands and the items were gone. He had watched
the process with organic as well as cyber eyes and when the mass was
within his body he put the car in gear and drove back onto the highway
to resume his journey North. Within seconds he began to use the mass
he'd just absorbed to continue his body augmentation program.
He had become so absorbed in the building of his body's
augmentation, changing CD's, and driving, that he didn't notice the
passage of time or the distance he'd driven. He saw that his gas gauge
still showed a quarter tank but glancing at his odometer, he realized
he'd gone nearly 500 miles since the last time he'd gotten gas.
{What did you do to my car, Sy’Byt? You've almost doubled
my gas mileage.}
Instead of answering in his mind, Sy’Byt telepathically sent
him a complete design schematic of Draco's car and, lowering the
volume of the music from within the car, said through the speakers. "As
you can see by the schematics, I have been able to stay within current
technological levels with the exception of the lubrication and heat
resistant coatings I have put on the major interior moving parts and the
exhaust scrubbers I have built into the muffler. If you wish for me to
remove those additions I will but they are unlikely to be discovered by
anyone under even the most unanticipated circumstances."
Draco had been studying the design schematics and replied
aloud. "That's not necessary. I think you did an excellent job. Thank
you."
"You are welcome." The radio speaker said just before the
music volume rose back to the setting Draco had put it on earlier.
Draco took the next exit and found a restaurant just off the
highway and stopped to eat a very large, hot meal after releasing direct
control of the augmentation program to Gandalf. As he walked back to
his car after paying his bill, Draco gripped the metallic change in his
left hand and again asked Gandalf to absorb it into his body to use as
construction mass.
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He saw Sy’Byt in his dog form in the front seat as he
approached the car and said. "Welcome back." Draco got in his car and
drove back toward the highway where he found a gas station by the
entrance ramp. He pulled up to the gas pumps and shut off the engine.
While still monitoring Gandalf's progress with the augmentation
program, he exited the car and began to fill his gas tank. He made sure
to stop the pump at a price that gave him the most change and, after
paying his bill, he again absorbed the metallic change for construction
matter.
When he returned to the highway, he again set the cruise
control but did not return to the inner realm of his body. Instead he
allowed Gandalf to run the augmentation construction while he simply
monitored the task with one portion of his attention while he inspected
what he had so far completed with another portion.
He had developed a virtual reality method of travel within his
body that consisted of a number of nanobot designs that gave him the
sensations of riding specialized vehicles. In this way he was able to
give himself a way to perform his personally directed construction and
inspection sessions comfortably and with familiar sensations.
When he was in the environment of his blood stream or any
other fluid filled part of his body, he would 'ride' a streamlined and
fully enclosed sled shaped nanobot. When he was in dryer
environments, such as his skeletal frame, he would travel in a nanobot
design that gave him the virtual reality sensation of wearing an armored
body suit. Although he could monitor more than one area at a time, he
still could not directly enter the virtual reality mode in more than a
single form while still functioning normally in the natural world.
He had completed the augmentation program within both arms
and shoulders, and up into his neck and skull where Gandalf was
currently integrating the new construction with what he'd done to his
eyes and ears back in his motel room earlier. As he drove along the
highway, he inspected the progress of his augmentation program from
the virtual reality perspective, changing from one VR nanobot to
another as he traveled through fluid filled or dryer realms of his body.
Through the caverns that were the pores of his bones and the
submerged rivers of his blood stream his inspection nanobots walked or
swam. Continuing his journey, he traveled the cables of his nerves and
tendons as he walked his inspection nanobot through the virtual reality
world of his hand and down one of the fingers on the palm side,
inspecting tech nodules on the way.
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At the end of his finger he inspected the laser projectors built
into the mass of the nails of the finger. The power of any one of the
many microscopic laser projectors in each nail was small, but the
accumulation of all of any one finger's projectors was considerable at
full power.
As Gandalf completed connecting them, he tested
each of the finger's laser bundles at different power outputs, monitoring
and calibrating each separate microscopic projector with the aid of the
augmentation he'd built into his eyes before he'd left Florida.
He had completely inspected the current status of his body
augmentation and had returned to his personal control of the
construction program when Sy’Byt pathed to him from him the
passenger seat. {I am receiving a PSIonic scream from nearby on a
frequency not normally monitored because of its nature.}
Draco came instantly alert and released control of the
nanobotic construction teams to Gandalf while scanning the entire
range of PSIonic frequencies until he found what Sy’Byt had detected.
As he sought the source of that mental scream, he glanced at the dog in
the passenger seat, which morphed into a tentacle shape that flowed
upward and out of the car through the open sun roof, reforming into
another shape that was gone before Draco could identify it. Before he
could ask for it, Sy’Byt sent him a telepathic link that allowed him to
follow the flight of the alien's body toward the source of the telepathic
scream.
{The mortal scream of most creatures is of the same PSIonic
frequency as the scream I just 'heard' and if I interpreted the scream's
source correctly, it was from a child.} Pathed Sy’Byt as he flew away
into the night.
{How far away is it?} Asked Draco through their PSIonic
link. He was aware of Gandalf's monitoring of the adrenaline rush that
was the result of the situation unfolding, and did not interfere with the
AI when Gandalf adjusted his body chemistry to help him control the
affects of that rush.
{There is another road crossing this one just under a mile from
your current position. There are two vehicles to the left whose positions
and conditions indicate they have recently collided.} The alien
continued to send a visual Comm link to Draco as he speeded toward
the source of the death scream, emitting sensor probes as he
approached the two vehicles.
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{There are two in one vehicle and another in the other
vehicle.} Sy’Byt relayed to Draco as he flew toward the vehicle
containing the child that had sent the PSIonic death cry.
Within moments Draco could see the overpass crossing the
highway ahead that he had just seen through his link with Sy’Byt. Just
before the overpass, Draco pulled his car off the highway in a skidding
stop. Jumping from the car, he raced across the four lanes of empty
highway and up the embankment toward the two cars by one end of the
overpass. When he reached the car with only one occupant he peered
into the passenger window to see a woman in her early 30's, slumped
behind the steering wheel with blood flowing from her nose.
The thick smell of alcohol came from the interior of the car.
Draco held the palm of his right hand toward the woman
slumped in the driver's seat and probed her body with several energy
frequencies, noting that she had no injuries more serious than a broken
nose and a bruise across her forehead.
Rising from his position gazing in the passenger window,
Draco turned and ran toward the other car. Sy’Byt had already entered
the car and morphed over the body of the child strapped in the
passenger seat, continuing to provide Draco with a PSIonic link while
providing medical aid to the child.
Draco knew that his alien friend had been too involved with
reviving the child to probe the driver of the car so he did that as soon as
he reached the driver's shattered window. His probe showed him that
the man strapped behind the wheel had a broken arm, three broken ribs,
and a collapsed lung on his left side where the oncoming car had veered
left of center and smashed into the driver's side just ahead of the door.
There was also a gash on the outside of his left leg, above the knee, that
was bleeding at a steady rate.
He also knew that he would have to stop the flow of blood
quickly or the victim would not last long.
He tried to open the door and was only able to spring the latch,
so he probed the frame around the door to determine the degree that it
had been jammed by the collision. His implant’s AI decoded the sensor
information and translated it so that his mind’s eye easily pictured the
three dimensional structure of the deformed metal.
Holding his left palm toward the top hinge area of the door, he
blasted the hinge and frame with focused sonic waves. While holding
his right palm about a foot away from the door handle he used the
gravity wave coils in his hand in tractor mode in a steady pull. In
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seconds, the rhythmic pounding of the sonic waves, combined with the
steady pressure of the gravity wave coils in tractor mode pulled the
door open enough to allow Draco to get to the driver.
He knelt by the open door and grasped the torn edges of the
man's pant leg, ripping the fabric apart with a single jerk. Cupping his
hands over the wound, Draco said to his implant. [Gandalf, I'm out of
my league here! Could you please take control of my arms and
implement emergency medical procedures? I'll watch!]
[That is not a wise course of action at this time. There are
algorithms within my program that I cannot build barriers around.
These cause my program to always strive for optimum efficiency.]
[What you're trying to say is that you still want to take over
my body.] Draco mentally stated in a manner of fact tone.
[Yes.]
[Look at it this way my friend. You've learned enough selfrestraint to warn me of your fears. That shows a moral conscience
stronger than a few human type minds I know. Tell you what. I'll make
you a deal. After I complete the Life Preservation Program, you teach
me how to run the implant without you. After that, you can build your
own nanomass body.] Draco gave a mental smile. [Then you can join
my cyberhuman forces for the obligatory ten years.]
[After that?] Came the question from the artificial intelligence
program.
[You'll be free to do anything you want within the laws of
whatever intelligences rule where you travel.]
[I accept your offer.] Came the solemnly serious sounding
reply.
Draco's mental smile beamed again. [Cool! Now take
temporary control of my arms and fix this guy while I watch.] The
conversation had taken place within the cybernetic confines of human
mind and implant at speeds that were so fast there was almost no
outward time consumed between Draco’s initial request for help and
Gandalf's implementation.
Draco watched through organic and cyber eyes as Gandalf
probed the area while applying controlled points of pressure with
gravity wave coils. As he watched, Gandalf located the ends of the torn
veins and arteries and tractored them back together, holding them in
place with the gravity wave coils of his hands in tractor and presser
combinations.
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The AI halted the augmentation program, then transferred
nanobot mass down Draco's arms and into his hands where they exited
the hands through pores in the skin, forming tendrils that worked their
way into the wound.
The tendrils wove their way through the wound, seeking out
the deepest level of damaged tissue. As the nanomass filled the wound
it probed the cells for physical and biological damage and a three
dimensional map of the man’s leg built in Draco’s mind’s eye.
Draco looked at this picture from every angle at once while he
monitored the progress of the tendrils. He studied the command
formula as Gandalf initiated chemical responses to the biologic damage
and electromagnetic responses to physical damage. He watched intently
as his implant’s AI backed the nanomass slowly out of the wound as
the wound was slowly repaired.
When he had watched long enough to feel confident of
duplicating the procedure himself, Draco took control of one of the
many tendrils of nanomass in a training exercise. At a considerably
slower pace he copied Gandalf's actions using the nanobots he
controlled. Focusing intently through cyber eyes he drew together the
separated muscle tissue on the upper edge of the wound and
reconnected the torn tissue at the molecular level while encapsulating
any foreign matter the nanomass uncovered in the process. Whenever
he encountered foreign bacteria and virus cells, he stimulated the
autoimmune system within the cells in the immediate area while
devouring as much of the intruders as quickly possible.
As he gained confidence, he assumed control of more tendrils
of nanobot mass, performing repairs on muscle tissue, sinew and
tendons, veins and arteries, and all the levels of the epidermal layer.
Gandalf and he backed the tendrils of nanomass out of the wound and
back into Draco's hands, seamlessly sealing the skin behind them as the
tendrils of nanomass exited the man's leg.
Rising from his kneeling position he saw the man looking at
him with a steady gaze. "Just a scratch on your leg. A lot of blood at
first, but it's already stopped." The man blinked his eyes, then grimaced
in pain and panic as he tried to breath more deeply, the broken ribs and
collapsed lung combining to create a painful, smothering sensation.
Draco didn't want the man to recount tales of miraculous
healing so with regret he stunned his patient with a focused sonic blast.
Glancing at the passenger seat, he saw a morphous blob emerge from
the head and shoulders of the child seated there. He had been aware of
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the moment of success for Sy’Byt's valiant rescue of the child whose
neck had been broken.
Through the mental contact necessary in saving the child’s
mind while repairing and resuscitating her body, Sy’Byt learned that
the freak accidental death had been caused by the force of the impact of
the airbag just as the child had leaned forward to change the radio
station.
Just as Sy’Byt had been aware of his rescue of the driver of
the car, he had been aware of the alien’s rescue of the child through
their shared PSIonic link. Sy’Byt had arrived on the scene a little less
than one minute after death and had been able, with his advanced tech
level and aided by several centuries of experience with alien anatomy,
to revive the child with no side effects to her brush with death.
Looking at the other car, Draco said aloud.
"That one's OK. Drunker than hell and nothing more than a
broken and bloody nose." He was aware of Sy’Byt's confirming probe
and went back to his first aid of the more severely injured victim.
{The flow of blood from the olfactory organ has stopped but
the alcohol content in the blood has rendered the female unconscious.}
Sy’Byt pathed to Draco. {I have contacted the local authorities about
the accident on a DatCom frequency as an anonymous caller. There is
an emergency vehicle and a local law enforcement vehicle approaching
on this roadway and another emergency vehicle as well as two law
enforcement vehicles approaching on the highway on which we are
traveling.} The alien added matter-of-factly.
Draco spoke aloud as Sy’Byt morphed a tentacle into each of
the man's nostrils and into the collapsed lung, while the rest of his mass
covered the child's head and shoulders and the seat back. "How long
before they get here?" Draco placed his hands against the left side of
the man's chest, pulling the broken ribs back from the lung with his
gravity wave coils in tractoring mode. While he was doing this Sy’Byt
repaired the punctures to the lung and absorbed the bone fragments to
avoid the possibility of future infection as he fused the broken ribs
Draco held in place. When finished he hollowed the nanomass tendril
and began inflating the lung as he withdrew the tendril of from the
man’s nostril.
Sy’Byt morphed a portion of his nanomass resting on the seat
back behind the head of the girl, the tentacle contracting into the shape
of a miniature replica of Draco's head replying aloud with Sy’Byt's
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voice. "The first law enforcement vehicle will arrive in approximately
four minutes and the first ambulance less than two minutes later."
Draco had been probing the progress of the repair of the
collapsed lung and turned to leave as the tentacle withdrew. {I'd better
get out of here.} He pathed. {I don't want anyone to connect me with
anything unusual.}
He retraced his steps back to the highway
below and quickly crossed the four lanes to his car. Just as he pulled
back onto the highway he saw, in his rear view mirror, the flashing
lights of a Sheriff’s vehicle cross the overpass and stop at the accident.
Moments later as Draco watched flashing lights accumulate in
his rear view mirror, the eagle shape of Sy’Byt flew into the car
through the open sunroof, landing neatly in the passenger seat. The
eagle morphed into a German Shepherd that settled into a dog's resting
posture in the front passenger seat. By then Draco had resumed his task
of monitoring the progress of his body augmentation program.
As Draco drove, Sy’Byt used the accident rescue as an
instruction model. The two dissected each moment in their implantbacked memories of the incident and suggestions were posed as to the
results of different actions. These questions were posed in data
simulations that were played by the AI and the results studied.
It was during the discussion of the results of one of the
simulations that Draco became aware that his alien mentor was
displeased with his act of giving his implant control so quickly. He
mentally assured Gandalf that he considered the AI a partner and not a
servant. Heck! He might even suggest some day that Gandalf transfer
his program to a large remote for part time or even permanent
occupancy.
He would be much slower in control of the remainder of the
implant, but Draco was sure he could successfully operate the implant
with daily meditation periods.
If nothing else, it might be a good idea to put the idea to
practice just in case of an unwanted occurrence of implant/AI
separation. Or, and Draco was careful to shield the thought, if he was
forced to disconnect the AI for some reason.
*

*

*

Sgt. Morrow of the Virginia Highway Patrol hated reports in
general and this one was even more likely to draw the attention of his
superiors. He knew from experience that unusual reports almost always
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drew the wrong kind, or misdirected attention. The drunk driving report
on the one vehicle was no problem but the other vehicle and its
occupants were another story.
Both the father and his nine year old daughter had their seat
belts on, which was good, and although they were both unconscious,
there were no apparent injuries to either. But there was one major
mystery.
There were massive amounts of blood all over the driver's side
of the car and on the driver's left pant leg. The pant leg itself was torn
and a spot on the inside of the car even had blood and fibers that
matched the pant leg. But there was no visible wound on the driver's
leg corresponding to the tear in the pant leg and no apparent source for
all the blood.
When the E.M.S. crew finished their duties they reported to
him as the senior officer at the scene. He learned that the man not only
showed all the signs of considerable blood loss with absolutely no
wounds, which would indicate the reason for that blood loss, but
recounted a story of an angel healing his leg.
There was no indication that anyone else had been at the
accident except a vague memory of a path that he followed through the
grass from the highway up to the overpass where the two cars rested.
By the time he had been able to leave the scene long enough to look
again for the path, several other trampled paths had been added as more
patrol cars and emergency vehicles arrived on the scene.
He made sure to get statements from the E.M.S. people before
they left to take the woman to the local hospital and since she had
already admitted to losing control and crossing left of center, that part
of the report would be routine. The air bag in her newer car had kept
her from any injury more serious than a broken and bloody nose and
double black eyes.
The lack of a wound to match the blood all over the floor of
the other car was not the only mystery though. By all indications, the
driver's side door had been somehow pried open after the accident, but
since the local law enforcement and the E.M.S. van had arrived before
him, he couldn't examine a fresh, uncontaminated scene. Because of the
anonymous call reporting the accident, he couldn't rule out another
person at the scene who may have somehow pulled the door open
before leaving the scene.
The child had been asleep or unconscious when he arrived, but
had woken soon after with no recollection of the accident at all before a
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second E.M.S. vehicle had taken her and her father to the hospital for a
checkup. Even though the father claimed to be OK, his story of an
angel combined with the blood inside the car with no apparent wound
mystified Sgt. Morrow. There was no way to either explain or ignore its
presence in his report, so he resigned himself to endless questions he
would have no answers for when his superiors read his report.
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* EIGHT *
Maakkaavvll looked out the window of the atmospheric
vehicle as it sped above the planet's surface. He was on his way to look
at the closest of the tracts of land that had interested him in his search
for a private estate. The ride had been slow and boring on the primitive
atmospheric craft that he was forced to use but that was the price they
had to pay to keep their presence secret. His interest picked up as the
landscape below changed from plains to mountains but because the
craft was limited to less than the speed of sound his 'plane' still had
another human hour before they would begin their approach to the
airstrip on his mountain estate.
He would not be able to establish as large an estate as he
would have had at home but that would change after the completion of
his Father's plan. His brother's experience with the human monetary
system and influence with the rules of the local government had
allowed him a more varied choice and he had made sure that his new
estate was surrounded by large tracts of land that he could acquire as
circumstances allowed.
Erriimmaannohh had also explained to him that he would have
to stay dependant on his older brother for a probationary training period
whose length would depend on his own progress at functioning
unnoticed on this planet. This was totally expected but that didn't lessen
the anger he felt at the insult. Under other circumstances the restriction
would have required at least a First Blooding duel. His current status,
though, did not allow him that option.
He had found the most comfortable head garment, or 'hat' as
the humans called it, that he could find that did not crush his aural
tendrils to help him avoid instant recognition as an alien to this world.
It had sat low on his head, the brim shading his eyes from the harsh sun
when he had walked from the ground vehicle, or limo, to the 10-seat
'jet'. The hat now rested on the seat beside him as he pressed his face
against the window to watch the mountains below.
As boring as it was, it was preferable to looking at the humans
who were assigned as his guard and escort and knowing he was in their
complete control.
His brother had always liked islands and swamps while his
own favorite hunting grounds had been mountains with their forests,
meadows, streams, cliffs and canyons. He loved to run his prey up and
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down the valleys and peaks during a Hunt as he herded it toward
dangerous cliffs to test the prey's cunning against his own.
He felt the change in altitude as the jet approached the landing
site and pushed his face closer to the small window to get a better view
as the landing site drew closer. Maakkaavvll had chosen this land over
all the others mainly for the mountain location he preferred, but it also
just happened to be the largest of any within the mountains of the
northern continent. There were many larger tracts in the southern
continent but Erriimmaannohh had wanted him close so as to keep a
better eye on him.
Just another insult that he must endure for his loss of Honor.
As the jet lost altitude he knew he would ask his brother to
purchase the land. Even though this forced dependence on
Erriimmaannohh galled him, he would work harder on his own land
than he would if he'd been restricted to his brother's estate.
After he had his own estate to work from, he would be able to
assist Erriimmaannohh in the covert disruption of this world's people
and governments, a program which had fallen short of its goal in recent
years where the two major powers of this world were concerned.
Something would have to be done about the growing cooperation
between those two of this world's major political powers even
considering the many small Middle Eastern Wars of the past three
decades.
His brother had done his best to disrupt this world and slow or
reverse their advance into space, without telling the lower ranking
cousins, aunts, and uncles also based on Earth why they should allow
certain advancements and not others. Since there were so few
permanent Baylorian residents, Erriimmaannohh had recently been
losing ground to the human race's will to bring peace and prosperity to
their world.
In the last decade alone, the natives had made great strides
forward in uniting the governments of their world in peace. With the
success of their International Space Station, they had also raised their
technology and experience to the point of bursting into space on a
permanent basis. If they did that, they would be in a position to observe
the activities of the Baylorian supply ships regardless of the advanced
stealth technology that his people's ships mounted.
He had convinced his brother that the human's space programs
needed to be slowed more. He felt that one of the upcoming manned
lunar missions should be destroyed. Erriimmaannohh had finally agreed
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and they had worked together to find a way to do so. If the accident
could be done in a way that would show incompetence in the logistics
of the basic manufacture of several major components, the bureaucratic
machine would hopefully halt further attempts for more than a decade.
Maakkaavvll again marveled at how his brother had been able
to influence the power of the group of humans called lawyers. The
creation of the organization and its own bylaws had created the perfect
tool. With a few well placed Comm calls and the money to back his
wishes, Erriimmaannohh could utterly destroy any opponent and not
expose himself to retribution. More than one powerful human had
become too successful at helping his world overcome the impediments
that Erriimmaannohh had put in place and found himself beleaguered
by the hounds of law.
Despite the difficulty of Erriimmaannohh's task, Maakkaavvll
was not entirely pleased with his brother's inability to hinder humanity's
utilization of many high tech scientific discoveries. He had completely
derailed all research that would lead to gravity wave generators, ‘warm’
fusion, or crystal data memory.
One of his brother’s failures was allowing research in the
many properties and uses of the third form of the carbon atom. The
discovery of 'Bucky Balls' as the humans called them, gave the humans
a vital key for technological advances which could speed their ability to
conquer space quickly. If his Family were not prepared the humans
could advance so rapidly as to become less likely to be put in a position
of needing help from the Baylor without an extended dominance battle.
And that need was vital to his father's plan. His mind knew of,
but didn't consider, the importance of the medical or environmental
advances, or any other facet of the benefits of buckyball research
because they didn't deal directly with Humanity's push into space and
possible discovery of the Baylorian presence. His only concern was
how the human race would use buckyball technology to weather the
'natural' catastrophe that his people were planning.
Experience had shown the Baylor that high numbers of
civilian deaths and injuries, and especially those with women and
children victims would elicit the most controlled and aimed reactions.
With this in mind, he would have to organize some major acts of
terrorism of his own to disrupt the current trends and put fear and
distrust back in the planet's people and many competing governments.
A couple of assassinations to start with, with a few bombs in crowded
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public places around the world, or on aircraft, or even a cruise ship or
two.
He would have to go through his brother's files to see what
extremists were under Baylorian control and which were not. He would
have to know which group to give credit for a popular act and which to
blame for a particularly cruel act of terrorism.
He was starting to enjoy the new role he envisioned for
himself on this world of unsuspecting slaves. His smile of anticipation
would have frightened any who saw it and was still in place when the
jet landed a short time later.
*

*

*

Senator Simpson threw the file down on his desk and put his
hands up to rub at his temples. He could not believe the extent of the
Baylorian's open flaunting of the American legal system. If any decent
investigative reporter got wind of the nature of the alien's harvesting of
humanity in the area of the Bermuda Triangle that damned vampire
would soon find himself the focus of an angry planet. If that happened,
he would be hard pressed to distance himself if his connections with the
alien were uncovered.
Pictures of his special 'dates' or even the few living witnesses
the alien had hidden away would be a drop in the bucket compared to
species treason. Whether it was with another government or an alien
accomplice, treason was treason.
His hand went reflexively to the scar on his neck as he
wondered how he would go about the task of separating himself from
Erriimmaannohh. He had spent so long in the lion's den that he had
forgotten how to be a predator himself, but now it was time to relearn.
How many favors would he have to call in and who would he
have to contact to achieve a favorable distance was a matter of concern
only because of the unknown factor of the alien's technology. His one
consolation was that he had been exposed to enough of it to at least
make an estimate of Erriimmaannohh's capabilities. He would also
have to locate and eliminate the few living survivors of his sexual
habits and try to find a way of making the video proof seem like a fake.
Within moments he had made a mental list of the few he
would contact openly over the next few days, as well as the few to
whom he would feed misinformation to divert their attention for those
same next few days. But first he would initiate that one contact that
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both scared and excited him. As he reached for the phone, he allowed
himself a congratulatory smile.
*

*

*

Penn Flowers drove westward across Texas with all the
windows wide open, the radio up as high as it would go, and a smile on
his face that couldn't be pulled any wider.
Free!! He was finally free of that damned vampire!!
Now if he could only remain that way.
Beside him on the seat sat a small electronic device disguised
as an office notary model, hand held DatCom link. Just tall enough to
accept an ordinary sized sheet of paper fed in sideways, the Baylorian
device had all the same features as what its disguise contained. In
addition to the videophone, printer, fax, and direct data link to all of the
commercial data systems available, the alien made device had many
high tech Baylorian sensors hidden within its case.
The components that performed these functions were
disguised as redundant features within the spaces within the unit's shell.
One of these features was a detector that was completely passive. The
imitation DatCom would begin beeping if it detected any Baylorian
sensors or Comm units in use within a hundred-kilometer radius.
It had made no sound since almost an hour after he had gotten
to the main highway after leaving the Wilson children. That was good
news.
If it ever started beeping he new he would have to run for his
life again. He would have to worry about that time as long as he stayed
in this country. He had no doubts that that damned vampire had kept
copies of the records that he had somehow managed to purge from
Penn's past. The ones that had his real fingerprints and DNA samples as
the man who had beaten his wife just a little too hard that last time
she'd made him mad.
But where to go? Whether most humans knew it or not, the
Baylor owned the whole world. There weren't many places he could go
to escape them. There were very few places on the whole planet where
there was not some Baylorian influences.
Canada? Too cold. He hated the cold. There was just the one
small Baylorian estate on Vancouver Island that was usually inhabited
by human slaves only. Erriimmaannohh only went there to get away
from his duties. A sort of vacation the alien only took in the summer
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because he also intensely disliked the cold. But present or not, the alien
had many loyal Canadian ties who took him and visiting Baylor on
special Hunts in the wildernesses of their respective provinces.
Mexico or any of the Central American countries? Not only
was there a greater chance of encountering Baylorian influences due to
their preference for warm, moist heat, but he didn't speak the language.
And he didn't think to take a teaching machine when he had pilfered his
former master's equipment storage rooms.
Besides, the teaching machines were too large for one person
to carry alone and he had been concerned with getting out fast and
without the chance of another slave currying favor by turning him in to
Erriimmaannohh.
South America and Africa? Same problem. And all of those
also had small Baylorian estates where offplanet Baylor went to Hunt
when they were visiting Erriimmaannohh. It didn't happen often, but
most visiting Baylor didn't like the swamps of the Everglades that
Erriimmaannohh preferred. Nor did the relatives who ran those estates.
Besides, it was easier to get human prey in almost any country on those
two continents.
Europe or Asia? There were no vacation Hunting estates there
but there was still a considerable amount of business and political
communications as well as the language problem.
That left only one place on Earth for him to go. Australia.
Erriimmaannohh had explained to him once the reason for
leaving Australia untouched by Baylorian influences. The Baylor
completely disrupt the ecology of every planet that they take into their
Empire. To ensure each new planetary acquisition is as useful as
possible, plants and animals native to the Baylorian homeworld are
transplanted en mass. Favored hunting prey from a few other worlds
and their prey or favored plants are also transplanted and any undesired
native plants or animals that compete with the imports are
systematically eliminated.
But on every world conquered by the Baylor, one isolated tract
of land is always left untouched. On Earth that untouched land mass
was Australia. And the dominant language was English.
He had plenty of money in the form of cash from his former
master's safe. He also had several passports and background histories
that even Erriimmaannohh didn't know about. He had used his position
as head slave to make them in the days just before his escape.
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With that money backing and the ID's to build upon, he could
create a number of new lives.
The long drive across Texas gave him plenty of time to go
over his plans and by the time he came to the western state line he had
made up his mind.
He would use his least secure ID's to send false trails to L.A.
and New York while he used one of his newly created ID's to take a
plane from San Diego to Hawaii. Next he would spend a few days there
to set up a more permanent identity, then take a plane to Australia.
Maybe he could lose himself in the mass of humans of one of
the larger cities and live in peace till the Baylor openly took control of
Earth.
On that day, every human on the planet would be in the same
position as he.
With the exception that his eventual discovery by the Baylor
would result in a very long and painful death.
*

*

*

Rocky Moon knocked on the door to his son's apartment and
waited. They had not simply walked into their son's apartment ever
since the day they had interrupted him and a female guest. Even now,
two years later, the girl blushed whenever they crossed paths.
"I wonder what's wrong?" His wife Mercedes said.
"Why do you always have to assume the worst? There's
nothing wrong!" Rocky grumbled. His wife was always worrying about
everything.
"I still think something's wrong. Why else would he call us on
such short notice and insist that we come alone." She got the last word
as her son answered the door.
"Hi dad. Hi mom." Draco smiled and said as he moved aside
and motioned. "Come in. Come in." Rocky placed his hand softly on his
wife's back as she went in first. She sometimes had trouble with steps
and although there was only one, she might lose her balance and fall
backwards. When she was fully up the step, he followed.
"Oh what a pretty dog!" Mercedes exclaimed. "Is this why you
called us? You've got a dog?"
"It's not a dog mom."
"Looks like a dog to me." Laughed Rocky as he came into the
kitchen and saw what had so excited his wife.
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His son smiled. "Well dad. You sometimes hear people say
that looks can be deceiving. In this case, that's true."
"Mom. Dad. I want you to meet Sy’Byt."
"Sy’Byt." Draco said turning to the dog. Waving toward his
parents in order, he continued the introduction. "These are my parents.
Rocky and Mercedes Moon."
Rocky went down on one knee and held out his hand.
Laughing, he said. "Pleased to meet you Sy’Byt."
The dog lifted a paw and he shook it, then heard in his mind.
{I am pleased to meet you too Rocky.}
Rocky quickly let go as he fell backwards in surprise. From
his position now sitting on the floor, he exclaimed. "It talked to me!!"
He looked at his wife whose mouth hung open in surprise. "I
heard it too! In my mind!"
"Not it dad. He." His son said. "I told you. He's not a dog."
"Well then what is he?"
"He's a being from another planet."
"Yea! Right! And it, or he, or whatever, just happens to look
just like a German Shepherd." Rocky narrowed an eye at his son. "This
is some sort of trick isn't it!"
{I assure you Rocky.} Came the musical voice in his head. {It
is no trick. I am not a canine and I am not from this world. Do not be
alarmed. I am going to change into the shape to which I was born.}
Rocky quickly stood and he and Mercedes held onto each
other as the German Shepherd dog melted and changed before their
eyes. In seconds the dog was replaced with what looked like a three
foot tall, barkless, leafless tree stump with a ring of upper limbs that
resembled fat umbrella frames and a fatter ring around its base.
He quickly counted eight root branches ringing the bottom and
eight more in a ring around the top. Between each of the top branches
was what looked like eyes on stalks. Like crab’s or lobster’s eyes.
Below the eyes, little patches that looked like tiny speakers
began to vibrate and he heard the form speak. "This is my native form.
Unlike your species, my race is part plant and part animal."
"You're so small." Mercedes said in wonder. "Are you full
grown?"
"Yes. My birth planet is twice the size of this world. Most of
the creatures of my world are smaller in height because of the heavier
gravity."
"Are they all as small as you?" Asked Rocky.
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"No. Just as an elephant is much larger than a human, there are
larger creatures on my world. Most get no larger than the horse or bison
of the Earth, but there are some that grow larger."
Rocky looked at his son, then back at the talking tree stump.
"And you just happened to be passing by this planet and decided to stop
in and visit my son?"
The tiny tympanic membranes vibrated fiercely as the tree
stump laughed just like a human. "Not exactly."
His son took over the explanation. "It’s like this dad. Sy’Byt's
world was destroyed over four hundred years ago. He was there when it
happened."
Rocky had been listening while his wife had knelt down and
touched the surface of the branch closest to her. He looked quickly at
his son. "He's four hundred years old?"
"Yea. That's not the body he was born with. You see, his race
has a very advanced technology. They created a device that makes
microscopic robots. As small as a molecule. They implant these devices
in their brains and control them with their thoughts."
"The devices can make more of these tiny robots. Our own
scientists have theories about doing the same thing. Its called
nanotechnology. Nano means very very tiny. These nanobots are
usually about the size of a normal body cell."
"You've seen on TV and the movies where some creatures can
change shape?" Draco continued while his parents were still listening.
Rocky shook his head and said. "Yes."
"Well. If you have enough of these nanobots, they can hold
onto each other just like the cells in your body. And if you can control
them, you can tell them to let go and flow into another shape, then grab
hold of each other again."
"That's how he changed from a dog into a tree stump!"
Exclaimed Mercedes. She continued to examine the patient alien,
occasionally stroking the surface of his body.
Sy’Byt endured quietly as Draco continued his explanation.
"Yea. But he wouldn't be able to do that if he still had the body he was
born to. The body you see now is made up of nanobots."
"You mean he's a robot?" Asked Rocky.
"Not exactly. Uh...., let's see. How do I explain this? The brain
is full of cells. And when you think or learn or remember, there are
enzymes and chemicals and electrical currents that make up those
thoughts and memories."
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"Those thoughts and memories have mass. And, basically, if
something has mass, then you can collect it. So if you can collect the
mass of your thoughts and memories, then you can transfer those
thoughts and memories."
"Those thoughts and memories are what's you. If you transfer
the mass of your thoughts and memories into a mechanical container,
then you're still you. You just inhabit a different body. Long before
Sy’Byt's body was killed in an early attack when his home world was
destroyed, he had transferred his mind to his nanobotic implant as
standard procedure."
Rocky and Mercedes both looked at their son. Rocky spoke
first. "Somebody destroyed his world? It wasn't a natural thing like a
rock from space?"
"No dad, it wasn't a natural disaster. It was another race. A
carnivorous race who call themselves the Baylor."
"That's why he's here isn't it? These Baylor are coming to
Earth."
"They're already here dad."
Sy’Byt decided it was time for him to rejoin the conversation.
"They have been here for many years. It was my study of them that
brought me to this world. When I arrived I detected your son from the
strong mental emissions he gave off."
"Out of all the people on the planet, you picked him out from
his mind?" Asked Mercedes.
"In my many years travelling the planets of the Baylorian
Empire I have learned many things." Explained Sy’Byt. "All races have
mental abilities of varying degrees. Your people refer to these abilities
in many ways. As a sixth sense, or ESP for extra sensory perception, or
parapsychical abilities or psi as your son referred to them when he and I
first had this same conversation."
"These PSIonic abilities give off frequency emanations that
can be detected and duplicated through technological means. It was
only because I was within the range of your son's PSIonic emanations
that I was able to detect them. It was pure coincidence."
"I have come across several other humans with PSIonic
emanations since I've been on your planet, but none so mentally strong.
I sought out the source of the emanations out of curiosity and
introduced myself to your son. In the course of our ensuing
conversation I offered him a cyberneural symbiotic implant."
"A what!" Exclaimed Rocky.
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"A cyberneural symbiotic implant dad. A factory that makes
the nanobots I was telling you about. I accepted. I have one in my brain
now." His son touched his forehead.
"You mean you're a robot now!" Rocky glared at his son then
at the tree stump.
"No dad. I'm still flesh and blood. But if my body is destroyed,
I won't die. The mass of my thoughts and memories are now contained
and protected within my implant."
"Why did you give my son this implant?" Rocky turned and
asked Sy’Byt with anger in his eyes.
"The Baylor have not taken over this world yet, but they are
an aggressive race. They feel that the strong should dominate and
enslave those weaker than they. And they think everyone is weaker
than they are. Soon they will openly take this world and enslave your
kind. I gave Draco an implant in the hopes that he could save some of
your people."
"All by himself?!!" Rocky yelled his question.
"No dad. I need help. I need you. And mom. And all the rest
of the family and a lot of friends."
"How can we help son?" Asked Mercedes while at the same
time trying to unobtrusively keep herself between Rocky and the
animal tree. Or whatever it said it was.
"By accepting an implant and joining me to fight these Baylor
and drive them from the Earth. Or join me and flee to another world
taking as many humans with us as we can."
"But first we'd have to have one of these cyber whatsits put in
our heads?" Asked Rocky.
"Yes dad."
"How do we know that this tree trunk isn't controlling you?"
"The only way is for you to let me contact you mind to mind
and let you see my thoughts."
"You can do that?" Asked Mercedes.
"Yes mom."
"What if we say no?" Asked Rocky.
"Then I'll ask the rest of the family and my best friends. I have
no doubt most of them will jump at the chance to live a few hundred
years at the least and travel to other stars."
"I'll do it Draco." His mother said.
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Rocky looked at the two of them a moment, then glared at
Sy’Byt. "OK. I'll let you share your thoughts with me. If I'm sure you
did this on your own I'll join you. What do I have to do?"
Draco pulled two chairs from the kitchen table and said. "Sit
here in front of me. We'll lean together and touch foreheads then I'll put
my hands on the sides of your head. You might feel like something's
crawling on your skin where we touch. Then in a few seconds you'll
just 'remember' what I've gone through the past few days."
"Then I'll probably be a Space Zombie too." Rocky muttered
as he complied with his son's instructions.
*

*

*

Gandalf did not assume control of his shared body when his
host, Draco, drifted off to sleep. Draco had given him, he thought of
himself as a 'him' despite Sy’Byt's insistence that he was not,
permission to assume body control during the six hours Draco slept
each night. Instead, tonight he began constructing, as an alternate body,
the dragon shaped remote mech that Draco had suggested to him just
before going to sleep.
He knew from Draco's conversations with Sy’Byt that no
other host treated the artificial intelligence program as anything more
than a tool to be used. He had monitored the feelings of his host since
integration and identified the sensations he felt as 'pride' that his host
treated him as a 'person'. This feeling of pride seemed to cause him to
also feel a sensation of loyalty that resulted in his developing a
protectiveness that Sy’Byt's people did not seem to share with their
own implant's artificial intelligence programs.
Since the suggestion had been made, Gandalf had collected
the mass he needed to construct the remote mech and began to slowly
assemble the mech. He had studied the data in his growing files on the
growth of biologic entities and copied that growth pattern in the mech
he was constructing.
He used excess mass from the last meal that Draco had eaten
that day, as well as any other excess mass that existed within his shared
body and converted it into nanobots. Moving the nanobotic mass
through his and Draco's body, he collected it in the nasal passage then
morphed it into the dragon shape as it flowed from the nasal opening.
His growing consciousness remained within the confines of
the implant as he kept in contact with the tiny remote through a PSIonic
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frequency. This allowed him to control the remote mech's movements
and 'see' through its eyes. Adjusting the light sensitivity in the mech's
eyes to see in the dark of the unlit bedroom, Gandalf moved from his
perch on Draco's mustache to his nose and had to move quickly as
Draco brushed at his face in his sleep.
Using the morphic abilities of his nanobotic body, Gandalf
created enough miniature gravity wave coils to support his remote’s
weight and flew upwards in a spiral, circling the bed from above.
Gandalf flew his newly created nanomech, which was no bigger than a
common housefly, to all corners of the bedroom as he tested the
freedom of his new remote body.
He found that he had no trouble operating the remote as he
continued performing the function for which he was designed.
Monitoring and controlling the nanobots that coursed throughout his
host's body.
*

*

*

Sy’Byt gripped the dandelion plant with his tendril and
extended the tendril a little ways into the ground to get at the root, then
pulled up. The plant came free of the ground and he dropped it into the
small cart beside him. He hated pulling the brightly colored plants from
the ground but Draco insisted that they were 'weeds', a name humans
gave to undesirable plants. He loved the chance to tend his first 'garden'
in centuries but still couldn't quite get used to the human idea of
gardening.
He had morphed into his eagle or dog shapes during the
daylight hours, but under cover of the darkness of night, he enjoyed the
freedom and nostalgia of returning to his birth shape and practicing his
love of gardening on the patch of land Draco called the 'back yard'. As
Sy’Byt moved across the back yard, he pulled the undesirable plants
from the ground and pushed grass seeds into the thin and bare spots,
working his way toward the small stream on the edge of Draco's yard.
He looked at the flowers that lined the stream's bank at the
back edge of the yard and wondered again at the difference between
flowers and weeds. He had genetically inspected the dandelion plant
and had found more to respect in it than he did the violets and lilies that
Draco called flowers and said were desirable.
He knew from his own research into the human data files, or
internet as they called it, that dandelions were used in several ways as a
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food source and to make a liquid intoxicant. The dandelion was also a
more adaptable plant than any of the several other species of flowers he
tended, but he still submitted to his apprentice's wishes and
continuously eradicated the beautiful weed from the 'back lawn' section
of Draco's home.
Within a special cavity inside his body he continuously added
seed samples and genetic information that he would take back to his
own world. Regardless of Draco's opinion, when he returned home, he
would be more likely to adapt the dandelion to his world than he would
the ground hugging violets and the tall stalked lilies. Of course, he
obtained genetic information of those plants as well to add to the
thousands of other Terran samples he’d collected.
When he had completed the pulling of weeds, he worked his
way across the small flood plain and started to climb the hill that
contained a larger variety of plants. Where the lawn was a lily lined,
pruned and manicured expanse of grass intermixed with the ground
hugging violets, the hill contained trees of several species as well as
several different species of ground hugging plants.
He had not wanted to eradicate any of the plants on the hill as
Draco seldom walked through that area. Then he had examined the data
files on the poison ivy and poison oak plants and the human reaction to
contact with them, he had seen the reason for their elimination and had
complied with Draco's request. Even on his own world, some
dangerous or undesirable plants had been confined to isolated areas,
eliminated, or genetically altered and Draco assured him that those two
were thick in wild areas where humans seldom traveled.
When he reached the hill he started his climb up the short
distance to the house above. Green, blue, and brown colors wavered in
patterns across his trunk as he made his way up the plant filled hill
immediately behind his human apprentice's apartment in the basement
of the house. His lower tendrils had no trouble finding grip points that
left not even slight damage to the Terran plant life that covered the hill
and he lovingly touched and probed the plants he passed as he climbed.
More than once he'd been tempted to delay his departure for
his own research into more of this world's plant and animal wonders.
That desire for his own garden was a persistent itch that was soothed by
spending his nights on the hill and in the back yard tending the yard
and collecting genetic samples to take home when the time came.
He approached the wooden 'deck' that overlooked the hill at
the back of the house and used his upper tendrils to grasp the 'handrail',
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he thought of it as a 'tendrail', and climbed the stairs with now
experienced ease. His initial overconfidence at climbing the 'stairs' to
the deck on his first full day in his birth shape had resulted in a
backwards, tendril over tendril tumble, when he had let go of the
'tendrail' too soon.
The tumble had been so unexpectedly sudden that he had not
been able to stop his fall until after he hit bottom. He had suffered the
braying laughter of his apprentice in silence and was grateful that
Draco hadn't told the few who now knew of his existence of the
embarrassing incident.
Sy’Byt's birth shape slowly flowed across the deck and
stopped at the sliding glass door that led into the apartment. It was still
night and Draco was asleep so he contacted Gandalf through a quick
Comm message as a courtesy before entering Draco's apartment.
His apprentice had told him that as a guest he could come and
go at will, but Sy’Byt had decided to practice his atrophied social habits
whenever possible. He would have plenty of opportunities as he would
have to deal openly with more and more humans. Draco's army of
cyber warlocks and witches was quickly growing in size as more of the
Moon family members received their implants.
Sy’Byt had finally started to get used to the idea of dealing
with Draco's implant's AI whenever his apprentice was asleep. After
the incident while traveling the surface roads from Florida to Draco's
home. Sy’Byt was slowly accepting the idea that someone would
voluntarily give control of any part of their body to their implant's AI.
The artificial intelligence program, which Draco had named
Gandalf, assumed body control for one fourth of each day while Draco
slept. The AI then gave its host the night's accumulation of messages as
soon as Draco awoke each morning.
In the thousands of years of recorded history of implant use,
Sy’Byt had only heard of a few isolated incidents of his own people
even trying something similar, but none of them had an implant edited
in the way Sy’Byt had edited his apprentice's implant. He wondered if
this edited version would give any of the humans the integration
problems that his own race suffered from.
With this unexpected information, would he be able to
separate his friend Pa’Rah from an overbearing AI or even restore his
budlingmate Li’Bar to sanity, that is if Li’Bar's personality could be
restored after so long in hiding. Would he even make the attempt if he
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could? He wasn't sure. If the two were still alive, would it even be
possible to revive their individual personalities?
Li’Bar had become a valuable repository of much sought after
information to the Blue Rock Clan's survival in their subterranean
refuge, and Pa’Rah could be put in isolation and asked any single
question and he would argue with himself until both personalities were
in agreement. In this way many time consuming minor problems could
be solved, freeing fully cognizant clan members to focus their attention
on avoiding the scanners from above while still maintaining their
miniature garden sanctuaries deep in the bowels of their shattered
world.
After pulling the sliding glass door open leading to the living
area of Draco's apartment, Sy’Byt flowed into the apartment and shut
the door behind him. He then went into the bathroom while extruding
nanomass from a leading tentacle and morphing it into a small water
pitcher shape. Extending it and another tentacle into the bathtub, he
turned the water on with a deft twist. Water flowed into the small
pitcher, through the hollow tentacle, and into a growing cavity low in
his nanobotic body. When he’d taken in enough water to meet his
needs, he turned the water off then went from room to room watering
the plants with which he had decorated most of the empty spaces inside
the apartment.
Draco had teased him at first about the growing 'jungle', but
Sy’Byt had been unable to indulge in his race's love of tending living
gardens too long. When he had finally been able to again practice
gardening, he had gone to great lengths to make use of every square
tendril length of space to increase the variety in his new garden. As he
moved from plant to plant performing his morning's watering chore, he
thought about his apprentice's progress.
Within a week of his return to his Ohio home Draco had
enacted the self preservation program, transferring the 'mass' of his
mindself within the protection of his implant’s nanotech structure. A
step that on Sy’Byt's world meant independence from one's mentor. A
week later Draco had presented a further edited implant model to his
mother and father and the two had progressed almost as rapidly in their
own training. The progress of the other humans convinced him that his
apprentice was more than capable of continuing on his own and had
been the deciding factor in Sy’Byt's recent decision to return home
soon.
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Sy’Byt had calculated that it would be a minimum of ten years
before the human planet would be openly visited by the Baylor. To
prepare his apprentice for that event, the three current human implant
hosts would have to multiply into the hundreds who would be
responsible for guiding human technology. Within an all too short ten
year period they would have to attempt to offset the damage the covert
Baylorian presence had already done.
With a subtle and secret injection of advanced technology and
covertly active interference to counteract the small onworld Baylorian
influences, Draco and his cyberhuman warriors would have a balancing
act to perform. They must not only increase humanity's technological
database, but also counteract any Baylorian responses without the
aliens discovering their nanotech abilities.
If they were discovered they would have little time to get the
human species into space before the Baylor could react to their greatest
fear. If that happened, an ark of free refugees and whatever plants and
animals could be salvaged would be all that would remain of life on
Earth.
That is, except for his samples which, unknown to Draco,
included DNA from every member of his apprentice’s family as well as
hundreds of unrelated humans and thousands of plants and animals. If
his impulsive act cost the human race its existence he vowed to start the
species again on another world.
To boost human technology, Draco and Sy’Byt had set up a
plan for adding missing bits of knowledge to the internet data system
and correcting mistakes made by researchers in scattered locations.
Draco would also locate research groups that were in fields
that were chosen for their likelihood to produce certain technological
advances. He, or teams of his cyberhumans would then infiltrate the
computer systems and written records of the researchers, correcting
mistakes and adding enough additional bits of data to steer the
researchers along paths that would result in increased chances of
success.
In between the times he spent traveling from place to place on
his own first few missions, Sy’Byt’s human apprentice would also train
as many members of his family and a few unrelated friends as he could
construct implants for. Some of those trainees would accompany Draco
on some of the early missions as training for their own solo missions
prior to getting their own teams.
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At the same time, Draco, along with his cyberhumans and
dragon warriors would have to find a way to take over all of the
Gravity Vortex Gateways around the system of Sol. They would have
to do this in such a way as to not reveal themselves to Earth based
observations or Baylorian sensors.
The plan was basically sound, but it would not be possible to
start in earnest until Draco could devote all of his time to its
implementation. Draco's insistence on being able to make his family
capable of traveling widely without causing undue notice required
Sy’Byt to find a way to allow all of them to leave their jobs over a short
period of time without causing a questionable explanation. His initial
suggestion as the fastest way would be for him to rig the state lottery to
build for a few weeks then go to a number given only to Draco.
With his abilities Draco could easily do it himself but had
been very insistent that Sy’Byt not ever use his cyberneural abilities to
cheat at legal games of chance. He also put it on the list of don'ts that
all of his future cyberhumans would have to live by.
Sy’Byt continued around the apartment, watering plants with
the tentacle held water pitcher shaped tentacle while thinking about
how he had been able to contribute a solution to the problem of
financing their plan. While doing what Draco termed 'surfing the net',
he had discovered an agency that sought legal recipients for the estates
of deceased humans without heirs. Using this information, Sy’Byt had
been able to access the files to find an acceptable parting gift for his
human apprentice, while not stretching by too much Draco's insistence
on adhering to a strict moral code.
As a youth, Draco had spent the first half of his time in the
naval branch of his birth nation's military in the city of San Diego,
California. During that same time, there had been a man and his wife
spending their retirement cruising around the world in a new 54 foot
inboard outboard powered yacht, which they docked several times at
the San Diego Marina.
The two had both been dead for several years now and had
died with no apparent heirs, leaving a very large inheritance in a
holding file. The inheritance had remained in the holding file
untouched and awaiting a designated time to expire, at which time the
government would assume ownership control of the entire estate with
an auction to pay any back taxes.
Sy’Byt had tried every means at his disposal but even with his
extensive experience with more advanced data systems he was unable
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to find any legitimate heirs to the estate. After looking for several days
he still had not located any trace that there would ever be a legitimate
claim to the inheritance before the deadline that would allow the local
government to absorb the funds and property. After talking to Draco
and convincing the human that his idea was morally acceptable, they
created an acceptable story of acquaintanceship between the couple and
Draco.
Sy’Byt had then morphed his body into an aeronautical shape
and flew to the city of San Diego where he placed fabricated evidence
in a safe deposit box whose existence he had also found while
exploring the data net. With his access to the computer records, Sy’Byt
was able to add a few bits of additional information to direct
investigators on a trail that would lead them to the safe deposit box and
from there directly to Draco. The result would be ownership of the
currently dry-docked yacht, one hundred eighteen thousand dollars
worth of stocks and bonds, several pieces of property, and the contents
of a second safe deposit box.
It had taken only three more days before the first lawyers
handling the case had contacted Draco.
The next day Draco had given his employer what he called a
'two week notice' and yesterday had been the last day of that two-week
period.
As Sy’Byt continued to tend his indoor garden, he marveled at
how rapidly his apprentice had advanced. It had only been eleven days
from the day he had presented an implant to Draco that the human had
successfully completed the life preservation program, the most difficult
program in the ownership of a cyberneural implant. This time period
was equal to the fastest five percent of his own species'.
In the nearly seven months since, he and Draco had created a
more limited implant than that that Sy’Byt had given him and the two
had begun giving them to his family and friends.
He had done all he could do here. It was time for Sy’Byt to
give his apprentice the freedom of independent action.
It was also time for him to return to his own home world.
But this time Sy’Byt would not travel as a parasite in a host or
hidden within a Baylorian ship as he always had in the past. No, this
time he would travel using his morphic abilities to shape his
accumulated nanomass into a miniature starship.
He had spent four centuries traveling within the Baylorian
Empire, so he would use designs similar to the ships that he had the
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most experience with. The only changes he would make would be to
put larger power and propulsion systems and extra fuel space in the
place of the cargo space, life support systems, and living space that
were unnecessary to his current form.
Yesterday, he had been in the process of refining the design he
had chosen when Draco had asked him his intentions.
His apprentice's mind was such that Draco's first comment
upon hearing of Sy’Byt's plan was. "How big do you have to be to
morph into a starship?" While his apprentice's heart rate soared, belying
his calm exterior.
Sy’Byt continued his rounds of the inside of the apartment,
reaching out to make contact with the plants to read signals learned
light years away and centuries before. As he touched the plant with
one, another tendril hovered away from the plant reading the air around
its foliage for other signals and emanations. He spent several minutes at
each plant on his leisurely trip through the apartment tending the plants
that occupied out of the way places around the apartment.
In the past week, he had used his race's thousands of years of
experience with genetic manipulation to create hybrid variations for
three of Draco's favorite native food plants. He had altered the genetic
structure of these three plants in such a way that they would increase
yields as well as provide added natural self-protection from weather,
disease, and insects. He planned to give these new genetic strains to
Draco as a parting gift.
He had also sought out genetic samples of five extinct animals
from Earth's distant past as an additional gift to his apprentice. Using
similar devices from his home world, he had created two self-contained
cloning mechanisms, or womb mechs, that would duplicate the function
of the egg or womb of extinct animals from this planet's recent past.
When activated, each of the two egg shaped artificial wombs
would produce genetically diverse males or females, one at a time, with
the genetic material contained within. One contained a wooly
mammoth, a pygmy mammoth, and a giant ground sloth while the other
contained genetic material for a saber toothed tiger and one of South
America's largest flightless birds.
He would also leave a third, larger mechanism with the
unfinished samples of several other long extinct creatures of Earth,
some of them the dinosaurs that humans seem to have such a
fascination for. He knew that Draco would be able to fabricate these
same nanobot based genetic wombmechs in the near future but had
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chosen to present the two wombmechs in deference to the human
tradition of a parting gift.
He was tending the last of the indoor plants when he became
aware of Draco awakening from his night's sleep.
{Good morning Draco.}
{Good morning Sy’Byt. How was your night?} Came his
telepathic reply as Draco rose from bed and walked into the bathroom
to perform his morning toilet. Although Draco had the ability to use his
nanobots to clean his body, he still performed the morning cleaning
rituals of showering and brushing his teeth. Sy’Byt knew from
experience that the practice would lose importance soon as Draco’s
nanobots could clean his body several times more efficiently.
{I spent the night eliminating those beautiful dandelions from
the back yard.} He pathed in reply.
Draco chuckled and pathed back. {Well, if you don't, I will
after you leave.}
He did not reply and tipped the pitcher shaped tentacle to
water the last of the indoor plants. Squeezing the last of the water from
the now closed cavity within the nanomass that made up his body,
Sy’Byt morphed the pitcher back into his body. At the same time he
moved to his normal spot by the door to the deck and assumed the pose
of a decorative art piece while he awaited the completion of Draco's
morning ritual.
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* NINE *
Michael Johnson sat at his desk entering the receipts from the
day before into his ancient desktop computer when Tami came rushing
into the office. Abruptly sitting upright, his heart began to pound.
"Wha..." He began.
"Hi Uncle Mike." He had not discouraged the youngster when
she had begun calling him that. "What should I make for supper?" She
asked in a youthfully breathless manner.
"There's nothing wrong?"
Tami looked puzzled for a second. "Not that I know of." She
looked at him questioningly. "Supper?" She asked again, with that look
of impatience the young reserve for all adults.
"Oh. Martin just got back from Connecticut with a truckload
of fish, see if he and Mike brought any lobster would you please?" He
saw the girl's eyes light up at the sound of his younger son's name and
smiled inwardly. "If they don't have any lobster, pick whatever you
think would fit a celebration."
"What kind of celebration?" She asked.
"I think I'll keep that as my secret for the time being." He
replied. He watched as she ran back out the door with another burst of
youthful exuberance. She seemed to be finally coming out of the
fatalistic funk she was in when she and her brother had first arrived.
Later the six of them sat around the big dining room table
amid platters of the remains of a dinner of lobster, shrimp, and crab
fresh from New England's coast. Mixed in were the remains of
vegetables, cheese, milk, and orange juice fresh from the supermarket.
Michael sat back in his chair and they all knew the small talk was over.
He had fielded all questions on the nature of the celebration during the
meal, concentrating instead on Martin and Mike Jr’s trip to Connecticut
and Mary's day at the restaurant studying the paperwork from the past
month.
He looked at the expectant faces with a smile on his own. "I
talked with Aunt Hazel today." Hazel was the widow of his older
brother, who had been killed in Vietnam when Mike was in the 3rd
grade. "She said she'd love to have all of you up to visit for two weeks
if you don't mind working as crew on her charter boat during the days
when she's busiest."
"Sure!" Blurted Mike Jr. and Mary at the same time.
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"You'll like Aunt Hazel!" Mary exclaimed to Tami, while at
the same time the younger Mike asked his father. "When do we get to
leave?"
The elder Mike gave a small laugh. "Will tomorrow be too
soon?" He countered.
"Cool beans!" Exclaimed his youngest.
"But wasn't I supposed...." Started Martin. He stopped when
he realized what his father planned. He was supposed to be going with
Mike Sr. on the next trip to Florida but since the arrival of the two
Wilson kids things had changed. He looked at his father questioningly.
"I want all of you to make this a vacation and I don't want
anyone to call home unless it's an emergency. Understand?"
"Yes father." The two youngest replied in unison.
"Yes sir." From the Wilson kids who had followed the byplay.
His oldest, who had still not replied, looked Mike in the eye
calmly.
They all knew he would be seeking information on Robert and
Tami's father and older brother and their boat, but kept their silence.
His family knew not to question the need for information and knew
Martin would talk to their father again later. His two guests didn't know
what to say through their embarrassment at causing the situation.
"Let's go pack." Mary stage whispered to Tami. The two of
them rinsed, then placed their plates, silverware, and glasses in the pile
by the sink and headed to the room they now shared. Robert and Mike
Jr. looked at each other briefly and followed the two girls lead.
Within seconds Mike was alone with his oldest son. They
looked at each other in silence for a moment then rose to begin clearing
the table. "I thought I was supposed to be going...." Martin started.
"Too dangerous!" Mike interrupted his son for the first time in
years. "Sorry." He said. "But I can't take the chance of something
happening to you."
"Like you're expendable!" Martin kept his voice low so as not
to be heard by his younger siblings and their guests. "Why won't you
tell me the truth Dad? I'm supposed to be a partner now, not just the
boss's son."
"This has nothing to do with your being the boss's son!" Mike
exclaimed.
"Bullshit!" His son had rarely swore in his presence before and
never at him.
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After glaring at his eldest for a few moments, he relented and
brought Martin up to date by retelling him the story he had gotten from
the Wilson kids and his first attempts to contact their father over five
months earlier. Martin did not speak even when his father told of the
boat being found adrift with bullet holes in the hull. Facts they all
already knew.
"The detective I talked to said that they suspect pirates and
when I expressed my doubts, he insured me there is a considerable
amount of organized piracy in his area. It seems that stolen boats make
good drug transport vehicles." He hesitated, then finished with. "The
authorities have the whole family and crew listed as missing, presumed
dead." He shrugged his shoulders. "I didn't tell them about Robert and
Tami."
"Then there's no reason for me not to go!" Martin exclaimed.
"There are always two people in every truck we send out and they are
more likely to be suspicious if you change that pattern and go by
yourself. I've already talked to most of our other suppliers by phone
and they know from conversations from both of us that I am expected
to be making this trip with you. I know you want to check the area
where the Wilson kids told you they were fishing." He pointed his
finger at his father. "You can't lie very well. You may have gotten away
with not volunteering information to that detective over the phone, but
face to face he would have known you were hiding something."
"I keep secrets all the time and even stretch the truth a little
when bargaining with fishing captains." He defended himself. He never
thought good morals would be a handicap. "But.."
Shaking his head, Martin said to his father. "You'll never be
able to do it alone Dad. "Trying it alone is more dangerous than with
both of us there. With both of us to watch over each other there’s less
chance of either of us being overly conspicuous. You know I'm right,
don't you?"
"Yes." Mike whispered. He knew his son was right and the
fear of the danger almost made him change his mind and go to the
authorities with the whole story.
But he wanted to see the boat for himself.
*

*

*

Senator Winston Simpson fumed silently as his guest
wandered about his office in silence, peering at things of interest from
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time to time. The Senator didn't like the man he had summoned, but he
had a need for his visitor's special services.
"Please Mr. Mohammed." He gestured again to the luxurious
chair that sat off to one side and in front of his desk. "Have a seat."
"No thanks Senator. I'll stand." If he had sat in the chair he
would have been at a lower level than the Senator, a subtle position of
dominance that Winston was used to using to full advantage.
His visitor's pointed reluctance to take the offered seat was an
obvious statement to show Winston who was in charge.
"What is
the job you wish to hire me for?"
"Always directly to the point. That's one of the things I like
about you Abdul." He used his guest's Islamic name although he knew
Abdul's birth name, a fact the black hit man was sure the Senator's
security team was able to provide, as part of a very thick file of past
exploits. A file Abdul Mohammed had every interest in growing larger
still.
"I have three disposal contracts for you. A brother sister pair,
and an experienced operative. Whereabouts of all three unknown at
present." He gave the black hitman the small folder and waited while
Abdul read the contents. "You don't make things easy, do you?"
"That's why you get the big bucks." Senator Simpson's fake
smile was mirrored by his guest's.
"This is an unusual contract Senator,... even for you." The
black man said.
"It seems pretty straightforward to me. Is there a problem?"
"I just don't like to have to kill kids without a very good
reason. Do you have a very good reason Senator?" The hitman's eyes
bored into his own.
"That's on a need to know..." Senator Simpson started.
"Bullshit!!" The black man exploded, leaning across the
Senator's desk and glaring even more fiercely. "I don't ever want to
hear that I don't need information about a target. EVER!!! Do you
understand me Senator?" He finished softly, but no less intense.
Senator Simpson recoiled from the force of his guest's verbal
explosion. "Of course, of course." He made placating motions with his
hands. "They're wanted by someone else who I would rather not see
have them. They would suffer at his hands for no other purpose than to
please him and he would not kill them until after he made them suffer."
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The Senator shrugged. "This person has the resources to find
them if they live and the death you give them would be quick and
painless."
"And not getting them would anger this person without giving
him a target for that anger?"
The Senator smiled as he shrugged again.
As soon as Abdul passed through the door on his way out,
Winston dropped his smile. It was about time to end his association
with Mr. Mohammed, or Smith, or whatever. As soon as he finished
these last contracts he would be turned over to Erriimmaannohh with
the doctored tapes that would 'prove' to the alien that the contract was
for live retrieval.
Then the hired hunter would become prey for the Hunt, and he
would have his revenge for the latest humiliation he had had to endure
while diverting the alien's vengeful anger by putting the blame on the
hit man. That way Erriimmaannohh would also unwittingly help him
get rid of a tool that had outgrown its usefulness.
Now he had another task to perform. This one was at
Erriimmaannohh's direction. He didn't know that the recent problems
with the lunar missions were the direct results of Baylorian
interference. All he knew was that the alien had contacted him with
instructions to use his senatorial position to again slow all space
research and funds. He would use the problems with the deadline
delays on additions to the International Space Station to try to enact
investigative committees. It would be a simple matter then to steer the
committee in any direction he chose to impede progress in all space
programs.
He had no doubts that if he were to be less successful than
desired, Erriimmaannohh would create a target for his committee. The
Senator smiled as he wondered what the alien would do if he didn't
follow through on one of his assignments. What other grand plans
would he be disrupting? It didn't matter. His compliance would serve
to reinforce his apparent loyalty while he went about putting an end to
this unsavory alliance.
Besides, there were always voters who would support his
concerns for safety and the wise spending of taxpayer money.
*

*
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Draco stood in front of the full-length mirror and watched his
reflection closely. He shifted his eyes to the tiny dragon that rode his
left shoulder and asked aloud. "Ready Gandalf?"
[I am ready.] Came his implant's reply in his mind.
"OK. Here goes." Draco initiated the programmed sequence
and watched his reflection take on the appearance of the parts of the
room behind him that his body occluded, then waver and disappear
backwards as if the wall had absorbed him. The holographic light
bending program enveloped him in its field and his reflection was
slowly replaced by a minutely wavering view of the room behind him.
The tiny dragon shape remained in place, apparently floating in air.
Draco moved closer and tried to see his eyes in the mirror. In
every book or movie he had ever seen, invisible people's eyes could
always be seen, but he could not see his now. He moved closer still
until his nose touched the mirror. "I still don't see anything Gandalf."
[Use enhancement.]
A tiny flash of reflection from the back of his retina came into
view. "Ah. There. I saw something. It looked something like the
reflection of sunlight off the grains of crystal in rock during the day."
[That would be the reflection off the area around the light
collecting rods at the back of your eyes. Like the reflection of a cat's
eyes at night.] Gandalf replied. [An unenhanced person would see it
only if that person directed a light source at your eyes at the right angle
and at night. Do you want me to compensate for such an occurrence?]
"Yes." Draco said.
Everything in his view immediately became dimmer and
harder to see.
"Whoa! I can't see very good now!"
[To compensate for the reflection entails reducing the amount
of light entering the retina and thus reduces the light entering the rods
in your eye.]
"Maybe we should leave that part alone." He said aloud. "It
won't do me any good to be totally invisible if I can't see what's going
on around me. We'll keep the more reduced light ability in reserve in
case of emergency, but let's use the first setting for normal
circumstances." His vision became clear again as Gandalf complied
with his request.
"OK. Now for the test." He opened the door to his bedroom
and went into the living room. Glancing at the replica of Sy’Byt as he
walked by, he opened the sliding glass door and stepped out onto the
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deck. His alien mentor had left Earth to return home and Draco had
constructed the three-foot statue as a reminder of and tribute to the
alien.
He smiled as he remembered an incident he'd seen through the
eyes of the dream-state he was in when it happened earlier in the week
and shortly after midnight. He had been asleep when Gandalf had left
him connected to the dragon remote by dream relay to occupy the
nanomass that made up the Sy’Byt statue and used it to chase off a pair
of teenagers prowling around the back door on a dare by their
streetmates.
The two had been heartily laughed at by all the rest of the
block's children when they insisted that they had been chased off by a
tree. It seems that his house was getting a reputation to the children in
the neighborhood as a place where weird things happened. Maybe it
was time to build another home on the property in Wyoming he’d
‘inherited’.
Draco sobered and focused on his task. At his silent signal,
Gandalf flew the dragon shaped remote off his shoulder and up to a
height of two meters away and a meter higher while initiating a
secondary Comm channel to give him a view through the remote's eyes.
The relay showed an empty deck with only a slight wavery outline of
his body, but that was due to the high quality visual sensors in the
remote.
His light bending program and epidermal holographic
augmentation combined effectively made him invisible.
[Give me an ultraviolet and heat sensor view, please,
Gandalf.] Draco mentally spoke to his implant's AI.
His wavery shape changed into the color coding for each in a
separate eye, but Draco was used to that by now and could tell a lot by
the color patterns. He watched through the hovering remote's view in
his mind's eye while watching with biologic eyes as he walked to the
edge of the deck. He knew he would be visible to military style
reconnaissance technology, but he was now totally invisible to the
naked eye.
Activating the thousands of miniature gravity wave coils
interwoven throughout his body augmentation, he began to float
upwards. He flew slowly up and over the trees that ringed his deck,
then away from his apartment and toward the downtown area of his
hometown.
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Draco withdrew a portion of his concentration from his Comm
relay with the dragon remote and looked down at his back yard as he
flew across it and the small stream that flowed at his yard's back
boundary. He crossed the stream, beside the giant sycamore tree that
grew on the bank of the tiny river then flew above the buildings behind
his apartment and the railroad tracks behind the buildings.
He rose higher to clear the hill and then buildings at the edge
of the downtown area of Norwalk and the block and a half to the main
street area. He hovered motionless for a moment to watch the town
below and listen to the sounds of the vehicles and people below.
Drifting to the eastern end of the main street, he lowered himself to a
third story height and flew above the street watching the cars and
people below.
Moving into position above a large group of pedestrians,
Draco yelled. "Hey!" Several of the people on the sidewalk below
looked up at his yell, but none of them made any indication they could
see him. He continued to float along for several more meters above the
heads of the people walking the street below, yelling occasionally to
observe their reactions.
He continued to watch his progress through the eyes of
Gandalf's remote as it followed far enough above to not be seen as
more than a dark spot in the sky. After only a few moments he
approached the corner that held Pohl’s Park.
Glancing down into the tiny streetside park he saw a group of
older teenaged boys surrounding and harassing a pair of younger boys
about ten or eleven years old. As he flew down and toward the
commotion and hovered three meters above Linwood Avenue adjacent
to the knot of teenagers, he scanned public and school records and
assured himself that the older boys were all eighteen or older. At the
moment they were doing no more than hindering the two younger boys
from passing on the path that wove through the park.
One of the two younger boys got tired of the situation and
tried to push through. The street and sidewalk legal stickers reflected
off the bottom of the board as the youth held it to his chest while trying
to pass the older boys. Two of the older bullies grabbed the one who
had tried to push his way through the circle and roughly threw him
against the wall of the building backing the park while a third took the
boy's skateboard.
Draco reacted to the attack by raising his right hand and
directing a focused sonic beam at the intestines of the one who took the
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skateboard. The laughing taunts of the one with the skateboard cut off
abruptly as his bowels spasmed and his sphincter released. The shocked
look on his face was followed in succession by that of the other two
teenagers who were still restraining the younger boy as Draco 'shot'
both of them with the same sonic blast to the lower abdomen.
When his attackers relaxed their hold in their shock, the
younger boy broke loose from their grip and retrieved his skateboard
from the older boy’s grasp. Laughing, he and his friend escaped during
the older boy's confused reactions.
Draco hovered above the boys as the three each at first tried to
conceal their own predicament, then realized that they had all had the
same accident. It only took a few seconds for the other two to realize
what had happened to their friends and when they started to tease the
three Draco left them to fly around the corner to the main street. When
he was out of sight he lowered himself to the sidewalk and looked to
see if anyone was looking in his direction. When he was sure that he
wouldn’t be seen he disengaged his light bending field of invisibility
then the chameleon hologram.
Walking back around the corner and onto the weaving park
walkway, he smiled, as the group of noisy teenagers became quiet at
his approach. "Good afternoon gentlemen." He said smiling. As he
passed he assumed a look of disgust and said. "What's that smell?"
He continued down the walkway to a bench facing the street.
Sitting on the bench, he smiled as the two who he had not sonically
blasted resumed laughing and taunting the three who had crossed the
line from simple teasing to physical assault.
*

*

*

Candace Moon sat back in the recliner and tried to slow her
frantically beating heart.
{Just relax.} Draco said in her mind. {Let the implant do the
work. Concentrate on observing the overall program, while letting the
implant's AI control the nanobots. Compare the current status of the
nanobot project against the design program and direct the AI to make
changes only if the results deviate from the programmed parameters.}
She focused her attention in the way her cousin had taught her,
while he watched through their PSIonic link. She had only this one
exercise to finish under Draco's supervision and then if she successfully
completed the Self-Preservation Program she would be on her own.
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That is after the ten years she had promised to be one of her cousin's
Cyber Witches in exchange for her implant.
Ten years defending her race and planet against alien invaders
was a small price to pay in return for immortality. THEN she would be
on her own.
{Pay attention to the construction and maintenance nanobot
ratio.} Came across her Comm link with Draco in a gentle reminder.
Returning her full attention to her task, she accessed the data line that
told her the exact numbers of each nanobot design and the current
completion level of the augmentation program she was monitoring.
She then gave her implant the command to adjust the ratio
toward that projected by the program directives. Her implant's artificial
program enacted the orders as directed and the control parameters
moved back within specs.
[Thank you Ayla.] She had named her AI after a healing
woman in one of her favorite series of novels.
[You are welcome Candy.] Her AI replied.
It was not long before she completed her assigned training
program and returned from her internal focus. Opening her eyes she
looked up to see Draco standing by her chair. "Well cous, how'd I do?"
"Except for that one lapse of attention you mean?" Draco
replied aloud.
She felt the blood rush to her face despite her AI’s attempts to
stop the sudden process. "Sorry about that Draco. It won't happen
again."
{Yes it will.} He laughingly sent over their PSIonic link. {It
still happens to me every once in a while. You'll just have to get used to
dealing with it without me to watch out for you. The program you
initiate will normally be monitored by the AI This last training exercise
was done with the AI at a tenth of its normal reaction time to give you a
harder test, but too many projects or a single oversized project will
cause the same drift rate over time.}
"I passed?" She squeaked.
{With flying colors. You are now officially a Witch.} He gave
a small chuckle and added aloud as he handed her a leather pouch.
"Your first assignment. There's enough money in there to last a while,
credit cards, and keys to a car. Use the credit cards for lodging, gas,
food, and mission supplies so our monitors can keep track of you
through the computer records."
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She opened the patch and glanced inside. "What's the money
for?" She asked.
"You're officially a Cyber Witch now. That's your first
month's salary." He replied. "Now why don't you take the rest of the
day off. You leave at noon tomorrow."
She jumped up from the recliner and ran from the room,
projecting her success before her.
{Congratulations!}
{I knew you could do it.}
{Welcome Witch!} That was from Draco's mother, who
despite her own bad health had insisted that her husband's health had
made his need of the implant greater than her own. Mercedes had
become the third recipient of an implant, but the first Cyber Witch.
{Where are you going on your first assignment?} Mercedes added.
Candy opened the pouch, pulling out the printed sheet that lay
inside. {Massachusetts Institute of Technology.} She pathed to the
entire group after unfolding the sheet and reading it. {Who's my
partner?}
{I am.} That was from her cousin Jason Ocean, who had
recently returned from his own training mission. This time he would be
in charge and she would be the trainee.
*

*

*

Thomas Jefferson Smith, now known as Abdul Mohammed,
loved his work. He had been accepted for Special Forces training in the
military but by the end of his hitch he had hated working with a team.
The Army frowned on its special forces members killing each other and
even though nothing could be proven, when his first enlistment neared
its end the Army had discouraged him from re-enlisting.
Since then he'd had the opportunity to settle with two of his
former team members. There would be plenty of time to settle with the
rest in the near future.
When he had gotten out, he had started a private retrieval
business that had been very successful at first. Soon employers were
complaining about the shape of those he retrieved and business began
to drop off. He had known that most of them would be dead not long
after delivery, so he had played with them before turning them over.
Before long the only jobs he was able to get allowed him to
play with his quarry to his heart's content before ending things in his
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own time and way. For the last few years he had been able to find
employers who cared little about how he did his job, as long as he was
successful.
Until now, he had always pleased his employers while having
fun at the same time. Never before had he tasted a single defeat. This
time he had had not one but two separate contracts elude him. Not only
was the Senator unhappy but the asswipe had even hired another
contractor, something that had never happened before.
THAT pissed him off even more than his failure to find the
three targets in the two contracts. The Senator would be pissed when he
found out that the other contractor was no longer in the business.
Senator Simpson would be further surprised to know that he
knew of the Senator's supposedly secret allegiance. The fat politician
would be even more surprised to know that he'd done some work for
the Senator's Vampire master. Luckily, the alien had not sought him on
the same contract that he was unable to fulfill for the Senator.
He had almost dropped the contract when he'd discovered the
connection between his targets and that Goddamed alien. The vampire
was one of the few things Abdul feared, and he feared the alien even
more than he feared snakes.
Since he was now in the finishing business and not retrieval,
Erriimmaannohh had not approached him for this job. More than once
he had considered dropping his current contract because he feared what
would happen to him if that fucking vampire found out he'd killed three
humans who had been claimed as Hunt prey. Abdul had spent a lot of
time and effort in this contract and Senator Simpson was offering too
much for him to back out now.
Since Abdul knew his target was chosen as Hunt prey, he was
a little surprised that the Senator would take the chance of angering his
alien master. But that didn't really matter to Abdul. If he could
complete the contracts without the alien finding out, he would, but if
Erriimmaannohh were to ever find out, he'd be in some deep shit.
He wondered what Erriimmaannohh did to piss off the Senator
bad enough to risk replacing the prey, and that's what they both would
do if he carried out the contract and the vampire found out. He didn't
want to be on the wrong end of any hunt and there was only two ways
to do that.
Either he could drop the contract altogether or he would have
to revert to retrieval and deliver his targets to the vampire. That
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wouldn't please the Senator, but considering he was the cause of
Abdul's current problem, he didn't care what the pompous ass thought.
He didn't like the risks involved with dealing with the alien,
but his job was not about the money. Erriimmaannohh would be
pleased if he delivered the three contacts and revealed the Senator's
original contract stipulations. When the alien found that out, it would
be fun to watch the Hunt that followed.
It would also show any future clients what would happen if
they put Abdul Mohammed in a hidden, lethally compromising
position!
But again he wondered if that would be worth the risk of
coming to the vampire’s attention. Could he then remain in charge of
his own life and not just another of the alien’s puppets?
*

*

*

As he turned onto the interstate, Forrest Moon began to sing.
"On the road again.., just can't wait to get on the road again." Sharon
Kinley had joined him from the front passenger seat almost
immediately. Sharon’s sister Ariel and brother-in-law, Kenneth Gregg,
soon followed the two. Forrest felt proud of his team's performance and
pathed his congratulations to them all. {You all did a terrific job this
week. I've already sent the report to Draco and he asked me to pass on
his own congratulations and to give you a couple of days off. I thought
we'd get rooms down town and go out for dinner and dancing.}
{Great ideal!} Pathed Kenneth, who was the newest
cyberhuman of the group.
{You mean, idea, don't you?} Asked Ariel.
Kenneth thought for a second on what he'd said, then smiled
sheepishly. {Oh! Yea. You know.., I never would have even known
what you were talking about before.} They all knew what, ‘before’ he
was pathing about. {"I probably would have just gotten mad and bitchy
for a while and ended up blaming you for embarrassing me in front of
the others.}
All of them smiled to themselves as they grew quiet. Listening
to the soft music coming from the van’s speaker they each were able to
instantly recall any similar mispronunciation of simple words via the
perfect memory given them by their implants. Added to that their
implants also gave them a sometimes embarrassing view of themselves
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through the eyes of their remotes. It was amazing how a simple verbal
sarcasm or joking gesture could turn into one’s own quirky habit.
"It'll be about an hour before we get to Denver." Forrest said
aloud when the next set of commercials came over the van’s radio.
"Let's go over the mission before we get into city traffic."
The four of them quieted and settled in their seats as each
enacted a data transfer link with each of the other three. Experience
allowed them to mentally converse in three separate conversations and
still be fully aware of their surroundings. As the van headed north on I25, they went over the past five days in Colorado Springs.
They had originally come to make a PSIonic hunt. Draco's
plan had been to identify Air Force cadets with PSIonic abilities with
the intent to contact them in the future. The first two days of the
mission had gone smoothly and 37 cadets had been identified with
varying levels of PSIonic strength.
Forrest regretted not being able to contact the most promising
four of those cadets but he also agreed with his brother that Draco's
army of Cyber Warlocks and Witches couldn't grow too large too fast.
Their numbers had to be kept small enough to function in secret for at
least ten years and they were at the limit of their funds and management
experience now.
Individuals with promising PSIonic abilities could be
surreptitiously watched over the coming years. If they showed
promising habits and morals during that time, they could be approached
for recruitment at a later date.
Draco also intended to have a spearhead into space that would
be able to seal the Centauri gravity vortex gateway from Baylorian
ships on as short a notice as possible. Some of those identified now
would be approached later to join the ranks of his less powerful dragon
warrior forces when that time came.
Forrest looked at the 15cm long dragon form lying on the dash
in front of the steering wheel. Each of Draco's Cyber Warlocks and
Witches had followed their leader's example of giving their implant an
autonomous remote and each of those usually chose the form of the
dominant avian species of Centauri B’s single habitable planet.
The remotes seemed to help the implant's artificial intelligence
program build a less competitive partnership with their host. They also
seemed to help the AI develop an almost humanlike personality.
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Forrest's own implant’s AI had completed the remote the night
prior to leaving the Ohio base. It had grown steadily and his AI had
become expert at using the remote dragon mech over the past few days.
The dragon shaped mechanoid had morphic abilities and if
Forrest and his implant's AI desired, could continue to grow in size
similar to a biologic creature. As the dragon mech grows in size over
the next few years, it would be able to utilize its nanotech structure to
assume appropriate shapes for needed functions.
During their recent mission, it was Forrest’s implant’s AI
dragon mech that had detected the first signs of Baylorian Comm
traffic. The rest of the team had been informed and home base
immediately notified and the new assignment proposed in less than an
hour. The four had voted to accept the extended mission without added
help and had then set out to map the extent of the Baylorian estate west
of Colorado Springs.
The cyberhuman team had infiltrated the local phone lines to
get into human data systems within the estate but had been unable to
access some of the more secure Baylorian systems. These were
connected to each other but were not a part of the human based
systems.
Forrest had been able to carefully use his nanotech abilities to
access records in closed Baylorian data systems that explained some of
the more violent acts of terrorism in the world over the past few years.
But that was nothing to the surprising records that named several highranking government officials as willing collaborators. He knew that the
Baylor used high tech brain control methods, but willing collaborators
were another matter.
After three days of quiet investigations, Forrest had withdrawn
his team and phoned his report to his brother Draco. He was proud of
his team's performance in successfully completing an unplanned
surveillance exercise without detection from the advanced Baylorian
security systems.
The team's self confidence from that at the start of their
mission five days ago was considerably stronger, a sense that was felt
through the telepathic link he shared with each. Kenneth and Ariel had
been the rookies on this mission and they had performed flawlessly
over the five extra days of the extended double mission. He pathed his
congratulations to each during the linked review of the mission.
They had taken the rear positions when the team had probed
the Baylorian estate but he had given them forward positions during the
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earlier phase. The two's choice of personalized augmentation additions
had come in handy during that phase of the mission.
His brother had programmed several body augmentation
designs into the basic implants that he presented to those of his family
and the few non-family recruits who accepted them. This basic program
included skeletal, muscular, and skin strengthening mesh, as well as
gravity wave coils for flight. The basic design also used the miniature
gravity wave coils for telekinetic-like tractoring and repulser
manipulation. The design also contained holographic and light bending
stealth, and various energy sensors and projectors in the host's head and
hands.
Using the programmed augmentation designs as templates,
each cyber witch and warlock was encouraged to design and build
whatever new design function they could think up and the result had
been expectedly diverse.
Ariel and Kenneth had covered their bodies with stronger,
more numerous holographic projectors that allowed them to create
chameleon-like disguises that were visually perfect at close range as
well as illusions extending several meters around their bodies. In
addition, Ariel had packed her skull full of booster tech for her natural
PSIonic abilities while her husband Kenneth had boosted his five
senses by several factors of magnitude over that of the basic
augmentation incorporated into every implant.
Sharon's love of the sea had led her to design constrictive
closures and coverings for her body openings and self-contained air
storage in her lungs. She also constructed air filtration tech in her neck
and enhanced sonar sensors and projectors in her skull. To all of this
she added internal gas exchange tech to counter the effects of deepwater dives. This allowed her to dive to great depths without the
dangers of a rapid assent causing the bends. She also collected extra
masses of nanobots in her body for insulation in cold water. She
amassed more nanomass in her legs and arms that could be extruded to
form webs around her feet and hands.
His own choice had been to increase the strength and power of
the programmed augmentation. To do this, he had simply doubled the
number of miniature tech nodules and gravity wave coils from what the
basic implant's augmentation provided.
He had also designed and built into his epidermal layer what
implant data storage identified as an energy absorption field. The field
was normally dormant but would immediately detect and use incoming
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radiant and kinetic energy to fuel itself, making it very resistant to
penetration. Up to a point.
He had tested the field and found that he could withstand the
power range of all Baylorian hand lasers. The field would even slow
the kinetic energy of a projectile such as an arrow or 9mm-pistol bullet
from as close as ten meters with nothing more than a bruise. Virtual
reality simulations had shown that A slightly higher-powered projectile
would knock him backwards and may even pierce the skin up to his
epidermal mesh layer.
The field does have its limits though. A SEAL issue, 50caliber shell from a sniper's rifle will not notice the energy absorption
field or any of the layers of fullerene mesh within his body at 200
meters. He was working on ways to momentarily focus the entire field
strength at one location to compensate but couldn't get enough power
and keep the tech concealed within his body.
He and Sharon had not come across the need to use their own
personalized augmentation additions, but Ken and Ariel had used their
holographic additions almost constantly. The holographic disguises
they used were more effective than the standard nanobotic method of
facial bone shaping that he and Sharon had used to temporarily alter
their own appearances.
Draco had approved the holographic additions after the
successful field test and had made the program designs available to all
cyberhumans for future use. His and Sharon's design choices had been
added to the cyberhuman arsenal after their own initial training
missions, just as had those created by every other witch and warlock
before them. And also like Ariel’s and Ken’s would be when they
returned from this mission.
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* TEN *
Erriimmaannohh pored over the data on the main screen while
his brother's image on the Comm screen did the same in his control
room at his personal estate in the Colorado Mountains. "Do you see the
upward curve in basic research?" He asked his brother's image.
"Yes." Came the answer. "It started about six months ago..."
Erriimmaannohh noticed with favor his brother's use of human time
measurement when dealing with human data collection and discussion,
"...and has grown at such a rate as to imply outside influence."
"The only source that can be deduced is the runaway slave,
Penn Flowers, and his store of stolen tech or one of your higher ranking
government operatives planning treachery." Maakkaavvll smiled as his
brother reacted to the barb.
Erriimmaannohh couldn't believe that any single human could
accomplish so much undetected but if several of his human slaves got
up the nerve, they just might bolster each other's courage enough to
attempt some sort of revolt. He had seen many other similar attempts
over the years.
They had all ended in the acquisition of entertaining Hunt
prey.
"Run a computer search for connections between any of our
high level operatives and the businesses most likely to benefit from
commercialization of the tech equipment indicated by the data. If any
of our operatives have financial holdings in the indicated businesses, it
will point to the members of any revolt attempt." He did not need to
add that only those not under brain control were to be checked. Brain
controlled slaves were never placed in positions of repeated public
exposure. The nature of brain control automatically eliminated those
slaves from assignments that could result in the chance of discovery.
"Several of the higher ranking of my slave operatives have
shown rebellious tendencies over the past few months." He said as he
typed in the codes for the files on those he had begun to suspect, then
with the touch of a button, transferred the data to Maakkaavvll's
system.
"I still haven't had a chance to see your new home." He added
as his feeding teeth flexed in a Baylorian smile. "We need several prey
for a good Hunt to bond you to your land. We'll invite those on the list
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to renew their allegiances. Of course, any of those guilty of plotting
against us will provide the sealing of your claim to your land."
"Now on to another subject. The supply ship will be here in
less than two weeks. On board will be several more of our people and
their most trusted slaves. Before they get here we'll have to purchase
enough property to comfortably house each of them."
"Is it really necessary to put each of them in a separate estate?"
Maakkaavvll asked.
"They will be Kiilliimmeedd Family Holdings with each
headed by a member of our own Family. Either you, me, or one of our
two cousins on the ship." He replied. "Those in residence will be our
local representatives and monitor area data files. We have to increase
our operations all over the planet if we want to counteract the effects of
the infusion of advanced technology. With the added help, you and I
will be able to concentrate on more important tasks."
"It has become increasingly difficult to remain hidden from
the natives and still perform our duty to our Family. Even without this
new increase in our people's presence the humans have been advancing
too rapidly. We must balance the task of inhibiting their ability to
defend themselves when we openly show our presence with that of
keeping the knowledgeable enough to be of help as slaves when we
openly declare the boundaries of the Kiilliimmeedd Empire."
"Has the Emperor forgiven our Family?" Maakkaavvll's voice
showed his contempt for the Emperor as he obviously missed his
brother’s second-to-last word. "Has our cousin's affair with the Princess
resulted in Imperial Favor?"
Erriimmaannohh had already told his younger brother most of
the Family's plans for a second Empire but not the best part. He had
been instructed by Taagghhaarr to wait until he was sure of
Maakkaavvll. "How would you like to not have to worry about a Life
Honor Hunt?"
"Do not treat me as if I were prey to be taunted and toyed with
before the kill." Maakkaavvll angrily spat the words through extended
teeth. "It is bad enough that when I leave my estate, I must be escorted
by the prey of this world. At least until our teeth bite into this world a
little more than a hand of years from now!"
Though still intense, the volume of his voice began to lower as
he calmed himself. "What more can be done?! I am no less a prisoner
than when I was still on the world of our birth, my brother. The Life
Honor Hunt is the only way I can Live without destroying our Family."
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Making placating motions, Erriimmaannohh replied calmly.
"The Empire has become stagnant in mind and too spread out in size to
be quickly effective if necessary. The Empire's ruling Families spend
all their time in power struggles with each other. While they continue
their petty squabbles, the Fleet, which has a minimum of two to three
hands of slave technicians and laborers for every crewmember, has
been reduced to police actions and slave uprisings in actions too small
to afford training in space warfare."
"Even so, the border has still steadily expanded." Maakkaavvll
said. "When our cousin marries the daughter of the Emperor, our
Family will create a line of power through the weakened sphere of
Baylorian space. We will provide an anchor of Hunting Purpose to the
Empire and an ally to the Emperor's Family that could eventually lead
to Kiilliimmeedd kin on the throne!"
Erriimmaannohh smiled the Hunting smile and was pleased to
see his brother take the Alert pose, all senses and mind control focused
on what he next saw or heard. "That is all true, but the Empire is still
expanding one star at a time and still has that weakness you spoke of.
The volume has reached a point where inner conflict has made the
Empire top heavy. The only thing stopping the collapse of the Empire
is a few powerful allied Families the Imperial Family has placed in
control of the more strategically placed stars with habitable planets
within the sphere of Baylorian space around the Homeworld."
"The Empire can no longer defeat a well prepared defender, or
hold back a well supplied attacker on any border of the Empire." His
brother's face showed its dawning comprehension as Erriimmaannohh
continued with his next Prey Scent in building the Hunt Lust in his
brother's chest. "They call us the Renegade Family and deny us the Star
Lanes, treating us as little better than slaves."
Erriimmaannohh spoke with the full intensity of his Hunt
Voice as he continued. "The Imperial Family and its lackeys have lost
the passion of the Hunt!! They have become Grasseaters!!!"
"Our Family is prepared to defy the Emperor by taking this
world as well as several systems between here and the Empire and
claiming them as our own to do with as we please!" Erriimmaannohh
was pleased to see his brother assume a Hunting pose. "We will form a
separate Empire that will cover a fraction of the volume of space but
will have more Baylorian habitable words than the Empire!"
"What of the Emperor's daughter and her alliance with our
Family?" Maakkaavvll asked through clenched feeding teeth.
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Erriimmaannohh allowed himself an open Baylorian smile of
pleasure. Aural tufts fully extended and spread, eyes wide, and both
rings of teeth extended only enough to see the points. "She not only
knows of our plan, but has fully supported us by continuing to pacify
her father and continues to plead for a relaxation of the restrictions we
now endure. This relaxation of trade restrictions has helped us build a
star fleet."
"We have a fleet?" Maakkaavvll almost choked on the last
word.
"Yes. We have been building warships and gateway mines in
secret for years in a red dwarf system nearby and are ready to defend
our new Empire from attack. We are also ready to quietly assume a role
as saviors to this system instead of immediate conquerors."
"How will we do that?" Maakkaavvll asked.
"We have been testing long range cometary bombardment
methods for over three and a half, human decades. A medium sized
comet has been prepared and will be launched on its path soon." He
smiled the Hunter's smile. "The comet has had explosives installed in
its interior. It will be set on a path that will take it along the plane of the
ecliptic and when it has passed behind the sun and is out of sight of this
world, the explosives will be set off. The method has already been
tested with the largest gas giant of this star as a target."
"The scientists who track the comet before it passes behind the
sun will assure the population that the comet will come close but will
not hit the Earth. As the comet breaks up and spreads out in a line it
will come out from behind the sun aimed directly at Earth. The smaller
pieces of the comet will use the independently controlled gravity wave
coils and targeting systems we are currently installing and will impact
the Earth in several places over a few days time."
"We will then come to the aid of this world as saviors. It will
be a while before they realize their slave status and by that time it will
be too late to do anything about it."
"The comet has been carefully prepared and will soon be
launched on its path sunward. Within a couple of years after it is
launched, this world and all of its survivors will be ours!"
Erriimmaannohh smiled his Hunter's smile and continued. "Then, with
this world's natives as our second slave race, we will be able to build an
Empire of our own that will be easier to defend than the bloated
Etteerrmmoohh Empire. It will have fewer stars in all, but there will be
a higher concentration of habitable planets. The concentration of useful
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planets is greater than the average and our new Empire will have
fourteen habitable planets."
That seemed to get Maakkaavvll's attention. "Fourteen
habitable worlds?"
"Yes. In a space only a fraction of the size of the
Etteerrmmoohh Empire." He went on to explain what early
Kiilliimmeedd Family scouts had reported about the stars surrounding
their new twin sun holding just prior to getting their name as Renegade
Family.
Lifebearing planets were numerous but spread out through
systems of stars like that which had bore the Baylorian race. Two
spatially close white-yellow to yellow to yellow-orange stars may both
have planets with thriving biospheres, but due to atmospheric
conditions, life on each may not be capable of surviving on the other.
All the differences possible for life made for an almost uncountable
number of incompatible biospheres, but there were occasional planets
where life was compatible enough that plants and animals could be
transferred between alien biospheres.
There were 21 Lifebearing worlds within the boundaries of the
Baylorian Empire, but on only seven of those were Baylorians able to
walk the surface without an environment suit. There was one planet
that used to be but it had been pulverized by asteroidal bombardment
and even though that world could be repaired in time, every Emperor
since its destruction had forbidden any Baylorian from returning to its
surface.
Mathematics generally spread the compatible worlds evenly
throughout space and this was true of space within the Empire, but
within the borders of the Empire was a pocket where there were no
habitable worlds at all.
Mathematics, or at least the part that dealt with averages, also
predicted the opposite. Since experience had shown that there were
pockets without Lifebearing worlds, there must also be regions of space
where there were condensed pockets of compatible worlds.
The twin stars that made up the Kiilliimmeedd Family
Homestars was the center of one such pocket. Within the twin system
itself were three habitable worlds, two of which were perfectly suited to
the Baylorian race. Added to that were seven more compatibly
habitable worlds only one star jump away from the central binary star,
with the other five only two jumps away.
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Most had not been explored more than superficially, but
fourteen habitable worlds is more than the Etteerrmmoohh Empire with
the farthest two pairs apart being only three jumps away from each
other. Being more compact the logistics of space travel would make
them more easily protected. It could be easily defended with a fraction
of the number of ships that were needed to defend the Etteerrmmoohh
Empire.
And on top of THAT, there were two technologically capable
slave species within the borders of that space. Since the other six
worlds had only been explored superficially, there could easily be one
or more lower tech slave species present. That would only add to the
Kiilliimmeedd Family's power.
Erriimmaannohh continued his revelation to Maakkaavvll.
"This region of space has a higher than average number of life bearing
planets compatible to our race and in a much smaller volume of space
and every Emperor since our Family took our two worlds has known
that fact. It was in the combined reports of the Family's scouts before
our Family was shamed."
Erriimmaannohh waved his arms in frustration. "But have they
done anything with such vital information? No! They have ignored the
information as irrelevant! Irrelevant!! Because of POLITICS every
Emperor has continued to take time to occupy every red and brown
dwarf in an attempt to maintain a perfectly spherical Empire!"
"The Imperial Family has continued to sew dissent within the
Empire by handing out those useless red and brown dwarfs and their
few gravity vortex gateways to those Families who would question that
practice. At the same time, the Imperial Family weakens the Empire by
awarding choice star gates and habitable planets to those who grovel
the best. Not a true Hunter among them!"
Erriimmaannohh continued his revelation to his brother. "This
area of space has a planet that can be safely inhabited by our people in
almost every yellow and yellow-orange, G an K class star. Of the
fourteen habitable planets we have found, nine of those are within one
jump of our Family's Homeworlds in what the humans call the Centauri
System."
Erriimmaannohh put a hand on Maakkaavvll's shoulder. "With
that many worlds, my brother, you would, as a son of the new Imperial
Kiilliimmeedd Family, be the Lord of an entire world yourself."
"An entire world of my own?" Maakkaavvll asked
incredulously.
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"An entire HABITABLE world of your own."
Erriimmaannohh answered with his feeding teeth flexing with
unconscious excitement.
Maakkaavvll smiled his first real Hunter's smile in weeks and
said. "When do we start?"
*

*

*

Tiger Moon drove into the parking area and went to the spot
where the parking attendant had directed him. He intended to take full
advantage of his free time while his uncle Draco's attention was on the
recent accident on one of the two commercial space stations. Which
just happened to be the one that was making the most parts for the
Lunar Colony Expedition.
Tiger made his way to the entrance and when his turn in line
came, handed his ID and money to the man at the door. He entered the
club when the doorman gave back his driver’s license with a steely
gazed, "Happy B-day. Don’t overdo it."
It felt good to finally get away from the duties that were
demanded of him for the first time since he'd successfully completed
the Life Preservation Program with his new implant.
Yesterday had been the first day of what had amounted to a
three-day pass.
It had also been his 21st birthday. He was now a full-fledged
adult! What a great time to be a Cyber Warlock! He could have easily
produced identification for an alter ego that was of age before his
birthday, but his uncle had forbidden it. Several times over the past
three months he had been tempted to do it anyway, but now that didn't
matter.
Tiger stopped to scan the crowd as he continued his thoughts.
He was still trying to decide how to go about adding to the family's
coffers in a faster way than personal service, and within the limits set
by his Uncle Draco.
But he had plenty of time. He WAS as good as immortal
wasn't he? He began walking through the crowd again.
As he walked among the club's other patrons, he scanned
those he passed, using infrared and heat scanners while he
simultaneously watched through cyber eyes. The visions he saw
reminded him of many old and new movies he had seen on his home
DatCom screen.
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He smiled at a couple of pretty, slender girls as he passed
them, then ignored a table with three fat girls sitting around it, one of
whom had smiled at him when their eyes met in passing. He made his
way to the bar and bought a beer, smirking and flourishing his ID when
the bartender asked.
Turning to lean against the bar and watch the crowd, he
noticed a particularly pretty girl talking to a couple of guys who looked
enough alike to be brothers. Tiger watched for a few minutes then
decided he would take her away from them.
He walked over to the group and interrupted them. "Hi. What's
up?"
They all looked at him for a second, said hi, and went back to
their conversation.
He stood there for a few moments feeling silly then turned and
walked away. As he walked he began to get angry.
Who the hell did they think they were? He was just trying to
be friendly! They didn't have to be so rude!
He stopped walking and turned to face the group. A very
large, very drunken guy walked unsteadily by the three and Tiger
placed his drink on a table and turned his hands palm out toward the
group. When the drunk was just past the two guys talking to the pretty
girl, he focused the gravity wave coils in both hands at full power at the
middle of the drunk's back, and gave a PUSH.
The man stumbled then turned to look behind him after he'd
regained his balance. The three had stopped talking and turned to look
just as the drunk turned.
The drunk gave the closer of the two guys a push and said.
"Hey asshole. Why'd you push me?"
"I didn't touch you." The closest young man said.
The drunk glared for a second then turned to leave.
Tiger gave him another gravity wave push.
The drunk lurched, turned, and punched the one closest to him
in the face. Within seconds the drunk and the two brothers were in an
arm-swinging brawl. In moments, bouncers came and the three were
ejected from the bar.
Tiger picked up his drink and went over to where the pretty
girl stood. "I saw what happened," He said. "Your boyfriend didn't
touch that oaf."
"You're right. But he wasn't my boyfriend. He and his brother
are just some guys I know."
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Tiger held out his hand. "My Name's Tiger."
"Like the politician?" She smiled and shook his hand.
"Same name but mine has family connotations and over a half
century of history." He said. "My last name is Moon and my family has
this thing about naming us all with funny names to describe a type of
moon. I've got uncles with names like Forrest Moon and Silver Moon.
And I've got aunts named Harvest Moon and Misty Moon." He
shrugged.
She laughed and said. "It must be weird having to think of
new strange names."
He frowned. "They're not really strange." He unexpectedly felt
the urge to defend his family's quirk after just ridiculing it himself.
"OK. Well. It was nice meeting you." Smiling, she turned to
walk away.
Tiger stood there for a moment seething inside. Couldn't she
stay and talk? There was nothing wrong with him. He felt he was better
looking than the two brothers she had been so friendly with.
He decided that he would give her a little help relaxing so she
could get to know him. He knew from his implant's data files that it
would be possible for him to create pheromones that would make him
more appealing to her.
He gave his implant's AI the command and
felt the rush of confidence as girls around him started to feel the effects
as his enhanced pheromones spread through the air around him. He
ignored the smiling girls and made his way back to his target.
Within seconds of resuming their conversation he knew she
would leave with him.
*

*

*

Kiilliimmeedd Sttrraattrraavv dropped the body of the slave at
the first sign of cooling blood. These freeborn human slaves always
became good for nothing but food after they found out the purpose of
the starships they helped build.
"Clean up this mess!" He ordered the rest of the dead slave's
repair team as he stepped away from the still twitching corpse. His
voice grated in his aural tufts as he pitched it to be heard by the half
deaf humans. He was again glad that the native canine race of the
Kiilliimmeedd System had both hearing and speech ranges equal to that
of their Masters. They could at least appreciate the flowing, ritual
smoothness of civilized language.
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Although capable of learning, the human slaves were no more
than guttural animals. His kind were forced to reduce themselves to the
human’s level to be understood.
"You're in charge now." He said pointing to one of the humans
at random. "I want those power systems back on line before I return or
you will all join the kitchen crew tomorrow." He knew they would
double their efforts to avoid the kitchen crew.
The kitchen crew
not only were the most likely to become food, but were also themselves
fed with the diet that gave their blood that special taste that made it
hard for a Baylorian to stop feeding.
When he returned to his office, he punched up the status report
on the damaged ship and winced inwardly. The explosion had killed
three of the work crew, wasting food as well as time. Two others were
still alive but were injured so badly that he had had to send them
straight to the kitchen for any of his people on meal break.
If the work crew couldn't get the systems back in operation
quickly the damaged ship would not be able to leave the dock under its
own power. Then they would have to tow it out of the dock before
repairs could be made on the dock itself. Until the dock could be
repaired, construction of the small attack ships was at a complete
standstill.
Flexing his feeding teeth, he fumed inside as he thought of his
subordinate's careless remarks in front of one of the new Earthborn
human slaves. A careless, bragging remark that had spread throughout
the docks in a very short time. He could not believe his owns son's
stupidity in telling a human that was not born into slavery that the ships
being built would be sent against the human Homeworld. This was the
third time consuming 'accident' since he had sent his son to the dueling
field, robbing him of the pleasure of any additional revenge.
Calming himself, Sttrraattrraavv scanned the status reports for
the other two manufacturing docks. There had been an accident in each
dock, but the other two had been in docks that made the larger ships
and had not caused any major delays. The ships involved had not been
far enough along in construction to result in severe damage or time
delays.
With angry resignation, he realized that the only way to solve
the problem would be to send a request for replacements for all of the
Terran born slaves and send those he had now to the kitchen or the
breeding pens.
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He could transfer all those born into slavery to the
construction teams but they would be understaffed in other vital
positions by the move. As bad for morale as it would be, he may have
to put some of his own people on construction duty instead until
replacement slaves could be obtained.
That decided, he punched the codes into his data panel then
turned to his desktop Comm unit. "Has the loading of the gateway
mines been completed yet?" He asked the harried looking slave who
appeared on his screen.
"Yes Master." Came the reply. "I was just getting ready to
inform you when you commed. The Captain should arrive in your
office with the paperwork momentarily."
Sttrraattrraavv didn't bother to acknowledge the slave's report
and cut the Comm connection. Within moments a chime signaled the
arrival of the Starship Captain's arrival. He pushed a button on his
desktop and the door to his office slid open.
The transport's Captain was a member of one of the lesser
Families that had chosen to accompany his own Family in exile after
their takeover of what was called the Renegade system in the rest of the
Empire. His Family as well as nearly all native-born Baylorians called
it the Kiilliimmeedd System by Imperial rules despite the rest of the
Empire’s insult.
The captain was tall for a Baylorian but immediately sat in the
offered chair to bring his eyes level with Sttrraattrraavv's own. He
respectfully slouched just enough to put his eyes lower. "The loading is
complete My Lord. I have inspected the paperwork of the Baylorian
overseers and all looks in order. As soon as I have your permission, we
will launch and await your signal to begin mining of our designated
Gateway."
Sttrraattrraavv took the offered folder and took his time
examining the papers within. He compared the information with what
was on the screen of his data system and marked each item as he
verified them. When he was satisfied that the ship held all the mines it
could carry, he looked up at the Captain. "Everything looks to be in
order Captain. I am sorry that I can't offer you and your crew any
recreational time but it would be best if you left immediately."
"I understand My Lord. When we have completed our task,
there will be plenty of time to avail ourselves of the pleasure of a
Hunt." The Captain replied.
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Sttrraattrraavv had an idea and said. "I may have a partial way
to compensate you and your crew for your extra efforts."
"Anything that you may provide would be appreciated sir."
"I have a number of human slaves who have become more of a
nuisance than I care to deal with. I know you do not have a lot of room
in your ship's slave pens but I would appreciate it if you would take
these slaves for immediate use in your kitchens. I will, of course, inject
all of them with Trraall."
The Captain's eyes lit up. "Thank you My Lord! The crew
would be very grateful for the gift!"
"It is the least I can do for your Family's aid in the battle to
come. Our supply of Trraall is short, so you will have to feast as soon
as your shipboard duties allow."
"I understand My Lord. Be assured the slaves will provide us
with a grand feast and their meat will add to our other slave's food
supply. Thank you again." With that the Starship Captain rose and left
the office.
*

*

*

Abdul Mohammed carried the still form down the stairs and
carefully placed it on the body bag in the back of his van. Working
quickly, he bound the boy's mouth, arms, and legs and pulled the bag
around the bundle. He zipped the bag and rolled it to the side and into
the interior padded, enclosed bench along the side of the van. When he
was finished, he closed the door and laid out a second bag.
Hurrying back up the stairs, he reentered the second floor
residence and moments later came out with another limp form. He
repeated the bundling process with the boy's sister and rolled her into
the compartment on the other side of the van.
He then went into the ground floor restaurant and made his
way into the kitchen area. He found the fire alarm system and opened
the panel. Pulling a vial from his pocket he poured the contents on the
wiring of the alarm. The solution, when it dried moments later would
give the appearance and impression of natural corrosion from long
neglect. He closed and sealed the panel door and poured the remainder
of the solution on the hinges and latch of the panel.
Then, staying as quiet as possible, Abdul went to the area of
the gas stoves and crouched down at the back by the wall. Pulling a tool
from his belt, he shut the valve and loosened the connector to the main
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gas line into the wall. Disconnecting the line, he pulled a second vial
from his pocket and poured the contents onto the threads of the line
coming from the wall. He then poured a few drops onto the threads of
the flexible tube that led to the row of stoves, reconnected the line, and
turned the valve back to the on position.
Within moments, the line began to decay from the inside and
the smell of gas increased as the corrosion spread from within the gas
line. He worked more quickly now and after making sure all of the
kitchen's pilot lights were out, he pulled a simple winding timer from
his jacket pocket. He wound the timer to 15 minutes and set it on the
counter on his way out of the kitchen.
In a few short moments he rushed to his van, started the
engine, pulled out of the restaurant's parking lot, and drove a few
blocks away. There he sat and waited.
The 15-minute timer wound its way down and as it rang, it
also produced a constant sparking. He could see the explosion clearly
from his position and smiled as the flames quickly grew.
Nodding his head and smiling with satisfaction for a job well
done, Abdul pulled back onto the road and drove away from the
restaurant, watching the flames in his rear view mirror. A couple of
miles later he courteously slowed and pulled to the side of the road as
the fire trucks came toward him with lights flashing and sirens wailing.
When they passed, he pulled back onto the road, chuckling softly. "Too
late boys."
He glanced at the back of his van at the two soundproofed
compartments at the sides of his van and smiled again. He hoped they
wouldn't hurt themselves in a futile effort to get free of their
confinement when the drugs wore off in a few moments, cause he
didn't want to anger the vampire by delivering damaged goods.
He had really wanted to take the entire family that had
harbored the two as a further gift to Erriimmaannohh but had decided
not to risk the missing bodies' hinting at something other than an
accident. The Government Issue drugs he had used to ensure their
remaining in bed as the restaurant burned would be undetectable when
the smoke of the fire filled their lungs and killed them just before the
flames arrived to consume their bodies.
He gave a slight scowl. It was a shame that those same drugs
would make their death so painless. Abdul liked to inflict pain, even
when he wasn't present to witness it.
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But in some cases, the prudence of ensuring the appearance of
a natural accident outweighed his personal pleasure. He smiled again
and began to whistle a merry tune as he drove along the road. To his
right a tug blared its horn as it approached a bridge across the Ohio
River. He glanced in that direction and could make out the shape of the
tug and its string of barges as they chugged down river in the moonlit
night.
"Why do they call them tugs when they push their loads?" He
wondered aloud.
His smile took on a strained appearance as he returned his
thoughts to the job at hand and what lay ahead. The easy part was
behind him. Now came the hard part. Now he had to deliver his cargo
to that damned vampire without losing more than he gained.
Not for the first time had he regretted not backing out of this
particular contract when he first leaned of the vampire's involvement.
He sure hoped he hadn't made the wrong choice and
overextended himself.
*

*

*

As Sy’Byt approached the gravity vortex gateway he selected
a portion of his nanomass body whose current shape and function
would not be needed at the moment. He then morphed that mass to
form the machinery that would create the energy field needed to
perform the star jump.
As his starship shaped body drifted toward the volume of
space that contained the jump gate, he thought about the many
conversations that he had had with his human apprentice about the
nature of the gravity vortex gateways. With the many days of travel
between jump gates, there was plenty of time to think.
He had gone over the mathematics of the star jumps more
during his time on Earth than he had in all the octons since he'd first
uploaded the newly learned data. In all that time he still could not find
any reason to believe that gravity had anything to do with the formation
of the vortices. So why was each termed a 'gravity wave vortex'?
In all of his data files on the subject there was no explanation
for the name. He imagined that they were so named simply because
gravity wells determined the movement and location of the vortex
openings. Experience had shown him that no matter the tech level of a
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species, when the basic truth is not known, the closest verifiable fact is
always focused on.
Regardless of the way the star gates were actually formed, he
knew how to make use of them. When he had formed the proper
machinery and the power sources to run that machinery, he waited till
he was within the gravity distortion that told him he was inside the
gateway, then initiated the power surge that was required.
The power field quickly engulfed his starship shaped body and
he disappeared from the gravity vortex opening. In less than a
nanosecond, he reappeared at the other end of the vortex with the
energy field drained.
Even though this was a seldom traveled route for Baylorian
space traffic, he came out of the jump point that brought him into the
Baylorian Empire with all his stealth systems at full power and his
sensors at the minimum level needed to passively scan his immediate
vicinity. Although his body was small enough to escape notice without
them, he didn't want to take the chance that the picket ship that was
sure to be stationed somewhere nearby would miss the energy pulse
that preceded his emergence from the jump gate's other end.
He hoped that the combination of his small mass and with his
stealth systems activated, the picket ship might mistake his emerging
energy pulse for a glitch in their own scanning systems. He felt the
scans across the area of the jump point as the picket ship probed the
area for an explanation to his emergence pulse.
When the picket ship failed to detect his presence, he scanned
the space around the jump point with his lowest active scanning power,
noting two ships in this system close enough to detect. Both were, of
course, Baylorian. One was the picket ship, which held station close
enough to monitor traffic but still far enough away to escape any
hostile ship too big to engage.
The other was a very large ship of a design used by Baylorian
royalty. The larger ship was very close to the jump point and he
decided to wait for its arrival. He could afford to delay his journey long
enough to find out the reason for an Imperial ship's leaving Baylorian
space in the direction of the Renegade system.
He focused a gravity wave coil tug on the system's star to
move his body on a slow intercept course for the approaching ship. He
then settled in to monitor Comm traffic between the picket ship and the
one approaching.
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It didn't take him long to learn that it was indeed a ship
carrying Baylorian royalty in the form of Etteerrmmoohh Brruunn, a
daughter of the Emperor. Accompanying her were two very highly
ranked advisors to the Emperor.
He maneuvered his starship body around behind the Baylorian
ship over the next two days. Eventually he maneuvered himself into the
path of the ship's gravity wave coils, which were focused toward this
system's sun in the pull mode to slow the royal ship's approach to the
star gate.
Using his own gravity wave power to balance his mass
between the ship and the star, he let the larger ship pull him at a slow
enough rate to get within its sensor field.
When he was within the royal ship's sensor field, he spun on
his axis and used his gravity wave coils to tractor himself toward his
target. When he made contact, he attached his body to the ship's hull by
morphing into the base of a communications array.
From this position he sent additional tendrils of nanomass into
the relays of the Comm system to monitor interior ship functions. He
then separated another portion of his nanomass to build a remote
mechanoid, which he sent into the ship in search of information.
Sy’Byt kept his remote in the crawl spaces and within wiring
bundles to avoid accidental visual sightings by the crew in the main
corridors and compartments. In a short time he located the Emperor's
daughter and sent the remote to her quarters through the wiring bundle
to her personal ship's data unit. There he morphed the remote from its
mobile shape to one capable of tapping into the data unit, using its
visual and audio components to passively monitor the room.
After only a short time, the two advisors commed the
Princess's room to request an audience. Sy’Byt transferred his remote
to the audience room adjacent to Brruunn's quarters and morphed it into
a data unit within that room. Through the relay with his remote, Sy’Byt
watched as the Emperor's daughter, with two Imperial Guards in tow,
entered and seated herself on the small throne-like seat by the door to
her quarters. The door chimed and Brruunn said from her seat. "Enter."
Two Baylorian men dressed in the formal robes of Imperial
Advisors entered and sank to one knee and tilted their heads to expose
their necks, "Command me your Highness." they both said in unison.
"Rise and join me." She said, gesturing to the plush chairs
facing her as the two guards flanking her throne stood passively.
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Due to a high metabolism, Baylorians are not often
overweight but one of the two advisors was very tall and wide. The
largest Baylorian Sy’Byt had ever seen and his higher rank was
confirmed when the other spoke first. "Your Highness, we are
approaching the outer border of Imperial Space. I beg you to wait for
the escort ships."
"How long before they reach us?" She asked resignedly.
"Seven days your Highness." Came the reply from the thin
one.
She made a negative motion and said. "That is not acceptable.
Give me an alternative."
The larger Advisor spoke his suggestion. "The escort is within
Comm range and could be ordered to increase their acceleration enough
to arrive in four days without killing too many of the crew's slaves."
Brruunn pondered this for a moment. Slaves were such a
major part of Baylorian life that they even outnumbered their masters in
space. The Baylorian race could handle much higher accelerations than
all of their slave races so ships with slave populations always traveled
slower because the Baylor depended on healthy slaves to operate their
starships.
The two newly assigned military escort ships trying to catch
her own ship wouldn't have the acceleration couches she supplied for
her crew's slaves. If they tried to accelerate too much, many of the
slaves aboard would be injured or killed. "What about the picket ship?"
She finally asked.
The two advisors glanced at each other for a moment to
silently confirm status between themselves and the thin one spoke. He
would be held accountable if the Princess accepted his 'advice' and
something went wrong. "The picket ship is less well armed and slower
than a military escort ship your Highness. There's also only one picket
ship."
He knew his next statement could cost him a bit of blood and
kneeled as much on one knee as he could and still remain seated,
saying. "Begging your Highness’ forgiveness, but the Emperor was
perfectly clear about what would happen if we didn't wait for the
escort." He exposed his neck and added, "Command me your
Highness."
She rose from her mini throne and walked around to the side
and behind the Advisor. Bending down she gave him a nonblooding
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pinch bite on his exposed neck. "We leave in six days." She said softly
and left the room through the door behind her throne.
When the Princess was gone, the two advisors rose and exited
the audience room. The guards stayed where they were until the other
door shut behind the two advisors then they followed Princess Brruunn
through the door behind the throne. After the room was empty Sy’Byt
morphed the remote into a mobile form and reentered the spaces within
the bulkheads.
He resumed exploring the ship with his first remote adding its
surveillance data to that of the several others he'd by now made and
sent out while the audience was taking place.
Sy’Byt continued to glean information from the data systems
on board while at the same time monitoring the conversations of the
crew and their slaves. He soon came to the realization that the current
Emperor had been swayed by his daughter's opinions. Princess Brruunn
was very supportive of the Renegade Family and had convinced her
father to begin dialogue that would bring that Family back into Imperial
Favor.
The Princess had convinced her father that the core of the
Empire was strong enough to allow expansion to only the most useful
systems, such as those with habitable planets or numerous jump points.
She had pointed to the internal disruptions caused by influential
Families absorbing small land holdings and taking, through dueling
conquests, the holdings of others.
Her romance with a son of the Renegade Family had given her
an outside viewpoint that had been forbidden for so long because of the
stigma of that Family's shame that that viewpoint had taken on the
appearance of treason. Her persuasion had convinced her father that it
was time to give his people a new purpose to help stop the internal
bickering and come together in a new age of expansion and conquest.
Sy’Byt knew that if the Renegade Family accepted the
Emperor's offer, Earth would be the first planetary system to be
attacked, and decided he must get a message to Draco. While pondering
the best way to do this he continued his covert surveillance.
Five days later he pulled in all of his scattered pieces and
constructed a nanobotic remote. He programmed the remote to hide
within the shell of a hull mounted sensor unit where it would tap the
sensor, watching for the spectral signature of the Centauri suns.
When the ship entered the Centauri system, it would detach
itself, morph itself into a gravity wave coil, and move to the Centauri-
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Sol jump point. There it would wait for the first ship to make the jump
transit and attach itself to the hull and ride piggyback into the Sol
system.
It would ride the ship as long as the ship moved toward Earth,
but if the ship moved away from Earth it would detach and seek out the
Earth on its own. It would then seek out the first implant signature it
came across and announce its message for Draco.
When he finished, he morphed his body into its stealthed
travelling shape and drifted away from the Princess' ship to resume his
journey home.
Since the Princess had never spoken to anyone of her
knowledge and backing of the Renegade Family's true intentions,
Sy’Byt was not able to learn or pass on that information. He continued
on his journey home ignorant of the fleet being built in the Barnard's
Star system and the Earth takeover that would come much sooner than
predicted.
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* ELEVEN *
Candace Moon initiated the programmed pulse of energy to
'stun' the electronics of the metal detector as she walked through the
arch. She then retrieved her carryon bag and waited as her four team
members followed her through. After the last of her dragon warriors
passed through the arch, she removed the stunning energy pulse and the
five continued on together to their departure gate. This was the team's
fifth mission together, but their first one to another country. Therefore,
she didn't want to take the chance of a touchy metal detector focusing
on the non-nanotech, Comm units that her team of dragon warriors
wore inside their skulls as a part of their LPI's.
Currently, there were two other cyberhuman led teams
traveling on separate paths around the world to ensure that the Plan
would not be concentrated in the United States alone. Although most of
the advanced tech information necessary for the success of the Plan had
been distributed around the world by hacking into target data systems
from their main bases in America, some data systems were harder to
get into remotely.
For this reason, three teams had been dispatched. The other
two team's main mission objectives were to seek out those data systems
that they had identified but chose not to infiltrate distantly because of
the chance of discovery. The two teams would use past experience to
install data hints and corrections into those systems that would aid
other country's researchers in making their own high tech discoveries.
While the other two teams would concentrate their efforts on
known data systems, her team would use constantly updated
information to seek out isolated data systems and determine how to
classify those systems.
If they found truly legitimate secret research being done, they
would determine what and how to add information to those systems. If,
on the other hand, they found evidence of dangerous research or
Baylorian influence, they would locate the research site and make an
initial recon of the immediate area for later Warlock or Witch led teams
of cyberhumans. Or all cyberhuman teams if the risk were
exceptionally high.
The five travelers found their seats and stowed their carryon
luggage in the overhead storage compartments before settling in to wait
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for the plane to take off. As they waited, Candace noticed her youngest
team member reach up to grasp the crystal hanging at her neck.
Candy did not scan the PSIonic frequency that the young girl
shared with her father, allowing the two to use their linked telepathic
ability to talk to each other with complete privacy. Without the spell
crystals that the two now owned, their telepathic contact had been
sporadic and subject to mood and distance. Now the two could hold
conversations at any time and up to 3 and a half miles apart, as long as
one of them kept in physical contact with their spell crystals.
Candace was proud of how far the father daughter pair had
come since she had found them on her first recruiting mission for those
with PSIonic abilities. The Hispanic pair had both lived in Dallas at the
time. The father had been homeless, living and working in a church run
shelter, while the daughter had been a teenaged hooker working the
area around the shelter, where she also sometimes stayed the night.
She had found the two when a Hispanic gang had cornered the
girl in an alley and were preparing to start a night of 'fun' by raping
Maria. Their fun was cut short when the father had arrived at the scene
in response to his daughter's mental scream and Juan Ramirez's
berserker rage in defense of his daughter had occupied the gang long
enough for the two to escape the confines of the alley.
Candace had detected the PSIonic by-play of the incident.
Tracking the source, she had found the pair minutes later surrounded by
their pursuers. She had arrived just as one of the gang was preparing to
shoot Juan. She had sonically stunned the entire gang of seven and after
arranging the unconscious bodies in an embarrassing pattern, had
recruited the two over a large meal at a riverside cafe less than two
hours later.
She had found the other two members of her team the next day
when she had caught one of them hustling tourists in the main shopping
district and the other driving a taxi. The two had come up to her after
the last training session to ask her permission to get married after they
returned from this mission.
She had informed them that the decision was entirely their
own. She had no intention of using her position as team leader to
dictate the personal lives of her team as long as they performed their
duties as dragon warriors professionally and to the best of their
abilities.
Candace had given them her blessing and told them to let her
know the date when they decided on one. The only thing she had asked
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was that they schedule the wedding day around their dragon warrior
duties. She assured them that if they had a special date in mind and let
her know far enough in advance, she would see about working their
duty schedule around that day, and the next week or two after.
The plane had taxied to the end of the runway by this time and
the rapid revving of the jet engines signaled the takeoff. The plane
rocked for a moment as the jets fought with the brakes, and then they
were all pushed back in their seats as the plane accelerated down the
runway.
*

*

*

Raymond Running Bear waited until those passengers in a
hurry to get in the line to leave the plane were past before rising from
his seat to retrieve his carryon bag from the overhead compartment.
"Oomph." He gasped as his fiancée Belinda Starkey playfully poked
him in the stomach. He ineffectively tried to block a series of pokes as
he quickly dug their bags from the overhead storage, then moved out of
the way to let her rise from her seat and handed her her bag.
"Thank you." She mouthed silently and blew him a kiss, then
turned toward the front of the plane and joined the line.
The two worked their way forward until they reached Candy,
Juan, and Maria's seats. They stopped in the aisle to let the rest of their
team exit their own seats and retrieve their own bags from the overhead
storage compartments before they all exited the plane and worked their
way toward the baggage claim area.
After claiming their luggage, the five of them worked their
way through customs and into the main London airport area where
Raymond sought the nearest airport uniform with his eyes. Asking
directions for public transportation took only a moment and the group
was soon on its way again. Within an hour they had arrived at their
hotel and checked into their rooms.
Candy, of course, had her own room while Juan and Maria
shared a room that joined with that of their team leader. Raymond and
Belinda shared a room across the hall from that of their team mates and
when they shut the door behind themselves, Belinda headed straight for
the bathroom while Raymond threw himself on the bed on his back and
stretched and groaned in pleasure. "Ahhhhh... That REALLY feels
good!" He then sprawled spread eagled on the bed and fell asleep
waiting for Belinda to finish.
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Later as he came out of the bathroom drying his hair he said.
"Did you check the local weather yet, Belinda?"
"Yeah." She replied. "The fog is supposed to clear before
morning's over and the guy at the desk said we're in for a rare sunny
day with temperatures in the mid 70s. Candy called to say she was
going sightseeing and she'll see us tomorrow morning for the first
assignment."
While she was talking, Ray finished dressing. "Where do you
want to go first?" He asked.
"I think we ought to stay in London today. Just rent a car and
wander around town all day and see what we can find." She replied.
"You don't want to go to Stonehenge?" He asked.
"When I talked to Candy while you were in the shower, she
said our first assignment would take us by Stonehenge and we would
have plenty of time to stop as part of our tourist cover." Belinda
hesitated as she put her spell crystal choker on.
When the crystals came in contact with her skin, she pathed
the rest of her information. {"You're supposed to get a big enough car
to take all five of us for at least three days."}
As Ray put his spell crystal encrusted bracelet on, he pathed a
response. {"Did she say whether we were going to take the hover ferry
or the Chunnel when we go to France?"}
{"She said she wants to take the hover ferry cause she wants
to scan for any PSIonic sources in an isolated crowd so she can have
time to approach any possible recruits."} Came the answer. {"She did
say that we could take the Chunnel if we wanted to."}
"We've still got plenty of time to decide which to do. Right
now lets go find a restaurant. I'm starved!" Ray said aloud. "Are you
ready?"
"All set." She said as she picked up her shoulder bag. "How
about you?"
"Me too! Let's go!" He replied picking up his day pack and
glancing inside out of habit to check the contents of the small back
pack.
They left their room, which was on the 1st floor here in
England but would be the 2nd floor back home and took the stairs
down to the lobby. There they asked the receptionist directions for a
place to rent a car.
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"We could do that for you right here sir and have the car
delivered for your convenience." The young woman behind the counter
informed him.
"Could we have one ready for 7 AM?" Ray asked.
"Yes sir. We could." She opened a brochure and turned it so
they could read it as she pushed it across the counter to them. "Here are
the pictures of what we have available with the prices listed below
each. We currently have all models available for tomorrow, but I would
suggest that you reserve your choice early." She smiled. "The best
choices will be gone before the middle of the afternoon at the latest."
"There will be five in our group and we'll need at least three
days." Belinda said to the woman behind the desk as she leaned on
Ray's arm to look at the brochure with him. "How about that one?" She
asked, pointing to a Land Rover that was listed as seating 7 with
luggage and had a removable cloth top.
Ray smiled at his fiancée and pathed {"Good choice hon."},
then looked at the receptionist. "We'll take this one." He told her as he
pulled his credit card from his shirt pocket and handed it to her.
The receptionist gave them a rental agreement to read while
she filled out the paperwork, then showed them where to sign when
they were all finished. She gave Ray his credit card and the receipt and
said. "Bring this to the desk when you are ready to leave and someone
will show you where you are parked. Will you be checking out at that
time?"
"Yes." Ray replied.
"All you have to do then, is turn in your room key when you
pick up the keys to the Rover and you'll be all set."
"Thank you." Belinda and Ray said in unison, then turned
away from the counter and headed for the street.
"Which way?" Ray asked when they stood outside the hotel.
By way of answer, Belinda made eye contact with a pedestrian
whom she had noticed looking at her as he approached. "Excuse me
sir." She said to the elderly man. "Could you point me in the direction
of the nearest restaurant?"
Replying with an accent even thicker than the receptionist's,
the elderly gentleman told them of two less than a block away in the
same direction he was going and they walked with him till they reached
the one he did not describe as having American style food.
"I didn't come all the way across an ocean to have a
hamburger." Belinda laughingly told her new friend. He smiled his
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approval and made a suggestion that she assured him she would try
before saying thank you and taking Ray's arm and walking with him
into the restaurant.
"Now that hit the spot!" Ray said as they walked away from
the restaurant. They walked for a while, stopping in occasional shops
and soon found themselves overlooking the Thames River. They
continued to roam the streets of London for the entire day, taking
pictures and videos of their wanderings and talking to other tourists and
locals.
After stopping at a sidewalk cafe for a late afternoon snack
they looked for a bus stop so they could ride one of the double decker
buses. The first two that came along were full on the upper deck so they
patiently waited and on the third try were able to find a pair of open
seats and settled in to enjoy the ride and the weather.
Ray had spent many years as a cab driver in Dallas and had
become expert at character evaluation from experience aided by his
natural but weak empathic sense. A half-hour later, that experience
caused him to notice the two men who waited a distance away from the
bus stop when their bus pulled up. The two men hurried over to join the
boarding passengers and found seats in the middle of the lower deck.
{We may have a problem here Belinda.} He pathed to his
fiancée as he reflexively put his hand over the wrist bracelet on his left
hand to ensure the contact with his skin and the two spell crystals
located on the inside of the bracelet. {Two very shady looking
characters just got on the bus. I'm going to investigate.}
He rose from his seat and smiled at Belinda before walking to
the rear stairwell and down to the lower deck as the bus pulled away
from the bus stop. He found a seat behind the two men and across the
aisle and pressed his bracelet to his arm and concentrated his boosted
empathic sense on the emotions of the two men, sensing fear,
excitement and resolve all at once.
As he watched the two men, one of them bent over and pushed
the shopping bag he carried under his seat then sat up straight and
began talking to his companion about the beautifully sunny weather
they were experiencing today. Ray's continuing empathic probe showed
that both men's minds were on anything but the weather.
He felt Belinda’s mind within his own as she used her stronger
telepathic ability to see through his eyes from her position on the upper
deck. {IRA?} Came the question in his mind.
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{That would be the most likely considering the resumption of
militant actions that coincided with the most recent push for
independence in Northern Ireland. But one of them has an underlying
accent. I would guess South American with an extensive British
education.} He mentally replied. {Give Candy a call would you
please?}
On the upper deck, Belinda pulled her datcom phone from her
purse and punched in her team leader's number. Candy answered her
phone and within seconds Belinda had relayed the pairs observations to
this point.
The bus pulled up to the next stop and Ray watched as the two
men rose and exited the bus, their emotions boiling with adrenaline fed
fear and excitement.
As soon as the two were out of sight Ray quickly moved to
occupy the vacated seat to wait for help.
Moments later, several common houseflies flew in through the
open window and down toward the package beneath the seat. Ray
followed their progress through the link with his team leader as soon as
the fly shaped remote mechs came within range of his LPI’s internal
Comm unit.
{It's a bomb.} Came the evaluation from Candy through that
link as she directed her fly shaped remote mechs into the bag holding
the package. Then, a few seconds later. {Disarmed.}
Belinda had come down to the lower deck by this time and
went straight to the driver and whispered into his ear as she pointed
back toward Ray. "My fiancé and I saw two nervous looking men get
on the bus a little while ago. They looked real nervous and one of them
put a package under their seat. They got off at the very next stop but I
got some video of them as they left." She held up her digicam.
The driver looked back and Ray waved and pointed under his
seat. By this time the bus was approaching the next stop and the driver
spoke over his bus's speaker system. "I'm sorry ladies and gentlemen
but there is a mechanical problem with this bus. Would all passengers
please exit at this stop. I'm sorry for any inconvenience. Thank you."
He looked at Belinda and started to speak but she cut him off.
"We'll stay with you." She told the obviously scared driver. "Where do
you plan to go?"
"I don't know." His voice remained calm but came out as a
whisper as if he were afraid talking loud would cause what he expected
to be a bomb to explode.
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Belinda knew there was no longer any need to hurry but the
driver didn’t. Noticing the driver’s rapid breathing and sweat drenched
face she quickly looked around and noticed they were close to the
Thames again. Pointing toward a boat ramp that had high walls on both
sides. "How about parking down there." She said, pointing.
The bus driver nodded his head and cut off a car to his side to
be able to make the turn down the boat ramp, followed by the blaring
horn and loud cursing yells of the cut off driver.
An hour later the local police finally released Ray and Belinda
after they had given a complete story on what they had seen. Since law
enforcement agencies in most medium sized cities carried digital
equipment as standard gear, Belinda was able to download the video of
the two men that she had taken as they left the bus.
*

*

*

Draco was on the deck of his newly floated trimaran, Sea
Dragon when the on board cellular phone rang. He made his way into
the bridge and waved his hand to direct an electronic pulse at the phone
to turn it on conference mode. "Draco here." He said aloud as he sat in
the Captain's chair.
"Hi Draco, Candy here." Came over the speaker.
"Hi Candy. That was a good job in Hong Kong.”
“Thank you. I’ll pass that on to my team.”
“How're things going?"
"Just about ready to come home." She said. "We're in Perth
right now and should be finishing up here tomorrow. We're going to
take a few weeks to drive across the country to Sydney then catch a
plane to Hawaii."
"Ray and Belinda going to tie the knot there huh?" Draco
asked.
"Yea. I told them I'd ask if they could have a full two weeks
off before they have to rejoin us at the Wyoming base. Is that OK with
you?"
"No problem." Draco answered. "You can let Juan and Maria
have the same two weeks off also if you like, but I need you back here
as soon as possible. You can have some time off yourself as soon as
you make a complete report."
"OK Draco. I'll leave the day after the wedding if that's
alright."
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"Sounds fine to me. See you next month then." He heard the
click of the connection being cut from the other end and went back out
on the deck.
Everything had worked out with no problems so far
but with the size of his forces growing so quickly he was getting to the
point where he would need to start making additional preparations to
ensure the secrecy of his organization.
Even with only his immediate family and a few friends having
implants capable of fabricating additional implants, the size of his
forces were growing faster than he had expected. The forty-seven of
them would be added to at a slower pace now that most of his
immediate family had joined him. Now that fewer top-of-the-line
implants were needed, they could all concentrate on upgrading existing
dragon warrior's Life Preservation Implants. The upgrades would
include the most basic body maintenance augmentation with the
necessary maintenance nanobot mass with automatic control programs
added to the life preservation program already in the implant.
As the better dragon warriors were promoted to higher ranks
and their implants upgraded, they could take over middle management
positions. This would allow his warlocks and witches to spend more
time designing and building new Life Preservation Implants, spell
spheres, and other tech gear needed for the exponentially growing
number of new recruits.
He had promised each dragon warrior an implant whose sole
purpose was to ensure the life of the host if his or her body was
destroyed. The basic LPI was easier and quicker to make than a
complete Cyberneural Implant was, so the number of dragon warriors
was growing much faster than that of the cyberhumans.
It was only a little more than a year since he'd met Sy’Byt but
there were now a total of 47 cyberhumans including himself, with 178
dragon warriors. Added to this were spouses and minor children, plus
those known as the Missing Lynx as well as two similar groups of kids
in the US. With one more group in Mexico, and the new one Candy's
team had found in Australia, another 71 was added to the count of
people who were unknowingly or directly involved in the plan in one
way or another. All of those teams were spread thinly despite their
growing numbers.
He had gotten to the point where he had enough people to start
looking for an off Earth refuge if the Baylor could not be defeated. To
start this backup plan he had two cyberhuman teams exploring the
space surrounding the sun for the purpose of mapping the locations of
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the system's gravity vortex gateways. Another pair of cyberhumans was
preparing to leave to explore the Oort cloud and beyond for a likely
planetoid or large comet for a main base and ark refuge.
Candy's team had done so well on their recently completed
mission that he had decided to send them on a second, longer, around
the world mission to select a variety of representatives from around the
world to populate that ark of refugees in case the worst happened here
on Earth.
His mother and father had left in a mobile home just this
morning on a similar mission across the country to select possible crew
and passengers for the ark. They would visit every public event they
came across to scan for PSIonic emanations to lead them to possible
recruits. Some of those would be recruited immediately, but most
would be simply noted for future approach for recruitment when time
and manpower allowed.
Also today he had given the go ahead to two of his uncles and
their teams to start construction of the stealth shuttles that would be
needed to deliver the recruits to the still not completed Far Side Lunar
base. In addition, two of his cousins had started construction on the first
of the small starships that was being built to take the refugees to
neighboring systems until an ark could be built.
One of his perimeter security remotes made contact with an
approaching remote, boosting and relaying a technically duplicated
telepathic message whose source was immediately recognizable.
{You’ll find me on the bridge of the Sea Dragon, Tiger.} He pathed to
his nephew.
Moments later his encircling ring of security remotes gave him
the relayed view of his nephew's car as it drove into the driveway of the
marina on South Bass Island where his boat was docked. His nephew
got out of the car and walked along the floating dock to Draco's boat.
{Permission to come aboard!} His nephew, Tiger Moon
pathed respectfully.
{Permission granted.} He pathed in return.
He had spent an entire night on his new boat and had already
integrated nanotech additions into the entire structure. The nanotech
additions fed him sensations that allowed him to feel like part of the
vessel. He felt the weight of Tiger's body as his nephew stepped onto
the boat and walked across the deck toward the bridge.
Tiger entered and, knowing his uncle was angry with him,
stood silently waiting for Draco to speak.
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"You know my brother Storm and cousin Velvet were
supposed to leave for the Oort cloud exploration mission in the next
few days?" He asked.
"Yes sir." Tiger replied cautiously. Most of Storm and Velvet's
families had gone with them. He was one of the few exceptions.
Draco watched his nephew with organic as well as cyber eyes
as he continued. "I want regular progress reports from them and you
have volunteered for that duty."
"Sir?" The question in Tiger's voice was evident.
"I want regular, secure reports, so that will require you to
make them in person." Draco noted the increase in his nephew’s
nervousness as the assignment became clear, and continued. "That
means you will have to return to Earth every time they relocate and will
require you to return before they transfer to the next observation point."
"But Uncle Draco! Why me!" Tiger's voice cracked on the last
word.
"First." Draco held up one finger, "Last week you used your
abilities to cheat on the lottery..."
"But I gave the money to charity like you told me!" Tiger
interrupted.
"Second." Draco held up a second finger and continued as if
his nephew hadn't spoken. "I find out that you've been using artificial
pheromones to seduce girls into wanting sex with you." This last was
said in genuine anger. "That's the same as rape as far as I'm concerned."
"Rape!" Tiger squeaked. "But... they were willing."
"Were they?" Draco asked angrily. Then continued before
Tiger could respond. "Would they have really gone with you if it would
have been ALL their choice?" He shook his head negatively. "You
didn't even give them a choice! You used abilities on them that they
had no defense against! You took unfair advantage of them!"
"YOU..RAPED..THEM!!" This last he delivered with an
anger that he also projected telepathically and watched as Tiger
recoiled from each word as if it were a physical assault.
"But..but..but.." His nephew stammered.
"No buts Tiger. You were given a power that makes you a
superman where other humans are concerned. It is NOT a gift to be
used to pump up your ego! And it is ABSOLUTELY not a gift to be
used to dominate those without a defense!"
"It won't happen again Uncle Draco! I promise!" Tiger
pleaded his case.
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Draco had waited for Tiger to speak that promise and said to
his own implant's AI. [Now Gandalf.]
He had spent countless hours debating with himself what he
would do if any of his cyberhumans abused the powers given by their
implant. He did not want to take an implant away from those he had
given one but had seen the possibility of having to do so.
To prepare for such an occasion he had programmed each of
the implants he'd given with an abort program. This added program
would transfer the AI program into the dragon remote that each AI
constructed immediately after the host successfully completed the SelfPreservation Program. Even the implants built by another host
contained the abort program and as an added security precaution, only
Draco could activate the abort program.
Tiger staggered and his eyes grew wide when he lost contact
with his implant's AI. The loss of the artificial intelligence program put
Tiger in complete unassisted control of his body augmentation and
nanobot operations. The level of operating difficulty had increased to
the point that he was not able to do much more than basic augmentation
or biologic maintenance without going into a trance-like state and he
could only actively use one or two of his extra augmentation abilities at
a time.
"Your implant was a gift, Tiger. But I can take back that gift if
I choose."
Tiger's thoughts went immediately to his uncle's cousin Amber
and her husband. Amber had truly loved her husband. Enough that she
tolerated his verbal and sometimes physical abuse.
After he had gotten his own implant, Thom had almost
immediately insinuated his will on Amber, who was the leader of their
team. Despite rules to the contrary, Thom had been the one to select
and train all of their dragon warriors. Then, without Amber’s
knowledge he had sent groups of them out to commit robberies and
burglaries on their off duty time.
Draco and the rest of the family had been so engrossed in their
preparations for protecting Humanity from the Baylor that they didn't
notice until the crime spree began to include reports of mysterious
deaths. It also helped that Amber and Thom had the strongest natural
PSIonic shields of all the cyberhumans except Draco.
Tiger then 'knew' a thought that he had never known before
and realized that his uncle had put the memory of Amber and Thom in
his mind. He now knew that Thom had died in his attempt to kill
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Draco. Thom's last act when he realized he was losing was to turn on
Amber, whom he had convinced that Draco was evil, blaming her for
his defeat.
It was when he was distracted by his vengeful attack on
Amber that Draco was able to get past his PSIonic shield. Draco's sister
and a brother had mindkilled Thom when he was momentarily stunned
by the loss of control of his implant. The family was now raising Thom
as a new mind emerged from the blanked mind. Just like that of a
newborn child.
Thom and Amber's dragon warrior team had been memory
wiped of all knowledge of the cyberhumans and nanotechnology. They
were then released in areas where they would most likely get into
trouble and data was entered into police computers implicating them in
the worst crimes they had committed before becoming dragon warriors.
Amber's body had been damaged beyond repair and she now
resided within the confines of her implant. As punishment for her part
in the attack Amber's implant had been taken from her control. She
now served her time as one of the family vans. In addition to having
limited control of the nanomass that resided within the stock van, she
was also allowed to maintain control of a single remote mech massing
two kilograms, just under four and a half pounds.
The remote’s morphing abilities were limited to a hawk, cat,
snake, and a flowing, gelled fluid for getting under doors or through
cracks. Her remote mech was also limited to an operational range of
only one kilometer from her van body.
Draco waited while Tiger absorbed the memories of Thom and
Amber. When he felt that his nephew had understood the consequences
of any further abuses, he signaled his own implant's AI [OK Gandalf.]
Tiger took a deep, shuddering breath as he regained contact
with his implant.
{You will have one or two days off after each report to prove
that promise Tiger!} Draco pathed with as much conviction as he could
push into his nephew's mind, then added. {Report to your father
tomorrow morning before 9am for the extended mission. Dismissed.}
He then pathed his nephew the entire mission planning session as a
virtual reality program that Tiger absorbed on his way back to his car.
{I apologize for my actions Uncle Draco and I promise to
make it up to you.} Tiger pathed as he backed out of the driveway and
drove away.
Draco smiled as his remote monitored the fact that
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Tiger was in almost constant Comm contact with more than one fellow
cyberhuman as he drove toward the ferry dock.
As his nephew passed beyond his surveillance perimeter,
Draco felt satisfied that the young man was chastised enough to not
repeat his testing of Draco's resolve to enforce certain basic rules of
moral conduct.
*

*

*

Draco rose from bed and made his way toward the bathroom
to check the results of his latest program addition to Gandalf's
nighttime duties. He had decided to cease his morning toilet and had
directed his implant to convert all body wastes and daily hair growth
into nanomass. He looked in the bathroom mirror and examined his
face closely. He had not shaved yesterday morning in preparation for
this test and examined his face as he felt his cheeks. The skin was
smooth and stubble free with no sign of the two-day's growth that
would normally have been there. He examined his hands and saw that
his growing nails, which he hadn't trimmed in several days, were the
exact lengths he'd programmed into the body maintenance program.
Next he felt his hair. There was no sign of the greasy feel that
two days without a shampoo would normally have produced. He then
sniffed under his arms and was pleased when he could not detect any
odor from accumulated bacteria.
The last part of his examination required him to enter his body
to inspect the rest of his program's success by means of cyber vision
using nanobots. His bowels and bladder were clean and empty of body
waste while his internal nanobot levels were increased.
Satisfied with the first day’s test, he dressed and prepared to
leave the apartment. He sent a command to his implant and Gandalf
gathered the night's accumulated nanomass just below his skin in
preparation to be transferred to the augmentation he was doing on his
car. In a couple of weeks, his car would be entirely made of morphic
nanomass if the program went as planned. He left the apartment to see
how far the program had advanced over the past night.
As he shut the door behind him a mosquito landed on his
hand. Resisting the urge to swat the insect he decided to enact the
experiment he had decided to try several days ago. Before he could
begin, he had had to stop the addition of an insect repellent to his
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pheromonal output. Then he had waited for his body to again smell
good to biting bugs.
As the mosquito bit deep into Draco's hand, it sucked up
thousands of nanobots with its meal. These nanobots studied the insect
from the inside as it flew away with its meal while the nanobots around
the wound in Draco's hand studied the area of the bite intensely. As the
data poured through his mind, Draco was amazed at the diverse number
of bacteria and virus samples he found.
He stood outside the door for a few more moments waiting.
Not long after, the mosquito came back under Draco's control. The
nanobots in the blood the insect had taken from Draco had entered the
body of the mosquito and taken control of certain body functions. As
the insect neared, the controlling nanomass morphed out of its body to
form a minute remote that returned to the spot of the original bite.
Draco took a moment to absorb the information the
experiment had provided him. He now had samples of mosquito carried
diseases and another complete biological design for nanobotic remotes.
With a mosquito remote he could collect any DNA sample he wished.
Or he could reverse the process and inject a sentry or attacker with a
sedative. With a satisfied smile on his face he turned from his door and
headed for his car, wondering what would bite him next. As he grew
near, he looked around to see if anyone was looking and gave a mental
command. The car door swung open and he casually got in and pulled
it shut by hand out of habit.
As he manually buckled his shoulder harness out of habit, he
gave another mental command and the engine started quietly. If not for
his enhanced senses, the only indication that it was running would have
been the movement of the gauges. He manually put the car in reverse
and backed out of his driveway. When he was on the road in front of
the house that held his apartment, he put the car in drive and drove
toward the end of the street. As the car approached the stop sign, he
gave another mental command and the radio came on.
‘So far, so good.’ He thought to himself.
Ever since Sy’Byt had left Earth to return to his home world,
Draco had found himself with fewer diversions on his time. It wasn't
that Sy’Byt was pushy or over talkative, but the alien had spent a lot of
Draco's waking hours in conversation, plans, and training.
Not long after Sy’Byt had left, Draco had started making
changes to his car. He had taken his lead from the improvements
Sy’Byt had made on the long journey from Florida to Ohio.
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[Runs pretty smooth. Doesn't it Gandalf?] He said to his
implant's AI over their shared link.
[Its performance has been improved but the gasoline fueled
power plant is not the most efficient form.]
[I know my friend. But we can't do too much. We still have to
live in the real world and a fusion power plant would probably be
noticed eventually. Wouldn't that cause quite a stir?] He smiled at the
small dragon form that now rode in its customary place on his dash
where some people put a plastic statue of their religious figure of
choice.
The further improvements on the engine had again nearly
doubled the mileage. He now got over a hundred miles to every gallon
of gas. Of course the gas was now bolstered by an addition of hydrogen
made by an atmospheric tap that pulls moisture directly from the air
and distilling the hydrogen as needed. Fed directly into the firing
cylinders along with a lesser amount of vaporized gasoline the mixture
also produced much less toxic exhaust fumes.
The engine now also contained its own internal nanobot
maintenance crew. They would clean and adjust every part of the
engine, inside and out, every time Draco drove the car, with Gandalf
overseeing the maintenance program just as he did the nanobots within
Draco's body. He could have converted the entire car to nanomass long
ago but this slower pace allowed him to practice basic data
programming skills while learning how to integrate higher technology
into human designs at the same time.
A commercial came over the radio and Draco gave another
mental command. One of his favorite CD's immediately came from the
speakers. He had added a complete data crystal music file to the inside
of the stock CD player just a few days after Sy’Byt had left. Then he
had played each of the CD's in his collection and transferred them to
the CD player’s new data memory file. He gave a small chuckle at how
manufacturers had merged the old name for compact disks with that of
the newer computer disk technology.
The disks, which were the size of two silver dollars, were a lot
smaller than the CD's of his childhood but had the potential to hold
much more music. Although the new disks could hold much more, to
avoid a repeat of some of the side effects of the Hacker's Crash of '03,
the new CD's were limited to between 120 minutes and three hours of
music. Hardwired anti virus programs took up most of the data storage
space in any electronics built after 2003.
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He still restrained the impulse to copy new music directly
from the radio. He vowed to himself that he would only record the
music that he bought. To do otherwise would be artistic piracy and he
wanted to maintain as much of his pre-implant morals as he possibly
could under the circumstances.
With the powers that his implant gave him came
responsibilities that had to be maintained. He also insisted that those he
gave implants to maintained the same standards. To ensure this he had
installed an abort program in all implants.
Anyone who accepted an implant knew that he could cause it
to withdraw from their body if he was dissatisfied with their moral
conduct. As Tiger had recently found out and no doubt relayed to other
family members.
His rules were few and simple.
None of his Cyber Warlocks or Cyber Witches could use their
implant's power for personal gain at another's expense. That meant,
among other things, no cheating on legal games of chance such as a
lottery. An implant would make it easy to enter the computers of a
lottery and restrict a chosen number so that no other player got that
number as an automatic number pick. Then simply go where the
drawing was to be held and infect the balls in the random drawing
machine with nanobots. The nanobots could easily maneuver the balls
so that a chosen number came up.
It was too easy for them to make money in any of a thousand
other ways to have to cheat someone else out of their chance at a
legitimate random win. Going to Las Vegas or anyplace else that had
games of chance and cheating was also a no-no.
Another specific restriction was one that forbade mind and
body control of others for gain.
A phone ring came over the speakers.
That was another of his new features.
"Answer phone." He spoke aloud. The volume of the music
lowered and he said. "Hello."
"Hello Draco. This is Tom. I got a message that you wanted
me to call."
"Yea Tom. Are you and Jade busy later? Say about
suppertime? I need to talk to you both. At the same time if possible."
"We're going out for dinner tonight. How about after? Say,
seven thirtyish or eight?"
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"Sounds good. I'll see you then." When he heard the click
from the other end he said aloud. "Disconnect phone." The volume of
the music rose back to his chosen level.
The phone had been another of his ideas. It was tapped into
the cellular datcom phone network and connected to his home phone. If
his car was running it automatically transferred his incoming calls from
his home to the car.
When he had gone far enough out of town and on a back road,
he said aloud. "Well Gandalf, let's test the auto pilot."
He gave another mental command and took his hands from the
wheel and his foot off the gas pedal. The car maintained its speed and
path. Soon the car approached a right hand curve and Draco's pulse
increased. He moved his hands to a position where he could grab the
wheel and watched the approaching curve.
The wheel turned by itself and the car maintained its position
in the right lane and slowed just enough to keep from throwing him
against the door. It then smoothly resumed the speed limit.
Another car came from the other direction and Draco again
held his hands at the ready. His car moved slightly further to the right
as the oncoming car crowded the centerline and when it passed his car
moved back to the center of its own lane.
A stop sign appeared and Draco resisted the impulse to put his
foot on the brake or put his hands at the ready to take control. The car
slowed well before the stop sign and stopped but started to move
immediately.
"Stop!" Draco yelled as he hit the brake and gave a verbal and
mental command at the same time.
A car was coming down the crossing road and its lane did not
have a stop sign. He mentally entered the program within the control
data files he had installed. Sure enough. He had forgotten to put in a
line to read the other lane for signs and react accordingly.
He added the programming directives and gave the mental
command for the car to again take control. This time, as the car drove,
he kept in contact with the control program. Several more times as the
test drive continued he came across additional situations that were not
in his car’s auto pilot program.
He made the additions before the car could react wrongly and
before long he began to relax again. When the CD being played ended
he verbally chose another and continued his drive. After a full hour,
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he directed the car to take a more crowded road and his heart really
raced as he put his auto pilot program to the next level of the test.
An hour later, the car pulled into his driveway as he sat back
with his arms crossed and the seat leaned partially back in a resting
position.
When the car came to a stop he gave a mental command. The
music stopped, the engine turned off, the seat and shoulder harness
released and withdrew, and the door popped open.
Gandalf flew his remote mech to his host's left shoulder as
soon as Draco stepped from the car. As the cyberhuman walked to the
door of his apartment the car door shut by itself behind him.
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* TWELVE *
The lower level technician sat at his console and thought of
home and his last Hunt. If he had known how boring this assignment
would be, he would never have volunteered. Even with the promise of
an entire island of considerable size to start his minor Family with his
new Life Mate. At least she was with him on this lonely ball of ice
and rock. Sharing the isolation had made his duty easier to endure even
though they had begun to argue more lately. They had both begun
taking on extra watches to relieve the problems those arguments were
causing.
A light on his console began to blink but his attention was still
on his last Hunt and his future estate and it took a moment for the
blinking to catch his attention. With a start he came erect in his seat.
Punching a series of buttons on his console he waited for the automatic
identification signal to make its way toward the oncoming object and a
possible answer to make its way back.
He did not realize that he had been holding his breath until the
correct answer from the approaching object came on his screen and he
expelled the held breath. He read the return signal and his pulse slowed
even more.
Only a message drone. There would be no fresh slaves for
entertainment or food. Although there might be enough room on the
drone for a shipment of Trraall for the few slaves they had on board. He
could only hope. He had tasted the same slaves so many times that he
could tell which slave he was feeding from with his eyes and nose
closed.
He punched in another series of commands on his console and
waited while the base ship's data system conversed with the
approaching drone.
There was a cagefull of Plloooonn!! AND Trraall!!
That could only mean one thing!
Without waiting for the message to be decoded, he commed
the Watch Officer and smiled with pleasure at the hoped for good news.
His smile slipped a little as he saw, not the Watch Officer's face, but
that of the base ship's Captain.
"Sir! A message drone has been detected."
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Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn smiled tolerantly. He had also
begun to be bored by the lonely assignment. "You seem to be overly
excited for a simple message drone technician. Have you decoded the
message so soon?"
"No sir. But there is Trraall and a cagefull of Plloooonn on
board!"
Goorrddoonn copied the technician's smile as he interpreted
the meaning of the drone's tiny cargo hold's contents. A cagefull of
Plloooonn would feed the entire ship and the additional shipment of
Trraall could only mean one thing. The time had come to launch their
comet toward its target planet.
"Thank you tech. You may resume your duties." Goorrddoonn
turned from the screen to face the Watch Officer who he had been
about to punish for an imagined fault simply as a way to relieve his
own boredom.
"Signal the launch team Watch Officer. It seems that our wait
is over."
The Watch Officer's relief was evident as he gave the
Baylorian military salute. Eyes closed and right hand cupped over the
mouth covering his teeth with the head tilted to the right to expose the
neck. The salute took only a second and was followed by the phrase,
"At your command!"
Goorrddoonn didn't wait to see the Watch Officer's next move
but turned and strode from the control room. His mood had improved
so much that he actually greeted the first slave he passed in the
corridor, leaving the furred slave gaping in surprise.
After all those years of exile from his own Family, he was
about to use his talents again. His Family had been favored by the
Emperor for many years after their shame of losing the planet of the
plant slaves and he had lost that Favor when he chose to serve the
Renegade Family.
The Brraakkeenn Family had spent many years perfecting the
art of kinetic bombardment while redeeming their honor by destroying
the world that had been meant for their own. The skills they had
learned had returned them to Imperial Favor but his Family's Honor
had not been of any use to him.
He had lost his own Honor simply because he had fallen in
love with a daughter of the Renegade Family and had been exiled. He
had not had an easy time for the first few years in his new home but
things had finally changed.
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Goorrddoonn had been approached by Kiilliimmeedd
Taagghhaarr, the Head of the Renegade Family and given a
proposition.
The scope of the proposition could only have been conceived
by the Renegades. Their name had become Honorable in his eyes and
he had gladly taken up their banner, even if it was in secret for the past
two twelve’s of years.
Taagghhaarr had told him of the plan to create a separate
Empire and had enlisted his experience in kinetic bombardment as a
vital part of that plan.
He had trained a crew in his art when he had been first
approached and had been able to successfully launch a comet using the
inner gas giant as a target. The comet had been tunneled and explosives
placed in strategic places and gravity wave coils with remote controls
installed. His team had then exploded the charges and maneuvered the
many comet pieces within his predetermined target parameters.
He had been proud to report to Taagghhaarr that the comet had
broken into the exact size and number of pieces predicted and that his
team had been able to make the small adjustments to direct the pieces
to the exact coordinates he had planned. Since then, additional practice
launches had given his team all the experience they would need to
subdue the human world.
The comet they had chosen to use on the human planet was
small enough to do severe damage without totally destroying the
planet's ecology. It had been chosen several years ago while his teams
continued to practice with other comets and asteroids on other worlds
in this system. It had become somewhat of a home base as his crews
returned from practice missions to continue preparations or make
changes to ensure the best control over their missile.
When launched, the comet would be sent on a trajectory
sunward that would take it nearly four of the target planet's years before
it arrived. It would take a path that would put it behind the sun and
hidden from view when the explosive charges were detonated and the
target homing tech and gravity wave generators activated.
The humans would be surprised to see the many small chunks
of comet emerge from behind their sun. They would frantically
recalculate the new orbits but it would be too late when they discovered
that half of those comet pieces would strike their world. By then it
would be too late for them to do anything about the coming disaster.
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Soon their major metropolitan areas and nearly all coastal
cities would be destroyed and the survivors lashed with storms beneath
a dust and saltwater vapor filled sky. Not long after the Baylor would
arrive to save their world. The humans would welcome their saviors
from the stars and by the time they learned their true fate, it would be
too late.
Goorrddoonn would be waiting in orbit for those few who
would no doubt try to reclaim their freedom. His team had practiced
with smaller kinetic missiles and could hit a stationary target with a
precision of less than a body length.
He had already been assured of his chosen estate. The island
humans called Madagascar would suffer little or no damage from his
missiles from space.
*

*

*

Granite stood to the left of his mother Sharon, with his father
Forrest to her right, while the funeral service was spoken. The warm
sun was offset by a gentle breeze, which cooled, but didn't disturb the
many family and friends standing in a horseshoe arc around one side of
the gravesite.
As the speaker droned on, most of those present held an
unnoticed mixture of private and open conversations over the telepathic
Comm lines of their implants. Granite himself added little to the hidden
conversational buzz, remaining silent as his funeral continued. The
closed coffin was necessary to hide the charred body, but that which
made Granite Kinley Moon's conscious mind no longer resided in the
body he was born to.
His mother Sharon openly wept as she stood clenching the left
hand of the father of her three children. They had never gotten married,
it just hadn't seemed necessary, but they were no less a family for that.
His father's eyes were red and moist, but the flowing tears had stopped.
{Mother?} Granite sent the worried thought over the family's
communally shared PSIonic link provided by their implants.
{Oh don't mind me Granite.} She mentally replied, glancing at
the German Shepherd standing to her left. {I know you're OK, but I've
still lost you.}
{I'm right here mom.}
{I know you are honey. But you're not you anymore. I can't
talk to a dog the way I could my son. Even if you use the cloning
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programs to clone a new biologic body, it would be 22 years before
your new body will be at the same age as you are now.} She smiled
sadly at the dog at her feet. {My son is alive, but my baby is gone.}
Granite looked at his mother through the eyes of his
mechanoid body, then back to the coffin that held his biologic body. If
not for his Uncle Draco and the implant, he would be dead. Of course if
his uncle had not given him his implant, he would not have been taking
such a stupid risk to celebrate his completion of the self-preservation
program and the ceremonial acceptance of his position as the newest
Cyber Warlock.
He had gone through the initial training period within the
confines of the new farming home and headquarters of Uncle Draco's
growing Cyber Army, paid for with the money from his uncle’s
'inheritance'. Since then each Cyber Warlock and Witch was expected
to find a way to add to the Family's communal property. It did not
matter how the wealth was accumulated as long as none was stolen or
gained at the expense of another's legal or ethical gain, like cheating on
a lottery or other contest or drawing.
His cousin Tiger had tried that and had almost had his implant
taken away. Tiger was now somewhere in space looking for a planetoid
that the family could use as an offplanet base.
To reduce his own workload, Draco had insisted that a panel
of five run Moon Family business and finances. Those five would
consist of a Family Head appointed by the former Head, or elected by
the entire Family, and the four oldest family members willing to
occupy one of the two year Chairs on the council of Elders.
The four Chairholding Elders ran most of the Family's affairs
with major decisions made by the Head of the Family. The Elders
would not condone tampering with lotteries or the use of advanced tech
in personally owned business, but that left countless acceptable ways of
building personal fortunes.
As long as they didn't overstep certain ethical boundaries, they
were free to add to their personal fortunes on their time off from their
primary duty of saving the Earth. Uncle Draco had encouraged them all
to use their imaginations in finding ways to make money. This also
helped finance the cyberhuman army because half of what everyone
made was always added to the Family funds.
The eldest of his siblings, his sister Harvest, had designed and
built a mouse sized mechanoid that collects the metallic debris in and
around her home and converts it into pure pellets. She had modified the
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design later to make a larger model that she released into the nearby
landfill. She made weekly trips to the landfill to collect the bounty of
gold, silver, jewelry, and coins the mechrat hoard harvested.
His older brother Blue, and he, had decided on a joint venture
and had copied their mother's idea and traveled to the Florida Keys.
There they sent sensor packed mechanoid fish to seek shipwrecks and
the gold and silver coins and jewelry on the seabed below the fishing
boat they'd rented.
He and Blue had fished all day, controlling their seeking
mechanoid fish unnoticed by the owners of the fishing boat they'd
rented. At the end of four days and nights at sea, they returned and sold
their collected treasure for more than they could each make at a decent
paying job in three years.
They had returned home to give the family half of what they'd
made, which they'd have to do for the next 10 years as part of their
payment for their implants. Granite had immediately used most of his
share to buy the fastest sports car he could afford and still have
spending money. He then went out to celebrate.
Although his implant gave him total control of his own body,
his abilities did not extend to the car. He pushed the car past its own
limits and lost control in the debris on the edge of the road next to the
parking lot of a busy truck stop, slamming into a parked gasoline
tractor trailer rig. The punctured trailer had poured gasoline directly
into his face, exploding into flames in an instant.
He had fled into the protection of his implant, shutting off all
sensory input before the pain of the crash registered, and was thusly
protected when the fiery explosion came fractions of a second later. He
had gathered the nanobotic extensions of his core implant, and using
the morphic abilities of his implant, had withdrawn from his destroyed
body. Once his implant protected mind was clear of the flames, he
unconsciously assumed the shape of a small bird and flew up to the top
of a telephone pole to gather his wits and watch the scene below.
When the first of his family had arrived he was still sitting
remorsefully on the pole but was coaxed into accompanying his cousin
to headquarters. There he was given nanobot mass by each of the
family members as they came to console him on the loss of his biologic
body or to chastise him for his foolish carelessness. When the last of
them had donated a share of nanomass, Granite had enough to form the
German Shepherd sized mechanoid shape that he now wore for a body.
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When the services ended, well wishers and acquaintances
approached his parents one at a time and in pairs or family groups, said
their condolences and left, until only the family remained. Then, led by
Granite's parents, each of the family members then filed by the grave,
tossing a handful of dirt onto the coffin, said their own words to Sharon
and Forrest, then walked to the waiting cars to leave.
Face unreadable, his Uncle Draco was last. After dropping a
handful of dirt on the coffin he rose and said to Granite's mother. "Are
you OK Sharon?"
She bravely smiled through her tears and nodded, speaking
softly. "Yes."
Draco looked down at the Shepherd form. {You just
volunteered for some special projects.} His uncle's voice came in his
mind over their mental Comm link. {Come with me.} With that Draco
walked to his own car parked in the row along the cemetery driveway.
Granite tilted his dog’s head up toward his mother then to
where his uncle stood holding the car door open. Looking back at
Sharon, he pathed, "I love you mother." He then trotted over to his
uncle’s car and jumped into the front passenger seat.
His mother and father stayed at the grave to plant the first
flowers after the grave was filled.
*

*

*

Melissa Lynx gave a silent scream that could only be heard by
her brother. Seconds later he came running around the corner of the
building where the three boys had surrounded her demanding whatever
money she had. She knew which direction he was coming from, and
had turned in such a way as to put the three older boys facing away
from where Tim would appear.
When he came barreling around the corner, he knew where all
three were and was ready when his sister dropped to her hands and
knees in front of the boys while he pushed them forward and over her.
Grabbing her hand to quickly help her up, they both taunted the
sprawling jumble of arms and legs, then laughingly hurried away at a
fast walk.
As Timothy and Melissa Lynx continued the last block to the
school grounds they appeared to walk in silence. The silence was
misleading as the two continued an almost nonstop mental dialogue.
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{Nobody else has magic stones do they Tim?} His sisters 'mind voice'
sounded in his head just like her real voice sounded to his ears.
{I don't know Missy.} Was the reply.
{Do you think the eagle man is the only one who makes 'em?}
Was her next question.
He thought about that for a second before replying in her
mind. {There must be more.}
{Do you think the eagle man remembers us?}
{I'm sure he does.} They had had this conversation many
times since they'd learned to 'mind talk' after their family's trip to
Florida over a year ago. Even her constantly repetitive questioning was
fun knowing no one else could hear. They had grown closer with the
shared secret of their growing abilities and were never far from each
other, coming at a run whenever the other was upset or excited.
At one point, while talking to others, they had begun talking in
partial sentences with each finishing whatever sentence the other
started. This habit had begun a few days after receiving the spell
spheres from Draco and continued to increase over the next few weeks.
They had eventually realized that their game was endangering their
secret and stopped, reverting back to the old habit only in times of
extreme stress or excitement.
They had practiced constantly over the months and had
steadily gotten better. They had recently found that if they both held
their magic crystals, they could 'mind talk' as far away as their
grandparents home in another city. Tim had checked the distance by
looking at the odometer on his parent's car before and after each trip
and finding that the 31 miles between their house and their
grandparent's was the furthest they were apart. They had stopped taking
turns going to their grandparent's when their mother commented on
their newest strange behavior.
Soon, only their occasional lapses of finishing each other's
sentences and their inseparability hinted at the secret that they shared.
The weeks stretched into months and the friends of both of them
learned the new rules of their friendship with the brother and sister. In
the months to come, 7 other kids had become their best friends and, to
the occasional surprise of all their parents, displayed the same habit of
finishing each other’s sentences.
As the two walked away, the three boys ran around the corner
after their prey. The boys came to an abrupt stop when confronted with
the arrival of five of their prey’s friends in the vicinity of the school
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grounds. One of them glanced behind to see the final two 'missing lynx'
come around the corner behind them.
The three slowly walked by Melissa and Tim, keeping their
heads down in nervous fear as they reached school grounds and the
safety of other students who had witnessed the most recent example of
the group of friends who had become known around town as the
'missing lynx'. When they reached the safety of the others, the three
lifted their heads and turned to glare at the source of their
embarrassment and fear, all the guilt memory of their initial attempt at
extortion forgotten.
Cindy and Mindy Thomas were the first to meet Tim and
Melissa at the edge of the school grounds just before the arrival of
Ricky Mobeus and Samantha Samson from behind, while Tom
Gregory, Sid Humphrey, and little Billy Mitchell formed an arc about
30 feet away.
Billy Mitchell was the closest to the three glaring boys and
couldn't resist a small chuckle aimed at them as they passed. He felt the
empathic smile from Tim at his bravery and was about to go a step
further and openly taunt them when the severing of Tim's empathic
approval stopped him. He forgot the temptation and hurried to the side
of his idol, gazing up at Tim like a puppy radiating his wish to be
noticed.
Not long after returning from their vacation, Tim had gone to
the library with his sister to look up everything they could think of to
tell them about their new abilities. Because of his extensive reading on
the subject, he knew that Billy Mitchell was a strong receiving empath.
Billy's parents had not planned his birth and had unknowingly
radiated their resentment as the child grew. By the time Billy entered
the first grade in the small town school, he was a reclusively shy loner.
He would only speak when questioned directly in a way that required
him to answer with more than a headshake, a hand gesture, or a shrug
of his shoulders.
He had empathetically felt the difference in Tim and Melissa
the first time they had crossed paths after the return of the two from
their Florida vacation, and had become the first of the pair's new best
friends. Tim had been able to help Billy develop a shield against the
constant bombardment of feelings from those around him and in
gratitude Billy had given Tim his unrestrained loyalty.
The change in Billy had been welcomed by several of the
more concerned teachers at the small school and they tended to defend
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the group whenever fear of the strange caused others to ridicule the
children.
Tim reached down to ruffle Billy's hair and smile. The
returned smile had a touch of Billy's happiness in a projection that
caught Tim by surprise at first. He then realized that Billy had projected
the feeling unaided.
The work on his shield and practice at filtering out unwanted
feelings had helped develop his power. Now that he thought about it, he
realized that all of his friends were getting better at whatever ability
they had. He wondered if any of them could teach the others their own
specialty.
As the group headed as one for the school building's entrance,
they passed beneath the limbs of the big oak tree that shaded the
walkway. None of them noticed the sparrow sized dragon mechanoid
that watched them from the lower branches, or the second dragonmech
that perched along the ledge above the double doors they passed
through while entering the building.
After they had disappeared into the school, a young man in his
mid 20's rose from a bench in front of the school and headed toward the
small city parking lot, followed by a large German Shepherd. No one
noticed as the two dragon shapes flew above the pair, flying in the
same general direction but never coming closer than 50 meters.
The man and his dog roamed the town most of the morning,
shopping a little and eating a lot. By noon he was established in the
local history section of the town library. When school let out, the young
man and his dog were lying on the grass in a tiny park area across the
street from the school gates. With him was the elderly librarian, Reba
Gilbert. As the group of children left the building, they headed straight
for the tiny park.
The young man and the librarian glanced occasionally at the
children as they continued their conversation. The nine children would
have gone over to Mrs. Gilbert as she was one of the few adults who
didn't act funny around them, but instead sought a patch of grass as far
away from the stranger and his dog as possible.
The children sat silently watching passersby for several
minutes before the dog got up and began to walk toward them. The
children were immediately aware of the movement and turned as one to
watch the dog approach. It walked in amongst the group of children and
plopped down between Billy and Melissa, the two youngest.
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The children had been watching the dog and hadn't noticed the
librarian and her unknown companion approaching. When they got
within a comfortable distance, the man stopped and said aloud. "Hello
Tim, Melissa."
Reba Gilbert smiled at the children when they looked to her,
then said. "Sy’Byt said to say hi."
"They didn't forget us!" Melissa exclaimed aloud looking at
her brother. Then looking back at the man, she asked. "Are you like the
eagle man?"
The man smiled and replied in the minds of all nine children,
{Yes. My name is Blue. Blue Moon.}
{Thassa' funny name!} Came the laughing thought from the
surprisingly gregarious Billy as he petted the dog.
{Moon!} Exclaimed Tim in the minds of the little group.
{That was the eagle man's name!}
{Draco Moon is my uncle. He sent us.} Blue indicated the dog
with a wave of his hand.
{Are you like Sy’Byt?} Melissa looked directly at the dog as
she projected the thought, her face squinching out of shape as she
sought a dog mind. She noticed the lack of a mind similar to that she
had felt when she had probed animals before. She was about to
comment on the metal flavor that was the only result of her probe when
the reply came.
{Yes. My name is Granite.} The dog's mental reply made the
jaws drop on the seven other children. They had Melissa's claim that
the eagle Sy’Byt had talked to her in her mind. Tim had even verified
the story, but to experience the truth was still a surprise.
Melissa looked up at Blue. {Do all magic men have strange
pets?}
Blue laughed aloud, startling the children into looking around
furtively. {Sorry} He pathed {I have a gift from my uncle.} He had
never approached closer than six feet and pointed toward Granite then
turned and walked away, leaving the children in the company of the
German Shepherd and Mrs. Gilbert.
Lying on the ground between the dog's paws was a pile of
colored crystal spheres on necklaces. Looking to the elderly librarian
for permission and getting a smiling nod, Melissa and Billy quickly
passed them out to the others, knowing as soon as they touched each
which of their friends to give it to. Below the pile of crystals lay two
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tiny metallic dragon figurines. Melissa picked them up and looked at
Blue with a question forming in her mind.
{Those are very special dragons.} Blue pathed. {Mrs. Gilbert
will help you train with your mental powers and when you get good
enough, you'll be able to bring them to life.}
Melissa gave one to her brother, keeping the other as she said
aloud. "Are they magic creatures?"
"No Melissa." Reba said with a smile. "They're actually just
tiny robots. Now why don't you children get on home or whatever else
it is that your parents let you do after school. Mr. Moon and I have
some more things to talk about.
The children then rose and ran off in a group, heading to a
favorite place where their parents knew to find them. The dog stayed
with the Lynx children till dark before returning to the young man's
motel room to be let in just as he silently trotted up to the door.
Over the next three days Blue and Granite spent every
possible moment with the librarian, Reba Gilbert, and one or more of
the children before and after school, teaching them control over their
budding PSIonic powers and convincing them of the importance of
keeping those powers secret.
They also visited with each of the children’s parents.
Some of those parents still didn’t understand what they were
being told.
The two Lynx children and the friends they seemed to be
drawing toward themselves seemed to be easily accepted by most of
their parents as nothing more than problem children. For this reason,
the seven sets of parents of the nine children had unconsciously bonded
over the months since Tim and Melissa had returned from their Florida
vacation.
Since Blue and Granite had returned North, Reba, who was
the fastest cyberhuman to date to perform the Life Preservation
Program, had final say in everything concerning the Missing Lynx. The
good will and wishes of the children were sometimes so strong that
Reba and her newly implanted husband were hard pressed to offset
their charges’ antics.
Some of the Family didn't think it was such a good idea to tell
the children about the Baylor, but both Blue and Granite were young
enough to remember the feeling of knowing that the adults around you
were concealing things or telling 'white' lies 'for-your-own-good'. They
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both agreed with Draco that it sometimes hurt more in the long run to
protect the young than to tell them the properly explained truth.
Reba also agreed when Blue asked her for her permission to
tell the children. Luckily for him, she was there to help Blue when he
was overwhelmed by the mass of questions from the children.
On the morning of the fourth day after the first meeting with
the children, Blue and the elderly librarian were waiting at the small
park with Granite the German Shepherd when the children arrived at
school. Blue smiled as the group approached and said. "We have to
leave today, but anytime you want, you can talk to Mrs. Gilbert at the
library about anything."
"She's not like other ‘dults. She's like us, isn't she?" Said Billy
in a loud whisper as he stroked Granite's head and looked at Reba
talking to Tim and his sister.
"Yes Billy. She is." Blue laughed softly as he smiled down at
the child.
"What can she do?" Asked Ricky Mobeus.
"She can tell if you lie. I know that!" Exclaimed Samantha.
Blue chuckled softly. "Yes. She can tell if anyone lies. She can
also find things, but not as good as you Ricky."
"She's smart too!" Billy interjected in his excited stage
whisper voice. "I bet she never forgets anything!"
At that point, the subject of their semi private conversation
joined them. In her own softer stage whisper, she said in the third
person. "And she can hear a lot better since Blue and Granite fixed her
old ears."
All of the children had the grace to look embarrassed except
Billy who innocently asked. "You mean I won't have to yell at you
when I talk any more?"
Reba and Blue laughed and Reba gently shook her head and
said. "No."
Blue looked around at the entire group. "All of you will have
to keep most of our secret from your parents and all your other friends.
Can you do that?"
"Sure!" And "We don't have any other friends!" Came
simultaneously from the twins Cindy and Mindy Thomas.
"Cause of the aliens?" Asked Tom Gregory as he reverted to a
tight fisted, ready to fight stance. Reba had told Blue that the boy had
always been a 'hitter', but that he had not started or even been provoked
into a fight in the several months since he'd joined the missing lynx.
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"There are many humans who would want to study or use your
abilities too." Added Blue. "They would want to take you away from
your homes to study you to find out how you can do what you do or get
you to do things for them."
He noticed Ricky Mobeus frowning and said. "Don't be afraid
to ask me if you don't understand what I'm talking about Ricky."
"I understand, I just don't like to keep secrets from my mom
and dad. They always explain everything to me and they already know
I can find lost things." He looked up at Blue and said questioningly. "I
can't tell them everything?"
Blue did not hesitate to again assure the children for the
umpteenth time. He had answered this particular question more times in
the past few days than any other. "Mrs. Gilbert and I have already
approached your parents about a special training program to deal with
your supposed social problems and I have met all your parents in the
last few days. I did not lie to any of them but restricted my explanations
simply to say that I would teach you mental exercises and meditation
techniques. How about if you ask Mrs. Gilbert if you have any
questions about what each of you can tell your mom and dad. Is that
OK?" Blue asked.
Ricky thought about it for a moment, then smiled and said. "I
like her. She's not like most grownups. She always explains things just
like my mom and dad. My parents have told me that she was also their
favorite teacher when they were in school. OK."
After saying goodbye one last time, Blue walked to his car
followed by Granite. Opening the car door, Blue turned and waved one
last time as Granite jumped into the car's front seat and from there into
the back seat where he poked his head out the lowered back window
and pathed his own goodbye to the children and the adult they clustered
around.
Over the next few days the children spent more and more time
with Reba Gilbert, and soon the townspeople added the 53 year old
head librarian and part time substitute teacher to the mysterious missing
lynx group.
As time passed some made joking bets on how long the
elderly woman would be able to keep up the pace. They lost those bets
and more as the oldest missing lynx just seemed to become more
actively energetic and youthful looking every week.
*

*
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Draco drove his car past the gate shack after paying the
attendant, and entered the city parking lot overlooking lake Erie.
"There's one!" His niece, Angela, pointed excitedly.
"Calm down cous." Came from the back seat as his nephew
spoke up. The two were both 13, but Summer, being 43 days older,
always acted the part when the two were together. Both of them had
implants and sometimes Angela got back at him by reminding him that,
since he was older, SHE was the youngest cyberhuman. He usually
countered that he was the youngest Cyber Warlock to which she would
counter that with the fact that she was the youngest cyberhuman AND
the youngest Cyber Witch.
Draco pulled into the parking space Angela had pointed out,
and shut off the engine. "Let's go fishin'!" He said with a smile as he
looked first at Angela, then at Summer by way of the mentally directed
rear view mirror.
The next few minutes were taken up with good-natured banter
while they sorted through the gear in the trunk. When the three headed
for the charter boats, they each carried their own poles and tackle
boxes. Each also wore pocket filled life preservers which held snacks in
waterproof pouches. Draco and Summer also carried the cooler of food
and drinks between them.
From under the car waddled three sea gull shapes, which
spread their wings and lifted into the air, two of them swooping and
diving as they chased each other in circles while the third paced the
three figures below. They approached the charter boat docks and Draco
asked the first person they came to for directions.
"Depends on what you want." The man answered. He pointed
to a small boat. "You could get one just for the three of you." He
shifted his finger to a row of larger boats. "Or you could go with a
crowd." He then smiled mischievously. "Or you could go with crazy
Hazel."
"Why do they call her that?" Asked Angela.
"Her brother-in law's restaurant had a gas leak and blew up
last month. Him and his three kids lived above the restaurant and they
were all killed." The dock hand shook his head sadly.
"That caused her to crack?" Summer asked undiplomatically.
The man shrugged his shoulders. "She insists it wasn't an
accident. Says it’s a government cover-up and that they were murdered
by aliens or vampires or alien vampires or some such. Like I said, crazy
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stuff. There were only four bodies but she insists there were two other
kids staying there who were running from these aliens or whatever,
who had already killed their father and older brother.”
"Thanks for your help. Have a nice day." Said Draco after
listening patiently to the old dockhand's full story, then led his niece
and nephew toward the dock.
The dockhand watched as the three went straight to Hazel's
boat, thinking to himself that a lot of people chartered her boat after
hearing about the story. He hoped they wouldn't cause any trouble for
the still grieving woman. He liked her enough that he had taken her out
to dinner on occasion. She was just going through a bad time since she
had lost all of the only family she had on the same night.
"Hello Ma'am." Draco said when the woman on the boat
looked up at their approach. "Are you taking charters today?"
"You here for the fishin' or the story?" She asked.
"Ma'am?" Draco asked.
She nodded toward the dockhand. "Saw you talkin' to Lester.
Means well, but he can't keep his mouth shut sometimes." She looked
back at Draco and asked again. "You here for fishin' or story tellin'?"
"Both!" Smiled Draco.
She looked at him critically for a moment, smiled, and said.
"Then climb aboard. Its gettin' late and I want to get out of here before
those Yokels." She pointed to the rapidly filling party boats.
The two teens placed their gear on the dock, then graciously
allowed her to help them board the rocking boat even though they
could each run full speed across a mile of wave tossed logs blindfolded
with the aid of their implants. Draco then passed them all their gear
before stepping onto the boat himself.
After collecting her fee, the deeply tanned, late middle aged
woman started the outboard motor while the three stowed their gear.
Lester had followed their progress and was there to untie her boat from
the dock when she was ready. "Keep sendin' 'em my way Lester and I
might take you out to dinner next time." She yelled over the noise of
the outboard as she pulled away from the dock.
"You got a deal Captain!" The dockhand laughingly replied.
She expertly merged her small craft with the rest of the
morning's outbound traffic while the two teens shifted back and forth,
port to starboard and back, trying to see everything at once.
When the small boat cleared the end of the jetty, Hazel turned
to the east and accelerated. "I know a spot that will be perfect for the
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kids to catch a lot of perch. I ain't seen no one else there for a couple
days, so we shouldn't have any trouble kechin' our limit." She had to
yell over the noise of the outboard and the rhythmic whomp, whomp,
whomp, of the hull as it cut through the early morning waves.
As the boat raced across Lake Erie, three gulls paced the small
craft with two of them continuing their aerial acrobatics. They arrived
at Hazel's chosen spot in a little over a half hour and set about getting
lines in the water with Hazel helping the two teens with lure choices
while giving other bits of advice as she helped both teens alternately.
Moments after dropping her line in the water, Angela let out a
squeal. "I got one! I got one!" She began to frantically reel the fish in.
"Don't fight it girl. Let it fight you." Said Hazel as she
prepared the net and scooped the perch from the lake as soon as it was
within reach.
While she was helping Angela land the first catch of the day,
Summer hooked his own and she hurried over as he brought his catch
to the side of the boat. Dipping her net expertly, she said. "Bigger'n yer
sister's."
"She's my cousin." Summer corrected her absently as he
pulled the fish from the net and, with his tongue poking from the side
of his mouth, expertly removed the hook from his fish and placed it in
the boat's live tank with his cousin’s perch.
After the two teens had put lines back in the water the adults
followed suit and after about a half-hour, Hazel looked at Draco. "You
haven't asked about the aliens yet." She said.
"Would now be a good time?" He asked with a smile.
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* THIRTEEN *
Brad Timberline looked out across the 30km crater and
marveled at the view while he thought about the last few months. Less
than a year ago he had been just another homeless man roaming the
streets of Cleveland. Now he was the leader of a team of ten whom,
with four other teams, were secretly building a base on the moon.
He smiled broadly inside his custom fitted space suit and
turned to scan the entire circumference of the crater. From his position
at the southern end of the far side he could not see the Earth, but the
heads up display visor of his suit showed the distance he would have to
go for its edge to show just above the nearside horizon. His visor also
highlighted the positions of his team members scattered around the
circumference of the crater floor.
His team had trained in nanobotically built virtual reality pods
on their six-hour journey from the Earth to the Moon. The ten of them
had endured an artificially accelerated course that had seemed like 30
days of intense training on the use of their suits and the equipment they
would use.
Each of his three-member teams was currently working on a
different part of the base and each was ahead of the schedule set by the
blueprints which were accessible in his suit visor's heads up display.
His team's purpose was to build a small base in the wall of this crater
near the lunar South Pole to utilize the sublunarian water ice as a life
support base. The ice had been detected in other craters over two
decades earlier by American probes and would be used by future
Terran exploration teams. They had chosen their location with care to
ensure their own ice deposits while staying far enough away from the
main, ice rich fields of the magnetic South Pole.
Draco's decision to attempt to keep all of the cyberhumans
unknown to most of Earth's population required him to prepare for the
chance of discovery by future expeditions to the moon. To do this they
had had to search for a deep ice deposit on the outskirts of the south
polar region.
They all knew that when the rest of humanity broke away
from the confines of the racial Birth World, even with the concealment
of superior stealth technology they would notice an already established
base on highly desirable property. Draco had instructed them to find a
location far enough away from the major ice fields that when the rest of
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mankind came, they would not be likely to notice them if the base was
inactive during any high profile times. Later, when technology was
advanced enough to allow private voyages, the base would be
'established' by Draco's Family.
He actuated the verbal command mode in his suit and gave the
suit's data system the coded phrasing that allowed it to plot a flight path
from his position to the entrance to the living quarters area. The suit's
data system activated the four gravity wave coils mounted at his hips
and behind his shoulders and lifted him to a point where his feet were
three meters above the crater rim and drifting inward and down at a
walking pace.
The technology that made up most of his suit was currently
available on Earth but the technology to create the power source and
the gravity wave coils was Baylorian. The technology that allowed him
to spend several days in his suit and effortlessly fly above the surface
would take a few more months to integrate into the planet's knowledge
base awaiting someone's 'discovery'.
He passed over the pit that contained the nanomass that was
assembling the Monitor and looked down as he passed over. The thirty
meter wide and forty meter deep pit was nestled within the crate wall
and was filled with a roiling mass of molecule sized robots that were
assembling the thirty meter tall, teardrop shaped ship, Monitor, atom by
atom from matter harvested from within the crater wall.
Within moments he passed over the upper entrance to what
was to be the living area of the future base. There was a large cavern
deep inside the crater's base that had been caused by an ancient pocket
of water flash heated by the surrounding, almost molten, rock to create
a contained steam explosion. The explosive pressure had created a
seventy to one hundred fifty meter wide tunnel that wove its way nearly
two kilometers around the base of the rim.
The outer airlock had been installed yesterday while the safety
redundant inner airlock was scheduled to be pressurized within the next
two days. The double outer airlock gave a puff of atmosphere as the
team exited the tunnel mouth just before Brad passed over the entrance.
His suit visor's heads up display highlighted each of the three,
team members as they came into view and he waved as he passed over
them. His team kept Comm silence while in the open and restricted
themselves to waving in return, then reentered the camouflaged tunnel
to test the airlock one more time. They would return to the living
section through the unpressurized interior of the main tunnel, which
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would become a habitat garden when the base could be openly
inhabited. For now the space within the airlock would only contain
atmosphere when it served as a rest area or emergency shelter.
As he flew across the lunar landscape he thought about the
past few months, marveling that the absurdity of it all had escaped him
after the first few days. One day as he walked the streets of Cleveland
collecting aluminum cans, he'd been approached by two young men
who he'd at first thought were going to roll him, but eye contact had
eliminated that thought. He'd always seemed to be able to anticipate
another's intentions if he could maintain eye contact and he knew
immediately upon making eye contact with the pair that he had nothing
to fear.
The two had offered to buy him a meal and had told him their
story while he ate a hot bratwurst sandwich with the works, and drank
his fill of coffee. His PSIonic abilities had come as a minor surprise,
but nothing compared to the direct mind to mind explanation that had
imparted complete understanding of Draco's plan and offer before he
was half finished with his meal.
Later that same day he had been taken to a farm less than a
hundred miles from the streets he had roamed the past few years, and
taken to a room with its own bathroom and told to get some rest.
The next day he had taken another hot shower and had just
finished dressing in the new clothes he'd found hanging on the inside of
the door when a knock came from outside. From there on, things had
gotten weird.
When he opened the door, he was confronted with a male
child of about seven or eight years floating at a height that kept the
child's eyes level with his own. Around the child's head was a band that
contained an opalescent crystal in the center, flanked by an amber
crystal on one side and a red one on the other. At each temple was a
smaller blue crystal.
Brad had stood speechless for long enough that the child
spoke first. "Hi! My name's Fulbright Moon. Get it!
Full..Bright..Moon. Ha! I got two names in one!" The child had bobbed
slightly as he talked at a rapid pace that was hard to follow.
"I'm 'posed to take you to see my uncle, the Dragon Lord."
After a moment to judge Brad's reaction, the boy added. "My Uncle
Draco. Well, not MY uncle. He's my mom's uncle. Does that make him
my Great Uncle?" The boy then settled to the floor and turned to walk
away. "I'm not 'posed to fly all the time. I 'haffa walk like normal
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people every place I go so I don't forget how to walk. Thas' what my
mom says. Do you think I'd forget how to WALK?"
As Brad followed, the now walking, but still bouncing boy did
not stop talking until he'd reached a door in the main house, "Don't lie.
He'll know." was the last thing the suddenly motionless youngster said
before opening the door and urging Brad through.
Now here he was several months later with his own spell
crystal headband and the leader of a construction team on the Moon.
Since his second's name was Desire' Wolf, they called their team the
Timber Wolves.
He approached the main tunnel entrance to the base and the
suit settled him slowly to the lunar surface just meters away from the
black maw. He strode into the darkness with no hesitation with the aid
of his suit visor's heads up display and after a few tens of meters turned
a corner in the tunnel and came to the first airlock. He had been in his
suit for two days and looked forward to a little rest time.
*

*

*

Captain Ruk Illi-Aan Plains Runner gave the order to jump
and immediately entered the secret coded transmission to identify his
ship to avoid incoming fire. As the maneuver was performed, he
unconsciously positioned his tail in a manner whose meaning
duplicated that of a human's crossing of fingers.
His Comm officer, Bo-Anni Ruk Long Talker spoke aloud.
"The signal has been acknowledged and permission has been given to
divert to assigned coordinates." The Comm officer hesitated as the
coordinates came up on her screen. "Transferring coordinates to
Navigation." She said aloud.
Illi-Aan watched his own data panel as the coordinates were
transferred to Navigation's panel and from there to Propulsion. The ship
twisted in space to orient itself with the new coordinates. As the ship
came into alignment the main gravity wave coils gripped the star's
gravity well and pulled with all the power the ship could muster. At the
same time, internal inertial dampers compensated for the conflicting
forces to make the ride unnoticeable to those riding within the ship.
As the ship continued its maneuvering, Illi-Aan pondered his
full cargo hold. He hoped he would be able to complete his trade
contract without any problems. New markets were hard to come by and
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he had had to convince his backers that the cost of the long journey
would be worth it when steady trade could be established.
"We have an escort trailing. Mass, half our own. Heavily
armed." Security looked up from his panel and added. "All weapons are
armed and all that can be are aimed at us."
Illi-Aan hoped he was keeping his own nervousness out of his
tail as he calmly acknowledged Security's report. "That was to be
expected. We already knew that the Baylor are carnivorous so an
unusual amount of aggressive posturing was to be expected." He hoped
his words would calm the crew and was satisfied to see several tails
stop or at least slow their nervous quivering.
If the ship following them had half their mass, it was large for
a simple escort. Even if it was a military ship. He wondered if maybe
they shouldn't be trading with a race that was this paranoidly
aggressive.
Too late to back out now.
His financial backers knew in advance that the Baylor were
probably going to use the high tech merchandise they had ordered for
war vessels but had chosen to accept the contract because of the
distance from any world settled by RukAna. Records kept by his people
showed that carnivorous species always took on more than they could
handle and didn't usually spread far from their Homeworld, either
collapsing internally or angering too many neighboring species at the
same time.
"Time to rendezvous coordinates." Captain Illi-Aan said
calmly.
"An eight and three of shifts, Captain." Navigation replied.
Just under three days before they could reach the station to
offload a fortune in high tech components to be paid for with heavy
metals, exotic gems and stones, and fresh and frozen foods from
unknown worlds. In future voyages he hoped to negotiate for plant
seeds, live food animals, and possibly, species art if the Baylor were
interested in a continued partnership.
He spoke toward his second in command, "Set watches for
regular insystem duty and relax tail from high alert." With that the
Captain rose from his three-point straddle of his panel's cushion and
made his way off the Bridge. When he arrived at his cabin he retrieved
the file on the Baylor that he had opened the moment he had suspected
that the contact on his screen was of a new spacefaring race.
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He was in his first fully self-owned ship at the time, a much
smaller vessel than the one he now captained. With his ship stocked to
bursting with life support supplies and spare parts, he was testing new
markets with the financial backing of over a year's worth of extremely
profitable probes on the far side of one of the Life Planet voids that
bordered his race's mercantile range. He had crossed the void and found
four Life Planets on four consecutive jumps and the fourth had brought
him into contact with the Baylor.
Several times during the next few days he thought he was
about to die and had even had to endure a ceremonial blooding to be
allowed to trade with the new race. He suffered endless humiliations
from his hosts but when he finally left for his voyage home his small
ship carried enough samples for future trade that his chosen backers
had insisted on buying him this new ship with its more powerful
propulsion and larger cargo space.
A prize ship that would be entirely his when he completed one
eight of trips.
He had negotiated with several other Captains to whom he
owed favors, to send their own contact representatives for their own
later voyages. Those representatives served as unpaid crew on this
voyage and he would get their share of return cargo whether they made
any contacts or not. His only obligation would be to get permission for
them to leave the ship.
Several days later, after the ship had made its way away from
the rendezvous point, he made a last entry in the same file on his new
partners and wondered if he would be able to make a turnaround
voyage before his market edge became diluted with competition. The
Baylor had been so pleased with the larger than expected cargo when
he showed up with his new ship, that they had allowed free liberty for
his entire crew and an unescorted return trip to the exiting jump point.
He was surprised to see them honor that promise so far. He
had ordered sensor scans at a higher level out of curiosity. The sensor
techs would examine the recordings during the long trip home to see if
there were any indications of stealthed ships.
He finished making his third manifest review of the cargo they
had brought away from this first trade and was again impressed with its
size and worth. Everyone had made trades and future contracts with
safe contact coordinates. Even his cousin, who would Captain Illi-Aan's
old ship when they returned, had a contract for snack foods for the
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Baylor. Illi-Aan had wondered what was in his cousin's crew cargo
locker and had been pleasantly surprised at Otto-Lin's ingenuity.
His cousin had brought two eight’s of samples of small
animals that his research had determined had the most body fluids for
their size. He had suggested to the Baylor that the caged animals might
not provide hunting sport, but they would be ideal for duty restrained
spacer crews. Most of the samples were low maintenance and prolific
reproducers and Otto-Lin had ensured the Baylor that he could also
provide specially built, low maintenance, automatic feeding and storage
cages. He convinced his Baylorian buyer that the properly caged
animals would provide convenient nourishment for spacer
crewmembers who were required to spend long periods of time unable
to leave their posts.
One of the only two Baylor that had been allowed on his ship
during his initial meeting with the Baylor had been drawn to the pet of
a member of the crew. After an intense bargaining session, the
crewmember allowed a sample of blood to be drawn for a ridiculous
price. The blood was reported as tasting delicious to the tester who then
seemed to become slightly intoxicated as he tasted a second one of the
samples.
He had talked to his cousin later and was told that Otto-Lin
had noticed two of the requested food items on Illi-Aan's original report
and noted that they both had copper rich blood. He had researched the
animals known to contain copper rich blood and had brought a large
quantity of a particular animal to test his theory. He had sold the entire
stock at a larger profit margin than any other cargo item on this trip.
No one else had brought food items for trade offer as the cost
of transporting live animals of a size to be useful to the Baylor as
described in the report, would have taken up too much valuable cargo
space. His cousin's ingenuity had verified his own choice in Otto-Lin to
captain his old ship.
He was just about to leave his cabin for his customary prejump
inspection when a call came over his direct line to the Bridge. "Captain.
We have a problem on the Bridge that requires your presence."
"Acknowledged." He said toward the Comm and hurried from
his cabin with his tail quivering in nervous anticipation.
"What's going on?" He asked the room in general as he
entered the Bridge moments later.
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"We have a stowaway!" Came the bluntly incredulous voice of
his Security Officer. "I'm sorry sir. I still haven't figured out how it got
aboard, much less what it is."
"Let me see it Security."
Illi-Aan watched his duty panel's screen as Security
transferred the scene on his own panel to the Captain. The view showed
a bipedal creature lying on a cushion in the medical room. The creature
was naked of any artificial covering that would hint at sentience but the
size of the cranium and the complexity of the digits of the upper limbs
was too much like his own head and hands to imagine the being was
not somewhat intelligent "What is it?" He asked.
"We don't know sir. The Baylor made no mention of this
species and it was not one of the slave races that we were able to find
out about." Security answered.
"Do they know its missing?" Was the Captain's next question.
"We don't know sir. They haven't made any attempt to
communicate with us since their final transmission."
"Has it made any attempt at communication?"
"No sir. It was naked and unconscious when we found it with
a fluid injector gripped in one hand. It looks as if it injected itself with
some sort of chemical solution after hiding itself in a pressurized tool
locker in the forward cargo hold. Medical is analyzing the solution to
see if they can discover its composition."
"Have Medical prepare the creature for a linguistic session as
soon as it regains consciousness." Illi-Aan told Security, adding. "Make
sure Comm knows to deny any knowledge of its existence if the Baylor
renew communications. Let me know as soon as it awakens."
"Yes sir." Security slapped his tail on the deck in salute, then
turned and left the Bridge to attend to his orders.
"How long before jump?" Illi-Aan asked aloud.
"One eight and six time periods Captain." Replied Navigation.
"Shall I increase speed?"
"No. The Baylor are jumpy enough as it is. I don't want them
to become suspicious. But when we come out of jump I want full
power to the next gateway. Let's not waste any time getting away from
here." He relaxed on his cushion as much as possible as he pondered
what lay ahead.
If the alien were an escaped slave of the Baylor it might cause
problems for future trade missions, but it could also be a trade bonanza
if the being was from a space faring race. Returning the being to its
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Home World would be an excellent way to introduce themselves to a
new trade market.
That is, as long as that homeworld was not already owned by
the Baylor.
If it were not from a highly technological race, it would at
least provide a source of study to add to the knowledge that his people
sold as much as they did any other trade good.
*

*

*

Senator Winston Simpson carried his own bags as he walked
toward the HUMV that would take him to the main house. The noise
behind him rose as the small jet that had brought him taxied toward the
middle of the private runway and the combination tower and hanger.
Tossing his bags in the back of the Hummer, the Senator climbed into
the front seat beside the driver, crossed his arms and said. "You may
proceed."
This was his first visit to the estate of Erriimmaannohh's
brother and he enjoyed the scenery as much as possible as the Hummer
bounced along the gravel road toward the main house nearly a mile
away. He did not even attempt to talk to the driver, resisting the urge to
ask questions that he knew the driver would have no answers for. And
wouldn't give if he did.
It had been months since he had had any contact with his alien
master and he had begun to feel as if he had regained control of his own
life. This summons had shattered that fantasy and his thoughts were in
turmoil as he tried to guess the reason for the summons.
He was surprised to see both Erriimmaannohh and
Maakkaavvll waiting for him outside of the entrance to the house and
felt his heart begin to race. Any time his Baylorian masters showed any
kind of civil behavior he knew that extra caution was necessary.
Maakkaavvll was the first to speak as Winston started to
retrieve his bags from the back of the Hummer. "Leave those Senator.
The driver will deliver them to your room." He motioned for Winston
to approach. "Come this way. I would like to show you my home."
Winston walked with the two as Maakkaavvll made small talk
and actually did show him around the area, as Erriimmaannohh
remained silent. By the time the three of them returned to the main
house and made their way to Maakkaavvll's office, Senator Simpson
was drenched in nervous sweat despite his host's seeming cordiality.
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"Please have a seat." Maakkaavvll said as he made his way
around his desk and took his own seat. He waited until Winston had
seated himself before continuing. "In one week there will be a Hunt on
my brother's estate. We would like for you to attend this Hunt."
Senator Simpson remained nervously silent as Maakkaavvll
continued.
"Do not worry. You will only be an observer."
Erriimmaannohh smiled an evil looking smile as he spoke for the first
time.
"After the Hunt Senator," Erriimmaannohh's tone made the
hairs on Winston's neck stand on end. "we will begin making
preparations for the next phase of your career."
Senator Simpson felt a dread in his heart as he heard those
words. "What do you mean?" He asked as his cracking voice betrayed
him.
"You have been one of the most successful partners I have had
over the past few years in my attempts to make your people an
acceptable ally to my Family." Erriimmaannohh said.
"Your efforts have gone unnoticed and unappreciated by your
own people as a necessary precaution but we can not remain
undiscovered forever. To prepare for the day we announce ourselves,
we must have as many allies as possible in places of importance."
Senator Simpson's political voice spoke before he could stop
it. "My office has always been available to help wherever possible."
Erriimmaannohh's teeth flexed once at his irritation at the
interruption and he waved a hand impatiently. "I don't mean the paltry
assistance of a Senator."
"After the Hunt you will announce your intentions to run for
President of your country." Erriimmaannohh made placating motions as
Senator Simpson attempted to interrupt. "Do not worry about your
chances of winning the election. My brother and I have already been
preparing for this day for several months. We have been grooming a
replacement for your seat on the Senate. Also, plans have been made to
discredit or eliminate any serious competition."
"How will you do that?" Winston was able to squeeze his
question in as Erriimmaannohh took a breath before continuing.
"We have already identified the most likely candidates for the
opposition Party and have been creating situations that will cause the
morals of those candidates to be questioned." Erriimmaannohh
answered. "In addition, we have diverted funds through means that will
result in large donations coming from illegal sources."
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"My brother will take care of any unsuspected candidates who
surface in time to be of any threat to your victory." Erriimmaannohh
said as he gestured toward Maakkaavvll.
"What if someone finds out?" The Senator mopped at his
sweating brow.
"Do not concern yourself with the possible failure of our
methods Senator." Maakkaavvll spoke softly with his feeding teeth
showing in a wicked looking smile. "Suffice it to say that no one will
reveal any facts they may inadvertently discover."
The next day as Senator Simpson's private jet lifted into the
air, he finally relaxed. His alien hosts had not taken their customary
taste of blood on this visit and the anticipation of that bite had made
him so nervous that he had almost made the mistake of imagining that
he was in fact a partner and not a glorified slave. He knew that the
reprieve would be corrected in the future and also knew that
Erriimmaannohh was only waiting until a time when his confidence in
his independence could be shattered with most effect.
As he watched the clouds flow by below, he wondered what
would happen if Erriimmaannohh found out about his contract with
Abdul Mohammed. He had not heard anything from the hit man in
weeks and wondered if he would be able to contact Abdul in time to
change the contract to one of retrieval instead of elimination.
This visit had reminded him of one incontrovertible fact.
There were others who could replace him as Erriimmaannohh's puppet
if he were to anger the alien enough to become Hunt prey himself.
*

*

*

As the Senator's plane disappeared in the distance,
Maakkaavvll venomously said to his brother, "We must convince our
father to advance the timetable for taking over this ball of dirt! I am
tired of treating slaves as if they were our equals."
Erriimmaannohh laughed good-naturedly and slapped his
brother on the shoulder. "You are too impatient Maakkaavvll. The
order has already gone out to launch the comet on its impact trajectory.
Celestial mechanics can't be changed. We will all have to be patient.
Our days as hidden rulers will soon be at an end."
As they walked back toward the main house, Erriimmaannohh
continued. "I know how hard it is to pretend to be cordial to those
beneath us but it is a necessary fact of life. If you treat every slave like
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the food they are, they soon have nothing to fear and revolt is
inevitable."
"I know. But it is so hard to resist. The smell of fear on that fat
human was so strong that it took all of my willpower to keep from
sating my thirst when he offered his neck."
"I know my brother, and that fact alone has convinced me that
you have finally matured enough to be released from your disgraced
status."
Maakkaavvll looked at his brother in surprise that turned to
joy as he thought he knew what Erriimmaannohh meant. "You have
discovered a way to Honorably release me from the Life Honor Hunt?"
"You know only the Emperor can do that Maakkaavvll, and
that would in itself be a grave insult. No, not that. I refer to the
restrictions I have placed on you. I now formally release you from all
obligations to report to me with the exception of Family Business."
"I don't know how to thank you, Erriimmaannohh."
Maakkaavvll said as he tilted his head to the side.
"I have no doubt that you will soon have many opportunities
to find a way, but until then we have much to do. You will be able to
gain a measure of satisfaction next week when we have our Hunt for
the two Wilson slaves. Senator Simpson will be surprised to find out
that we know of his contract to have the two escaped slaves killed. That
ought to remind him of his position as he watches while we reduce the
two to abject slavery." His feeding teeth extended as he smiled "Or
dead meat."
"Things will be moving too fast for him to be concerned with
much more than his political future by then. He will be in office in
plenty of time for us to save him from the disaster of the comet strike."
"He will wonder why we didn't warn him of the possibility
that it would hit Earth." Maakkaavvll said.
"So? His own race's best scientists will predict a clean miss
when they calculate the comet's trajectory. Our explosives and gravity
wave coil adjustments of the smaller pieces will occur when the sun
hides the comet. When the pieces become visible again, we will simply
act as surprised as we can." Erriimmaannohh gave a human sounding
laugh and said. "We will be very convincing when we let PRESIDENT
Simpson convince us to help his world."
Maakkaavvll thought he understood his brother's intent and
said. "Then we will let him take credit for bringing us to Earth."
"Exactly!!" They both laughed at that.
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"Until then I have something I need to have checked. The
Wilson slaves did not escape unaided." He could tell by Maakkaavvll's
reaction that his brother was not surprised. "One of my highest ranking
slaves helped them escape as a coup against me in a human attempt to
imitate the Honorable Baylorian way." He was pleased at the anger and
revenge lust that showed on Maakkaavvll's face.
"Recently I have obtained information that the use of offworld
technology has been detected in the state of South Carolina. I want you
to personally investigate those reports. I will supply you with the
tracking equipment to find out if the slave Penn Flowers is there."
"If you can bring him to me, I will guarantee that when this is
all over, you alone will have the pleasure of Hunting the future
President of the United States."
*

*

*

Melissa Lynx beamed proudly as the Mayor placed the
Citizenship Medal over her head and shook her hand, engulfing it in his
own massive adult hand. She unselfconsciously tilted the heavy medal
upward to admire its shiny surface as the Mayor went to the next
Missing Lynx to repeat the process. The months of teasing and name
calling forgotten, she inspected the upside down disk of metal oblivious
to the noisy crowd in front of the podium.
Her friends and she had combined their powers to investigate
the disappearance of 12 year old Alex Randall and had found the home
of the abductor. When police had arrived at the home, they scoffed at
the children’s story and added that they couldn’t enter without just
cause or a warrant anyway. The Missing Lynx had openly broken into
the house while the police chased them in an attempt to stop them.
The police had found the group breaking down a locked door
in the basement. They found the missing boy bound and gagged on a
pile of carpet pieces in the windowless room.
The abductor had admitted his crime and eventually told the
police of the location of two other children's bodies from earlier
abductions. The only regret he had admitted to was in abducting
someone from his own town instead of the nearby tourist area of Myrtle
Beach, where he had gotten his other two victims.
When the Mayor was finished, the group stoically waited as
every important person in town took a turn at the microphone to praise
the Missing Lynx. By the end of the speeches they were all noticeably
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fidgeting and talking to each other in whispers as they admired each
other's medals.
When the speeches were over and the group was finally
allowed to leave the outdoor stage, they all but ran each other over in
their haste to escape before the adults could find any more reasons to
praise and display them.
Escape was not so easy as they now had to run the gauntlet of
the mass of well wishers who had come to see the ceremony. The group
stayed together as they worked their way toward the nearest tables piled
with food that flanked the audience. They steadily progressed toward
the tables as they shook hands, showed off their medals, and posed for
pictures.
They had almost reached the food tables when the crowd
parted and Alex Randall appeared in front of them protectively flanked
by his older sister and two younger brothers while their parents hovered
close behind and watched the crowd suspiciously.
Alex and his best friends had been the ones who had given
Melissa and her brother, and their friends the name Missing Lynx and
had been the most tenacious in their teasing and cruel pranks played on
the group. Solemnly offering his hand Alex whispered. "Thank you
Melissa."
"You're welcome Alex." She replied simply as she shook the
offered hand and added. "Any time you need our help, just let us
know."
As she moved to let Alex shake Tim's hand, Alex's sister,
Lynn dropped to one knee to bring her face level with Melissa's and
gave Melissa a fierce hug. "I'm so sorry I never stopped Alex from
bullying you all the time." Lynn sobbed.
"It’s OK Lynn. He never really hurt us." Melissa said as she
patted the older girl's back while she returned the hug. "Why don't y'all
come sit with us and eat." She added. "I'm hungry."
Melissa took Alex's hand when the boy hesitated, looking at
his parents, then led him to the tables as he relaxed when his mother
nodded assent. The Missing Lynx surrounded the Randall children and
the large group assaulted the food tables while the watching adults
respectfully waited.
When they had finished most of what they had piled on their
plates, the group sought their own parents who, like all the parents of
the town, had not let the children out of their site.
"Can we go to the
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library and show Mrs. Gilbert our medals mom? She had to work today
and couldn't come." Melissa asked.
"I don't know honey." Her mother hesitated. "It's not safe."
"But HE"S in jail mom. He can't hurt anybody anymore."
Melissa pleaded.
Her mother was not convinced. "There are other people out
there just as evil honey." She looked around but could only see well
known friends and neighbors.
"Maybe we should go home and hide." Tim spoke softly.
"Timmy! That's not fair." John Lynx admonished.
"Sorry sir." Tim hung his head.
"I know you didn't mean it like it sounded son. It’s just that no
one can shift the blame to alcohol, drugs, or a gun. This was just an evil
person who appeared like any one of us. You're going to have to accept
the fact that all the kids in this town are going to be watched by their
parents for a while till things settle down." He smiled at his son. "You
know how parents are."
Tim smiled as he looked from his father to his mother and
back again. "Yes sir."
"Now, if the rest of your friend's parent's agree, you can go as
a group as long as you promise to stay together." John said.
"We promise." Tim and Melissa said as one.
"Do you think that's safe John?" Mary Lynx asked worriedly.
"I don't think anyone would dare touch a child in this town for
a while Mary, and if they did, our Missing Lynx," He said the name
with pride, "would see that he joins that other pervert in jail."
Melissa and Tim collected their friends and after all of them
had promised their parents they would go straight to the library and
stay together at all times, they were allowed to leave. They ran off
together as dozens of pairs of adult eyes watched their every move
protectively.
They were waiting for the light to change before crossing the
street to the library when Samantha and Tom spoke together.
"Someone's coming."
They all detected the use of advanced comm signals that they
had only experienced a few times. Usually when in the presence of the
dragon warriors that sometimes accompanied the cyberhumans that
came to check on them from time to time.
"Wait!" Tim said when Sid Humphrey grasped his necklace
spell crystal in preparation to signal the source with his natural ability
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to tap comm frequencies. That's not the same frequency the dragon
warriors use. Close, but not the same."
They assumed unconcerned poses as they stood on the street
corner and waited as a limousine with darkly tinted windows came
down the street. The limo drove past them slowly and even the least
sensitive of them could feel the sensors hidden in the vehicle probe the
area as it drove by. They watched the limo circle the block that held the
still large crowd in the park and turn down another street.
When the limo passed from site, the nine of them looked at
each other with apprehension. "There was an alien in that car!" Tim
exclaimed. "I could feel him!"
"Me too!" Billy added breathlessly, his eyes round with fear.
"He felt cold!"
"Let's get out of here!" Cindy and Mindy said together like
they almost always did when excited. Luckily the light was with them
as the twins ran across the street toward the library without looking,
with the other seven following close behind.
"Mrs. Gilbert, the aliens are here!" Billy stage whispered when
they found the elderly woman cleaning windows in the back of the
library. "There's one in town right now!"
"Whoa Billy. Calm down." Reba Gilbert said as she set down
the spray bottle and tossed the towel in the small bucket beside the
bottle. She reached up to touch the spell crystal in the choker at her
neck.
"No!" Cindy and Mindy cried out together.
"Stop!" Ricky Mobius waved his hands negatively.
"They got sensors!" Tom Gregory who was closest to her,
grabbed her hand to stop her from mind searching.
She finally realized the seriousness of the situation and spoke
aloud. "Tell me what happened."
She waited patiently as the children told her what they had just
experienced. "We have to let Draco know about this right away." She
said when they were finished.
"But what if the aliens hear us?" Billy asked fearfully.
Reba patted him on the shoulder and smiled. "Then we'll just
have to use the telephone."
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* FOURTEEN *
Draco gently placed the phone back on its cradle and pathed a
wide band message. {Everyone in range of my mind voice report to my
office as soon as possible. We have a problem.}
He sat back in his chair and frowned. Everyone had told him
that handing out so many spell spheres was risky, but he had not
listened. Now the Damn aliens were on the track of the Missing Lynx.
If they were found and the use of nanotechnology was discovered, all
would be lost.
His office began to fill as cyberhumans came from wherever
they were on the farm compound in response to his summons. The few
seats were soon taken and the later arrivals were either offered a seat by
whoever occupied it, or left to stand as they all waited for the last to
arrive.
"I'm the last one in." Said Angela as she rushed in. She had
been at the neighbor's house and had had to make a politely delayed
exit before coming to the meeting.
Draco said aloud. "OK everybody, I screwed up and anyone
who wants to say 'I told you so' will have your chance in a minute." He
telepathically relayed the phone conversation with Reba Gilbert to the
room full of Cyber Witches and Warlocks and waited for their
response.
Several of them smiled and said in unison. "I told you so."
The somberness that had begun to engulf them was relieved
and Draco relaxed with the rest as he smiled and shook his head with a
small chuckle. "Gee thanks." He said with sarcastic humor.
"There's no sense trying to put the genie back in the bottle so
here's what we're going to do."
"I told Reba to put the Missing Lynx on secrecy alert. They
won't be using any of their spell crystals until further notice and they're
supposed to check on each other several times a day until we tell them
different."
He looked at his cousin. "Meilani, I want you and Pago to go
to Myrtle Beach on vacation without your kids." He was always careful
to pronounce it Pongo even though there was no 'n' in the Samoan
spelling. But he did use the same habit as everyone else of only saying
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Pago once instead of the Pago Pago that was really his cousin's
husband's name.
"I want you to rent a car tomorrow morning and go down to
Georgetown to visit Reba as a family friend. Don't take any action if
the alien isn't doing anything to endanger the Missing Lynx but if he
attempts to abduct any of them, you are free to act as you see fit."
"Your main job is to protect Reba and the kids. Pack as fast as
you can. I've already booked you on a flight out of Cleveland in about
four hours. You can go ahead and take off now if you want to so you
can pack."
After the door had closed behind Meilani and Pago, Draco
turned to two of the few non-family cyberhumans and continued. "Tom
and Jade, I want you to go to Georgetown and get a hotel room. Then
start looking for a house to buy using the story that you're planning to
move from Ohio cause you're sick of the weather. If the Baylorian is
still there I want you to use just enough high tech comm traffic to keep
him from leaving.”
"Granite." He turned to his nephew. "You get to play doggy
again."
"Woof." Granite said with a smile. He had accumulated
enough nanomass to assume a human shape. He looked like his old self
now but went in public with a face enough different from his birth
body's to not be recognized.
Draco turned back to Tom and Jade Pendragon. "Take a Jeep
with a travel cage for Granite."
Turning back to Granite, he said. "I want you to run free and
keep the Baylorian in sight at all times. Assume whatever forms you
need to do so, but make sure you don't overdo the comm contact with
Tom and Jade or morph where anybody can see you. OK. You three go
ahead."
As they left, Draco turned to his sister. "Misty, you and Blue
put together a dragon warrior team. Convert a mobile home to carry a
few prisoners in fully enclosed restraining pods with shielding in case
any of them have locator implants."
"Everybody else assist Misty and Blue with anything they
need to be ready by midnight. That gives you nine hours. Let's get
going." He had long ago learned to not micro-manage his people so he
made his orders brief. The data files within their implants and their
common link with Earth’s DatCom system made each the equivalent of
a team of experts in every field imaginable.
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Everyone left and Draco put his head in his hands. If the
Baylor found out about the Missing Lynx, the Earth would be in deep
trouble. He should have listened to Sy’Byt when the alien had warned
him about handing out too many high tech gifts.
But he was too full of confidence. His new abilities had made
him feel like he could handle anything.
Now his whole world was
in danger.
If the Baylor found out that nanotech was present on Earth
nothing he could do would stop them from attacking in full force.
Even the Emperor would forget his anger with the Renegade
Family to wipe out the threat!
His only chance would be to capture the alien in Georgetown
and hope that any other aliens didn't find out how it was done.
He would have to move his entire ten year plan up and seal all
of the Solar System’s gateways. He picked up the phone and dialed his
parent's mobile home phone.
"Hello?" Came his father's voice on the other end.
"Dad? Sorry but I'm going to have to cut you and mom's
mission off. Here comes a data spurt." He encoded the entire message
while he was waiting for the phone to be answered and sent the
contents of the meeting he'd just had in a single second.
His dad absorbed the message with the help of his implant and
said. "Looks like trouble. What do you want us to do?"
"I want you and mom to go to the Wyoming base and start
constructing ferries to deliver as many dragon warriors as we can
assemble to the Far Side Lunar Base. We may have to seal the jump
points into the system early."
"OK son. Don't worry. We'll come through this OK. What
about the recruits we've found so far?"
"Just put that whole program on hold. We'll get back to them
after we get a handle on the Blockade." He answered. "Tell mom hi for
me. Bye."
Without waiting for an answer, he hung up and called the
overseas operator and contacted his cousin Candy at her hotel, gave her
the data burst, and told her to report to Wyoming.
Next, he called the Wyoming base. Ariel Gregg answered the
phone. He sent her the same data burst and gave her a second to absorb
the information. "I want you and Kenneth to go to the Far Side Base
and start constructing dragon warrior Blockade ships as fast as you
can."
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"What about Storm, Velvet, and Tiger?" She asked.
"The next time Tiger reports in, let him know the situation and
have him report immediately back to Storm and Velvet. Have him tell
them that finding an ark planetoid is more important than ever. They
can relax the minimum standards if they have to. We need to get a
refugee population off Earth as fast as possible."
"OK Draco. I'm on it. Bye."
He hung up the phone and stared at the wall for a second.
[Well Gandalf. I guess we're about to find out how bad I've screwed
up.]
[Due to the unknown and unforeseen actions of others, one
can never predict the results of one's actions with 100% certainty.
Predictions can be estimated to high success percentages with enough
data factored in, but the final results can be influenced by any
unexpected incident.] His implant's AI replied.
[Which is a fancy way of saying 'shit happens', right? Well. I
guess it’s time to get to work on increasing the chances for making the
future I want to, to happen.]
*

*

*

As he neared the moon, Tiger's heart raced as he anticipated
the reaction to his news. He couldn't wait to get to the Far Side Lunar
Base and tell everyone what they'd found.
He couldn't contact them early cause of the chances of
detection by Baylorian surveillance but that would allow him to tell
them in person. Then he would see if he could return to Earth for a few
days to celebrate.
He forced himself to calm down and sent another sensor probe
toward his goal. Another couple of hours and he would be there.
Returning his focus inward, he again went over the data of the ark
planetoid.
His father had been very angry with him when he'd first
reported for his new assignment, but Storm's anger had been
considerably overshadowed by the success of the mission.
The planetoid was more than they could have hoped for. It
was nearly a thousand kilometers in diameter and had a several
kilometers thick crust of a dust covered mixture of nickel-iron
fragments and pockets of frozen water ice, methane, oxygen, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen, and all the other gases necessary to make the
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planetoid self sufficient. Everything they needed to make a miniature
world was there.
The best thing about it was the unique core of the planetoid.
The core was a little more than 250 kilometers in diameter and was
composed of gravitite. One of the rarest elements listed in their
implant’s data files. It was usually only found in dust rings around
neutron stars and white dwarfs.
His father and his aunt Velvet had determined that the core
alone had a gravity equivalent to a nickel-iron mass of a thousand
kilometers in diameter. The core was covered by a several hundred
kilometer shell of rock, nickel-iron, and heavy metals. It was the
mother of all mother lodes!!
If his data files on the Baylorian Empire were anything to go
by, it was the equivalent of several planets worth of accessible riches!
The planetoid was not a part of the Oort cloud or the Solar
system, but was entering the system from interstellar space. Its
trajectory would take it no closer to Sol than about twice the furthest
orbit of Pluto in about 30 years but its dark crusty surface made it
unlikely to be discovered by Earth bound astronomers.
When humans found out about and started using gravity
vortex jump gates, it would be unlikely that anyone would want to
travel so far even if it were to be discovered.
He couldn't wait to tell everyone. Maybe Uncle Draco would
let him have some time off on Earth to celebrate. He sure would like to
go camping! After only a few weeks, he was tired of living in his
encased suit and spaceship shell. Virtual reality recreation was fun at
first, but it was too controllable. He longed to feel real air on his skin
and the feeling of a real planet beneath his feet.
*

*

*

Misty looked out of the car window at the gray sky. "I still
think it's going to clear up by the time we get there." She said to her
brother.
"I sure hope so." Said Draco. "We'll be a little less obvious if
there are more people out and about."
"This sure is a hassle not being able to keep contact with
Granite." Blue said from the back seat.
"True." Replied Draco. "But if the Baylor are using their best
tracking equipment, it also covers all of the PSIonic frequencies.
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There’s no way they can NOT know about the high rate of PSIonically
talented humans. I can’t believe the Baylor aren’t planning to make use
of that ability."
"Granite should be in contact with Reba by now, Blue. Why
don't you call her on your cell phone if you're so impatient?" Asked
Misty.
"Nah." He replied. "I'm just grumbling. I've gotten so used to
using mind talk whenever I want to that it just bugs me to have to
restrain myself. Don't mind me. I'll get over it."
The three became quiet again and Misty continued her job as
front seat passenger by reading aloud all signs they passed and
changing CDs whenever the ones in the player ended. In the mean time
Blue entertained himself by absorbing some pocket change and the
aluminum can from his last soft drink and converting the matter into
another remote mechanoid. He knew that even the best Baylorian
tracking equipment couldn't read his actions if he restricted them to
within his own shielded body.
To prepare himself for his part of the upcoming mission, he
had been absorbing all the trash the three had generated during the trip
and constructing a small fleet of jamming mechs. Using the data in his
implant's Baylorian files, he had designed a jammer the shape and size
of one of the smaller birds native to the Carolina coast. When they
located the Baylorian they were hunting, he would surround the alien
with his fleet of jammers to keep any calls for help from being made.
While he did this, the rest of the team would attempt to capture the
Baylorian alive.
A team of dragon warriors was following them in a mobile
home and the alien and anyone with him would be transferred
somewhere safe. Draco and Misty's parents had been notified of the
mission and were also on their way to Georgetown, South Carolina to
assist them in the capture.
A couple of hours later, Draco said. "We take the 521 Exit
don't we?"
"Yea." replied Misty. "Then another 55 or 60 miles to
Georgetown"
A few minutes later he said. "Here we are. Not long now." He
pulled into the first gas station he came to in Manning and within a few
minutes was back on route 521 with the mobile home behind them.
"OK Misty. Make your call now." Draco said.
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Misty got her cell phone out of her purse and punched in Jade
and Tom's number. After a few moments she said. "Hi Jade. Misty
here." She listened for a moment then said. "OK. Thanks. Bye."
She put her phone away and turned to Draco with a smile.
"Target located and bait set. There's one Baylorian. He's got two
humans with him at all times and another team of five humans that are
doing all the searching for the source of the comm signals."
"What about the Missing Lynx?" Draco asked.
"All safe. They have adjusted remarkably well to not being
able to use their spell crystals. Tim and Melissa have also quit using the
dragon figurine trainers till it's OK."
Misty answered, then
asked. "What are those?"
"I gave Melissa and Tim small replicas of the dragon familiars
that we all use as mobile remotes for our implant's AIs. They just look
like pewter figurines but they have a core of training tech inside. They
are programmed with training exercises that the kids can use to practice
with."
"Weren't you afraid they'd give the kids away?"
"No. The figurines are mind locked to Tim and Melissa. The
only difference between them and the spell crystals is the internal
comm unit."
"So the figurines are what the Baylorian sensors detected?"
"More than likely." Draco answered. "The Baylor may have
technology to detect and even duplicate PSIonic frequencies, but their
detection range is very small. Normally they would have to be within a
hundred yards or so. The range that the figurines can be detected is a
couple of miles."
Draco smiled ruefully. "I guess I really screwed up when I
gave them to the kids."
"Not really Draco." Misty defended his decision. "There aren't
very many Baylor on Earth and they usually stay on their estates. Even
when they leave they usually fly straight to another estate. There had to
be some reason for them to be that far from an airport with detection
gear. I'm willing to bet that the discovery of the Missing Lynx was pure
chance."
"Thanks for saying so sis, but in retrospect, I still think I was
too overconfident. My actions weren't properly thought out and by
trying to do too much too soon I may have risked the destruction of the
entire planet."
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Misty couldn't disagree with all her brother's logic so she
decided to remain silent.
The rest of the trip was completed in silence and soon they
came to the city limits. They drove to the library where Reba Gilbert
was supposed to meet them. They parked and Draco and Misty went
inside while Blue went to the mobile home that had followed them.
When he saw Reba, Draco smiled. "Hi Reba. I'm Draco and
this is my sister, Misty. It's nice to finally meet you. I just wish it were
under better circumstances."
Reba extended her hand and shook Draco’s, then Misty's,
saying. "Sometimes circumstances just have to be accepted and not
questioned. Besides, if you really wanted to meet me sooner you would
have made the time and would have controlled the better
circumstances."
Draco gaped at the elderly woman and struggled to think of
something to say. He had been told by everyone who'd met Reba that
she didn't tolerate half truths or insincere verbal platitudes.
"Uh. Yes. I apologize. I guess I did have plenty of
opportunities to come sooner. I just made do with the reports from
those who did come to visit."
"See. That wasn't so hard was it?" She smiled and continued.
"Now what are we going to do about the Baylorian?"
"We're not going to take any chances. We're going to capture
the entire group and transport them to the Wyoming base."
"Don't forget young man." The elderly librarian scolded. "The
children come first. You're going to make sure nobody else comes
around looking for trouble aren't you?"
"We don't know yet for sure why these are here. When we find
out I'll make sure you know the reason." Draco answered, being careful
not to shade the truth. "Meilani and her family will come to visit often
and Tom and Jade Pendragon will be moving here to stay."
Reba was shaking her head in acknowledgment. "I've met
them all. Nice people. Too bad that Tom and Jade don't have young
children though. It would be easier to explain them interacting with the
Missing Lynx."
"I guess I didn't plan that very well either did I?"
"Taking a little too much responsibility on yourself are you?"
Misty couldn't help herself and snorted as she tried to stifle a
laugh. "We've all tried to tell him that for months. But he thinks he's the
only one who can do it all."
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Draco was embarrassed by the two ganging up on him and just
looked from one to the other without saying anything.
Reba spoke when he remained silent. "Is there any reason why
another family with full implants can't move down here? From what I
understand your whole family has been moving around quite a bit
lately. It might be a good idea to let one family with young children
have a chance to settle down in one spot for a while."
"What do you say Draco. Harvest would be a likely choice."
Misty suggested.
Turning to Reba, she said. "Harvest is a single mother with a
six year old son named Fulbright. He could really use some friends his
own age. I think he spends too much time with adults."
"It's settled then!" Exclaimed Reba. "Harvest will move down
here and Fulbright will become the tenth Missing Lynx."
Draco just gaped for a moment then shook his head in defeat.
"I guess I'm going to have to agree." He smiled at Reba. "Now I see
what Blue and Granite meant."
"But for now we have to get back to the reason why we came
here in the first place!" He said. He didn't get any further.
"Blue!" Reba exclaimed and rose to hug the young man who'd
come in the front door behind Draco. Draco had been aware of the
young man's entrance but hadn't expected Reba's response. When Reba
was finished greeting the Warlock who had recruited her several
months earlier they all settled down again and Draco again attempted to
brief her.
Later, Draco and Blue left the library while Misty stayed
behind to accompany Reba to visit and meet the children who had been
invited to Reba's house where Meilani Manoa and her husband Pago
were staying. The three would stay with Reba and guard the children
that evening while the rest of the team performed the capture of the
Baylorian and his human assistants.
As evening approached and the sun moved toward the
horizon, the cyberhumans and dragon warriors set their trap.
Tom, Jade, and Granite had kept their quarry in site and now
Draco, Blue, and the dragon warrior team closed in.
*

*

*

"Come in! Come in!" Reba said to Tom Gregory and Sid
Humphrey.
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"Hi Reba!" The two said as they rushed past her with their
sleeping bags and backpacks full of personal 'stuff''.
"Everybody else is in the back yard." She said to their
departing backs, then stepped outside and waved to their parents who
watched from the car. Reba had had several overnight sleepovers for
the Missing Lynx over the past few months and all of the children's
parents had gotten used to leaving the kids with her on occasion.
Usually one or two parents would come over to help but with
Meilani and Pago Manoa 'visiting', Reba had told them it wasn't
necessary. The children's parents were using the opportunity to spend
some time together doing things they couldn't with their children
present.
When the last of the Missing Lynx were settled, Misty called
Draco on her cell phone. "All secure here Draco." She listened for a
moment, then turned to Reba and gave a ‘thumbs up’ signal.
*

*

*

Maakkaavvll flexed his teeth in anger at his slave but
restrained his urge to give a punishment bite. He had been actively
involved with the tracking and knew that the slave couldn't be faulted
for the failure to find the source of the comm traffic.
They had detected comm traffic on one occasion the first day
they had arrived then nothing more for the remainder of that as well as
all of the next day.
Since the morning of the third day of their arrival, there had
been almost continuous signals but none of them for long enough to get
a fix on the location. They had spent the past two days chasing signals
with no results. When he caught the slave Penn Flowers, Maakkaavvll
was going to enjoy toying with him before turning him over to
Erriimmaannohh.
"We have another tracking signal, Master." The slave on
tracking duty said.
Maakkaavvll had gotten used to the short
duration comm traffic and forced himself to wait.
"The signal is continuing." The slave made an adjustment to
his tracking gear. "We have a fix on the location."
Maakkaavvll smiled with anticipation and moved to look over
the slave’s shoulder. The tracker showed one signal originating on the
waters of Winyah Bay and the other less than a mile away. Inside the
city limits. He put a hand on the shoulder of the slave monitoring the
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tracking station. "Stay here and put in a relay with Erriimmaannohh."
He turned to the driver of his limo. "I will ride with you. The
rest of you take the other car. I want complete comm silence until we
have the position surrounded. Go!"
He went to his limo as the rest of his slaves ran to their car and
drove away. He did not worry about making more detailed plans. His
brother had done well in training the human slaves for impromptu
Hunts and these were the best of those he'd been given when he first
came to this world. They knew the reward for failure and would not
allow the prey to escape.
His driver drove to the area where the strongest comm signal
originated and pulled to the side of the road. Moments later his limo's
cell phone rang and he touched the control. "Speak." Was all he said.
Maakkaavvll knew the slave Penn Flowers could intercept human
telephones with the equipment he'd stolen, but would most likely not
due to the abundance of signals.
The source of the Baylorian comm tech was coming from a
large recreational vehicle that was parked at the edge of the smallest
parking lot on the edge of town and overlooking the bay.
Maakkaavvll waited for a few minutes and then a car drove up
to the RV and a human with a hat pulled low to obscure his features got
out. The human entered the mobile home and Maakkaavvll punched the
button on his cell phone that dialed his other slave's number.
At the first ring the slaves cut the signal and exited their car
and began to approach the prey. When they were halfway to the RV,
his driver pulled out of their parking space. The limo followed the
arrows around the parking lot.
One of his slaves pulled a stunner as he walked by the prey's
car and shot the driver while the other two slaves burst through the door
of the RV.
Maakkaavvll's driver stopped as they pulled even with the two
vehicles and they both got out. They walked quickly toward the RV and
Maakkaavvll noticed a movement out of the corner of his eye.
He spun to face the motion but it was only a dog trotting
across the parking lot. He turned back to the RV and followed his
driver who had gained a couple of steps on him. His driver opened the
door to the mobile home then fell backwards in a heap.
At the same time, the slave by the car yelled in surprise and
Maakkaavvll spun around to see the slave drop as the driver of the car
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opened the door and get out. He had seen his man stun the human only
seconds ago!
A trap! He felt a presence behind him and spun to face the
threat. The dog that had been approaching was melting and changing
shape!
In the split second before the new shape solidified, he
remembered the stories of his youth. There was only one thing his
people feared. There were stories of a world that his people had totally
destroyed many centuries before.
That world had been peopled by a half plant, half animal
species that could change shape. They had been the only ones to be so
powerful that the stories of them had been used to instill fear in
Baylorian young.
He must warn Erriimmaannohh!! For the first time in his
life, Maakkaavvll turned to run from prey!
"Oh no you don't." Came a voice behind him. "Face me you
coward."
To his eternal shame, he ignored the insult and ran for his limo
with all the speed he could muster.
He had almost made it to the door and the comm unit he had
left there in his overconfidence, when he felt a touch at his shoulder. He
spun to face the threat and flexed his teeth as he screamed with fury. He
lunged at where an attacker would be to touch him so, but there was no
one there.
A tentacle stretched from the smiling human form that still
stood where the dog had been. The tentacle wrapped around his arm
and he quickly bit the offending coil with all his might. The tentacle
separated from the smiling human form and fell to the ground.
To his horror the piece melted again and changed into the
shape of one of the flying beasts of his birth world. The tiny shape flew
upward and spread its wings as it flew toward his face.
He unsuccessfully tried to dodge the dragon shape and it
melted again as soon as it touched his face and formed a shroud around
his head. He screamed in terror as he pulled at the hood, falling to the
ground as he struggled.
He continued to fight with all his might but before long the
lack of air weakened him.
His last thought before losing consciousness was that now he
would never have an entire habitable planet as his own personal estate.
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*

*

*

Brad Timberline stepped from the virtual reality pod and lifted
his arms upward and behind his head as he stretched his tired muscles.
Around him, the rest of his team was also stepping from their own pods
and performing their own stretching and relaxing contortions. They had
returned to the Farside Lunar base a week ago and had spent sixteen
hours a day since then in the virtual reality pods training for the coming
assault on the Baylorian supply ship.
Several cyberhumans had arrived two weeks ago and had been
working day and night to finish the thirty meter, tear drop shaped ship
that would take them to the Sol-Centauri jump point to await the arrival
of the alien's supply ship. The ship had originally been intended for
extended deep space explorations in the search for an Oort cloud
asteroid or comet to become a hidden base for the Moon family and an
ark for free Humans. But that had become unnecessary since the
success of the search.
The ship was now being prepared for a different mission. Like
all the advanced technology they used, the ship contained equipment
that was copied from basic Baylorian designs in the knowledge held in
the first implant Sy’Byt had given to Draco.
{There will be a meeting in the main conference room in
fifteen minutes.} The base commander's voice came over Brad's comm
implant and the reaction of his team members let him know that all of
them had received the same message.
They were all tired from the sixteen hour simulator session
and took their seats in the conference room quietly while their Cyber
Warlock base Commander, Silver Moon, waited at the podium with the
mission Commander, his son Blue.
When they were all seated, Silver began. "The Monitor’s
construction has been completed and the ten of you have been
transferred to her as crew. For those of you who have not met my
nephew, I would like to introduce you to your Captain, Blue Moon."
He moved to the side and Blue took his place at the podium.
"Good evening ladies and gentlemen. I will be brief as we all have a lot
to do before we launch. As soon as you have finished your evening
meal, I want all of you to transfer your gear to the Monitor and spend
the night on board. You will find your assigned bunks posted on the
door to crew quarters."
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He looked at the Timber Wolves for a moment before
continuing. "We have been able to infiltrate the Baylorian data systems
long enough to find out the scheduled time for the next supply ship. If
we launch tomorrow, we should be able to arrive on station at the SolCentauri jump point several days before the supply ship arrives."
"We will activate stealth systems prior to lift off and will
remain under stealth the entire mission to avoid detection by human
sensors as well as Baylorian." He continued, hesitating momentarily
between each sentence as he looked at his crew. With only two
exceptions, all of those he faced were older than he.
"Our assault team will consist of twenty cyberhumans who
will take up positions in the projected path of the supply ship and just
outside the jump point area. They will rotate this intercept watch in two
groups of ten, with the off duty group on board the Monitor."
"Since the capture of the Baylorian in South Carolina, we have
learned that we have not been discovered. They were looking for an
escaped slave who seems to have dishonored them in some way. They
simply mistook the comm traffic they intercepted as from this escaped
slave’s stolen equipment. We have sort of verified this through a link
through a story told to Draco by a fishing charter captain. The aliens
still are not aware of the presence of nanotech on Earth."
"That does not mean that all is well though. Since the capture
of the alien we have noticed an increase in Baylorian activity both on
and off planet.
"There has been an increase in the number of domestic
terrorist acts in the U.S. as well as the launch of another of the message
drones." He paused for a second. "We still don't know the destination
of the drone because the launch took us by surprise. It does not seem to
have been sent toward the Sol-Centauri jump point. Instead it has been
sent into deep space"
"We have a cyberhuman dispatched on the drone's trajectory
to find out where it went." He added.
Blue put both hands on the podium and leaned toward his
audience. "I don't want to take up any more of your time right now. It'll
take us about three and a half weeks to get to the Sol-Centauri jump
point, so I'll have plenty of time to pass on any additional information.
Are there any questions?" When no one spoke up, he turned to Silver.
"Do you have anything to add uncle Silver?"
"No."
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Blue turned back to his crew. "I want everyone to report to
duty stations at 0700 tomorrow morning. Dismissed."
The members of the Timber Wolves rose from their seats and
made their way to the kitchens to eat their meal in relative quiet as the
rest of the base personnel was occupied with stocking the Monitor with
supplies for the mission. After eating, they went to their quarters and
livened up with excited conversations as they began packing. Other
than a few personal things from their early lives, their gear consisted of
not much more than their custom made space suits and a few changes
of clothes because of the weight and mass restrictions placed on them
when they had first come to the Moon.
After collecting his gear, Brad made his way down the
corridor to the airlock that connected the recently finished spaceship to
Farside Base. He passed through the open hatch and into the flexible
umbilical that connected the base to the ship's airlock. He took care to
not stumble when he passed from the Earth normal gravity maintained
on the base's interior, to the Lunar gravity of the umbilical and back to
Earth normal again when he stepped onto the ship.
The same gravity wave coils that provided the main
propulsion for the ship could be altered slightly to provide artificial
gravity and every deck of the Monitor had its own separately
controllable gravity wave coils in the decks and overheads. The coils
were set to provide Earth normal gravity for the crew's health and
comfort but there was no way to provide the same convenience in the
umbilical that connected the two airlocks. The change in gravity was
disconcerting, but he was prepared and did not stumble.
He passed several other dragon warriors who were in the
process of stocking every possible empty space inside the ship with
food, water, and bottles of compressed air for the mission and spoke
brief hellos to those he knew and acknowledged the well wishes and
good lucks they all offered.
He made his way into the elevator and took it up to the fourth
deck where the crew quarters were located. He found the door with his
name and went inside. The cabin was larger than he thought it would be
and was pleased that they would not be too cramped for the months
they would be in space.
While he was stowing his suit in the rack by the door, two of
his teammates, Wes and Kristie Orion came in and began stowing their
own suits and gear. Before they had finished, two members of another
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team came in pushing two wheeled carts stacked with boxes of canned
foods.
"Hi Brad." The first one through the door said. He then
wheeled his load into the kitchenette area and started unloading the cart
into the storage cabinets. When he was finished with his cart, he moved
out of the way and let his partner unload the second cart. When they
were finished they exited the cabin and another pair came in a few
moments later and repeated the process.
The rest of their cabin mates came in soon after and the room
began to get crowded as the five newcomers explored their quarters and
supplies were brought in, in a continuous stream and stowed in the
kitchenette. When the cabinets were full, the supply crews began lining
the decks with boxes, leaving just enough room to move through the
cabin.
"I can't believe how nice this all is!" Exclaimed Kristie. "It's a
lot bigger than I thought it would be."
The Moon family, with the aid of their nanotech based,
cyberneural implants, had scavenged the Lunar terrain for raw
materials and had constructed an army of housecat sized, ant-like
robots to use that material to build the ship.
The cyberhumans had controlled their army of construction
mechs mentally as they built the ship from the ground up, creating a
solid shape that had grown through molecular bonding. A process that
could not be duplicated by any other known race other than that of their
alien benefactor, Sy’Byt.
The Monitor would have the Timber Wolves as main crew
with the Wilde Cats, named after their leader Kim Wilde, as backup
crew. They would stay on station at the Sol-Centauri jump point and
wait for the supply ship to enter the Sol System.
With the dragon warriors as crew, the ship would provide a
rest base for the cyberhumans who would do the actual fighting. Then
the Monitor and the captured Baylorian supply ship would return to the
Moon.
If they succeeded.
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* FIFTEEN *
Erriimmaannohh fumed as he paced back and forth in his
office. His brother had disappeared along with all but one of the slaves
who had accompanied him.
The slave had collapsed in fearful remorse at his inability to
tell Erriimmaannohh anything of how or what had happened.
Erriimmaannohh had been so disgusted with the whining display that
he had not even given the slave a well deserved punishment bite. After
assuring the human that no punishment could be Honorably given if
there was no fault, he had left the slave at the motel base as comm
watch.
Left unsaid was the knowledge that the slave would become
prey as soon as any part of his story proved false. To ensure quality
performance until that time the slave would not know of his fate until
the proper moment.
What he could glean from the few functional recorders that
had been recovered showed that his brother had finally located the
source of the Baylorian tech level communications. His brother had
traced the source and had gone to capture the slave Penn Flowers after
making that last confident report to Erriimmaannohh.
His brother Maakkaavvll and all the slaves who accompanied
him had simply disappeared without further contact within minutes
after that last, brief message.
The only positive thing that had come out of the operation was
the open comm traffic that had followed the capture of his brother.
The slave Penn Flowers had apparently been so proud of his
accomplishment that he had not bothered to hide his further use of his
stolen comm gear. He and his accomplices had also taken
Maakkaavvll's limo and the tracer that was hidden in the limo had
given Erriimmaannohh his best lead yet.
The limo had been driven to Washington D.C. and abandoned.
His agents had done their best to inspect the vehicle to clues as to who
had taken it, but couldn’t even find DNA samples of any but his own
people and his brother.
Erriimmaannohh had taken the chance that he would expose
some of his best covert operatives in the American government and had
ordered them to do whatever they could to locate the base of the slave
Penn Flowers.
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He even went to the extreme of using nearly all of his slaves
holding political office. Even Senator Simpson had done his best to
solve the mystery of Maakkaavvll's disappearance.
Of course that was not out of loyalty. The Senator would have
the most to lose of all Erriimmaannohh's human allies. If his own
people found out about his WILLINGLY helping alien invaders for his
own political profit, the Senator's name would go down in history as
the planet's worst traitor.
The fat human's personal public humiliation would not end
until the execution. His memory would be cursed forever by the rest of
humanity.
In the meantime, Erriimmaannohh continued his unexpectedly
difficult search for his brother. He had been disappointed by many
previously reliable sources and had not been successful as yet, but it
would only be a matter of time.
He WOULD find his brother and they would BOTH Hunt the
annoying Penn Flowers on the longest Hunt of Torment ever recorded!!
*

*

*

Rocky Moon hummed along with the song on the radio as he
drove. The recreational vehicle was buffeted only slightly by the wind
blowing across I-80 and he reveled in the freedom of the road.
"Do you want me to drive for a while dad?" His wife,
Mercedes asked from the back.
"No thanks mom." He replied. He smiled as he realized he and
his wife hadn't used each other's real names in years. Ever since their
kids were young they had called each other mom and dad instead of
Mercedes and Rocky.
Every once in a while, if their grand kids were present, they
were grandma or grandpa instead of mom or dad. But when they were
by themselves they were still mom or dad to each other. Forty-eight
years of habit was hard to break. Rocky smiled again as he thought that
if his future allowed his implant to give him a few more hundred years,
he might relearn his wife's name.
As Rocky drove west on I-80, his thoughts returned to the
present.
His son's ten year plan was no longer in effect. Since the
capture of the Baylorian and the discovery of the ark planetoid, things
had been changing quickly.
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The human slaves they had captured with the Baylorian were
still undergoing mental rehabilitation for the years of brainwashing that
they had endured. It would be a long time before the worst of them
could become free of their implanted impulses.
Not surprisingly, the Baylorian prisoner had not voluntarily
told them anything. If the alien continued to resist cooperating, Rocky's
son was planning on taking more direct measures to find out what they
needed to know.
Nearly all of Draco's cyberhumans chided him about his
reluctance to immediately use force and just TAKE the knowledge
from the alien's mind. But he secretly felt an enormous pride as his son
continued to hold himself to strict moral standards in the use of his
cyberneural abilities.
Rocky personally agreed with the others that Draco should
either take the knowledge himself or let another do it, but still felt pride
in his heart at his son's resolve.
Regardless of the results of the method of the vampire's
interrogation, Draco had advanced the ten year schedule considerably.
First, there were no more missions to insert advanced tech
information into the data bases of research groups. What the
cyberhumans had already done would advance human technology
considerably when researchers began to 'rediscover' the information. In
fact, quite a bit of that information was already starting to appear in
published papers.
It would have to be enough for now. Draco and the others
hoped that soon, when researchers started putting the bits of scattered
information together, there would be a snowballing effect.
When gravity wave technology and cheap energy alternatives
became commonplace, the human race would begin to expand into the
solar system. Then Draco's cyberhumans could move their efforts
further away from the home system.
That is, if they could blockade the Baylor out of the solar
system in the first place.
Rocky and his wife's current mission was next thing on the
new schedule. They were to retrace the paths of their own and other
group's recruiting missions. But this time they would not just identify
possible recruits. On this mission they would actively recruit additional
dragon warriors as well as refugees to populate the ark planetoid.
So far he and his wife Mercedes had already approached 27 of
the people on their list. After some humorous false starts at trying to
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explain what the offer was, and a small demonstration of their abilities,
all of those they had approached so far had agreed to make the trip to
the Wyoming base for transfer to the ark planetoid. So far they had
only gone through two and a half states on their list retracing their
original recruiting path.
He and his wife had focused their own recruiting on people
their own age and Rocky knew from his own experience how easy it
was to agree. Especially after sharing minds with an implanted host. It
was not at all hard to decide between improved health and extended life
as opposed to continued aging and new disabilities each year. With the
inescapable knowledge that that aging would be followed by the
prospect of certain death in the near future.
It was no wonder they had a 100% acceptance ratio to their
proposition of the elderly. Draco was not the only one to wonder if they
might be recruiting too many elderly. Rocky had calmed those fears
with the reminder that experience in all things is gained with age and
their cause needed as much experienced input as it could get.
The survival of the Human race depended on it!
To avoid possible questions, Draco had insisted that all
recruits either quit any job they held or announce that they were going
on immediate vacation. Legal matters would be taken care of at the
Wyoming base.
To avoid any future legal problems, Draco had hired lawyers
to make sure that all recruits’ property was transferred to relatives that
would be remaining on Earth. Rocky again felt a measure of pride in
Draco's decision to not add to his own personal profit by his position of
power.
"We're coming up on the Des Moines exit hon." Rocky called
back to Mercedes when he passed another crop of road signs. "Only ten
more miles."
"OK dad. Do you want to stop for a bite to eat at the first good
place we see?"
"Sure! Sounds good to me."
*

*

*

Draco walked up to the cell they had made for their Baylorian
prisoner. He accessed the cyber monitoring remotes that kept watch
over the alien. "No more problems with our guest?" He asked Jason.
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"No sir. He didn't quit trying to escape until we put him in this
new cell and gave him the cyber hood."
Draco had regretted having to treat his prisoner in such a
manner. Despite the fact that the alien would gladly kill any human he
could get his hands and teeth on in an attempt to escape.
He was determined to adhere as close as he possibly could to
human POW values. In spite of what his prisoner had done to those
who had had the misfortune to become slaves and prisoners of the
Baylor.
Do unto others as you would HAVE them do unto you.
NOT as they DO unto you.
It was really hard. Especially time after time after time.
As much as he wanted to be more judgmental in his actions,
he still held himself to a more severe standard than he would have in
the past. Back when he didn't have powers above and beyond those of
normal men and women.
"Open the door please." He said.
At the sound of the latch being released, the alien lifted his
hooded head and turned his hidden face toward the door. The hood’s
variable setting was at its lower range to block vision while muffling
but not entirely blocking outside sounds and smells. Of course, with a
simple mental command, the nanomass that made up the hood could be
morphed to completely block all sensory input.
Draco stepped inside and waited until the door was relatched
behind him. Only when the door was secure did he contact the control
frequency of the hood.
The hood was a nanobotic based remote that incorporated
morphic properties. When Draco gave the hood the properly coded
signal, it flowed away from the alien's face and head and assumed the
shape of a collar.
The alien remained seated but his eyes darted back and forth
until Draco was sure his prisoner had identified the limits of the room.
When the alien was being fed, the hood was only opened at the mouth
and this was the first time Draco's prisoner had actually seen his new
prison cell.
The Baylor spat a stream of words in his own language. "I
challenge you to Honorable battle human!!"
Draco was well aware that being human he should not be able
to hear the full range of the Baylorian language. His human hearing
made the sounds appear stretched but his implant augmentation filled in
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the different nuances hidden within the flowing sounds. He accessed
his implant's translating abilities and with vocal augmentation replied
in perfect Baylorian. "My nephew has already faced you. You lost.
What makes you worthy of challenging me?" Draco then imitated a
Baylorian victory smile.
After visibly restraining himself, Erriimmaannohh said. "Are
you of the Evvlliigg?"
"What are the Evvlliigg?" Draco asked. He knew full well
what the Evvlliigg were from his implant's internal data base on the
Baylor. He asked only to draw the alien into conversation without
force.
"Those of the melting nonbodies." The Baylorian replied. "We
destroyed an entire planet full of them many centuries ago when they
resisted our Mastery."
"Do you destroy everything you fear?"
"We fear nothing human! They resisted our Mastery so we
destroyed them as a lesson to any other who would resist us."
"You did not destroy them." Draco replied and immediately
realized he was giving much more information than he was getting
back.
"When I escape from this prison, I will make sure the
destruction is completed. Along with this world as well."
"You will not escape."
"You are overconfident for food." Came the reply.
Draco smiled with as many teeth showing as possible. He
knew the insult and confidence the act would show. "If I chose to feed
on you, you would be as an infant grasseater to my power. Instead I
wish to treat you as more than food. I would ask you to answer
questions."
"How can a grasseater ask questions of a Master without the
Master losing Honor?"
"There are times when the strength of an apparent grasseater
can be great enough that no Master could lose Honor in the simple
answering of a question."
Draco's prisoner was not about to directly admit the strength
of his captor in words, but when faced with exact ritual phrasing to
Challenges of Honor he chose a more indirect way to acknowledge the
strength of Draco. The vampire's next words were in English. "What
question would a grasseater have that would be worthy of an Honorable
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answer?" The cowardly words were well spoken in the forms that he
had learned as a child.
He also remembered well the verbal and physical assaults that
were inflicted on the one called on to recite those phrases in Word
Stalking classes. They had all hated when the instructor had chosen a
powerful student with strong class alliances as the one to recite the
Honorable but embarrassing phrases.
"If it meant the destruction of all of the Baylor or peaceful
coexistence with powerful grasseaters. Which would you choose?"
"There are no powerful grasseaters! My Family will destroy
this world! Then we will finish the destruction of the world of the
Evvlliigg!!"
"How will you do that?" Draco answered. "The Emperor has
not allowed your Family the privilege of space travel since you angered
him many centuries ago."
Draco could feel the closing of the alien's emotions even
without the help of his implant. It was obvious that his prisoner did not
like the direction of the conversation.
"When the Emperor finds out about your world, he will Honor
my Family with the pleasure of your destruction. When we have
finished, there will only be a ring of debris where your world now
orbits. Then we will finish the destruction that the Brraakkeenn Family
failed to accomplish!"
"How will you accomplish this? You are trapped on Earth
with no hope of escape. Even if we were to allow you to escape for the
pleasure of our own Hunt, we would easily recapture you." Draco then
added. "And when your supply ship returns to our system we will
capture it also and you will have no way to travel back to the Centauri
system."
Draco had no trouble with just a passive use of his fully
wakened PSIonic powers determining that his prisoner was tensing
particular, individual muscles. He had not really expected the Baylorian
to willingly answer his questions but had felt obliged to make the
verbal attempt anyway.
There was only one possible way to find out what he needed
to know.
He did not want to enter the alien's mind if he didn't have to,
but he also knew before he came into the cell that he would not find out
anything any other way.
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He would have kept quiet himself if their positions were
reversed.
But there was no more time to waste.
He resigned himself to the inevitable. Facing his prisoner
squarely he said. "I will give you one last chance to become an ally to a
force greater than your own. If you do not take the opportunity that I
offer, I will be forced to take what I want. I assure you that you are
powerless to stop me."
The Baylorian prisoner gave the only answer that could be
expected. Draco was ready when his prisoner gave a scream and lunged
at him with his hands outstretched and his teeth flexed in what Draco
recognized as the death bite.
Draco did not activate the nanobotic hood. Instead, he spun to
the side and slapped his alien prisoner on the back of the head as he
easily dodged the alien's lightning fast attack. He carefully avoided the
more dangerous blow to the side of the head that would have damaged
the patch of aural tendrils and deafened the alien temporarily.
Before the alien slammed to the floor, Draco spun to the side
and calmly waited for the next rush from his attacker. When it came, he
again stepped to the side and effortlessly slapped the alien down a
second time. The Baylorian was fast and Draco knew that only the help
of his implant kept him ahead of his prisoner's assault.
Draco remained silent as he dodged each attack as the alien
came at him again and again.
After the sixth try, his prisoner did
not rise immediately. Rising slowly, Maakkaavvll looked at Draco and
shook his head in disbelief. "You ARE of the Evvlliigg! No human can
move so quickly!"
"No. I am Human! But I AM an ally of the Evvlliigg. You do
not stand a chance against me." Draco said. "If I wished, I could kill
you and all the Baylor on my world. But I do not wish to."
"That is just one of the many differences between my people
and yours." Draco continued. "Very few of us wish to dominate or
destroy those who are not like us. Most humans wish only to live in
peaceful coexistence."
"Only if that is not possible will we destroy you. The choice is
up to you." Draco added with calm finality.
"How can my kind live Honorably with grasseaters if we do
not dominate them?" Maakkaavvll asked. "It is the way of nature that
the strong dominate the weak."
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"I can't answer that. That is something you will have to learn
how to do." Draco answered. "Just as we will have to learn how to live
with beings who enslave others. If we don't try, we will never know
how."
"I can not imagine dealing with grasseaters as equals! What
you ask is not only impossible, but it is repulsive to even think upon!!"
The Baylorian screamed in defiance.
"Then I have no choice but to take what I need from you."
Draco said softly.
The Baylorian prisoner knew from his race's history what he
was facing. He had only one chance to escape his fate and that was in
death. At Draco's softly spoken words, Maakkaavvll extended one
finger and stabbed it at one of his own eyes in an attempt to pierce his
brain. With his other hand he attempted to tear out his own throat.
Both attempts to take his own life were unsuccessful.
Draco knew from his implant's data what the Honorable
Baylorian act would be and was prepared. He lunged at his prisoner and
grabbed both of Maakkaavvll's hands just short of success.
He gave the ritual Baylorian response as he stopped
Maakkaavvll from committing suicide. "I forbid you from ending your
life for your Family's Honor. From now on your life is mine."
Draco's prisoner continued to strain in an attempt to end his
life. After a few moments, the alien admitted to himself his inability to
succeed and ceased his efforts. At that point Draco became
Maakkaavvll's Master.
Draco did not wish to put his prisoner through the shame of
willingly giving confidential information so he gave Maakkaavvll a
sonic blast that stunned the alien into unconsciousness.
He bent down over the still form and turned the alien face up
on the floor. He put his hands on either side of Maakkaavvll’s head
then used his implant and nanotech abilities to enter the Baylorian's
mind and learn everything that the alien knew.
*

*

*

Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn looked over the data files on the
console in his quarters and smiled. Their comet was exactly on target.
There was almost no deviation from the best trajectory predicted. Of
course it was still too early to ensure a direct hit on their target planet.
But that did not take away from the fact that parameters this close to
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optimal this early in the comet's journey were exceptional. His
targeting crews deserved a Hunt for their perfection.
Too bad their shipboard isolation and lack of prey made that
impossible.
They would all have to wait for impact to celebrate. He hoped
that all went as well during the comet breakup and post impact 'rescue'
parts of the mission. Then he and the crew would have the rest of their
lives to enjoy the pleasure of planetside Hunts.
His comm buzzer disturbed his thoughts. "Report!" He said
after opening the comm station on his console.
"Incoming message drone, sir." Came the reply. "Arrival in
one twelve and five time parts."
"I will be in the control room by then. Put the message on my
console there."
"At your command Captain!" The comm officer replied then
cut the connection.
Goorrddoonn studied the data on his screen for a moment
more then wiped the screen clear. Rising from his seat he donned his
duty garment and left his quarters.
He made his way through the passageway to the kitchen where
he sought out his favored food slave with his eyes as he entered. The
slave saw him coming and moved to the feeding station.
Goorrddoonn moved behind the slave and the slave leaned
back to give him easier access. He bit the fur shaved neck and drank his
meal slowly. After a moment he released his hold and patted the slave
on the shoulder.
"That will be all." He said. "You may return to your duties."
As the slave moved away he motioned to another. The second slave
walked over to the feeding station and turned his back to Goorrddoonn.
He fed some more on the second slave then left the kitchen
and made his way to the control room.
"Report!" He commanded as he took his duty station.
"Sir." The comm officer spoke. "Message drone data is being
decoded. The message should be on your screen momentarily."
When the message came on his console's screen he read it.
Then read it again.
It was not unusual for Erriimmaannohh to leave out most of
the details of any message sent but this message was extraordinarily
vague.
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What did they need with a stealthed orbital observation
satellite? Weren't the human launched satellites working?
And what did he need with more comm tracking gear and a
Baylorian operator? Didn't he have enough gear of his own? Besides,
the humans didn't have advanced comm capabilities, did they?
He shook his head in confusion and flexed his teeth. He was
not about to ask questions or speculate on the orders of superiors. And
Erriimmaannohh was his immediate supervisor.
He turned to his console and punched in the codes to inventory
the gear he had on board. There was plenty in supply storage. He typed
in the transfer orders then punched in the codes for his crew. He would
send his best comm operator on a shuttle to rendezvous with the supply
ship at the jump point.
The one he chose would be missed but it was wise to give this
duty to the one most deserving. Not only was Roonnrroorr the best
comm officer he had but it was a good idea to put his son in a position
that might result in advancement. Especially since his son WAS the
best at his tech skill and repeated praise had required Roonnrroorr to
become good in shipboard duels.
After typing the orders into his console, he used the intership
comm to contact his son and told Roonnrroorr to report to the control
room.
Turning back to his console he retrieved his data on the
Kiilliimmeedd Family. He would make sure his son had a thorough
background briefing on Erriimmaannohh to study on the long trip to
Earth.
*

*

*

The nanobotic remote detected an approaching mass and
scanned its simple program.
It had passively rode within the decoy sensor pack until its
tiny sensor had identified the spectroscopic signature of the twin stars
identified in its program.
It slowly morphed itself into a compressed spring shape and
ejected its mass away from the ship.
When the ship's momentum took it far enough away from the
remote to ensure sensor privacy, the program activated the next step
and the remote morphed into a tiny gravity wave coil.
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The navigation program within sought out a specific position
in space and the tiny gravity wave coil pushed and pulled on the
planetary masses and twin suns until it had arrived at its programmed
destination.
The disguised remote mech then again went dormant except
for the watching program.
The approaching mass had activated the internal scan in that
watching program, and when the remote was finished with its scan
another phase of its program activated.
The remote locked its tiny gravity wave coil on the
approaching mass and pulled.
Since it massed only a few grams, its insignificant pull on the
ship's mass did not activate any alarms. It gradually grew closer and
closer to its target.
Soon, it made contact with the hull of the ship and another
phase of the program activated.
The tiny remote morphed its shape a last time. It spread out
over a patch of the hull's surface and again went dormant. Oblivious to
its passenger the ship approached the jump point and prepared to jump
into the next star system.
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* SIXTEEN *
Forrest knelt on one knee beside the fire ring of his campsite
and held his hands on opposite sides with his index fingers aimed
inward and down at the teepee of wood slivers. He fired the lasers of
each finger on wide angle with just enough power to ignite the wood
then rose from his kneeling position and turned to sit in the lawn chair
by the fire ring.
"Looks like it's going to be a beautiful day today." Sharon said
from the other chair as the flames spread around and up the teepee of
wood. After a few minutes to let the fire take hold, she rose from her
chair and went to the open back door to their Jeep. From the back she
retrieved the already prepared long handled fork and the iron frying pan
with bacon and placed the pan on the grate above the fire. She handed
the fork to Forrest and returned to the Jeep.
Forrest pulled his chair closer to the fire and began
immediately turning the bacon slices to keep them from sticking to the
iron surface. When the bacon was finished he rose and lifted the pan
from the fire. As he pushed the bacon to the high side of the tilted pan,
he walked over to the back of the Jeep where Sharon was preparing
other parts of their breakfast. "This crisp enough, hon?" He asked.
"Perfect." She replied looking in the pan as she handed him a
towel lined container. She then pointed to a wooden platter in front of
her that was the same diameter as the iron pan.
Forrest placed the lower edge of the slightly tilted pan on the
wooden hot plate and dipped the already partially drained, hot bacon
from the pan and placed the pieces in the towel lined container to finish
draining. Leaving the grease filled pan on the hot plate, he opened the
package of wheat bread and put six slices in camp toasters while
Sharon poured some of the bacon grease into a storage container and
added flour to what was left in the pan.
The two then walked to the fire and while Forrest positioned
the toasters above the fire, Sharon browned the flour and bacon grease
mix, stirring constantly. While she was doing that, Forrest returned to
the Jeep and retrieved the pan containing the mushroom, onion, and egg
mixture and the container of milk. When he approached the fire ring he
handed the milk to Sharon and placed the scrambled egg pan on the last
space on the fire grate.
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As she added the milk to the gravy pan with one hand and
stirred with the other, Sharon said, "I always loved the imperfection of
camping meals. Lumpy gravy, fire burnt toast, an unidentifiable egg
mix, and some things hot while others cold."
"Yea." Forrest laughed. "But everything tastes as good as the
best restaurant." He then stopped stirring the scrambled eggs long
enough to turn the bread on its toasting racks, then returned his
attention to the eggs. "I'm just about done here. How about you?"
"All set! Let's eat!" Sharon exclaimed.
They moved the toasters away from the flames and took their
pans to the back of the Jeep and placed them on the hot plates.
"Ladies first." Forrest gestured dramatically for Sharon to
precede him.
"Thank you kind sir." She laughingly replied with a curtsey.
She picked up a plate and started piling eggs, bacon, and gravy on it.
"Hey! Leave me some!"
"That'll teach you to wait till last." Sharon taunted.
They returned to the fire ring, leaving only empty pans behind,
and took three pieces of toast each before sitting down to eat. The next
few minutes were filled only by the noises of eating and when finished,
the two cleaned up the mess that was the only bad part of breakfast and
returned to their chairs to relax and watch the early morning fire die
down.
Forrest didn't need to look at the watch that he still wore but
still did so occasionally out of habit. At precisely 7am, the rest of his
team began reporting in. The eight of them were scattered around the
same campgrounds he and Sharon were in and had all finished their
own breakfasts and were ready to go.
He and Sharon rose from their chairs and faced each other.
"Good luck." They both said at the same time and embraced, holding
each other tightly for a moment before withdrawing just enough to
share a deep kiss. Sharon then walked away from the campsite while
Forrest began packing loose items in the Jeep.
He followed Sharon's progress by way of his PSIonic link as
she sought her two dragon warriors and the three set out toward the
Baylorian estate that bordered the public park where they camped. Ken
and Ariel reported that their teams were also on the move as the nine
took different hiking trails into the park and away from the
campgrounds. After a few minutes, Forrest set out on his own behind
Ken's group.
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After a couple of hours, they had all attained isolation from all
other hikers on their respective trails and came across the first signs
informing them they were approaching private property. At this point,
Forrest initiated his battle mode program and 'felt' the enhanced
presence of his entire team through his PSIonic link with the three
cyberhumans.
Ken, Ariel, and Sharon each led a two dragon warrior unit and
the ten of them set out on their day long trek. They had come to this
area in the guise of tourists and campers. Two other ten member teams
were doing the same in other spots surrounding the private estate that
hid the western Baylorian base. All three teams would spend the next
ten to twelve hours working their way toward their targets while
locating and taking control of the security and defensive sensors of the
estate as they progressed.
In southern Florida, twenty-five cyberhumans were working
their way toward the main island base of the aliens which was
experiencing an influx of Baylorian natives and other alien slaves from
the last two supply ships. It was this fact that had helped determine the
timing of the attack. They would have to act before any more came to
Earth and this was the last time they would be able to catch the
majority of the aliens in two concentrated locations and with most of
their high level collaborators present.
Leaving the trails, the three teams fanned out in front of
Forrest, with Ken's team in the middle and Forrest just over a hundred
meters behind. All of them moved as quickly and quietly as possible
while acting like simple hikers in case of truly unnoticed discovery.
Each cyberhuman team leader was exploring hundreds of meters
around his or her group with nanobot based remote mechanoids of
varying designs, while above, they each also flew their main remote in
the form of a native bird of prey.
Within a half hour they were all in position and the first of the
Baylorian security sensors was approached by Ariel's team. At this
point, they initiated the next phase of the battle plan, sending
previously prepared remote mechanoids in insect form to take up
position near every security sensor that they came across. As the day
wore on the teams slowly wove their way inward from the boundary of
the estate.
The team slowly plotted each sensor's function and position,
passing the data to Forrest as they advanced, who then passed it on
back to the dragon warriors who maintained comm and backup
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positions in mobile homes parked at the camp grounds. Nanobotic,
insect shaped mechanoids worked their way into the sensor packs after
studying the units from every angle and with every known design in
their implant's Baylorian records. The tiny insects sent the results
directly to their respective controlling cyberhuman and new programs
were initiated.
The insects then morphed into new designs and set about
forming bypass circuits that connected to transceivers attuned to the
equipment monitored by the backup teams of dragon warriors. The
bypass circuits still registered with the Baylorian control room but they
also actively sent and received comm from the vans manned by the
backup comm teams.
As they continued to advance deeper into posted private
property, they came across sensor controlled weapons whose purpose
was as much to keep slaves and Hunt prey in, as it was as a possible
defense. These were also infiltrated by morphing remotes controlled
directly by the cyberhuman team members. Again the designs were
studied and analyzed and takeover circuits were added with control
comm lines installed for the backup teams.
Timers within the remotes would trip at a preset time if no
abort signal came. Then the signal to the Baylorian control room would
be cut and a serene, undisturbed scene would be sent to the Baylorian
receiving station no matter what really happened.
As they slowly worked their way in toward the main buildings
of the estate the sun drifted closer to the horizon. Soon darkness began
to settle over the mountains of Colorado.
As they continued onward, Forrest watched the world through
cyber enhanced eyes from his and his team's remotes scattered over the
park’s trails.
He and his team continued to slowly work their way through
the deepening darkness as they prepared to take their world away from
the invaders. The two other cyberhuman teams duplicated their actions
from their positions and the circle around the Baylorian base tightened.
Back at the campgrounds, the VR helmeted dragon warriors
lay on cots while the progress of their lead teams was sent to them as
waking dreams. They would be pulled out of VR training one hour
before the attack to allow them to prepare to follow the cyberhuman
team's path.
*

*
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His human companion made no indication that he noticed as
Ghlorr Llargn stumbled on the gravel pathway on his way to the dock.
He was finally getting used to this world’s lower gravity and only
stumbled that one time before reaching the boat docks.
Upon seeing Ghlorr, the human being helped from the boat by
the human dock slaves looked startled for a moment before regaining
his haughty demeanor.
Ghlorr quietly retrieved the luggage that was handed to him by
the dock slave as the human looked at him in a way he was used to
from his Baylorian masters. Must be an important slave he thought.
"This way Senator." His companion said. The three of them
walked silently up the path to the guest houses. Ghlorr had been born
on Grrlar with its heavier gravity and had no trouble with the two large
bags despite his seemingly small size. It was not his strength that was
gone, it was his coordination.
When they reached the small cottage assigned to the human,
Ghlorr put the bags just inside the door and automatically tilted his
head to the side to expose his neck. He was surprised when the human
actually leaned across and gave him a bloodless bite not unlike that
usually given by his Baylorian master when asserting domination.
He smiled inwardly but gave the properly respective, "Thank
you master" response, just in case. Ghlorr knew the human's rank
among other humans, but if he was here without a personal guard, he
was as much a slave as Ghlorr despite his lofty demeanor.
Walking back down the path to escort the next boat's
passenger, the slave thought about those small teeth on his neck. It
would take the human some effort to actually do damage through his
thick fur but he still resented the touch of the human.
Because of the appearance of his kind, Terran born human
slaves had dubbed his kind Wolfen, when he recently arrived on this
world. If he were to do the same to the slave called senator with his
own much larger fangs the human would not stand a chance.
The sun had set long before he'd finished escorting his
master's guests to their quarters and, despite the lower gravity, he was
tired. He had made it through the entire day without losing a drop of
blood and that was an accomplishment on such a busy day. Going to
the slave's mess on the other side of the island he stood in line for his
late meal.
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The regular schedule had been disrupted by the preparations
for tomorrow's announcements and the Hunt to follow and the slave’s
mess was full despite the late hour. He shuffled along with the rest of
the late night crowd passing by the tray of pork. He knew that not all of
the meat from the human slave who had angered Erriimmaannohh
yesterday was gone so he bypassed the first meat tray.
Others of his kind showed no such hesitation. They had all
been born slave and had not been raised with civilized morals. He was
the only one of the double handful of his kind on this world that had
been born free and he refused to eat the meat of intelligent beings.
From the second tray he chose a large piece of slightly cooked
meat from an animal called a cow, several large fillets of fish, and a
handful of the long, orange tubers called carrots. Taking his tray to a
table being vacated by four slaves who were finished eating, he seated
himself and began to eat while watching his fellow slaves. Before long
others came to occupy the three empty seats, but he ate in silence as the
three human slaves conversed in low tones.
Finishing his meal quickly and quietly, he put his tray in the
cleanup area and left the slave's mess. Walking the path in the dark led
to two more stumbles but at least he didn't fall. Lights and noise came
from the main building as Baylorians entertained their more influential
human guests.
Ghlorr had heard the reason for this gathering and knew that
soon the entire planet would know the weight of Baylorian rule. He was
one of the few slaves, still alive, who knew of the Renegade Family's
true plans and the thought saddened him. There had been several
generations of human slaves on his birth world Grrlar and the
Homeworld, Argnng, but now the freedom of the entire home planet of
the human species would soon come to an end.
He looked up at the sky, which looked somewhat similar to his
own world's night sky and, stumbling again, directed his gaze back
down. He had gotten used to gazing down in the presence of his
Baylorian masters, but liked to look up at the world around him
whenever possible. The habit had cost him blood all his life since being
captured on a Feral Slave Hunt when he was young.
Remembering the stories told by the adults in the group he had
been born to, he had some knowledge to help him cope with his
newfound position as slave. Despite the inevitable conflicts with those
born to slavery, he had risen to a favored position as assistant to a high
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member of his owner Family, while staying liked by most other slaves.
That was how he came to be here.
His master had sent him here alone to bring the first report
home when the coming supply ship returned to Grrlar. Ghlorr arrived at
his barracks house, located conveniently out of site of the main grounds
used by his masters, and sought his cubicle in silence. He collapsed on
his bunk and although he was very tired he lay on his back wide awake
for a while, staring at the bottom of the bunk above, remembering the
night of his capture.
He had been running all night and had taken a different path
than his parents when all of a sudden he had been smothered from
behind and bitten by an alien blood eater for the first time in his life. He
had screamed and fought wildly to no avail and had been
unceremoniously bundled and thrown in the slave transport with the
rest of his refugee captives. The last day he saw his parents was the first
day of his life as a slave.
There were two Baylorians in that particular Hunt, and true to
their custom, they drank all the blood of the last prey caught. His
parents were last that night. He had never found out which one of his
parents his new master had killed, but that didn't matter. He vowed to
get revenge someday even though he had an exceptionally tolerant
master, for a Baylorian, who had blooded him only when tradition
demanded it.
The other one was beyond his revenge as that one had died in
a duel with an assassin from another Family.
He fell asleep with thoughts of his parents and their life
together in the wilds of his home far to the north of the home of the
Head of the Renegade Family.
He dreamed of his life with his parents and woke, like every
morning, with the terror of that first bite coming at the same time as the
alarm that roused slaves for their days labors. He rose and entered the
lines to the showers, only now removing the slave tunic he had worn
the previous day since slaves awakened during the sleep period were
expected to report immediately.
He stepped on the first pad with his eyes closed, his first time
with his eyes open teaching him that lesson, and endured the spray of
disinfectant soap. When the spray stopped he stepped off the pad while
vigorously rubbing everywhere he could as he stepped onto the next
pad in line. He was one of the first through the showers today because
of the slowness caused by the long day yesterday and the recycled rinse
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water was still clean. He again vigorously rubbed his fur when he
stepped in front of the air jets, but experience taught him where best to
dry in the short time allowed to avoid discomfort in the slave tunic.
Toweling vigorously, he concentrated on those spots.
He had just chosen a tunic from the pile, finding one in the
stacks of folded disposable garments when the main alarm went off.
Experience based reflex had him running to his post before he even
recognized the true alarm instead of the slave alarm.
He hoped it wasn't a serious problem.
Being the only one in the main control room not of the estate
master's slaves, he would be the first to supply blood if the length of the
current crisis stretched too long.
*

*

*

Granite Moon approached the apparently dead satellite as
directly as possible with all power systems and sensors in stealth mode.
His own sensors could detect the more lightly shielded Baylorian
systems hidden within the satellite that had been orbiting Earth for
years. The satellite had been sent up by the United States early in their
space program and had never worked as originally designed. The
Americans had accepted the apparent failure and had sent up a
replacement and had only kept track of the satellite's orbit as just
another piece of space junk.
The Baylor had used blackmailed, bribed, and willing human
operatives in several phases in the construction of key components of
the early satellite to secretly install their own comm systems and
sensors in the instrument case. The Baylorian devices were designed to
give proper test responses until after liftoff when they switched over to
Baylorian control software. The satellite and its Baylorian components
had served the hidden masters of Earth since the late 60's.
Granite gently maneuvered his nanotech body closer to the
satellite along a line that kept him out of its instrument's line of site.
Although he was in stealth mode, he still did not want to take the
chance that whatever bored Baylorian was manning the observation
panel would still somehow detect his presence.
When he came in contact with the satellite's surface, he
morphed his body through the cracks in the shell to gain access to its
interior and began his study of its systems. Within a few minutes he
knew enough to be able to start the next phase of his mission.
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He slowly integrated himself into the satellite's systems and
began to substitute his own false readings to what the satellite was
broadcasting to the receiving station on the Baylorian base in Florida.
When he was in complete control of the satellite, he began to alter the
information flow until it was in a loop that passed by his mind's eye.
He occasionally added to the information in some places and
cut out data in others while he waited for his signal.
*

*

*

Brad Timberline sat in the spacious lounge of the Monitor
watching an episode of his favorite science fiction show on the wall
mounted 3D screen. He liked the computer generated special effects as
much as the models used on other shows but that was not why he liked
this show more.
This show's society was less pristinely perfect, like real life,
and even had an area where homeless dwelled. He felt a rapport with
those who dwelt there because of his personal experiences. This old
show seemed more real to him than those others with their perfect
societies. He had turned down the volume but with most of the
cyberhumans on ambush watch the lounge still echoed emptily. The
lounge didn't seem this big when everybody was aboard.
The current episode was nearly completed when the alarm
sounded. He sprang to his feet and ran to the ladder tube to the bridge.
He climbed rapidly to the bridge deck one level above the lounge.
When he entered he could tell by the attitudes of those already on duty
that this was no drill.
"The emergence pulse is fading. We now have a positive
contact inside the boundaries of the jump point." Desiree' Wolf said
from her station.
By the time she had completed her sentence, Brad had slid
into the seat of his own console and quickly looked over the
information on his screen. The three dimensional picture showed a
ringed point of light in the shaded area that contained the Sol-Centauri
jump point opening.
Sensors showed the surge caused by gravity wave coils
locking on the gravity well of the sun. The point of light began to move
as the supply ship used its lock on the sun's gravity well to pull itself
toward the center of the system.
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Brad watched the point of light that represented the ship as it
moved sunward. He punched a series of buttons on his console and
plotted the ship's trajectory. The plotted trajectory took the point of
light directly toward the Monitor’s position, and the waiting
cyberhumans in their nanobot constructed battle suits. They had been
waiting just inside the edge of the volume of space that held the jump
point in the hopes that at least one could get aboard in the first few
minutes after breakout.
Brad was so intent on his own screens and the reports coming
in from his assembling team that he missed the orders that had set the
Monitor in motion along their own intercept course with the incoming
Baylorian supply ship. The inertia change when the Monitor’s own
gravity wave coils locked on the sun and began to pull told him they
were under way. With a touch of a few points on his screen, Brad was
able to see that their combined speeds predicted a visual intercept in
seventy-two minutes.
If things went as planned and the Baylor didn't pierce the
Monitor’s stealth field.
Brad peered intently at his screen in an attempt to see some
hint of a battle around the point of light shown there. He knew the
impulse was illogical but he still tried. He also hoped with all his might
that he didn't see anything.
If he did, it would be from ship to ship lasers and tactical
nukes.
Both of which could easily kill even a cyberhuman.
But then again, if things were going as planned several
cyberhumans were already, or would soon be, completing their own
intercept maneuvers. If their own personal stealth fields remained
unpierced, the first the Baylor would know of their presence would be
as they were coming through the airlocks or breaking through the hull
to battle the crew for control of the ship.
Hopefully, they were already doing so.
Planned comm silence kept those in the Monitor from
knowing what was going on at this moment. The first message they
received would not be until they were in visual range. Brad glanced at
his screen.
In seventy-one minutes.
*

*
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Blue drifted in space as he waited for the Baylorian supply
ship to arrive with his suit's stealth field on maximum. They had
arrived at the area of the Sol-Centauri jump point five days earlier and
had rotated their watch every twelve hours as they waited in silence.
Through covert tapping of Baylorian data systems on Earth
they estimated the most likely time period when the supply ship would
arrive. To give themselves time to prepare they had made sure to arrive
on station well before the supply ship's estimated arrival time. This way
they would ensure arriving long enough before the supply ship to give
them a chance to practice their tactics.
Each half-day shift change when a team returned to the
Monitor, they entered a virtual reality training session. From their
virtual reality link they went over their planned tactics and experiment
with ideas that came up since their last training session.
Then, when their turn on blockade watch came again, they
would enter their nanobot based cyber suits and trade places with the
team on watch. They then drifted in space in a sphere around the
sunward edge of the volume of space holding the opening to the gravity
vortex tunnel. There, each cyberhuman waited silently for the arrival of
the supply ship while the other team took their turn at VR training
sessions and off duty relaxation and sleep.
The five days went by quickly despite the boring half-day
watches and extended VR sessions. Even though they stayed as busy as
possible, nerves were beginning to fray as the scheduled arrival grew
closer.
Blue's team was designated as team one and was scheduled for
blockade watch during the time period when the supply ship was
expected. If they had guessed correctly the supply ship would be
making transit sometime in the next couple of hours.
Blue floated calmly in a sea of stars as he waited taking
advantage of the peacefulness of his location to gaze at the stars around
him in wonder. His suit protected him in its form fitted embrace while
still giving him an unobstructed view of his surroundings. In any
direction he looked he could see thousands of points of light in red,
yellows, oranges, blues, and whites.
He twisted his head around to look at the river of light that
made the Milky Way, marveling at the clarity that a lack of atmosphere
allowed. Using his implant's astronomical data, he looked for and found
the Centauri system. He was still marveling at the star fields around
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him when the Baylorian supply ship appeared in the gravity vortex
opening in a flash of energy.
Blue reacted immediately and scanned his heads up display.
He realized that he was positioned almost perfectly in line with the
supply ship and the sun and felt the ship's gravity wave coils
encompass him in their field when they locked onto the sun's gravity
field. Knowing that the ship's sensors could not detect his mass through
the combination of the sun's mass, even at this distance, and his own
active stealth system.
Locking his cyber suit's gravity wave coils on the mass of the
ship in tractor mode Blue applied full power, not slowing until he had
the ship in visual range. Around him he knew his actions were being
duplicated by all the cyberhumans surrounding the sunward edge of the
jump point.
The half sphere of cyber suits shrank rapidly around the ship
as they closed in on their as yet unsuspecting target. When they were
within visual range, passive jamming signals were initiated to keep the
ship from broadcasting an alarm when the attack was detected.
The Baylorian starship continued to pick up speed as its
gravity wave coils tugged on Sol's mass and was now well outside the
gravity vortex opening. Even if the attacking cyberhumans were
detected the ship would have to come to a complete stop sunward
before returning to the vortex opening. The supply ship was already
past the point where they would be able to flee back to the Centauri
system before the cyberhumans boarded.
After longer than it should have taken, Blue could make out
the features of the Baylorian ship as the distance between them closed
rapidly. The ship looked like a short wide can mounted on a thick stick.
The stick behind the can's disk shape held a hodgepodge of cylinders,
spheres, and boxes of different dimensions held in a framework around
the central spine.
Then he realized why it had taken him so long to actually see
the ship. Its entire surface had been painted with a nonreflecting
coating. He knew that the Baylor had their own stealth systems set for
Earth technology but it hadn't occurred to him that a ship this big could
be easily seen with Earth technology by any back yard astronomer.
If it reflected light.
This object didn't reflect much light.
It was only because he was so close and it was so big that he
could make out any detail at all.
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With the aid of his implant's AI Blue was able to almost
unconsciously adjust his speed and direction in relation to the ship so
that when he was a couple of hundred meters from contact he was
moving away from the ship at just under its own speed.
As the ship caught up with him, Blue made contact with the
hull in as soft a landing as could be expected in a powered battle suit
that massed over 250 kilos. He immediately began making his way
toward the nearest airlock when an object shot from the ship, blasting a
counter to the jamming signal that the cyberhumans were broadcasting
and trying to punch an alarm message through the jamming.
They had been detected! And much sooner than expected!
Someone on the ship was very observant and quick to act. But
it would do them no good. Even at the speed of light, the signal would
take a little more than an hour and a half to reach Earth. And over four
years to return to the Centauri system.
Comm signals couldn't traverse the jump gate and the counter
jamming message buoy was too small to have jump capability.
Their own comm silence hadn't allowed them to keep in
contact with Earth, but if things were going as planned, all of the
Baylorian comm satellites were already under cyberhuman control.
Blue's internal clock told him that the attacks on the Baylorian estates
in Florida and Colorado were due to start in just under two hours.
He hoped the supply ship's efforts to break the jamming
weren't successful or the Baylor would find out about this attack over
ten minutes before the Earth attack was due to start. With that much
preparation time bigger weapons could be manned and brought up to
power.
Not even a cyberneural implant could save the life of someone
hit in the head with a medium bore laser cannon. Like the kind the
Baylor favored on their personal estates. Blue increased his speed
toward his chosen spot on the hull of the supply ship.
When he came to the airlock he hesitated just long enough to
extend his arm as he gave his implant the signal to morph that section
of his suit of nanomass. A portion of the left hand of the suit formed a
tendril that entered the control panel. Within seconds the tendril solved
the workings of the airlock and withdrew back into the suit’s glove as
the door began to open.
Around him others of his team were alighting on the hull.
Some were neutralizing comm antennas and weapon's ports.
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Other Cyber Warlocks and Witches were taking control of
remaining message drones and the twin surface shuttles. He nodded
with satisfaction as a cyberhuman reported an anti-jamming message
drone destroyed just after the silence that told them the same.
There would be additional cyberhumans and dragon warriors
scrambling on the Monitor to add to the attack team now that the
supply ship was here. He was amazed to see that it was already fifteen
minutes since the supply ship had jumped insystem. How long will it
take the Monitor to intercept? He thought.
By this time Blue had been joined by Ward Michaels and as
soon as the door had opened enough, they entered the airlock with the
Energy Absorption Fields of their battle suits on maximum.
The precaution proved necessary. As soon as the outer door
had closed and the inner airlock hatch began to open, laser fire came
from inside. The crack of the air returning to the hole burned through
the atmosphere inside the ship by the hand laser was audible through
their suit's audio pickups.
Ward was hit by the first shot but his EAF dissipated the
energy. He returned the laser fire with a laser mounted on the left
forearm of his nanobotic suit. As soon as he fired, he rushed through
the hatch with Blue close on his heels.
As Blue followed Ward through the airlock's inner hatch, he
glanced down at the Baylorian slumped just inside the compartment.
The alien was feebly clutching one handed at the stump of his right arm
while his blood flowed from the jagged wound. On the floor lay a
forearm and hand still clutching a hand laser.
Although he knew it as a bit of knowledge that he 'knew'
through his implant's store of data, the reality of battle hit Blue like a
punch. Just like the lightning-like cracks of sound they make, real life
laser wounds are nothing like that shown on the 3D. They do not leave
a simple scorch mark or clean hole.
When a real laser hits an unprotected body, the concentrated
heat of the laser turns the water content along its path into steam in an
instant. The steam along the beam's path creates a linear explosion that
cannot be withstood by mere meat and bone. Ward had targeted the
Baylorian's weapon holding hand and the explosion had blown off the
alien's hand and the lower portion of the forearm.
Blue separated a portion of nanomass from his suit and
morphed it into a medic remote. As he continued along the passageway
he directed the remote toward the Baylorian casualty. The remote flew
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to the alien's arm and morphed over the stump. It then sealed the wound
and anesthetized the Baylorian crewman.
Halfway down the passageway Blue and Ward were hit by
crossfire from three more lasers and an automatic flechet gun. They
knew from their implant held data files that the flechets as well as the
hand lasers used were not strong enough to pierce the hull but would
pierce most unarmored suits. Or a body.
Although their unsuited body's EAF would not have been able
to withstand the power level from more than one hand laser, their
armored suits had no such problem. They easily shrugged off the
flechets and absorbed all the lasers the defenders dared use within the
ship’s hull.
The EAF in their nanotech battle suits could easily withstand
the fire from three hand held lasers. As long as the three didn't hit the
same spot for more than a full second. That would equal the power
level of a tripod laser. But that same power level would burn through
the hull so there was little chance of the ship's defenders using tripod
mounted lasers.
And the chances of three defenders hitting the same spot for a
full second during a firefight were even smaller.
Ward showed his version of humor as a mass of gnat sized
remotes flowed from the surface of his nanomass based battle suit. The
mass of tiny remotes morphed into flying holo projectors and in less
than a second a monster from hell stood in the passageway. It was the
Baylorian version of the bogey man taken from the data on the
Baylorian Empire held in all implants.
The monster screamed when it 'saw' the Baylorians defending
the passageway. Then it rushed the defensive position as laser blasts
impaled its form to no effect. When the holographic decoy entered the
midst of the defenders, laser blasts fired wildly until enough gnat sized
holo projectors were destroyed that the monster's form contained
gaping holes where scorched hull plating showed through.
The defenders quickly got a handle on their irrational fear and
turned their attention back to Blue and Ward.
But not quickly enough.
Ward and Blue stepped around the defender's barricade and
shot them all with heavy stun blasts. They left the unconscious forms
stuffed in an airtight storage locker after lasering the hatch shut. By this
time they began to receive comm traffic as more sections of the
Baylorian ship were infiltrated by cyberhumans.
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The next group of defenders that Blue and Ward came upon
was obviously slaves. They had to be the natives of Centauri A. They
looked just like two legged, short muzzled wolves with hands. Their
hearts weren't totally into their task as they shot in the direction of, but
never exactly AT, Blue and Ward.
Ward again took the initiative and holographically covered his
massive battle suited form with that of a fleeing Baylorian Officer with
Blue hot on his heels. Some of the shots from the defending Wolfen
actually came closer to Ward's Baylorian disguise than they did to his
battle suited pursuer.
As Ward leapt into the safety of their midst he stunned them
each as he passed. He had stunned all seven when he reached the
shocked Baylorian at their rear who had been directing them from what
he had thought was a safe position.
Ward's holographic shroud dissolved and the Baylorians face
melted from confusion to fear as what he had thought was a crewmate
turned into an armored shape three times his size. The Baylorian made
a belated attempt to draw his holstered hand laser when Ward's
armored fist made Blue's aimed stun blast unnecessary.
*

*

*

Brraakkeenn Roonnrroorr sat at his comm station. He loved
the work he did too much to remain a passenger on the long trip from
the comet base to the rendezvous with the supply ship.
It would have been shorter to go straight to Earth, but none of
the vehicles available had the stealth systems that would have allowed
them to approach closer than Earth's moon without being detected. So
they were forced to travel to the Sol-Centauri jump point to rendezvous
with the supply ship.
Roonnrroorr had spent so much time with the regular crew
that the captain of the small transfer ship had finally relented and gave
him a spot on the duty roster. From there he had installed several of his
own sensor and communications programs.
The captain had been so pleased with the more efficient
programs that he had a ship’s system console installed in Roonnrroorr’s
quarters. He had taken advantage of the use of the console and had
spent every waking moment there for the entire journey.
As the intersystem transfer shuttle approached the jump point
Roonnrroorr activated his long range sensor program. He thought he
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had adjusted it to the point where he could sense the vortex opening at
twice the range of the old program.
When the reading appeared on his console, he was
disappointed to see a double reading. That should not have happened.
Where was the second reading coming from? Was it just an echo?
He typed in a repeat order for the sensor search and the double
reading again appeared. The data system in his console compared the
two readings. It then labeled the larger reading as the jump point but
could not identify the second reading.
The ship was decelerating for the jump point rendezvous but
was still moving at a high rate of speed. Roonnrroorr initiated the
search program a third time. The ship had moved far enough in the
intervening moments that there was a considerable distance between
the readings.
On the third try the console's data program labeled the second
reading as a ship in stealth mode. He looked at the console screen for
only a moment, then paged the duty officer. When his comm request
was answered he said. "Sir, I have been testing a new sensor program
from my station and I seem to be reading a ship in stealth mode at the
jump point."
"Impossible!" Came the reply. "Only the best military sensor
programs I am aware of could detect an unstealthed ship at this
distance!"
"I am aware of that sir, but I was testing a new program that I
have been working on for the past year."
The duty officer was aware of Roonnrroorr's reputation and
how much he had impressed the captain and decided not to take the
chance he was wrong.
"Transfer the data to my station." He ordered. He took a few
moments to study the data on all three readings then cut the comm link
to Roonnrroorr.
"Captain to the control room please." He sent to the captain's
quarters.
While he was waiting for the captain to arrive he reconnected
the comm line to Roonnrroorr's console. When Roonnrroorr answered
he said. "Continue to make readings. The captain will be in the control
room in a moment. I would like to give him more readings to compare
with those you have already made."
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Roonnrroorr had already made another two readings in the
meantime and had two more still before the request came to transfer his
accumulated data to the duty officer's station.
He had been comparing all of his readings and had not been
able to identify the hidden ship. He had never seen readings like the
ones this ship gave. He was studying yet another reading when a call
came over the comm unit of his console.
"Technician Brraakkeenn report to the control room!"
He put his console on automatic and opened the line to the
duty officer's console. He then rose and made his way as rapidly as
possible toward the control room. He was less than halfway when the
battle stations alarm sounded.
As soon as he entered the control room, the captain looked in
his direction and said. "I have not been able to identify the ship your
program has detected. Do you recognize the class?"
"No sir. The ship is unlike any I have ever seen." Roonnrroorr
replied.
"I thought as much." The captain said.
"There can be no good reason for a ship to hold station at a
jump point while in stealth. We must assume that the unknown ship
plans to attack the supply ship on emergence." The duty officer stated
the obvious.
"Comm, Give me a laser link to Comet Strike Base One." The
captain then looked at Roonnrroorr. "I will be sure to add a
commendation for you in our message to your father. Your sensor
improvements have allowed us to detect the ambusher well before we
ourselves have entered normal detection range."
"We will be in sensor range in three sixes of time periods,
Captain." The navigation tech said helpfully.
"We have an emergence signal within the jump point!" The
sensor tech added almost immediately. "The supply ship has arrived."
"Comm tech, put all sensor readings on continuous feed to the
laser link to Comet Strike Base." The captain ordered. "I want Captain
Brraakkeenn to see everything that happens just in case."
Roonnrroorr knew what that meant. If the hidden ship proved
to be too much for the unprepared supply ship, their own small ship
would have little chance of making it back to base. He wished that he
could be at a duty station of his own. At least that way he would have
something to do to keep his mind busy.
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He was about to suggest to the captain that he return to the
console in his quarters when the comm tech shouted. "Anti-jamming
message drone detected! The supply ship is under attack by armor
suited forces. Rerouting the message to all consoles!"
Roonnrroorr leaned over the duty officer's shoulder to get a
better look at the console's screen. The message contained views
through several outer hatch security cameras. The attacking figures
could not be identified through their armored suits. They resembled the
Baylor in shape, but so did several known species
What he saw next chilled his blood. The suits of the attackers
extruded portions of themselves in a fluid manner. Only one race in the
Baylor's experience had technology advanced enough to do that!
"Evvlliigg!"
Roonnrroorr did not know who had spoken that name aloud,
but it was his own fear confirmed by another's recognition of what they
all saw on their screens.
"How long before we are in normal detection range?" The
captain demanded.
"Another six and three time parts sir!" Came the reply from
the navigation tech.
"Change course immediately! Put us on course for the SolBarnard's Star jump point!" The captain's teeth flexed with impatience
as the control room techs rapidly complied with the order.
"Course change initiated" The navigation tech exclaimed.
"Shut down all nonessential power!" The captain ordered.
"Maybe they won't notice us."
"But sir." The duty officer said. "We don't have jump
capability! Why don't we return to Comet Strike Base One?"
The captain ignored the insult of the duty officer's questioning
of his order. "We don't want to alert the enemy to the presence of the
base. When we arrive at the jump point, we will just have to wait for a
ship to come to us. Our first duty is to warn the fleet at Barnard's Star
that the humans may have an ally with the technology of the Evvlliigg."
Power systems all around them had begun to shut down as
soon as the captain gave the order and now the control room was lit
only by the glow from each duty station console. Roonnrroorr hoped
that the attackers would not notice them as their small ship changed
course enough to not come into normal detection range.
"Captain. I would be of much more use at my own console."
He said.
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The captain looked at him as if he'd forgotten his presence.
"Yes. Go!"
Roonnrroorr exited the control room and ran along the
corridors to his small quarters. The futility of the task ahead of them
weighed on his mind. The Evvlliigg had only been destroyed because
they had been isolated to a single planet.
Were these unknown aliens new allies of the humans? Or were
they an aggressive race that was in the process of adding another star
system to their own Empire?
At least his new sensor programs gave them a chance to get
readings on their new enemy's ships. His father would receive their
transmitted laser comm in a few six of sixes of time parts. That
information along with the new sensor program's specifics would help
the Comet Strike Base to detect any stealthed ship that approached
them.
It would be up to his father to decide whether to continue the
mission or follow them to the Barnard's Star fleet construction base.
He silently sent his father a wish for a good Hunt. He doubted
they would ever see each other again.
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* SEVENTEEN *
Draco followed the mobile home into the parking lot and
when it stopped, he pulled behind it so that his car was shielded from
the view of the rest of the lot. At his silent command, the engine shut
off and the door opened while the shoulder harness dissolved into the
seat. He glanced around as he stepped from the car, looking first at the
mobile home support vehicle with its three member, dragon warrior
crew, then at the Gulf waters next to the parking lot pier.
{This is it people.} He sent over the PSIonic frequency the
support vehicle monitored. He looked at the mobile home and pictured
the faces of his dragon warrior backup team. Initiating a private mental
link with each, he pathed his parting message. {Good luck
Skyler...Shawn...Chris.}
Draco walked away from the support vehicle toward the
waters of the gulf as his car dissolved into a mass of flying insects,
small scurrying animals, and birds. The mosquitoes, bees, rats, weasels,
bats, and hawks swarmed away from where the car had stood and dove
into the Gulf water, turning into fish just before they hit.
When they had planned this assault, his family had been
shocked to hear that he planned to lead the assault with the same low
amount of nanomass as everyone else. His argument that the amount of
nanomass each of them could safely use was limited by the level of
Baylorian sensors didn't seem to phase the rest of the family. They
argued that his control of all implant safeguards made it vital that he
live, and for that reason he had to have more defensive nanomass or not
lead the attack.
After a considerable amount of time had been diverted to the
impasse, Draco agreed to add nanomass to his allotment, but only if it
could be slowly infiltrated into the Baylorian compound as a scout
group. Some of them had argued that the risk of premature discovery
was too great but Draco had shown how their experiences in previous
assignments had proven the slow infiltration method. That was, after
all, how most of their information on Baylorian compounds on Earth
had been accomplished before the capture of Maakkaavvll.
When he reached the edge of the pier, Draco lowered himself
into the Gulf water south of Everglades City. As soon as his body
entered the water, a portion of the nanomass of his car, in the form of a
swarm of tiny fishes, converged to cover his body in a tough flexible
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shell. Since a few feet beneath the gulf waters was much less dangerous
than deep space, the drysuit was about a quarter the mass of the battle
suits that were being used by his people attacking the Baylorian supply
ship. As he waded into and then swam in the warm coastal waters, he
resembled a slightly heavier version of himself in full diving regalia.
All along the coast on both sides of his position other
members of his family and some of his best friends were entering the
water wearing their own nanomass based battle suits. They would all
slowly converge on the main island headquarters of the Baylor over the
next few hours. He wondered again how many of them he would be
killing in the next day by bringing them into this position.
Those chances were smaller thanks to the information he'd
pried from the mind of Kiilliimmeedd Maakkaavvll. That information
had not only shown them the security of the island, but schedules and
security codes that would bypass normal slave operated systems. With
this information mentally passed to his cyberhumans and their dragon
warrior support teams, they had planned the assault.
Several other teams were duplicating their efforts at the
Colorado estate of their prisoner. Each attacking group had to deal with
basic Baylorian paranoia and the fact that since their encounter with
Sy’Byt's race, the Baylor had always kept PSIonic and nanotech sensor
programs in their security systems. Despite years of probing for
weaknesses, it had not been until after the capture of Maakkaavvll that
the most secure Baylorian files had been penetrated by anyone in
Draco's family even with the seemingly omnipotent aid of their
cyberneural implants.
With this information, both attacks on the two most important
Baylorian strongholds had been planned to coincide with the projected
arrival of the Baylorian supply ship at the Sol-Centauri jump point. The
timing was important because the supply ship's schedule usually kept it
in the Sol system for several months before returning to the Centauri
system.
If all went well, he and his people could neutralize the
Baylorian presence on Earth. Then, hopefully, they would still have
time to place themselves in defensive positions at the Sol-Centauri and
Sol-Barnard's Star jump points before the Baylor could figure out that
something was wrong and react.
Draco had been studying as much military history in the past
few days as he possibly could absorb with the help of his implant. One
fact had remained constant in every battle he had studied. Once a battle
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begins, the actual course it takes seldom matches that of the best laid
plans.
He and his family had had the benefits of their implants in that
knowledge and experience could be absorbed overnight in their sleep
with the help of time condensed virtual reality programs. This not only
allowed them the opportunity to train daily without interrupting their
other duties. But to also live through their worst mistakes.
It was much better to die in a virtual reality simulation than
real life.
Regardless of the outcome of the upcoming battles in
Colorado and here in Florida, the Earth had to be defended from the
greater threat of superior Baylorian technology. The tiny Human
presence in space could be swatted like a fly by the Baylor if they
chose open conflict. The only way to stop this would be to control the
jump points into the Sol system before the Baylor knew what was
happening.
Draco and his cyberhumans had to defend the main two jump
points immediately. Even if it meant that they became noticed by the
rest of mankind.
To start this in motion, he had instructed the few cyberhumans
remaining on the Lunar base to speed up the construction of the second,
thirty meter tall, tear drop shaped Monitor class starship. Since finding
out about the fleet construction base at Barnard's Star, defending that
second jump point became even more important than the Sol-Centauri
jump point. He would have to send a ship to guard the Sol-Barnard's
Star jump point as soon as one could be constructed.
Due to the short supply of available cyberhumans, it would be
manned entirely by dragon warriors until people could be released from
cleaning up the Baylorian presence on Earth. There the Monitor’s sister
ship, which was already named Merimac, would wait for the retaliatory
attack that was sure to come. When the Baylorian attack fleet was
spotted, if reinforcements weren't already underway the Merimac
would send message drones back to the Lunar base.
His thoughts continued to wander as he tried unsuccessfully to
keep his mind off the fact that if he failed, the destruction of the entire
planet would be his fault. Trying to pay more attention to his beautiful
surroundings Draco doggedly continued to work his way closer to the
Baylorian island through the waters of the Wilderness Waterway on the
southern Gulf coast of Florida.
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As soon as the second Monitor class ship was completed, the
construction crew would return to the task of constructing more of the
blockade mines. When the Monitor returned, hopefully, with the
captured supply ship, it would return to the Sol-Centauri jump point
and assume the same blockade station as its sister ship, the as yet
unfinished Merimac.
The cyberhumans aboard would not travel to Sol-Centauri
with the Monitor. They would be needed at the Lunar base to help in
the construction of additional Monitors, blockade mines, and the
transfer of refugees to the ark planetoid. That is, if the Monitor
survived the encounter with the Baylorian supply ship.
Then, of course, there was the presence of the ship on the
hidden comet. Maakkaavvll had known of the mission of the ship
located on the comet. But nowhere in his mind could Draco find the
location or attack schedule of the planned kinetic attack. Only
Maakkaavvll's brother of all those Baylor on Earth knew that.
Until he could get the information from Erriimmaannohh,
someone would have to be sent into deep space to look for it. As
hopeless as that task looked, he hoped they could find it before the
Baylor launched it on its sunward trajectory.
Something that big would be hard to hide from the people of
Earth. If they found it too late, Earthbound scientists would be sure to
notice if it changed course. Not that he would hesitate to reveal his
cyberhumans if it came to a choice between that and letting the Earth
be destroyed. That was what Rocky would call a no brainer.
They would also have to start looking for the race that was
supplying the Baylorian base in the Barnard's Star system with the high
tech equipment that the Baylor couldn't get from the Empire. He
dreaded the politics that would be involved in getting a merchant race
to not sell certain low mass, high profit items to any particular
customer.
His thoughts were interrupted by the intrusion of PSIonic
emanations as he and his family converged on their island target. He
knew from his implant's data files and the interrogation of Maakkaavvll
that Baylorian sensors could not detect the PSIonic frequencies at any
great distance. The Baylor would be aware of the attacking force long
before the cyberhumans were within PSIonic detection range. Besides,
with the information he had gained from his prisoner, Draco knew that
the Baylor had no suspicions concerning paranormal activity on Earth.
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The Baylor had gone to great efforts over the decades of their
occupation to discredit the idea of PSIonic abilities. Any humans who
could not be discredited or were too powerful to be ignored by
scientists had become more fatally accident prone than the statistical
average.
Or had become Hunt prey.
As he continued swimming along the bottom toward his goal
with his escort of various fish shaped remotes, Draco sensed the one
submerged security sensor that his escorting cyberhumans had let him
approach. In their zeal to protect Draco from any unnecessary risks
they had neutralized all of the security sensors except this one so that
he could not complain that he had been completely left out.
He projected emanations that would give the sensor a reading
that would identify him as a shark even though he was perversely
tempted to make the sensor show a fish tailed merman passing by in its
viewing area. With a small chuckle at his witty humor, he continued on
his path and as he passed over the sensor, he detached a nanobotic
remote from his excess nanomass.
The remote morphed into the shape of a small fish and swam
to the sensor. When it arrived, it again morphed to flow over the sensor.
It bored through the covering and flowed into the waterproofed
components. Before he passed out of PSIonic range, Draco instructed
the remote to remove all indications of any additional human sized
masses who may pass within its detection range until further notice.
After only a couple more minutes he passed within the range
of another sensor that had been similarly altered by another of his
family who had passed by ahead of him. It was only a few minutes later
that the first of his fellow attackers came into his own visual range.
Upon seeing each other they maintained their distance and
slowed their speed. They would all have to be more careful from now
on. Even with their taking over of the security sensors, the water was
shallow enough and they were close enough to the shore of their target
that it would be easy for them to be seen by anyone in a boat.
In a few more minutes the water around Draco started to
become crowded with submerged shapes. All of them slowed to a stop
and drifted to the bottom to wait for sunrise. Each cyberhuman then
morphed his or her nanomass suit covering into a different
camouflaged cover.
Draco was in an area with coral outcrops so he assumed a
sitting posture in the water and morphed his nanomass shell into the
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shape and texture of a large coral rock shape surrounded by numerous
fish shaped remotes.
Off to his right he saw his friend Tom standing in a patch of
sea grass with arms crossed and back straight. Tom's shape flowed into
that of a submerged, moss covered driftwood log standing on end in the
deep sea grass.
To Tom's right was his wife Jade who sat in the hollow of a
natural coral outcrops and covered herself in a mass of flowing sea
grass.
They all waited for nearly a half hour, breathing by taking
oxygen directly from the sea water around them with the help of their
nanomass battle suits.
When the sky had lightened with the morning sunshine, Draco
started the roll call with a signal to Tom. Tom continued the signal to
his wife. All of the cyberhuman attack force passed the PSIonic signal
in turn around the island from one to the next.
When the roll call came back around to him Draco gave a
PSIonic yell. {Now!!}
*

*

*

{Now!!} Forrest yelled PSIonically as he activated his
personal stealth field.
Three cyberhuman teams rose on their internal gravity wave
coils and flew at top speed toward the buildings at the center of their
ring. Each was preceded by several swarms of insect remotes as well as
a small flock of bird shaped remotes. Each swarm and individual bird
had enough mass to morph into a capture hood with internal stun tech.
Their surprise was complete. The few relaxed guards around
the main compound did not have time to lift their weapons or sound the
alarm before they were stunned by sonic blasts from the low flying,
invisible attackers.
Forrest ignored the one unarmed human he saw as he raced for
the main house. Even though they were all using light bending tech, at
the speed they were flying close to the ground an observant defender
could see what appeared as a heat wave in the air. Defenders could also
see laser bolts emerging from these 'flying heat waves'.
But much more serious was the sensor tech in any tripod
mounted or larger laser. These had internal targeting sensors that would
combine infrared and heat sensors as well as air disturbances and the
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sound of objects pushing aside the air they flew through. Simple
computer triangulation programs would make even the best stealthed
cyberhuman stand out like a beacon in these close quarters.
Behind him, Sharon stunned a human as she passed and
directed a bird remote toward her target. The remote flew to the
stunned man and morphed into a hood that covered the man's head. It
would keep him unconscious until the battle was over. All around the
estate similar captive humans were being hooded as the cyberhumans
advanced toward the main compound at the center of the estate.
Forrest was less than 200 yards from the main house when the
alarm sounded. His speed took him half that distance before the first
laser bolt hit him in the chest. His EAF absorbed the blast and he
stunned the sensor goggled defender with a sonic blast of his own. One
of his bird remotes settled over the man's head as Forrest turned his
attentions back to the main house.
Around him he could see his fellow attackers drawing laser
fire from the few defenders outside of the house wearing sensor
goggles. The lightning cracks of the lasers echoed across the
mountains. The diminishing numbers of defenders was beginning to
panic and were shooting at random, changing targets rapidly. Even
though their goggles allowed them to pinpoint a target, light bending
stealth tech kept them from seeing the results of their shots and most of
them had not yet realized that their fire was having no affect.
That wouldn't last. Also, it wouldn't be long before the larger
automatic lasers were brought into action. They knew from Draco's
mental probe of Maakkaavvll that not even a cyberneural implant could
save one of them from a head shot from one of those large bore lasers.
Forrest saw Kenneth use his own finger lasers on the first big
gun to be brought out. Kenneth's fire was quickly followed by another
and then another. Kenneth and his two unseen companions kept their
fire on the barrel of the tripod laser for long enough to cause the barrel
to sag out of shape.
Forrest shifted his gaze to the comm band that the bird
remotes shared and identified the other two in the 3D holoview that the
remotes formed of the battle scene. As he watched, several hand lasers
converged on Kenneth and Forrest saw two beams converge on his
friend's left leg with a third on his chest. Kenneth's EAF absorbed most
of the fire then his friend's leg exploded in a burst of red steam just
below the knee.
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Forrest and another he couldn't see immediately directed their
own laser fire on the groups firing at their compatriot. The cover fire
served its purpose and most of the defenders redirected their own fire
away from Kenneth.
{Keep going!! I'M OK!!} Kenneth pathed with a yell as the
lessened fire was again absorbed by his battle suit's EAF.
Forrest knew that Kenneth's implant would block the pain of
the wound at the same time that it sealed the stump. He also knew that
Kenneth would already be transferring nanomass to the stump of the
leg to form a mech replacement.
As Forrest continued his own advance another tripod mounted
laser on the other side of the house fired once then went silent. He
knew from the mental scream over the attacker's shared comm
frequencies that the target's body had been destroyed but the cyber
warlock's implant had saved the man from real death as his severed
head had not been touched by the beam.
Then from the edges of the forest and mountains around them
came more laser fire as dragon warriors advancing through the disabled
security network on four wheel ATV's began firing into the main
compound. Their fire sought out the most persistent defenders from the
safety of vehicles with heavy duty EAF generators.
The lightning cracks of laser fire became constant for a few
seconds and the echoes reverberated around them like some terrific
thunderstorm as the defenders became aware that they were losing. The
frenzied volume of fire caused many of the advancing cyberhumans to
pause in their attack.
At that moment Forrest saw a section of the roof of the main
house begin to open. He had been heading for just that spot and when
he saw that he wouldn't make it he mentally yelled a warning. {Main
gun rising!! Watch out!!}
He lifted both hands and fired continuously at the rising gun.
The information Draco had gotten from Maakkaavvll had let them
know about all of the defenses within the compound. This main
defensive weapon had a bore three times the size of a tripod mounted
laser and could totally vaporize the entire body of even an EAF
protected cyberhuman in a instant.
It was also computer operated with its entire turret coated in
shielded sensor packs. If it completed its rise and locked into firing
position, half the flying cyberhumans could be targeted and fired on in
less than two seconds. The goal of every one of them had been the
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disabling of this gun first, THEN the taking of the rest of the
compound.
They had been ready for the big weapon's possible use before
they could get within its firing radius and several lasers converged on
the rising laser turret before the doors had completely moved out of the
way. The barrel was aimed away from Forrest's position and he fired at
the unprotected back of the gun with all available power.
Many of the larger remotes were morphed by their operators
into flying lasers and added their handgun sized laser power to the
assault.
The gun was also heavily shielded and continued to rise
unaffected by the increasing laser fire from the converging cyberhuman
warriors. The shielding had begun to take on a white hot color when all
of a sudden, the barrel moved with purpose and fired once before
exploding with enough force to take half the ceiling with it.
Forrest's initial elation was shattered by a mental scream of
anguish from Ariel. It took him an eternal fraction of a second before
he realized that he could no longer feel Kenneth's mental presence.
*

*

*

Masses of fish shaped remotes burst from the sea around the
Gulf island and morphed into small mammals, birds, and swarms of
insects. These were immediately followed by twenty-five cyberhumans
in groups in a ring around the island. One of these groups was
concentrated at the main dock.
A few of the fish shapes launched themselves directly at the
heads of crewmen on the boats tied at the dock. Some of the other fish
shapes had time to fully assume insect, animal, or bird shapes before
diving onto the heads of the first human and alien figures they came to.
Some of the quicker targets had time to swat once at the attacking
remotes before they covered the target's head and morphed into capture
hoods or began injecting sedatives with bites and stings.
Following close behind their line of remotes and hidden by
light bending and holographic stealth fields, the airborne cyberhumans
began firing stunning blasts at anything that didn't wear a hood.
In scattered groups less than a mile out to sea, thirty-five
dragon warriors raced toward the island on converted jet skis as soon as
Draco gave the attack signal.
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The jet skis had been considerably altered by the cyberhuman
leaders of each dragon warrior team. The gas fueled engines had been
replaced with a compact fusion power plant that would run the new air
and water capable jets as well as the newly installed gravity wave coils
and Energy Absorption Field generators.
The converted craft raced across the water and as the first of
them reached the island, the coils gave their sleds enough lift to fly just
under four feet above the surface. They could fly just under three feet
above the water, but most of them were still within sight of a few
pleasure and fishing boats who had unknowingly acted as part of the
dragon warrior's cover up to now. For the sake of whatever security and
secrecy they could maintain just prior to a military style battle, they
stayed in jet ski mode until reaching the island.
In addition to the EAF protected jet skis, each dragon warrior
wore combination laser-stunners. Unlike the teams attacking the
Colorado estate, whose laser-stunners were camouflaged as small
backpacks, the power packs for the Florida teams were shaped to
resemble oversized floatation vests. The stunner workings and barrels
were mounted directly on the upper arm and forearm with the stunner
on one arm and the laser on the other. All of the dragon warriors had
been urged to use stunners only on all live targets.
As the first of the dragon warriors made it to shore with the
surge-jump of their gravity wave coils kicking in, most of the
cyberhuman warriors were among the outer buildings of the main
compound. The first dragon warriors to reach the Baylorian and slave
casualties bound the hands and legs of the unconscious forms with steel
shackles. As each captive was bound by the dragon warrior backup
teams, they were separated into injured and uninjured groups with the
capture hoods on the uninjured given a coded signal.
When the owning cyberhuman received the signal, they
recalled their remotes. The nanomass of the hoods morphed into a
swarm of insects or a bird and quickly flew to the front of the battle line
where the cyberhuman force led by Draco Moon were converging on
the main Baylorian compound in the island's center.
Draco flew toward the main house surrounded and preceded
by his army of remotes. There were so many that he kept only a comm
link with each while letting Gandalf do all of the control functions. As
Draco followed the trail of scout remotes that he had so carefully
infiltrated into the Baylorian compound in the short time before the
attack, his remote mech escort grew larger.
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He flew within a growing wedge of insect, small scurrying
mammal, and bird shaped remotes that followed the path of the scouts
toward the command center. The closer he got to the command center,
the larger his nanobotic escort became.
The precaution of the scouts became fortuitous when Draco's
proximity activated a scout remote that was one of several small bird
shapes that formed a hundred foot circle with him as its center. As the
remote's visual link turned a corner it showed a human and wolfen
slave manning a tripod laser directly in Draco's path with a pair of
human slaves manning another at the corner of the adjacent building.
Without slowing Draco sent a message to the remote above
the human wolfen pair and it morphed its main body into a sonic
projector and stunned the two. At the same time, Draco signaled the
foremost of his larger, bird remote escort and the unit sped ahead to
deal similarly to the other laser crew. By the time he passed between
the two buildings other leading remotes had been directed to hood the
four unconscious slaves while the first two worked their way into the
tripod lasers to render them nonfunctional.
Draco's dash to the main compound had so far taken him a
mile inland in just over a half minute since leaving the waters of the
Gulf when he burst through the tree line that surrounded the main
compound. While the insect shaped remotes swarmed over any
defender they passed and injected them with sedatives through stings
and bites, the larger bird shaped remotes fired their laser eyes at the
sensors and stationary weapons they passed. When they came to living
defenders, they fired their beak mounted stunner component. Ground
covering remote weasels, cats, and small dogs ran up to defender
casualties and morphed into sedating medpacks where necessary and
simple capture hoods otherwise.
The lightning crack of laser fire from hand weapons sounded
all around him punctuated by the occasional louder crack of tripod
mounted lasers. One of his remote escorts burst in a shower of
vaporized and flaming nanobits as it intercepted a blast from one of the
larger bore stationary lasers. That blast could have killed him if it
would have hit his head.
[Thanks Gandalf.]
[You are welcome Draco.] His implant's AI replied.
Half of his remote escort was either destroyed or in captive
hood mode by the time he flew the half mile from the tree line to the
central compound.
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He saw another of the aliens that resembled a two legged wolf
run into the building ahead of him. The Wolfen slave had clutched a
hand laser but had not fired it at Draco when it had the chance. The
furred alien disappeared before he had a chance to stun it.
Draco recognized the main command center's East entrance
from Maakkaavvll's interrogation memories and landed only two steps
away from the door at a full run. When he burst through the open door
between his second and third remote escorts, he came across a
Baylorian several steps into the curving downslope of the passageway
whose body had been blown completely in half. It would take at least
three close-quarter hand laser blasts to do that much damage.
The last of his remote escort entered the door as Draco
hesitated for a moment in confusion. He was the first attacker through
the door of the main building. Was the Wolfen slave he had seen
entering just ahead of him actually helping them?
Draco had been under the impression that most of the human
slaves and all of the alien ones on Earth were mind controlled. Maybe
the recent influx of Baylorian slaves of nonhuman races with the last
two supply ships contained uncontrolled slaves? Draco had only paused
a fraction of a second to look at the Baylorian's body before continuing
around the sloping passage behind his five remaining remotes. He
didn't want to give any more notice of his approach than necessary so
he kept the remotes in a phalanx only two meters ahead of himself.
He noticed the design of the walls of the passageway as he
ran. The outer wall was lined with vertical louvers of sturdy metal.
Anyone firing lasers or slug throwers down into the passageway would
have their shots trapped by the metal louvers. At the same time, anyone
defending the compound would not have that problem and could
ricochet their shots up and around the passageway at any attackers.
A simple but effective strategy. If they'd had someone in the
passageway to defend it.
Maybe the dead Baylorian and the missing Wolfen slave were
the assigned defenders?
It didn't matter for now though, as long as his progress
remained unimpeded, but Draco did want to meet this mysterious
Wolfen.
If the furred alien slave survived the battle.
*

*
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Ghlorr raced for his duty station. The Baylor were under
attack by a force of Earth natives! And the attackers had made it onto
the island itself before any alarm had been sounded. He had just
reached the East door to his command post duty station when an
approaching Master yelled to him.
"You! Slave!" Came the important sounding voice. "Take this
laser and defend the entrance with me!"
Ghlorr skid to a halt and gasped while pointing down the
curving passageway. "My duty station..." He began.
"Curse your duty station slave!" The Baylorian yelled with
feeding teeth flexing in anger. "I gave you an order! Take this laser and
defend this door!"
"Yes Master!" Ghlorr responded automatically. He extended
his hand and accepted the laser pistol. The Baylorian Master then
rushed into the building and the door began to shut behind him.
Ghlorr looked up and saw a figure flying through the air
toward him. He made his decision in an instant and followed the Baylor
through the door before it finished closing.
The Baylor turned and raised the other laser pistol he carried.
Upon seeing Ghlorr, he lowered his gun hand and yelled in anger. "I
thought I told you to guard the door!!"
Ghlorr didn't utter a word. He simply raised the laser and fired
three times at the Baylor's stomach. The triple crack of the weapon
within the entrance hallway was deafening and the shower of blood and
entrails from the surprised Baylor sprayed the walls.
Ghlorr smiled. ‘That felt good.’ He thought as he picked up
the second hand laser.
He then ran at full speed down the sloping ramp toward his
Command Center duty station. He fully expected to die in the next few
moments, but at least he would take a few of the cursed Baylor with
him.
In a few moments he burst into the Command Center for the
island's main defenses just as the heavy security door began to close.
"You are just in time slave!" Yelled the Baylor who was
attempting to close the door. "Help me!"
"Wait!" Ghlorr yelled. "There is another Master just behind
me!"
The Baylorian hesitated a second and made as if to look out
the door. Ghlorr shot him through the back of the head and as the body
fell into the gap left by the half closed door he turned toward the room's
interior.
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Baylorians and human slaves looked up in shock at the
lightninglike thunderclap of the laser in the confined space. Ghlorr
did not waste any time. His ears rang with the deafening sound as he
sprayed Baylor, Human slaves, and control room equipment
indiscriminately with fire from his two hand lasers. One laser began to
heat up with the rapid fire and failed with an internal malfunction.
Ghlorr dropped it and continued to fire with the other hand laser as the
survivors began to come out of their shock and react.
When his second weapon ceased firing, he threw it at the
nearest approaching uninjured Baylorian Master and prepared to die.
*

*

*

Draco ran down the hall toward the closing door at the end. He
could see from the size of the door that it would take him a few minutes
to gain access. The door quit its closing motion and a Baylor looked out
through the opening.
The alien had time to see Draco and look surprised before his
head exploded at the same time as a laser crack filled the hallway. The
headless body fell across the door's opening and sprayed blood into the
passageway.
Draco continued to run as multiple laser cracks echoed
through the door's opening.
With the help of his five remaining remotes he focused several
gravity wave supplied repulser beams at the heavy door and it slammed
wide open. Leaping across the corpse that lay in the doorway, he burst
into the Command Center. The first thing he saw was a Baylor
grappling with the Wolfen he had seen enter the building ahead of him.
The Baylor was draped across the Wolfen with his head and mouth
over the furred alien's neck in what Draco recognized as the Death Bite.
Another Baylor was trying to come from behind his ruined
console to get to the door. Two human slaves simply stood and stared
at the carnage around them.
The rest of the room contained destroyed consoles and the
remains of several Baylorian and Human bodies. The walls were
covered in blood and tiny pieces of unidentifiable body parts.
Draco fired stunning blasts at the other three living occupants
of the room with one hand while he reached down and grasped the neck
of the Baylor draped over the Wolfen with his other hand. He used the
force of his implant enhanced body to squeeze.
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The Baylor realized he was being attacked from behind and
released his Death Bite hold on his victim. He twisted in Draco's grasp
and screamed in anger when he saw his attacker.
Draco smiled as he recognized Erriimmaannohh from
Maakkaavvll's memory. He finished stunning the other occupants of the
room and raised his other hand as Erriimmaannohh continued to scream
with rage and thrash around. He smashed the face of the thrashing form
with a carefully controlled degree of his implant enhanced might.
"Oh shut up!" He said, dropping the limp form.
He then took a moment to signal the nearest of his remotes to
morph into a medpack and help the fallen Wolfen. As soon as he was
sure the alien was alive he turned to the room and began studying the
undamaged consoles. As he did this he dispatched his remaining four
remote escorts to covering the only other living occupants of the room
with capture hoods.
At a noise from the door he raised his eyes and calmly stunned
a Baylor that came running into the room. The Baylor was hooded by
the time the first of his cyberhuman reinforcements came through the
door.
*

*

*

Senator Simpson came awake slowly to find himself seated
and tied at waist and hips to a hard chair. He opened his eyes but met
only darkness. There was something covering his head! He screamed
and pulled at the covering with unrestrained hands and arms but it
clung to his head tightly. He couldn't get a grip on it! It flowed away
from his grasping fingers as if it were alive!
After a few moments he realized his attempts were futile and
stopped. Despite the tightness of the hood he could breath easily. His
panic began to diminish and he relaxed, straining to hear what was
going on around him.
Now that he had stopped screaming and thrashing about in his
chair he could sense that there were presences in the room with him.
All at once the hood flowed away from his face and down his head to
form a collar around his neck.
He found himself surrounded by humans! He thought fast.
"Thank god! I'm saved!"
When those around him remained silent and just stared at him,
he reverted to what had usually worked for him in the past. "Don't you
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know who I am?" He yelled. "I'm a Senator! I was being held here
against my will! I was trying to escape during your assault when
someone shot me by mistake!"
He looked around at those in the room and saw for the first
time the two Wilson children. His face went white.
That damned traitorous hit man had delivered the two children
to Erriimmaannohh instead of killing them. To make matters worse, the
Baylorian had told the children what he had planned to do to them. He
had been forced to be present when Erriimmaannohh had hunted and
subdued them and as a result, they knew he was helping the Baylor!
He slumped in his seat. Now he would never be President. He
would probably be executed as a traitor instead.
The smiling man in front of him finally spoke. "Hello Senator.
My name is Draco Moon."
The man who had identified himself as Draco Moon gestured
to the room's occupants. "As you can see, the Baylor are no longer in
control. We also know all about you from Tami and Robert Wilson."
Winston gained a little amount of confidence just because of
the man's softly spoken words. "What is going to happen to me? Who
do you work for?"
"I'll answer the second question first Senator. I work for
myself. Nobody in any of the world's governments knows about me or
my people. I would like it to remain that way."
The Senator had grown used to bargaining for his own profit
in his years of dealing with the Baylor. He reached up to pull at the
collar around his neck. "Release me and I'm sure I can help you remain
anonymous."
Draco smiled that infuriating smile again. Senator Simpson
vowed to have the man killed at the first opportunity. He pulled at the
collar again and gasped as it tightened till it cut off his air. He began to
panic again as he tried unsuccessfully to breathe.
The smiling man continued to watch for a moment then waved
a hand. The collar immediately relaxed its suffocating grip.
"Now I'll answer your other question Senator." The man,
Draco, said calmly.
"We are going to let you go."
Winston looked at Draco in confusion. "You're going to let me
go?" He looked at Draco who nodded assent, then at the two glaring
children. He relaxed enough at the thought that he might still come out
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of this ahead. As his thoughts boiled furiously in an attempt to turn
things to his advantage he looked at the rest of the room's occupants.
In addition to Draco and the Wilson children, there were three
other human adults and a single furred alien slave present. Glancing
around, he noticed seated against one wall behind him another figure
with a hood covering his head and his arms strapped to the arms of a
sturdy chair. Winston recognized the clothes.
It was Erriimmaannohh!
"Yes Senator. I'm going to let you go."
At Draco's voice, he whipped his head back around to face his
captor. "How do you want me to help you? I thought you said you
didn't want anyone to know about you?" He was confused and his voice
showed his confusion as he spoke without thinking.
"Oh. That. You don't have anything to do with that. I will take
care of that myself."
"All I want you to do is withdraw from the Presidential race."
"Withdraw! Why on Earth would I do that!"
Draco leaned close and said softly. "Cause if you don't, I will
kill you."
The collar around the Senator's neck tightened momentarily,
then relaxed. "But...but...who do you want to be president?" His voice
ended in a plaintive, high pitched squeak.
Draco smiled and waved a hand negligently. "I think we'll just
let the American people decide that."
"You don't have someone you want to put in office?" Winston
realized he sounded stupid, but he really couldn't imagine that someone
with as much power as the man in front of him apparently had, not
wanting to take proper advantage of it.
"No Senator." Draco said as if to a child and shook his head. "I
think the American people will be able to choose someone on their own
now that there will be no outside interference."
He glared at Winston. "And I guarantee you, THERE WILL
BE NO OUTSIDE INTERFERENCE!!"
Winston knew that tone of voice, but was surprised at the
emotional surge that overwhelmed him with the words. He didn't know
how but he FELT that the man in front of him meant what he said. He
also knew from what had happened today that this man who called
himself Draco would be able to enforce what he'd just said.
"What else?" He knew there would be something else. He
couldn't imagine getting off so easy.
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"You will do your best to become a good American till the end
of your current term. Then you will retire."
"That's all?"
"Yes Senator. That is all."
"Can't we work something out? I don't want to leave the
Senate. I've made too many enemies. If I don't have the protection of
my office they'll get me eventually." He was aware that his voice had
taken on a whining tone but didn't care.
"The only other choice you have is to join the Baylor in the
prison where I'm going to send them." Draco said in his soft,
condescending voice.
Winston looked at Draco in shock for a moment, then blurted.
"But if you put me with the Baylor they'll use me for food for as long
as I live!"
"You do have that one other option." Draco said shrugging
disinterestedly.
Senator Winston Simpson sagged in his chair in defeat. "I'll do
what you say." He whispered.
"Good! You may go."
"I can just leave? Just like that?"
"Yes Senator. Just like that."
Winston reached up to his neck. "What about this?" He asked
tugging on the thick collar.
"Oh yea. Here. Let me get that for you." Draco reached up and
grasped the collar. It simply fell away from Winston's neck. Draco then
pulled a portion of it away from the rest like a piece of soft taffy. He
then grasped Winston's left arm and placed the putty like blob on the
Senator's wrist.
Winston watched in horror as the blob melted and flowed
around his wrist. When it quit moving, it looked just like his expensive,
custom made wrist watch. He reflexively tried to remove it and it
gripped his arm tightly. He looked at Draco with fear and a question in
his eyes.
Draco explained. "From now on Senator I'll always know
where you are and what you say. If you try too hard to remove it, it will
continue to tighten its grip. The only way you can remove it is to cut
your arm off about here." Draco touched a point about halfway up
Winston's forearm.
Draco waved casually and the bonds at his waist and hips
flowed away. "That's all Senator. You may leave now."
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Winston had dismissed enough people to know when it was
being done to him. He rose from his chair to leave the room.
"Oh. And Senator. You will also change your sexual habits."
Draco added. "One more underage partner and I will castrate you and
give you to my Baylorian prisoners to play with."
Winston gaped at the man, then said. "Yes sir." And rushed
from the room.
When he got outside a woman was waiting. "This way
Senator." She said coldly and led him to the dock, jumping into one of
the small boats tied there. When he hesitated she said. "Well come on.
Unless you want to walk."
He got into the boat, leaving all of his luggage behind.
Shaking his head miserably, Senator Winston Simpson sat silently
gazing at the horizon as the island disappeared behind him.
His life was in a shambles. From the next President to nothing
in a few short hours. Even though he was free, people with more power
than he knew his most shameful secrets. It took only seconds for the
small craft to leave the dock but already, his shoulders shook as he
quietly cried to himself while trying his hardest to keep his head
upright and his eyes open.
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* EPILOGUE *
Draco walked across the compound with his head hanging.
Unnoticed around him, cyberhumans and dragon warriors frantically
cleaned up any obvious battle damage in case some sort of inquisitive
authorities came to see what all the commotion had been about.
His friend Kenneth was dead. Forrest's report said that Ken
had been killed by the very last significant shot fired by the defenders
in the taking of the Colorado estate. There were other casualties, but all
of them lived on within the protection of their implants. Others now
wore nanomass prosthetics, but they were all alive.
All but Kenneth. Draco looked at the sky in the direction of
the Sol-Centauri jump point. The initial reports from the battle for the
supply ship had not indicated any ultimate fatalities, so they had
actually come out far better than anticipated.
That fact was no real consolation.
Kenneth was still dead.
Forever.
They would all have the benefit of virtual reality memories of
their friend, but there would never be any true new memories.
Draco continued to stare at the sky lost in thought.
They had successfully taken their world back from the
Baylor!!
The elation that thought brought was tempered by the fact that
they still had to hold on to their planet. They would never be really safe
until they built a jumpgate blockade for their home star system.
Draco hoped they could get blockades at the Sol-Centauri and
Sol-Barnyard gates before the Baylor could react. Their only hope was
to complete at least those two defensive positions before the supply
ship was missed.
He took one last look at the clear blue sky, then turned toward
the main residential building of Erriimmaannohh's estate, with the
offices and quarters that were now his.
He had a lot to do.
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